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PREFACE

The relationship between Japan and the United States has been an
important one for several decades. In fact, Mike Mansfield, former US
Ambassador to Japan, has described it as the most important bilateral
:elationship in the world. The importance of this relationship was
demonstrated when President George Bush made his decision to repre-
sent the United States at the funeral of the late Emperor. This is to be
his first trip abroad as President, and the United States was among the
first countries to announce its 'epresentative to the funeral.

In recent decades, contact between Americans and Japanese has
increased greatly across a variety of areas, including economic, techni-
cal /scientific, interpersonal, and academic. Americans and Japanese
are coming into contact in greater and greater numbers, and there is
every likelihood that this trend will continue. There has recently been
pressure on Japan to take a position of leadership in world affairs
commensurate with her economic position. This would involve closer
contact and increased communication with people of many countries,
including the United States.

Even though the Japanese have more contact with the people of the
United States than those of any other country, Japanese people do not
know very much about the United States. As these contacts between
Americans and Japanese increa te, the potential for misunderstanding
increases. This misunderstanding can be caused not only by language
barriers but also by cultural differences between the two countries. The
purpose of this book is to increase the understanding of these differ-
ences and the potential problems that they can cause. We hope that a
better understanding of the differences will helu Americans and
Japanese communicate more effectively.

This collection of papers is divided into three sections. The first
section, "Introduction to Intercultural Communication," describes the

iii
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background of the relationship between Japan and the United States,
the history of the study of intercultural communication and some of the
problems related to itbarriers that make communication between
Americans and Japanese more difficult. In the first paper, "'The Study
of Intercultural Communication in the United States: A Brief History to
the Early 1980's," the history of the study of intercultural communica-
tion is examined. Various aspects, including organizations, publica-
tions, development of theory, and education, are examined. "The
Background of Japanese-American Relations" looks at the development
of the relationship between Japan and the United States from 1853 when

Commodore Perry arrived to the present. The need for better under-
standing between Japan and the United States is emphasized. In

"Barriers to Intercultural Communication Between Americans and
Japanese," some of the difficulties that Americans and Japanese have in
communicating and the sources of those difficulties are discussed.

The second section, "Influences on Culture and Cultural Influences,"
includes seven papers on various aspects of communication between
Americans and Japanese. ":;:fects of Natural Environment on Amer-
ican and Japanese Communication" discusses how the differences in the

natural environment of Japan and Britain have influenced the develop-
ment of the values and attitudes of Japanese- and Englishspeokers.
These values, in turn, influence the language. "Effects of Social Envi-
ronment on Japanese and American Communication" discusses differ-
ences in the social systems in Japan and the United States and how these
ditfererces affect communication between and among Americans and
Japanese. "The Group in Japan and the United States" examines
differences in the ways that Americans and Japanese interact in groups
and the problems that these differences may cause in communication
betweea Americans and Japanese. In "Differences in the Kinesic Codes
of Americans and Japanese," the study of kinesics (communication
through movement, including facial expression and gaze) is discussed.
Factors that influence the kinesic codes of Americans and Japanese are
discussed, along with differences between the kinesic codes of Amer-
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icans and Japanese. In addition, how kinesics can be used in the English
classroom is explored. "Differences between Politeness Strategies Used
in Requests by Americans and Japanese" examines issues related to
politeness, particularly in requests. While the systems of politeness are
similar in English and Japanese, there are differences in the way that
rules are applied. "Differences in Color Associrtions of Americans and
Japanese" deals with the connotations and meanings that colors have in
Japanese and American culture. In "Difficulties Japanese Have in
Reading English," the process of reading and why it is difficult for
Tapanese to read English is discussed.

The third section, "Japanese Students' Knowledge of American
Culture," is made up of five studies related to Japanese students' contact

with Americans and American culture. their knowledge of American
culture and the problems that they face in the United States. "The
Teaching of American Culture in Secondary English Courses in Japan:
An Analysis of Textbooks" reviews studies of junior and senior high
school textbooks in Japan. It also includes an analysis of the American
culture taught in current junior high school texts in Japan. "Awareness
of American Culture: A Survey of Japanese College Students in the
U.S." reports on a survey of Japanese students at an American universi-
ty, their knowledge of American culture and their adjustment to life in
the United States. "An Evaluation of English Teaching in Japan: A Sur-

vey of Japanese High School Exchange Students" reports a series of sur-
veys of Japanese exchange students one month after their arrival in the
United States, seven months after their arrival, and after their return to
Japan. The survey covered such areas as students' knowledge of
American culture and the methods of English study that they fel, were
most helpful. "Japanese Students' Knowledge of American Culture and
Life" reports on the administration of the Test of American Culture in
1976 and in 1988. This test, which covers fifty aspects of American
culture, is intended to measure how well Japanese students know
American culture. Last. "Practical Adjustment to Life in the United
States: Interviews with Incoming Japanese Students at an American

t f
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University" reports the results of in-depth interviews with twenty
Japanese students in the United States. Students discuss their knowl-
edge of American culture, and the interviews bring out the practical
problems that they face in the United States.

Some of the papers included in this book were originally written in
1976. However, we do not believe that the situation has changed
greatly. For example, we administered the Test of American Culture
again in 1988 to a second group of Japanese students in Japan (see
"Japanese Students' Knowledge of American Culture and Life"). We
found that, although the sample included more English majors and more
four-year college students and consisted entirely of full time day stu-
dents, the students' knowledge of the United States was not much
greater than that of the sample of Japanese students in japan in the
original study, which included night students and more junior college
students and non-English majors. Also, when we were in the United
States from 1985 to 1987, the Japanese students that we knew there had
many of the same problems as those described in "Practical Adjustment
to the United States: Interviews with Incoming Japanese Students at an
American University."

In addition to updating the two studies mentioned, we have rewritten
some of the papers for unity of form and clarity. Also, an abstract was
written for each paper.

A number of the papers in this book are based on research originally
done for Kenji Kitao's dissertation (The Teaching of American Culture
in English Courses in Japan; 1977 [University Microfilms No. 77-28,

886]). Most of the papers in this book have been published in other
publications. The following it., a list of citations for these publications.

I . Introduction to Intercultural Communication
1. A Brief History of Intercultural Communication (1987)

Human Communication Studies 14 & 15.
ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 278 212
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3. Barriers to Intercultural Communication (1985)
In M.-L. Liebe-Harkort (Ed.), Linguistics across historical and
geographical boundaries. Vol. 2. Descriptive, contrastive and applied

linguistics (pp. 1257-1271). Amsterdam: Mounton de Gruyter.

. Influences on Culture and Cultural Influences
4. How Does Natural Environment Affect American and Japanese

Ways of Expressing Themselves (1982)
Doshisha Studies in English, . R.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 278 054
5. Effects of Social Environment on Japanese and American

munication (1985)
Speech Education, 12.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 260 579
6. The Group in Japan and the United States (1988)

World Communication (in press)

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (in press)
7. Differences in the Kinesic Codes of Americans and

(1988)

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 282 400

Differences in the Kinesic Codes of United States and
Nationals (1988)
World Communication, 17(1).

8. Differences between Politeness
Americans and Japanese (1988)

Doshisha Studies in English, 44 & 45.
ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 280 118

9 . A Study of Color Association Differences between Americans and
Japanese (1986)

Human Communication Studies, 13.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 273 134
10. Difficulties Japanese Have in Reading English (1987)

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 278 214

Corn-

Japanese

Japanese

Strategies Used in Requests by
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III. Japanese Students' Knowledge of American Culture
I) The Present Situation in the Teaching of American Culture in

English Courses in JapanAnalysis of Junior and Senior High
School English Textbooks in Japan (1979)
Doshisha Studies in English, 21.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 179 098
The Teaching of American Culture in Secondary English Courses in
Japan: An Analysis of Textbooks

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (in press)
12. A Survey of the Teaching of American Culture with KU Japanese

Students (1978)
Doshisha Studies in English, 19.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 179 097

13. Japanese Exchange Students' Evaluation of English Teaching in
Japan (1980)

Doshislia Studies in English, 25.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 202 211
14. The Test of American Culture (1930)

Doshtsha Studies in English, 22.

NALLD Journal: Techn3logy & Mediated Instruction, 15(2).
Communication, 9(1).

ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 191 331
15. Practical Adjustment to Life in an American University: Inter-

views with Incoming Japanese Students at an American University
ERIC Document Reproduction Service (in press)

Bibliography

A. Intercultural Communication Bibliography (Parts 1 & 2) (1986)
ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 273 125

B. Intercultural Communication. Bibliography (Part 3) (1987)
ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ET) 282 271

C. Intercultural Communication Bibliography, Part 4
ERIC Document Reproduction Service (in press)
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D. Intercultural Nonverbal Communication Bibliography (1988)
ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 285 402

E. Culture and Education: A Bibliography (1988)
ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 290 319

The bibliography was compiled primarily for English teachers who
are interested in the influence of culture and intercultural communica-
tion on language teaching and learning. However, it is also useful to
these interested in various aspects of intercultural communication.

* * * * * * *

We would like to express our appreciation to the people who over the
years have helped us with the original papers that are included in this
book and also to th ; participants in our studies. In particular, we would
like to thank Ms. Catherine Duppenthaler of Seibo Women's Junior
College, Dr. Nicholas J. Tee le of Doshisha Women's College, Ms.
Barbara Fujiwara of Doshisha Women's College, and Ms. Gladys
Magnani of Kansai University of Foreign Studies for reading the
manuscript and making valuable suggestions.

Kenji Kitao, PhD
S. Kathleen Kitao, PhD
Kyoto, Japan
February, 1989
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THE STUDY OF INTERCULTURAL

COMMUNICATION IN THE UNITED STATES:

A BRIEF HISTORY TO THE EARLY 1980'S

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

The field -)f intercultural communication in the United
States is relatively new. I.s boundaries were identified in the
late 1970s. The origin of intercultural communication is
cultural anthropology, and culture is a very important feature
of intercultural communication. Intercultural communication
is mainly interpersonal interaction bet ween people with differ-
ent cultural backgrounds, but it includes cross - cultural commu-
nication, interracial communicat,,3n, interethnic communica-
tion and international communication. In this paper, the
development of the study of intercultural communication in the
United States up to around 1Q80 is discussed briefly in terms of
definitions of culture, communication, and intercultural com-
munication; publications; professional organizations and con-
ferences; education; anr1 research. Based on this review, I
concluded that the field of intercultural communication
became established in about 1980.

Introduction

The importance of intercultural communication has increased greatly
in Japan since 1970, because more and more Japanese go abroad every
year. As more Japanese people work and travel overseas, the direct
encounters of individual Japanese with people of other nationalities
have increased, and communication problems have increased corre-

3
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4 Kenji Kitao

spondingly.

Since the Japanese economy relies on foreign trade and business to a
great extent, intercultural problems are very serious for the Japanese.
Therefore, intercultural communication has become very important,
and many people are concerned about it, even though it is not taught in
many schools.

There are many publications in this field in Japan. Many of them
seem to have been influenced by the study of intercultural communica-
tion and cultural anthropology in the United States. Edward T. Hall's
The Silent Language was translated in 1966 and read by many Japanese.
John C. Condon and Dean C. Barnlund have also contributed to the study

of intercultural communication in Japan (e.g., Condon and Saito, 1974;
Condon and Yousef, 1975; Barnlund, 1975).

However, there are not many publications which introduce the history
and the state of the study of intercultural communication in Japan or
even in the United States.

Since the 1960's there has been a considerable amount of growth in the

field of intercultural communication. Definitions have been discussed
and argued over, organizations am journaN have been established,
university courses have been offered and conferences have been held.
The goals of this paper are to describe how the study of intercultural
communication has developed in the United States in terms of defini-
tions, publications, professional organizations and conferences, educa-
tion, and research, and then to discuss some of the characteristics of
each area.

The Study of Culture

The origins of intercultural communication can be traced to cultural
anthropology. Through the work of anthropologists, communication
specialists then became interested in the subject of communication
among members of different cultures.

We can go back to Boas' (1940) collection of articles, Race, Language
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and Culture and Hall's books (1959, 1963). Boas provided a good
anthropological description of American Indian languages but did not
handle problems of intercultural communication. Hall compared cul-
tures and pointed out some inadequacies of Western culture (Asante,
Newmark. & Blake, 1979).

Another important contribution of anthropology to intercultural
communication is that language was recognized as an important part of
culture. Kluckhohn (1949) maintained that every language is also a
special way of looking at the world and interpreting experience. The
SapirWhorf hypothesis (Whorf, 1956) maintained that language func
tions not simply as a device for reporting experience, but also, and more
significantly, as a way of defining experience for its speakers.

In anthropology, culture was an omnibus term designating both the
distinctly human forms of adaptation and the distinctive ways in which
the differet human populations organize their lives on earth (Levine,
1973). Anthropology did not present clear theoretical arguments for
intercultural communication, which remained a field of inquiry without
the traditions of social or behavioral science.

It is encouraging to recognize that cultural anthropologists such as
Dell Hymes, Ethel Albert, Clifford Geertz, Roy Wagner, and Edward T.
Hall have long considered the study of communication essent. al ingredi-
ent in the study of culture (Prosser, 1978a).

Since the late 1960s, culture has been considered together with com
munication. Culture is based on the community of communication
(Deutsch, 1966). In this view, culture consists of socially stereotyped
patterns of behavior, including habits of language and thought which are

transmitted through various forms of social learning, particularly
through methods of early child-rearing standardized in that culture.

is



6 Kenp Kitao

Definitions

Culture

Intercultural communication specialists have begun to take more
seriously the works of cultural anthropologists in relation to their own

study of the relationships between communication and culture (Presser,
1978a).

Smith (1966a) regarded culture as a code which we learn and share.
Learning and sharing require communication, and communication
requires coding and symbols, which must be learned and shared. This
idea reflects the inseparability of communication and culture.

In the 1970s, communication specialists started trying to define cul
ture. Sitaram (1970) defined culture as the sum total of the learned
behaviors of a group of people that are generally considered to be the
tradition of that people and that are transmitted from generation to
generation. Porter (1972) defined culture in one of the earliest textbooks

of intercultural communication as the cumulative deposit of knowledge,

experience, meanings, beliefs, values, attitudes, religions, concepts of
self, the universe and self-universe relationships, hierarchies of status,
role expectations, spatial relations, and time concepts acquired by a
large group of people in the course of generations through individual
and group striving

Culture was considered one of the cores of intercultural communica-
tion. Until intercultural communication courses were offered by many
universities, cultural anthropology served an important role in the
training of specialists of intercultural communication (Prosser, 1978a).

Kim (1984) argued that culture has three dimensions in operationaliza-
tionthe level of cultural group membership of communicators, the
social context in which intercultural communication takes place, and
the channel through which intercultural communication messages are
transmitted. These are clear targets for research.

1 !)



Brief History of Intercultural Communication 7

Another important aspect of intercultural communication concerning
culture is that there were two schools of thought: one was cultural
dialogue and the other, cultural criticism. The former was seeking
internationalism and humanism to promote world understanding. The
latter sought to find the points of conflict in each culture in order to
isolate them as researchable issues in transcultural interaction (Asante,
Newmark, & Blake, 1979).

Communication

The definitions of communication are more diverse and varied in
nature and scope than those of culture. Stevens (1950) defined communi-

cation as the discriminatory response of an u-ganism to a stimulus.
This means that communication occurs when stimulus (environmental
disturbance) works on an organism and the organism responds.

Cherry (1957) defined communication not as the response itself but as
essentially the relationship set up by the transmission of stimuli and the
evocation of responses. Gerbner (1958) defined communication as social
interaction through messages which could be formally coded, symbolic
or representational events of some shared aspect of a culture. Berelson
and Steiner (1964) emphasized the transmission of information, ideas,
emotions, skills, etc., by the use of symbols. Parry (1967) contended that
it was appropriate to regard the communicative act as a special instance
of the interplay of an organism in relation with its environment, the
basic link between humans and their external world, as the prototype of
communication.

Communication involves people and their environment. Thus culture
(environment) is an important factor in communication. Particularly
when people have different cultural backgrounds, culture has a very
important influence on communication.

Intercultural Communication

There are many definitions of intercultural communication. One is
interaction between members of differing cultures (Sitaram & Cogdell,

20
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1976). Another definition is the art of understanding and being under-
stood by the audience of another culture (Sitaram, 1970). These defini-
tions include at least two cultures and interaction between them.

Samovar and Porter (1972a) stated that intercultural communication
occurs whenever the parties to a communication act bring with them
different experiential backgrounds that reflect a long standing deposit
of group experience, knowledge, and values. They included both culture
and communication in their definitions. Rich (1974) states that commu-
nication is intercultural when it occurs between peoples of different
cultures. Stewart (1974) had a similar definitionthat communication
which occurs under conditions of cultural differencelanguage, values,
customs, and habits.

A common feature of all these definitions is the mention of the
concepts culture and communication, neither of which have widely
agreed-upon definitions (Saral, 1977). Some of the definitions are in fact
tautological in that they use the terms "culture" and/or "communica-
tion" in the definition.

Badami (1977) pointed out the importance of the variables of partici-
pants or of settingthat is, a context for communication rather than a
separate phase or level of communication.

It should be noted that intercultural communication is not necessarily
communication arrt:....g people of different nations. In heterogeneous
countries such as the United States, it can include communication
among people who share the same nationality but have different racial
or ethnic backgrounds. Samovar and Porter (1972a) broaden this
definition even more to include communication between young and old,
male and female, etc.

Concepts Related to Intercultural Communication

Cross- cultural communication. In many cases, intercultural commu-
nication and cross-cultural communication are used interchangeably.
However, Gudykunst and Kim (1984) differentiated between them,
maintaining that the former was a comparison of some phenomena

21
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across cultures and the latter was the study cf interaction between
people from different cultures. Therefore, a cross-cultural study would
be ore where the characteristics of Japanese and American groups are
compared and contrasted and potential problems that Americans and
Japanese might have working together in a group are discussed. An
intercultural study, in contrast, might be one where the interaction of a
group that includes both Japanese and Americans is observed and this
interaction studied. The study of intercultural communication is gener-
ally considered to include cross-cultural communication.

International communication. International communication is dis
tinctly different from intercultural communication in that it is interac
tion between political structures or nations, often carried on by repre-
sentatives of those nations (Sitaram, 1970). It is group communication
between nations, while intercultural communication is interpersonal
communication between two people who have different cultural back-
grounds.

Other terms. Intercultural communication includes interracial com-
munication (communication between neople of different races), intereth-

nic communication (communication between people of different ethnic

groups), cross-cultural communication, (comparison of two different
communication styles) and international communication.

Critical Issues

Prosser (1978b) stressed six critical issues central to the study of
communication among members of different cultures. These include
1) the importance of similarities and differences, 2) the nature of con-
flict in human communication and culture, 3) the control of communica-
tion and culture, 4) the impact of technology on communication and
culture, 5) the importance of cultural stability versus change, and 6) the
question of cultural imperialism versus dependency.
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Publications or Intercultural Communication

Since the study of intercultural communication is relatively young,
there were almost no publications on the subject until 1960. Because of
the strong influence of cultural anthropology, two types of books are
mentioned as the origins of intercultural communication: Boas' (1940)
Race, Language and Culture and Hall's series of books (1959, 1963).
Boas provided good anthropological descriptions of Indian languages
but did not deal with real problems of intercultural communication.
Hall gave us a general guide to human culture but no clear theoretical
arguments about intercultural communication (Asante, Newmark &
Blake, 1979).

The literature on intercultural communication has been growing
steadily since the early 1960s (Asante, Newmark & Blake, 1979).
However, no full-length texts on the theoretical aspects of intercultural
communication existed until the early 1970s (Prosser, 1978b).

Barna and Jain (1978) link the origin of intercultural communication
instruction to the publication of Hall's (1959) T;:e Silent Language,
Oliver's (1962) Culture and Communication, and Smith's (1966b) Commu-

nication and Culture. The importance of the last two books is that they
are intended to connect culture and communication. Oliver's work is a
look at national character and other deeply embedded cultural differ-
ences which serve as barriers to harmonious international relations. It

includes suggestions for approaches appropriate to rhetoric in diplo
macy and international relations.

Hoopes (1971, 1972, 1973, 1974), in a set of volumes, Readings in
Intercultural Communication, reported on developing constructs of inter
cultural communication as well as describing ongoing research in this
field.

23
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Textbooks

In the 1970s, many textbooks were published. Intercultural Commu-
nication: A Reader (Samovar & Porter 1972n, 1976), Intercommunica-
tion Among Nations and Peoples (Prosser, 1973), Intercultural Comniu-
nication (Harms, 1973), An Introduction to Intercultural Communication

(Condon & YouE.ef, 1975), Orientations to Intercultural Communication

(Ruh ly, 1976), F mndations of Intercultural Communication (Sitaram &
Cogdell, 1976), Perspectives 04 Cross-cqtural Communication (Dodd,
1977), International and Intercultural Communication (Fischer & Mer-
rill, 1977), Cultural Dialogue (Prosser, 1978a), Crossing Cultural Barriers

(Weaver, 1978), Intercultural Communication (Sarbaugh, 1979), and more

have followed.

All of these books represent the attempt to utilize theories of psychol-
ogy, rhetoric, and anthropology to explain the phenomenon of interact-
ing with humans from different ethnic or cultural groups (Asante,
Newmark 3/ Blake, 1979). As mentioned above, intercultural communi-
cation does not mean communication only with people from other
countries but also communication between people who have different
cultural backgrounds but who are citizens of the same country.

There are several textbooks on interracial and interethnic communi-
cation, including Transactional Communication (Smith, 1973), Interra-

cial Communication (Rich, 1974), and Crossing Differences: Interracial
Communication (Blubaugh & Pennington, 1976). Their treatment of
daily social interactions in the United States is , ery important.

Bibliographies

As Intercultural communication has been studied more, various bibli
ographies have been published. One of the most extensive was Seelye
& Tyler (1977) Intercultural Communication Resources (Prosser, 1978b).

This bibliography thoroughly covers materials on intercultural commu.
nicat ion and related fields and, in addition, has some annotations. More
recently, Kitao (1986), and Kitao and Kitao (1987a, 1988a, & 1988b) have
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published extensive bibliographies of intercultural communication
materials. (These bibliographies are integrated in the bibliography at
the end of this book.)

Conferences and Organizations

Many conferences, including international ones, seminars, and work-
shops on intercultural communication have been held. Organizations
formed divisions for the field of intercultural communication in the
1970s. Many of them have produced valuable publications, which I will
discuss in the following section.

The first international conference of the speech-communication arts
and sciences was held in Heidelberg, Germany in August, 1968 by the
German Speech Association, the Pacific Speech Association and the
Speech Association of America The second international conference of
the speech-communication 'irts and sciences was held in Tokyo, Japan
in June, 1969, by the Pacific Speech Association and Japan Speech
Society. The third one was held in Tokyo the following June by the
above two organizations and the Speech Association of America. An
agreement to found a new organization was made.

The following January, the Communication Association of the Pacific
was organized by Japan and the United States (Kawashima & Hirai,
1986). Much information was exchanged and many intercultural com-

munication studies were conducted. The results of some of the studies
were published in their journals, Speech Education and Communication.

In July, 1972, the first intercultural communication conference was
held in Tokyo, by the Communication Department of International
Christian University at the request of the Commission for International
and Intercultural Communication of the Speech Communication Associ-
ation. More than 2,000 people attended from the fields of polit;c,,
anthropology, linguistics, film makiig, business, sociology, physics,
journalism, psychology, and communication. Some of the papers
presented in this conference were published later (Condon & Saito,

23'
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1974).

Many other intercultural communication conferences have been held,
and they have produced more valuable publications, including Syllabi in

Intercultural Communication (Prosser, 1974), Intercultural Communica-

tion: Proceedings of the Speech Communication Association Summer
Conference, X (Jain, Prosser, & Miller, 1974), and Proceedings of the
Conference on Intercultural Communication and Teacher Education
(Jain & Cummings, 1975).

In 1974, the first professional organization on intercultural communi-
cation, The International Society for Intercultural Education, Training
and Research (SIETAR) held its first conference in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. It started its professional quarterly journal, The Interna-
tional Journal of Intercultural Relations, in 1977. This journal has
continued to publish research and conceptual papers as well as reviews
of publications on intercultural communication since then.

In 1977 and 1978, three books were published by SIETAR: a )erview of

Intercultural Education, Training and Research: Vol. 1. Them?, Vol. 2.
Education and Training, and Vol. 3. Special Research Areas. These
three volumes served to clarify the field to some extent.

Two major professional organizations for communication scholars,
the Speech Communication Association (SCA) and the International
Communication Association (ICA), organized divisions on intercultural
communication in the early 1970s. The Speech Communication Associa-
tion started its Commission on International and Intercultural
Communication, under its first chairperson, Michael H. Prosser. The
SCA had designated 1970 as the Intercultural-International Speech
Communication Year and set this subject as the theme of its 1970 annual

convention in New Orleans (Barna & Jain, 1978). The commission
published its own annual, International and Intercultural Communica-
tion Annual in 1974, and has continued to publish papers by the leading
people in this field (Casmir, 1974, 1975, 1976; Jain, 1977, 1979; Gudykunst,

1983; Gudykunst & Kim, 1984; Gudykunst, Stewart, & Ting-Toomey,
1985). Since 1983, the annual, published by Sage, has become more

26
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book-like in form, concentrating on a certain topic each year.
In 1970, the International Communication Association (ICA) recog-

nized the area and created a Division of Intercultural Commuijiration,
the first chairman of which was K. S. Sitaram (Weaver, 1977). Each
year at the ICA national convention, the division holds panels, the major
papers of which are publis'led n Communication Yearbook.

Education

Development i Programs

Intercultural communication education has developed greatly since
the late 1960s (Sara], 1977). Today, almost every major university in the

country teaches a course in some aspect of intercultural communication
(Asante, Newmark, and Blake, 1979).

The teaching of intercultural communication as a university subject
began around 1960 and was encouraged by the publication of ,,tich works

as The Silent Language (Hall, 1959), Culture and Comr,unh,rion
(Oliver, 1962), and Communication and Culture (Smith, 1966b) (Barna &

Jain, 1978).

The number of intercultural communication courses and progi ams
grew rapidly after 1970. Michael Flack (University of Pittsburgh)
offered the first formal course at the university level. William Howell
(University of Minnesota) spotlighted the area of intercultural communi-

cation and provided course models and encouragement to others (Barna
& Jain, 1978).

The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (N A FSA)
supported the concept by establishing a national U.S.-Foreign Student
Relations Committee headed by Clifford Clarke and by disseminating
information about the workshops to schools of higher education
throughout the United States. The diversity of courses taught within
the area of intercultural communication is reflected clearly in the
Syllabi in Intercultural Communication compiled by Prosser (1974)

0
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/" clebe & Biggers, 1986)

By the late 1970s, about 200 colleges and universities offered one or
more courses in intercultural communication, and about 60 c, lieges and
universities offered graduate courses. Students taking intercultural
communication courses belonged to many diverse disciplines including
communication, speech, teaching English as a second language, journal-
ism, social work, education, nursing, and business administration.

There has been a growing trend toward incorporating intercultural
communication units in introductory communication courses and in
courses taught in areas such as multicultural education, international
relations, and social work (Barna & Jain, 1978).

Howell compiled a list of 119 faculty members in universities in
Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota, and Wisconsin in his Directory of

International Communication Scholars in MUCIA Universities in 1971.
He found that there should be more systematic arrangement in this
field. He proposed a model that suggested guidelines for the develop-
ment of intercultural communication study in higher education institu-
tions. In this model, he emphasized that the director of intercultural
communication studies should be designated, since this field includes so
many disciplines. He proposed that departments offer majors and
minors in this field, including courses from other departments, and offer
existing graduate degrees with emphasis on intercultural communica-
tion rather than starting new degrees (Howell, 1975).

Pedagogical Considerations

Fundamentals of intercultural communication education. Funda-

mental assumptions underlying the teaching of intercultural communi-
cation in the 1970s were:

1) Communication is considered to be a dynan process whereby
human behavicr, both verbal and nonverbal, is perceived and
responded to.

2) Cultural pluralism is a desirable goal for human civilization.
3) Culture affects and is affected by communication.

28
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4) Individual differences occur within cultures and such individual
differences also affect the occurrence, nature and effectiveness of
communication.

5) The process of communication under conditions of cultural differ-
ences can be analyzed and the knowledge about the process of
intercultural communication and related skills can be taught.

6) Intercultural communication courses should be involved in the
creation and perfection of general intercultural communication
competences that would encourage movement to and aid interac-
tion in any number of cultural groups.

7) Cognitive input of a rigorous nature, including theory and
research, should be encouraged along, with skill development in
intercultural communication courses.

8) Intercultural communication courses are interdisciplinary in

nature and therefore should draw materials from many disci-
plines (Barn? & Jain, 1978).

Fundamental ideas included:

1) The values, beliefs, assumptions, and other aspects of one's own
culture must be brought t2 awareness before effective interaction
with persons from other cultures is possible.

2) Information of a culture-specitic nature is useful for purposes of
contrast to bring one's own cultural background to awareness, to
understand concepts of intercultural communication, and as a
base of knowledge for persons expecting to interact with mem-
bers of that cultural croup.

3) Cultural similarities and clAtural differences affect various
aspects of the communication process including perception,
meaning, attitude formation an 1 change, thinking, and behavioral
response.

4) Intercultural communication courses include the following major
topics, concepts and theories:

a . Formulation of in-groups and out-groups and the resulting
ethnocentrism

20
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b. Cultural similarities and differences and their effects on com-
munication.

c Subjective culture theory.
d . Stereotypes and communication.
e . Racism, prejudice, discrimination, and intercultural communi-

cation.
f . Tolerance of ambiguity, acceptance of diversity, and empathy.

g language and culture, bilingualism and problems of transla-
tion.

h. Nonverbal factors in intercultural communication.
i . CultTol adjustment, culture shock, cultural adaptation, and

acculturation.
j . Analysis of intercultural communication in terms of role the-

ory, value theory, attribution theory. motivation theory, attrac-
tion theory, perception theory, attitude change theory, social
exchange theory, personality theory, and communication the-
ory (Barna & Jain, 1978).

hit Tcultural communication courses tend to use one or more of the
following four approaches:

1) Social Interaction Approach: study of the effects of cultural traits,
cultural similarities, and cultural differences on social perception
and other communication processes.

2) Cultural Group Approach: study of communication behaviors and
cultural patterns of a specific racial, ethnic, or national cultural
group with a comparative analysis of communication patterns of
various cultural groups.

3) Social Problems Approach: focus on the communication aspects
of various intercultural problems such as racism, prejudice,
discrimination, assimilation, acculturation, re-entry, international

conflicts, and sociocultural change.
4) Communication Theory Approach: focus on how various concepts

of communication theory manifest themselves in intercultural
settings (Barna & Jain, 1978).
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Ph.D. courses should be offered to produce more qualified instructors
of intercultural communication (Barna & Jain, 1978).

Intercultural communication courses have become increasingly popu-
lar in colleges and universities. Many new textbooks have been
published. The programs and journals in the field of communication
reflect the concerns related to teaching the intercultural communication
course (Broome, 1986).

Culture-general vs. culture-specific approaches. Broome ,1986)
points out that one of the most common distinctions made regarding
teaching and training in intercultural communication is between a

"culture-general" and a "culture-specific" approach to the subjects. the
former treats a group of cultures together, analyzing them with criteria
created by the analyst and providing an external "alien" view of the
various systems. In an intercultural communication course with a

culture-general approach, the purpose of the class would be to make
students aware of and sensitive to cultural differences and the effects
that they have. The latter, on the other hand, is applied to one cultural
group at a time, analyzing it from the view of one familiar with the
system and who knows how to function within it, thus providing an
internal view of the system using criteria chosen from within the
culture. Culture-specific approaches may also be directed at people
going to another country for a particular reason, such as business. For
example, an orientation for Japanese students pianning to go to the
United States would take a culture-specific approach, preparing stu
dents for life in the United States, particularly life as a student.

The cultur.-specific approach is useful for training people to prepare
for living or doing business in certain cultures. However, the culture-
general approach is more often used in colleges and universities, judging
from an examination of course syllabi from colleges and universities
across the United States (Hoopes, 1977). The philosophy behind this is
that people with culture-general knowledge can overcome any problems
in a specific culture (Ruh ly, 1976). Broome (1986) points out that each
approach on its own is lacking in three areas: 1) the failure to provide
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an understanding of culture as a system, 2) inappropriate comparisons
between the students' own culture and others, and 3) the failure to place
behaviors studied in proper context. He suggests that both approaches
should be used in intercultural communication courses.

Research

The 1970s was a period in which the discipline of intercultural commu-

nication searched for its identity. There were interests and nee,:s to
meet practical intercultural problems, and scholars worked hard to
make their research accepted by other areas of communication (Kim,
1984).

Since definitions of intercultural communication have many ambigu-
ities, as discussed above, intercultural communication research deals
with many variables in many ways. Because of this, many studies in
intercultural communication lacked specific focus or direction (Saral,
1977).

Most studies of intercultural communication described, discusses
and/or cited in the literature referred to research carried out by
scholars of various other disciplines, including anthropology, linguistics,

psychology, and sociology. These scholars were interested in the study
of culture, and its effect on human behavior, examined typically from
the perspective of the particular discipline involved (Saral, 1977).

There were no clear boundaries around the study of intercultural
communication. Ellingsworth (1976) raised serious questions as to
whether intercultural communication ought to be spoken of as a field,
and whether there is any point in seeking or claiming any uniqueness for
intercultural communication research.

Becker (1972) distinguished between "research on the communication
process within various cultures (the sort of work many linguists, cul-
tural anthropologists, and diffusion scholars are doing) and research on
communication process across various cultures." Many intercultural
communication scholars followed this distinction. Samovar and Porter
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(1972) emphasized that intercultural communication research must
focus on intercultural rather than cross-cultural situations where inter-
personal relations occur between members of different cultures.

Much of the research in intercultural communication has dealt with
the communication process within cultures. This is because knowledge
of the processes of intracultural communication has been considered
necessary for developing, testing, and refining exploratory studies about
various intercultural communication processes. However, using this
process, very little progress has been made in isolating variables which
affect intercultural communication.

By the end of the 1970s, the research focus was primarily upon
framing the appropriate questions that reflect the complexity of phe-
nomena under investigation. Many research projects were being carried
out in the field. However, most of the research design, data-collection,
and data-analysis methodologies were still unidirectional and were not
appropriate for such dynamic and multidimensional interaction (Saral,
1977). Another limitation of intercultural communication research was
that people who engaged in such 'esearch had been trained in the
Western research paradigms.

Howell (1979) argued that much more observation is needed before
building theories, and that theories need more observation. Intercultur-
al communication was still a new field and offered a great many
opportunities for research.

Summary and Conclusions

The field of intercultural communication is relatively new, and its
boundaries were not clearly identified until the late 1970s (Saral, 1977;
Prosser, 1978a). We can trace the origin of the study of intercultural
communication to cultural anthropology. Conceptualizations of inter-
cultural communication range from those which regard intercultural
communication as a subsystem of human communication to those that
consider it as au independent and respectable area of study that cuts
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across various disciplines, including communication (Saral, 1977).

Culture is an important component of intercultural communication.
There are many definitions of culture and communication and many
ways of looking at them.

Intercultural communication is mainly interpersonal interaction
between people with different cultural backgrounds, but it inzludes
cross-cultural communication, interracial communication, interethnic
communication and international communication.

Publications in intercultural communication increased in the 1960s,
but most of full-length texts have come out since 1970. Many textbooks
were published, including some on interracial and interethnic communi-

cation, since 197? Other publications, such as research papers, explana-
tions of theories, bibliographies, and collected conference papers, were
also published.

Professional communication organizations founded intercultural com-
munication divisions in the early 1970s. One of them, SCA's Commission
on International and Intercultural Communication, started publishing
the International and Intercultural Communication Annual in 1974. The
Society for Intel -ultliral Education, Training, and Research (SIETAR)
was founded in 1974, and it started publishing the International Journal

of Intercultural Relations in 1977. These two publications in particular
enhanced the number and quality of papers in this field.

Very few schools offered intercultural communication courses in the
1960s, but by the late 1970s, more than 200 colleges and universities were
offering them. However, the content of undergraduate courses varied a
great deal from one school to another. Graduate programs were
suggested. Programs can be separated into the categories of culture-
general and culture-specific. A proposal was made to organize studies
and areas of research concerned with intercultural communication
together.

Since definitions of intercultural communication were not clear, there
was not much consistency of focus in research in intercultural communi-

cation, even though a great many studies have been done since 1970.
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Early research was in the fields of anthropology. linguistics, sociology,
and psychology. Intercultural comniunication was emphasized more
than cross-cultural communication. Researchers studied the process of
communication in one culture and used that approach to find variables
for intercultural communication.

By the end of the 1970s, the field of intercultural communication has

gradually become stronger and more focused through the increase of
publications and research, organizational support, and expansion of
courses in the field. It had established itself as a well-defined discipline,

although there were still large gaps in theory and research, and the field
is mainly influenced by Western thought and research models. We can
probably conclude that intercultural communication was established as
a field in about 1980.
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THE BACKGROUND OF JAPANESE-AMERICAN
RELATIONS

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

Fm much of her long history, Japan has been influenced by
Asian nations such as China and Korea. However, after 1853,
when the United States demanded that Japan open her doors to
trade, Japan has been strongly influenced by Western nations.
After Japan opened her doors in the mid-1800's, she began
making a great effort to catch up with Western nations,
strengthen her military, industrialize the economy, and gain
knowledge from Western civilization. The rise of the military in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, combined with
deteriorating relations between Japan and the United States and
a lack of understanding between the two countries, led to war
between the two countries. However, after World War II, Japan
developed a close relationship with the United States. Though
Japan has developed relationships in more 'cent decades with a
wider variety of countries, that with the United States remains
a vitally important one, economically, scientifically, and in many
other ways. In this paper, I discuss the history of the relation-
ship between Japan and the United States. I conclude with a
discussion ci the importance of better understanding between
Japan and the United States.
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Introduction

Japan's Early Foreign Relations

;apan's history dates back to ancient times. The exact origins of the
Japanese people rid their language are not known. The Japanese
language may be of the Altaic language family that also includes
Turkish and Mongolian, though Japanese does not resemble any other
modern language to any great extent (Reischaucr, 1977).

Throughout that long history, Japan has been strongly influenced uy
Korea and China and, to a considerably lesser extent, by other Asian
nations. However, she has not had a strong influence on Asian nations
until recently. She had very little interaction with Western nations until
1853, when Commodore Matthew C. Perry brought the American fleet
to Uraga and demanded diplomatic and commercial relations with
Japan. He found a nation where the lives of ordinary people had been
little influenced by foreign intercourse for the better part of one thou-
sand years (Halloran, 1969).

Japan had not been influenced by Western nations for the following
reasons: First, Japan was a small nation of islands and so was complete-
ly isolated fror )ther nations by sea. Unlike the British, the Japanese
have never been seafaret S. She did not have so close a relationship with
Korea and China as they had with other nations in Asia. Unlike other
small Asian nations, Japan was never conquered for any period of time.
She was never a colony of any nation. Second, she was 'ocated far away
from the Western nations, so Western people could not come to visit in
extensive numbers until the sixteenth century. Even then, fe-r" ordinary
people had any contact with Westerners. Third, Japanese st. iety was
very exclusive; the Japanese peol did not intermingle with other
people. Instead, they simply absorbed other cultures and civilizations
into their own. Therefore, even now Japan is one of the most
homogeneous countries in the world in terms of language and culture,
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and she is not under the strong influence of Western cultures, except
with regard to such aspects of culture as medicine, architecture, busi-
ness, and technology. Fourth, shortly after Western people began to
come in the sixteenth century, the Japanese government became afraid
of the Western policy of colonization in Asia, and, wanting to protect its
own feudal system, decided to exclude Westerners from Japan. Japan
did not maintain any diplomatic and commercial relations with any
ation except China and Holland until 1854. Those relations were not
strong; only a little trade was carried on through Nagasaki, a port on
the western edge of Japan, far away from other major cities. Japan was
thus almost totally isolated from other nations for two hundred and fifty
years. Fifth, Japan was a self-sustaining nation. Her population was
small and produced enough food; anything imported was a luxury and
unnecessary in the daily lives of most people.

Japan After the Opening to Western Nations

During Japan's isolation, Western nations underwent great changes.
These nations were far ahead of Japan when the Americans came to
Japan. The Japanese government had no choice but to enter into
unequal diplomatic and commercial treaties with Western nations. The
door was now wide open. Westerners were per' ded permanent resi-
dence at five ports and also in the great of Osaka and Edo; free
and unrestricted trade relations were sanctioned (Reischauer, 1968).
Many Japanese people were ignorant and wanted to expel foreigners;
they actually fought against the British and French, but, as Japan was
much weaker militarily, the results were obvious from the beginning.
The Japanese were decisively defeated.

After the Meiji Government was established in 1868, its major policies
were to enrich the nation, strengthen the military power, catch up with
the Western nations, and overcome them. People were sent to Western
nations to study. Western books were translated into Japanese, and
Aresten ,eople were invited to Japan. Every means was used to gain
knowledge of Western civilization. New industries were established
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based on such knowledge and on new techniques. That effort made
Japan the biggest power in Asia and one of the major powers in the
world a half century later.

Japan joined the major European nations in the game cf winning
territories and economic privileges from the weaker regions of Asia.
She sent military troops to the continent many times. She won the
SinoJapanese War in 1895 and the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. She
was on the winning side in World War I in 1918, and she expanded her
territory to the continent and the north Pacific. As she became power.
ful, Western nations surrendered their rights to extra-territoriality in
Japan by 1899, and by 1911 she resumed complete control of her own
tariffs. By then she also succeeded in establishing equal relations with
Western nations. However, she failed to achieve mutual understanding
with those nations and planted in the minds of her people the misconcep-

tion that Japan was inferior to Western nations, but superior to all other
nations in everything, including cultu-e. She did not introduce herself to
Western nations and did not learn much from them except knowledge of
such aspects of Western civilization as technology, business, art, and
medicine. Other than in these areas, contact with Western counts yes had
little effect on the lives of most Japanese people. There was almost no
mutual understanding between the Japanese and Westerners.

As Japan increased her military and economic power, this lack of
understanding contributed to the tension and distrust that was created
between the West and Japan over her profits in commerce wit Asian
nations. Japan had to return the Liaotung Peninsula to China after the
intervention of Russia, France, and Germany. She also had to leave the
League of Nations because of the Manchurian Incident, and, finally, she
became involved in World War II.

After the war, the American forces occupied Japan from 1995 to 1952.
In 1995, Japan was a country almost totally devastated by war. One
third of the population had lost their homes; industry had lost three-
quarters of its pre-war capacity; there were widespread and acute food
shortages and an almost-complete breakdown of land transportation
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(Hall, 1971). During the Occupation years, the Japanese and Americans
worked together to rebuild the country. Japan's success in rebuilding
during and since the Occupation can be attributed, in part, to two
fact-it'sthe Occupation forces' retention of the essential structure of
Jatxm's political and social institutions, and the social and political
discipline of the Japanese (Hall, 1971).

In the years since the Occupation, Japan has retained her close ties
with the United States, though she is not as dependent as she once was.
In addition to ties with the United States, she has expanded her ties with

other countries, so that Japan has moved to a multilateral rather than
bilateral standpoint in international relations (Mason & Caiger, 1972).

Misunderstanding Between the
American and Japanese People

The Americans and the Japanese first met officially when Commo-
dore Matthew C. Perry brought his fleet to Uraga in 1853 to deliver a
letter from the President of the United States to the ruler of Japan,
which demanded the beginning of trade relations. Of course, Japan was
thrown into a state of complete confusion over this. Some people were
afraid because they thought that the Americans had come to conquer
Japan.

Immediately, heated de )ates occurred all w.er the nation. Should

Japan open he: ports to Ai ierican vessels or not? Some people were, of
course, against the idea, and they insisted on fighting any foreign
intruders.

Japan finally agreee L.D open her ports to American vessels in 1854. In

1858 the first America:: consul general, Townsend Harris, came to
Shimoda to conclude a t..;)mmercial treaty with Japan cne year after his
first visit. Neither he no his hosts found this visit pleasant, because the
consul general did not understand the languar;e, did not like the food,
and found the negotiations difficult. He offered from a serious commu-
nication gap (Rosovsky, '972). Likewise, the first Japanese envoy had
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an uncomfortable time with the strange hospitality he found in the
United States. There was no foundation for good communication
between Japan and the United States in the middle of the nineteenth
century.

Although Japan opened her ports and had diplomatic and commercial
relations with a number of countries, many Japanese people were
strongly opposed to this new foreign policy, and some of them attacked
American and other foreign vessels in 1864.

A new government, Meiji, was established in 1868. At that time, very
few Japanese understood Western nations, including the United
States, but the Meiji Government decided to learn from Western
countries in such areas as business, the military, and government
(Reischauer, 1968). One of the ways they carried out this policy was to
send students abroad to study in the United States, mostly in the field
of business.

Until 1900 the image of Japan in the United States was that of a small,
quaint, exotic, mysterious island power. However, whco Japan defeated
Russia in 1905, the image changed to that of a powerful country with
imperial ambitions.

In the meantime, Japanese (along with other Asians and Asian-
Americans) faced prejudice in the United States. Their success at
farming land considered unusable aroused envy and resentment among
Caucasian farmers in California. In 1906, the San Francisco Board of
Education attempted to segregate all Asian students, and in 1924,
Congress excluded Japanese people (along with all those from Asia)
from immigrating to the United States (Perrin, 1980).

As Japanese power increased and conflict grew with the major
Western nations over Japan's actions in Asia, the miscommunication
between Japan and the United States became serious. With America's
refusal to recognize Manchukuo and her support of China before and
during the war between China and Japan, the relations between the
United States and Japan worsened, leading eventually to war.

At the start of World War II, Americans found that they did not know
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much about Japan and her people. They needed to understand them in

order to establish an occupation policy. As a result, the United States

emphasized studies about Japan and the Japanese people; one, The

Chrysanthemum and the Sword: Patterns of Japanese Culture (Benedict,

1946), is well known. Japanese language instruction was emphasized at

the Military Intelligence Service Language School (Hempal & Mueller,
1959).

On the other hand, in Japan, English lessons were decreased at
women's high schools and vocational schools from 1935 on (Minagawa.

1975) and were also gradually decreased at public schools until 1944,

when they were discontinueu completely (Shimizu, 1975; Hoshiyama,

1975). The Japanese people could not get any information about the
United States and its people during the war. The common people of

Japan did not know the United States and its people well then, and they

believed the military', propaganda against the United States. For
example, they were told to commit suicide rather than be captured,
because the Americans were devils and would treat captives horribly.

Americans tried to get the Japanese people to surrender, but many
Japanese soldiers actually chose death on the islands of the South
Pacific and Okinawa. There was no understanding between the ordi-

nary citizens of America and Japan before the end of the war.
For most of her history, Japan has learned from the outside world. As

Japan has gained in economic strength, she has come under pressure to

share with the outside world in terms of technology, economic assist
ance, culture, and international leadership. It is essential that Japan
consider aad learn to overcome linguistic and cultura, barriers to
communication (Re!schauer, 1977). In addition, Japan must negotiate
with the United States, as well as other nations, in such areas as trade

relations and responsibility for her own defense. These areas will
continue to be the major international challenges for Japan in the
foreseeable future (Woodruff, 1988).
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Mutual Knowledge of Americans and Japanese

After the war, many Americans came to Japan and the Japanese had
many opportunities to meet them. More and more Americans have
come to Japan year by year. According to the Ministry of Justice,
Immigration Bureau (1987), 55,638 foreigners entered Japan in 1946,
50.2% of them Americans. Every year since then, the total number of
foreigners entering Japan has increased, and Americans have always
been the largest group, though their percentage of the total has de-
creased. In 1985, 2,259,894 foreigners entered Japan, the largest group of
whom (21.6% or 487,713), were Americans. The second largest group
was from the Republic of China at 15.8%. However, this increase in
tourist and commercial travel has not been enough to establish good
understanding on an individual basis.

Many Japanese English teachers who are leaders in their profession
now once studied in the United States under the Fulbright Scholarship
program. These people commonly had some difficulty in understanding
and adjusting to American life when they first arrived because of their
misunderstanding and lack of knowledge of American culture (Tazaki,
1974).

At present, every Japanese newspaper and magazine has articles
about the United States, and many American books are translated
into Japanese (Kunihiro, 1972). Many American movies are shown in
theaters and on television. A few American television programs are
shown, and a considerable amount of American news is reported, includ-
ing even satellite broadcasts of U.S. news broadcasts. Therefore, most
of the Japanese people do have some knowledge about the United States
and her people, but they do not understand Americans well enough in
direct communication. On the other side, according to a Louis Harris
poll conducted for the Asahi Shinbun [The Asahi Newspaper] and
published in March, 1971 (Packard, 1972), Americans were found to be
ignorant of basic facts about Japan. Since that time, Americans have
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become more interested in, for example, Japanese cuisine and the
Japanese economy. However, during the time I spent in the United
States between 1985 and 1987, I found that Americans are still ignorant
of many basic facts about Japan. Therefore, there is still much
misunderstanding between Japan and the United States. While it is not
the only problem between the two countries, it is a major factor in many

oblems.

There are many kinds of misunderstandings, and the greatest ones are
caused, of course, by language. English is very different from Japanese.
Both grammar and ways of expressing things are different. Certain
words have different nuances from those in English, so translation is
very difficult. For example, the expression kangaete okimasu would b°
literally translated "(I will) think about it," indicating that a final
decision has not been made. However, the expression is only used when

a negative answer is intended. Therefore, it is possible that there would
be a misunderstanding if a Japanese said kangaete okimasu, and it was
translated literally.

Other misunderstandings can be caused by lack of understanding of
the conventions of a language. Kasper (1984) found that non-native
speakers tended to take conventional utterance: literally. For example,
if when Americans use the conventional leave-taking formula "I'll give
yon a call sometime" or "I'll see you again," Japanese often take it as
a definite commitment and are disappointed if the American does not
contact them.

Another potential area of misunderstanding is differences in back
ground knowledge. Americans and Japanese do not always share the
same background knowledge and associations, and this may cause
miscommunication. This issue is discussed in more detail in "Barriers
to Intercultural Commur :cation Between Americans and Japanese" and
"Difficulties Japanese Have in Reading English."
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Necessity for Better Understanding

Clearly, there has been much misunderstanding between the American
people and the Japanese people. At present, there is an immediate need
for the Japanese people to understand other people, particularly Amer-
icans.

First, the world is getting smaller and smaller because of the develop-
ment of transportation and mass media. More and more people cross
the Pacific day by day, and so the Japanese people have more opportu-
nities to see Americans and become acquainted with the American
people.

Second, the United States is still the leading nation in the world, and
Japan has to learn many things from her. As a result, Japan sends more
of her students to the United States than to all other countries com-
bined. (Of the 57,484 Japanese who went abroad to study in 1987, 51.1%
went to the United States [Ministry of Justice, 1988].) The United
States has a very strong academic and cultural influence on every
nation, Japan included.

Third, Japan has strong relations with t. Jnited States politically,
economically, and scientifically. According to the Ministry of Justice
(1988), in 1987, more Japanese people (2,316,187) went to the United
States than any other country. Less than one third as many went to the
entire continent of Europe. More Japanese people went to the United
States to live (30,173) and to study or do research (36,937) than to any
other country. More than '-'83,000 Japanese went to the United States
for business purposes, more than went to any other country, and more
than twice as many as went to Europe. The United States is Japan's
largest trading partner and has been for many years. In 1985, Japan
exported $65,278,000,000 worth of goods to the United States, 37.2% of
her total exports. (The same year, Japan's exports to the whole of
Western Europe totaled less than half of that amount.) In 1985, Japan's
imports from the United States totaled $25,793,000,000, 20% of total
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imports and twice as much as was imported from all of the Western
European nations (Ueda, 1987).

Fourth, English is one of the main international languages while the
Japanese language is not. Japanese people have to learn English and
understand speakers of English in order to communicate with people of
other countries.

Fifth, the Western cultures are the most influential cultures in the
world now. Wherever we go, we find Western-style hotels, restaurants,
and amusement places.

Sixth, Japan is not a self-sustaining country any longer. Her popula-
tion now is more than three times larger than when the Meiji Govern-
ment was established. Japan does not have much food, energy, or other
natural resources and has to import them. She produces commodities
with the imported nat.. ~2I resources and has to export them. Therefore,
she has to maintain good communication and understanding with other
nations, particularly with the United States.

Seventh, in recent years, other countries have begun to want to learn
more about japan and the technical and scientific expertise that Japan
has developed. Japan needs to be able to communicate herself and her
knowledge with people from other countries.

Before World War II, only a limited number of IA- Jple who were in the

government or in trading companies or who had special purposes went
abroad. However, all Japanese can go abroad now. Many Japanese
people develop relationships with non-Japanese people on an individual
basis, and more encounter the English language. Probably more and
more people will have such experiences in the future.

Better intercultural communication is now emphasized by many
people in many fields in Japan. Many companies send their employees
abroad for study. Many universities are increasing exchange student
programs and sister school programs with foreign institutions. Several
nonprofit organizations sponsor various high school exchange pro-
grams. And finally Kokusai Communication [International Communica-
tion] (Kubo, Sato, & lzutsu, 1976), a Japanese magazine on intercultural
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communication began in June, 1976. According to Condon (1976), it was

the first magazine of its kind in the world.
In summary, there are many misunderstandings between the Japanese

and the American people, and the Japanese people have many cultural
problems in understanding the American people and adjusting to life in
the United States. In this collection of papers, some of the differences
between Japanese and American cultures will be explored, along with
the difficulties that they cause in communication.
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BARRIERS TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

BETWEEN AMERICANS AND JAPANESE

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

When a Japanese speaks to an American, the former changes
concepts into signs with associations based on Japanese culture,
while the latter translates those signs into concepts with associa-
tions based on American culture. Thus, without understanding
patterns of association, it is difficult for a Japanese to communi-
cate fully with an American, unless the American happens to
understand Japanese culture. The Japanese is at the disadvan-
tage in such a situations, since the traditional isolation and
homogeneity of his/her country has encouraged the development
of communicative conventions that do not lend themselves
to intercultural contexts. In this paper, the structure of associations
is briefly discussed, communication between the two cultures is
schematized in several diagrams, and a number of cultural
aspects of Japanese and Americ_ . communication are dealt
with, including the nature of group interaction and the horizon-
tal vs. vertical characteristics of American and Japanese soci-
eties.

Introduction

The purpose of language is communication (Umegaki, 1975).

However, complete communication requires more than just linguistic
knowledge. Communication makes use of language and gestures
according to the socio-cultural pattern of the speaker (Finocchiaro,
1969). Hall and Whyte (1973: 308) have said that "the communication
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pattern of a given society is part of its total culture pattern and can only
be understood in that context." Thus, unless the speaker and hearer
share an understanding of each other's cultural background, they cannot
communicate fully, even if they are linguistically competent.

In recent years the Japanese have had more opportunities to commu-
nicate with people of other cultural backgrounds, because of the devel-
opment of the Japanese economy and increased internationalization
(Nakane, 1972). As these opportunities have expanded, the Japanese
have encountered more misunderstandings and other problems with
people of other cultural back -ounds. Since Japanese people encounter
Americans more frequently than any other group, they encounter more
problems with them.

For the Japanese, one major purpose of learning English should be
communication with English-speaking people. However, even between
Japan and the United States, the country which has the most contact
with Japan, there is a big communication gap. More effective communi-

cation is necessary. I would like to discuss how this communication
could be improved in terms of culture.

The Communication Process

Communication involves expressing oneself and understanding others
by verbal and non-verbal means. When the speaker has a concept to
express, he/she changes that concept into verbal or non-verbal signs.
The hearer hears, sees, or feels those signs and interprets them to get
the concept. If the hearer's concept is the same as the speaker's,
communication has been successful.

If the hearer does not arrive at the same concept that the speaker
held--if he/she has not been able to comprehend the intended meaning
of the speaker's communication signsthe communication has failed.
For example, if an American speaker refer:, to "gingerbread," ,, Japa-
nese hearer may understand the meanings of "ginger" and "h. ead."
However, without having seen and tasted gingerbread, it is impossible
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to imagine what it is really like. Translating signs into concepts is dif-
fiLult unless the hearer has knowledge of or has experienced what the
concepts refer to.

Even though the Japanese know much more about the United States
than they do about other countries, their knowledge is limited. They do
not know much about the daily life, values, attitudes, etc., of Americans.

They do not understand the unconscious patterned behaviors of Amer-
icansways of thinking, patterns of discourse, etc. This is one of the
biggest barrier:: to full communication. If people do not share the same
exneriences or background knowledge, the efficiency of their communi
cation is limited.

Culture and Association

Cultu .7.1so affects communication through association. Each indi
vidua! has associations based on previous knowledge and experiences.
his/her culture and surroundings make up an important part of those
associai .s.

Associations

The role of associations in communication. Associations are used
when signs are converted into meaning and meaning into signs. Associa
tion is related to culture. A speaker does not use all the signs necessary
to convey concepts. He/she relies on associations to add information.
Therefore, the speaker can convey a broad meaning with only a few
signs. However, Japanese and Americans do not always have the same
associations, so they sometimes misunderstand each other.

When two Japanese people talk, the speaker changes a concept into
signs, and the hearer changes those signs into a concept. There is
usually not much difference between their concepts, in part, because

the: }.1 ,e similar associations based r. n Japanese culture. Such associa
tions help them change their concepts into communication signs and
vice versa (Fig. 1).
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Howevei, if the speaker is Japanese and the hearer is American (or
vice versa), the peaker uses associations based on Japanese culture to
change concepts into signs. The hearer translates those signs into
concepts, using associations based on American culture. If they are
talying about something in which the associations of their cultures
overlap, the hearer is still able to understand the speaker (Fig. 2A' uut
if their associations are different, they misunderstand each other (Fig.
2B), (unless one of them understands the other's culture adequately).
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Association
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Thus, a Japanese who does not understand American patterns of
association cannot fully communicate with Americans effectively unless

the American happens to understand Japanese culture. A Japanese
hears "breakfast," which is translated as asagohan or choshoku in
Japanese, and may imagine boiled rice without salt or sugar, soybean
soup, seaweed, a raw egg, some pickles, and green tea. This association
of the term "breakfast" is very different from an American breakfast,
traditionally bacon and eggs, toast, orange juice, and coffee, milk, or
black tea. An English sentence translated literally into Japanese may
not always make sense to a Japanese, because the sentence may reflect
American traditions, associat:ons, and conventions, which most
Japanese are not familiar with. For example, if the expression "making
bricks without straw" is i...anslated directly into Japanese, a Japanese
would not understand its meaning. This exprescion comes from an
incident recorded in the Old Testament, where the Israelites, enslaved in
Egypt, had to gather the straw necessary to make bricks but still make
as many bricks as they had w:ten the straw had been provided for them.
In English, it refers to a situation where one is forced to accomplish
something without the necessary materials.

Natural environment also affects association. For example, the
opposite of "mountain" in the Japanese language is "sea," but is "valley"
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in English. Different value systems may interpret a sentence in opposite

waysfor example, "A rolling stone gathers no moss" has a negative
value in Japan but a positive value for many in the United States.

The stncture of association. Kunihiro (1973) discussed the structure
of associations. He asserted that association falls into two main
categories: word association, which links stimulusresponse words, and
cultural association, which links a word with its cultural connotation.

Kunihiro divided word ass')ciation into paradigmatic and syntagmatic

association. Paradigmatic association has three rules: (1) the minimal
contrast ruleassociation of words that are direct opposites in mean
ing, like 'man" and "woman," (2) the marking ruleassociation
between marked and unmarked words, like "horse" and "horses," and
(3) the feature-detetion and addition rulesassociation between super-
ordinate words and hyponyms, like "flowers" and "roses," "daisies," etc.

Syntagmatic association is divided into the selectional feature realiza-
tion rule and the idiom completion rule. The former is the association
among actors, actions. and objects, or nouns an adjectives like "meow"
and "cat," and "silent" and "ir ovie." The latter is the association in a
group of words, like "ham" and "cheese," and "bacon" and "eggs."

Cultural association is of two types. One is sentence association.
Through this, native speakers may be aUe to guess a speaker's age, sex,
social class, and occupation from utterances. TLe other is indicative
association, which is related to history, literature, legend, customs,
conventions, etc. For example, if a woman is described as being a
platinum blond, the association that this would have for most Amer-
icans would be a beautiful woman, but with an artificial rather than
natural type of beauty.

Thcre is not very much difference in the paradigmatic association of
English and Japanese. However, most Japanese people do not have
much familiarity with the American systems of syntagmatic associa-
tion. Japanese people have the most trouble with cultural association,
because they are not familiar with the background culture of English.
speaking people.
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0 ter Cultural Influences

Besides asscciation, culture has other influences on communication.
It affects how much speakers reveal of themselves. This includes
appropriate topics of conversation and how speakers express them-
selves, as well as ways of interpreting meaning from signs. Hall (1959)
has proposed a Primary Message System, ten aspects of culture (to be
discussed later) that influence communication. When two cultui es differ

in these aspects, the differences may influence the success of communi-

cation. Such cultural differences in Japan and the United States as
group interaction and the horizontal or vertical natures of the societies
also affect communication.

The Putqic and Private Self

Barnlund (1974) compared how much Japanese and Americans reveal
themselves in communication. Barnlund divided the speaker into three
parts in terms of communication: the unconscious portion, the Private
Self, and the Public Self. The unconscious portion is the nearly inacces-
sible unconscious assumptions and impulses that motivate behavior. It
is never purposely communicated, because the speaker is not aware of
it. The Private Self refers to the parts of the person that are potentially
communicable but which may or may not bP communicated, depending

on the circumstances The Public Self is those aspects of experience

A Japanese

U

Privat.!
Self
Public

0 00

1.43

2 00

A* American

Fig. 3
(Barnlund, 1974: 63)
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that are easily available and which are frequently shared with other
people. In most situations, the speaker intentionally reveals only the
Public Self.

According to Barnlund, as shown in Figure 3, Americans have a
bigger Public Self but a smaller Private Self than do Japanese. Barn-
lund described ;he following characteristics of communicatioi, for
Americans and Japanese within their respective cultures.
When they comma nit ate, Japanese people:

1 . interact more selectively and with fewer people
2. prefer regulated rather than spontaneous forms of communica-

tion.

3 . communicate verbally on a mole superficial level across a variety
of topics and with a lower degree of personal involvement.

4 . show a reluctance for physical, as well as verbal, intimacy.
5 . use defensive reactions more quickly and in a greater number of

topical areas.
6. may be less known to themselves, because they explore their

inner reactions less often and at more superficial levels (Barn-
lund, 1974).

Americans, on the other hand:
1 . communicate with a larger number of people and less selectively.

2. prefer more spontaneous communication.
3. communicate their experience on a deeper and more personal

level across a variety of topics.
4 . seek physical as well as verbal intimacy.
5. may utilize more channels of communication, since they seek a

fuller expression of the self.
6. experience less sense of threat ar0 therefore are less defensive

and resort to self concealment with fewer people and in fewer
topical areas

7. expose their inner reactions more frequently and . ;ith a greater
variety of persons and are better known to themselves (Barnlund,

1974).

Go
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In a communication situation involving an American and a Japanese,
if the American takes the initiative, he/she tries to communicate with
the entire depth of his/her Amei ican Public Self. The Japanese feels
communicatively invaded (Fig. 4-A). If, on the other hand, the Japanese
takes the initiative, the American is frustrated at the amount of time
spent on formalities (Fig. 4-B). The cues that guide communication
within each culture become obstacles to comprehension of messages
based on the communication system of the other cu'ture.

American Style Communication

Public Self Public Self

Private
Self

a Japanese an American

Fig. 4-A

Japanese Style Communication

Public
Self

Private
Self

Private Self

a Japanese an American

Fig 4 B
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Ha ll'h Primary Message System

Culture affects communication in other ways, too. It influences the
time and place that certain types of communication occur, what, and
what kind of, physical contact is appropriate, the physical distance
between speakers, the length of the communication, and so on. "It
Aermines time and timing of interpersonal events, the places where it

is appropriate to discuss particular topics, the physical distance separat-

ing one speaker from another, the tone of voice that is appropriate to
the subject matter" (Hall and Whyte, 1973: 296).

Hall (1959) suggested that a Primary Message System had ten
aspectsten kinds of human activities that influence communication.
They are interaction, association, subsistence, bisexuality, territoriality,

temporality, learning, play, defense, and exploitation. All of these are
heavily infli'enced by culture; differences between cultures in these
areas may act as barriers to successful communication. Only one of
these aspectsinteractiondirectly involves language. The other nine
are non-verbal.

1 . Interaction is contact and communication between a living organ-
ism and its environment. The most highly developed form of
interaction is speech, accompanied by gestures and tone of voice.

2. Association is the system of relationships among organisms.
Human societies and organizations have an extremely wide range
of variations in their systems.

3 . Subsistence is related to all of the things that are necessary for
the organism or society to survive. This cm.n range from the
nutritional requirements of an individual to the economy of a
country. Related to this are such conventions as what topics of
conversation are taboo during a meal and the relative status
given a certain type of work in a given culture.

4 . Bisexuality is related Lo sexual reproduction and the differentia.
tion of form and function along the lines of sex. Though
masculinity and femininity are often thought of as being "natu.
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ral," masculine and feminine roles, speech patterns, characteris-
tics, and so on, vary greatly from one culture to another.

5 . Territoriality is the possession, use and defense of a territory by
an organism. Territoriality has many different expressions, and
these vary according to culture. For example, one's status may
be determined by distance from the head of the table on a formal
occasion. Work, play, eating, etc., all take place in certain places.

Different distances are considered appropriate between people in
different situations. All these are affected by culture.

6 . Temporality refers to the different uses of time. For example,
tempos of speech and their meanings vary from one language and

culture to another. In addition, time of day, duration, punctuality,
etc., can all carry different meanings in different cultures. For
example, for an American, being late for an appointment commu-

nicates disrespect. However, for a member of a Latin culture,
lateness is not only acceptable but socially correct.

7 . Learning involves adaptation to the envii onment. It includes
ways that the members of a society learn, and ways that they
learn to learn, as well as methods used to adapt to a situation.

8 . Play involves humor, entertainment, and so on. Different cultures
vary according to the times, places, and subjects where humor is
approrriate, the role of humor, what kinds of things are consid-
ered humorous or entertaining, etc.

9 . Defense includes all the things that protect the organism. Includ-
ed in defense is not only warfare, but also religion, medicine, and
law enforcement. All of these are different in different cultures.

10. Exploitation means making use of materials. Human beings use
materials as extensions of parts and functions of the body. For
example, clothing and housing are extensions of the body's tem-
perature regulatory mechanisms. Tools are closely related to
other aspects of the Primary Message System. For example,
clothes are used for play, books for learning, and weapons for
defense.
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Taking these into account, almost nothing can be communicated
without culture. Behavior patterns communicate more of the speaker's
concept than overt speech does. Understanding these behavior patterns
will reveal the covert communication system.

Conventions and Logic

Americans and Japanese have different conventions of communica-
tion and logic, as Matsumoto (1976) has explained. He poi lted out, for
example, that Americans can limit possible answers to certain questions
to "yes" or "no." In answering such questions, Japanese sometimes wish

to choose neither, which is not a possible choice in English. Another
difference he pointed out is that the Japanese could not always distin-
guish facts and opinions. He believed that the Japanese people cannot
debate, because they do not distinguish clearly among people, opinions,
and facts. For example, a person in power may say "A is B, because I
say so." If a person does not agree with a fact or an opinion that means
he/she disagrees with the speaker.

Cultural Differences

There are many other differences between Japanese and American
cultures that may contribute to problems in intercultural communica-
tion between Americans and Japanese. I would like to discuss a few of
the important ones here.

Groups. One of the major differences is the importance of the group
as opposed to he individual. To the Japanese, the group is very
important. Groups in Japan tend to be fairly stable. It is not easy to get
into a particular group, and, once in, it is not easy to get out. Strict
distinctions are made between those who are members of the group and
those who are not. Different words are even used to refer to group
members than are used to refer to people who are not group members.

Groups formed for one purpose may have other purposes as well For
example, a Japanese is likely to work and socialize with the same
people. Members of one department in a company, for example, not
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only work together, they are also likely to go on trips together in the
summer or form an athletic team.

For Japanese, the group is more important than the individuals that
compose it. Group members all try to be alike. Members of a depart-
ment in a company or students in a school wear uniforms that mark
them as members of the group. All group members try 'o do the same
thing and want to be treated alike. For example, if one group member
marries, each of the other group members gives the same amount of
money as wedding gifts.

Group members work hard to maintain the harmony within the group.
A Japanese proverb says that a stake that sticks up is the one that will
be hit. Group members try not to "stand out" in their group. They try
to play the role that is expected of them within the group instead of
expressing their real feelings. They avoid disagreeing openly with other
group members. When they do disagree, they try to find indirect ways
of expressing this disagreement. Such expressions as "Many people
say..." and "It is s iid..." are used frequently so that the speaker can
express an opinion without actually making a commitment to it. In
discussing issues with other group members, they try to find out the
opinions of the other group members before expressing th :- own so
that the opinion they express will be in line with that of the other group
members. Within the group, decisions are made by consensus through
this process of "sounding out" opinions of other group members.

In contrast, Americans consider the individual more important than
the group. Individual rights are emphasized more. Even within the
group, Americans want to maintain their individuality. They don't
necessarily want to be like all of the other group members. It is
relatively easier to get into or to change groups than it is in Japan.
Americans have more of a tendency to keep the various groups that
they belong to separate. Harmony within the group is viewed different-
ly by Americans. Members of e Troup are more free to express their
disagreement. Rather than a. ,e Aing to reach a consensus, decisions
are made by authorized people by a vote, though compromise may
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have some role in the decision-making process.

This difference between American and Japanese ways of thinking
may cause some problems when Americans and Japanese work
together. Americans often find the process of reaching a consensus slow
and frustrating. Also, they may have difficulty understandingan opinion
expressed indirectly by a Japanese speaker. As speakers, Americans
may express themselves too directly and offend their Japanese hearers.
A Japanese, on the other hand, does not like to express an opinion
directly, especially if it disagrees with the hearer's opinion. This may
make Americans feel that the Japanese is not taking an active part in
the group.

Horizontal vs. vertical societies. Another difference between
Japanese and American cultures that influences communication is the
concept of horizontal versus vertical relationships. Japanese society is
characterized as being vertical. Every person has a position in society.
This position is determined by age, sex, economic and social position,
educational background, and so on. Positions are emphasized by the
frequent use of titles as terms of address in preference to names.

In any communication situation, it is important for the speaker and
hearer to be aware of their relative positions. In the Japanese language,
there are many ways for the speaker to express his/her P wn position
relative to hat of the hearer. It is important to choose the correct
grammatical structures, lexical items and methods of communication to
reflect this relationship. It is modest to place oneself in a lower position
than that of the hearer. Assuming an equal position with a person of a
higher or lower position is impolite.

In Japanese society, those in a superior position are expected to take
care of the needs of subord;nates. For example, in a family, parents
are expected to be responsible for finding spouses for their children.
In a companywhich might be characterized as a large familyan
employer often helps with even the personal problems of employees.

American society, on the other hand, can be described as horizontal.
Americans see all people as being equal, at least in theory. This is not
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to say U. it American society is completely horizontal. There are
grammatical distinctions between, for example, requests made of a
superior and those made of a subordinate. However, relative position is

a less important aspect of relationships in the United States than it is
in Japan.

In the United States, superiors do not have the responsibilities toward
their subordinates that are expected in Japanese society. Just as
American parents do not have the responsibility of finding spouses for
their children, American employees do not expect their employers to
help them with personal problems.

These differences can cause many problems in relationships between
Americans and Japanese. For an American, it may be difficult to gauge
the relative position of the Laren If the American does not speak
humbly enough, he/she may unintentionally offend the hearer. A

Japanese, on the other hand, may be too conscious of the relative
difference in status and so may be hesitan_ to express him/herself to an
American superiorto assert an opinion, to make a request, etc. Also,
a Japanese employee of an American company may expect more help
with personal matters from superiors than the superiors expect to give.

Formality and informality. Americans and Japanese also have
different attitudes toward formality and informality. Maintaining
formality is important in many siLuations in Japanese society. Using
informal expressions with a stranger or a superior is very offensive. A
host will take guests to an expensive restaurant to show respect for
them, rather than inviting them home for dinner. Even if guests are
entertained in the home, they are outsiders. It is no compliment to treat
a guest as "part of the family."

Americans like to treat informally eN, en people that they have just
met. Treating another person informally is often a compliment (though
it is not appropriate in every situation). Inviting guests to one's home
and treating them as part of the family is the best type C 1. hospitality.

There is much potential for misunderstanding in this area. If an
American speaker treats a Japanese hearer with the sort of informality
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he/she would treat another American in a similar situation, the hearer
may be offended, even if the speaker intended it as a compliment. A
Japanese in American society, on the other hand. may maintain a
relatively high level of formality, even when informality is appropriate,
and therefore find it difficult to ,,,'et to know people on a frien6., basis.
For example, a Japanese might to find it difficult to socialize with
superiors on informal, friendly terms at the company Christmas party,
and may unintentionally offend others with this formal manner.

Directness of expression. Japanese and Americans have different
ways of expressing anything that the hearer does nc. want to hear,
including complaints, a negative response to a request, etc. An Amer-
ican may well use expressions that "soften" such a complaint or nega
tive response so that hearer will hopefully not be offended, but he/she
will probably express it fairly directly. A Japanese, on the other hand,
will not be direct at all and may, in fact, even state the opnosite. For
example, Imai (1981) lists sixteen ways that the Japanese avoid saying
"no." One common way is to say "yes" first and then follow it up with
a long explanation which, in effect, means "no," even though it is
delivered in an affirmative tone ane includes positive expressions.
Others include continually changing the subject or replying, "That may
not be so easy."

These differences cause obvious problems. A Japanese may be
offended by the directness with which an American makes a complaint.
An American ;nay not even understand that the Japanese speaker is
expressing a complaint.

Passive resignations vs. active involvement. Another difference
between Americans and Japanese is passive resignation versus active
involvement. Japanese people tend to be more passive than Americans.
They feel that the environment controls them, whether it is the natural
environment or the artificial environment. They feel humans are only
an insignificant part of the universe. Americans, in contrast, believe
that they have some control over their destiny. They are not passive
victims but active participants. Humans, they feel, are central to the
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universe. This rr eans that, when Japanese and Americans interact,
Americans seem too assertive and Japanese do not seem to take an
active enough role in the interaction.

Verbal expression. Another differen-..:, pointed out by Toyama
(1976), is that Japanese people talk less than Americans For the
Japanese, it is better to use few words. They set high value on haragei
(psychological interpretation in silence) and what Kindaichi referred to
as ishindenshin (telepathy) (but what is actually a s-nsitivity to nonver-
bal and contextual cues). In contrast, Americans admire eloquence.
Kindaichi (1975) pointed out that Japanese people tend to feel that
talking and writing a lot are not good. This, of course, is not a good
way to communicate with Americans.

The reason that the Japanese can communicate well with each other
in silence is that Japan is more homogeneous in terms of race, ethnic
groups, and laliguage than any country of similar size. This is conven-
ient for communication between Japanese pe ple. However, it causes a
communication gap betwee' the Japanese and Americans, as Kunihiro
(1972) has pointed out. Japanese people F -e. fewer opportunities to
meet people from other countries than Americans do. The Japanese
seldom directly encounter foreigners in Japan They often experience
culture shock when they meet people from other cultures. Nakane
(1972) estimated that it would take three years for an American
businessman to learn to work smoothly with Japanese people in Japan.
However, it would take five years for a Japanese to learn to work well
with Americans abroad.

Another problem of Japanese people is that they apply the techniques
that they use to communicate with other Japanese to communication
with people of other cultures (Kunihiro, 1972). The Japanese are still not

accustomed to differentiating intercultural communication and commu-
nication with other Japanese.
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Conclusion

In summary, the purpose of language is communication. Communica-

tion between people of different cultures is more difficult than among
those with the same culture, just as it is among people with different
languages. Knowing about other cultures and experiencing them
improves the chances of successful communication with the people of
that culture. Culture affects communication indirectly through associa-
tion and strongly limits the content of communication. Culture also
determines levels of communication, that is, how much speakers reveal
of themselves in certain situations and with certain people. Methods of
communication vary according to culture. Culture is also related to
other aspects of communication, such as physical contact, physical
distance, time, and place. Therefore, communicating successfully with
people of different cultural backgrounds is difficult without knowing
their covert communication systems. The Japanese are at a particular
disadvantage in intercultural communication because of their homoge-
neity in terms of race, culture, and language. Although they can
communicate well with their fellow Japanese even in silence, they have

little experience in intercultural communication and often do not distin-
guish it from communication among Japanese people.

It is clear that successful intercultural communication cannot be
guaranteed by language alone If communication is the purpose of
learning a language, it is necessary to learn how to communicate well
with speakers of that language.
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EFFECTS OF NATURAL ENVIRONMENT ON
AMERICAN AND JAPANESE COMMUNICATION

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

This essay compares Japanese and American language, re-
flecting on the fundamental culture -based differences betwec.i
methods of communication in Japan and the United States.
Japanese and Americans have different systems of logic and
thought, attitudes, and respective background cultures. Natural
environment is one of the major aspects of background culture,
and it affects the method of expression, vocabulary, topic of
conversation, values, and attitudes. People in Japan tend to
express themselves as a part of nature, while Americans express
themselves as the center of nature. Thus Japanese sentences
often begin with the conditions while English sentences start
with people. Japanese also tend to use the passive voice more
than Americans. In the same vein, the Japanese tend to use
impersonal constructions, while Americans often use personal
constructions. Natural background is one of the factors that has
made Japanese descriptive and concrete and English analytic
and abstract. Langulge is deeply related to background culture
and culture is strongly affected by the natural environment.
Therefore, language is influenced by its natural background in a
number of ways.

Introduction

The notion that language is deeply rooted in its background culture
has been supported not or'" by anthropologists but also by linguists for
more than a century (Hoijer, 1974). The SapirWhorf hypothesis is well
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known (Mandelbaum, 1949; Sapir, 1970). Language teachers, too, have
supported this idea, and they believe that language should be taught
within its culture (Brooks, 1964; Rivers, 1968; Finocchiaro, 1969).

Language and Culture

The purpose of language use is communication (Umegaki, 1975).
However, intercultural communication is more difficult than communi-
cation among people with the same culture. Knowing other cultures and

experiencing them improves communication with the people who have
those cultural backgrounds. Culture affects communication indirectly
through association. Thus, culture strongly limits the contents of
communication. Culture also determines levels of communication, that
is, how much speakers reveal of themselves (Barnlund, 1974). The ways

of communication vary according to cultures. The Japanese and the
Americans have different systems of logic and methods of expressing
themselves (Matsumoto, 1976). Culture also relates to other means of
communication, such as physical contact, time, place, human relations,
and sex. Therefore, communicating with people of different cultural
backgrounds effectively is very difficult without knowing their covert
communication systems.

I conducted four studies in order to find out how well Japanese people

understand American culture and how well they are taught American
culture in English courses. These studies were 1) an examination of
English textbooks in both junior and senior high schools (Kitao, 1979b),
2) a survey of teaching American culture and intercultural communica-

tion taken by sixty-three Japanese students in the United States (Kitao,
1977b, 1-' -9d, 1978, 1980), 3) the Test of American Culture, taken by more

than two hundred Japanese students in both Japan and the United States
(1977a, 1979c), and 4) interviews with twer or newly-arrived students at

the University of Kansas (1977b). The results of the four studies show
that there is not much foundation for good communication between
Japanese and Americans. As I have discussed elsewhere (Kitao, 1979a),
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the Japanese students in the studies had been taught very little about
American culture in English courses at any level, and they did not
understand American culture well. As a result, they had problems
understanding Americans and communicating with them.

It is clear that language alone cannot uarantee good intercultural
communication, and that the cultural backgrounds of the speakers of
those languages are important factors. The cultural backgrounds can
be divided into three aspects: natural environment, social environment,
and traditional heritage. In tne following section, I will summarize the
existing literature on how American and Japanese natural environments
(climate, weather, geography, etc.) affect people's thoughts, attitudes,
and language.

The Inluences of Climate

Influences on Japanese Language and Culture

Japan is in the monsoon zone, where humidity is nature's gift to man.

A plentiful vocabulary accommodates the abundance of plants and
creatures thriving in such a warm and damp environment (Kindaichi,
1957). The climate varies a lot, and the people enjoy four seasons, but
it is usually mild. The rainy season comes in summer, and it rains a
great deal. There are more than twenty different names for rain,
depending on the seasons and kind of rainfall (Kikuchi, 1935). Examples

include ame train], kirisame [misty rain], shigure [a shower in late
autumn and early winter], harusame [spring rain], yfidachi [an evening
shower], gnu [a heavy rain], raiu [a thunderstorm], mwakaame [a
shower], samidare [early summer rain], mizore [sleet], akisame
[autumn rain], and bofziu [a rain storm])

Many words deal with climate. Japanese people tend to talk about
the weather at the beginning of greetings, particularly in letters (Kindai-
chi, 1957). Even major newspapers carry articles concerning climate
or weather in addition to weather forecasts. The following are some
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examples from the Asahi Evening News column, "Vox Populi, Vox Dei"
(Hasegawa, 1974).

Sunday opened the week of the spring equinox. Tokyo was hit
by an unseasonable fall of snow.

The cherries are already in blossom insome southern districts,
but on Sunday Tokyo was hit by an unseasonable fall of snow.

The rainy season front has appeared. Like the "harusame
zensen" [spring rain front], and "hana no zensen" [flower
front], "baiu zensen" ;-. a name given by the "elegant faction" in
the Meteorological Agency.

This column stated today last year with these words: "The
autumn sky is high and the prices are sky high." We must use a
similar expression on the same day this year.

Ikeda (1973) has pointed out that most American students wonder why
Japanese people talk about weather so frequently. Americans tend not
to talk about weather much, because it is considered "small talk," and
except for such articles as news stories about destructive tornadoes or
hurricanes, newspapers do not carry many articles about the weather
(Hasegawa, 1974).

The four seasons are an important part of Japanese life. Japanese
people go to see plum and cherry blossoms in spring and hold the star
festival in summer, moon viewing in fall, and snow viewing in winter.
One American student in my Japanese composition class wrote that if
he viewed the moon and offered food and flowers to it, Americans would
think that he was crazy.

Nature in the monsoon zone has power and strength, so natural
calamities are often caused by storms, 'wavy rainfall, floods, and
typhoons. These are beyond human control; all that people can do is to
be receptive and passive. Watsuji (1961: 19) has stated:

.. this humidity typifies the violt.nce of nature. Humidity often
combines with heat to assail man with violent deluges of rain of
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great force, savage storm winds, floods and droughts. This
power is so vast that man is obliged to abandon all hope of
resistance and is forced into mere passive resignation.

The distinctive character of human nature in t!,e monsoon zone, then,
can be understood as submissive and re.;gned. People lack active
attitudes toward nature and experience it so emotionally that they grow
very explanatory and lyrical (Umegaki, 1961).

Japanese people feel that they are controlled by great invisible
powers. These invisible powers can be nature or man-made authority.
Such Japanese expressions as "un o ten ni makasu [leave one's fate to
Heaven]" and "Nagaimono niwa malearero [Yield to the powerful, or
(literally), Allow yourself to be entwined by a long thing]," demonstrate
this.

Doi (1971) mentioned that there are many expressions concerncu

"higai [damage, injury or harm]." Many Japanese people have delu-
sions of persecution and feel that they are victims in many ways. This
higaikan [sensitivity to adversity] created the attitudes of "Mite morau
[to receive a favor]" and "shite ageru [to do a favor for someone],"
which are also derived from the passive and dependent psychology of
the Japanese.

Japanese passive sensitivity seems to be well expressed in the
Japanese passive voice. Suzuki (1975) explains that one tries to bring
his/her opinion into conformance with that of the receiver or form
opinions according to others' reactions Shimonishi (1977) conducted a
survey of Japanese and American students and found that Japanese
commonly use the passive voice, particularly when they are adversely
affected by an action and to express a sense of passivity.

The unique passive voice in Japanese is called "meiwaku no ukemi
[suffering passive]," which can be formed from both transitive and
intransitive verbs (Doi, 1971; Howard, 1969; Kuno, 1973; Matsushita,
1961; Shibatani, 1972, Umegaki, 1961).

The s. coring passive emphasizes that the speaker suffers as the
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result of the action described even though he/she is not the subject of
the sentence.

Asobiba ni ie o taterarete shimatta.
[A building was built where the playground used to be (and I was
adversely affected by it).]

The climate of Britain, on the )they hand, is dry in summer and wet
in winter. In this meadow type of climate, nature is mi0 and repetitive.

People need not struggle against nature; they have time for other
activities. Human society in such a climate is well developed and more
emphasis is given to individuals. Watsuji (1961) states that "man is
individualistic in the extreme; so in addition to segregation there is
social intercourse, cooperation within division." Consequently privacy,

freedom, and rights and obligdnons of individuals are clear and impor-
tant there.

However, individualism has not been developed in Japan. Watsuji
(1961: 149-150) has explained:

In Japan, the one-ness of the nation was first interpreted in the
religious sense; this is a circumstance of primitive society that
can be understood only by way of myths. Before man felt or
thought as an individual, his consciousness was that of the group;
anything disadvantageous to the livelihood of the group restrict-
ed the actions of the individual in the form of taboo.

People are controlled by nature in Japan. They describe themselves
as a part of nature. This may be the reason that actors, actions, and
people who receive the actions are only parts of nature and so are not
the center of desc-iption in the Japanese languagewhere an English
speaker might begin a descriptive sentence with "I," a Japanese speaker
would begin it with conditions in which he/she existed. The following
are examples:

Watashi no sundeirutokoro wa Tamagawa no chikaku desu.
(Where I am living is near the Tamagawa River
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[I live near the Tamagawa River.]

le niwa kingyo ga takusan iru.
(At home there are many goldfish.)
[We have many goldfish at our home.]

Hokago YWCA de taipu no renshu o shita.
(After school, at the YWCA, (I) practiced on the typewriter.)
[I practiced on the typewriter after school at the YWCA.]

Impersonal construction is well developed in Japanese, i.e., actors are
not important, and if the actor who acted is clear from the context, no
noun or pronoun referring to the actor is used.

Sono tOji kimi wa ano hito to zuibun benkyo shita no desu ne.
(It is that, as for you [you] had been studying very hard with him
then, isn't it.)

[You had been studying very hard with him theA, hadn't you?]

Anata no goshinsetsu o kansha shimasu.
[(I) thank (you) for your kindness.]

Chikaiuchi ni asobi ni konai?
[Will (you) come to see me soon?]

The noun or pronoun designating the recipient of the action may also
be omitted if the recipient is identified in the context.

Kane ga hitsuyonara ageye.
(If [you] need money, [I] will give lit] [to you].)

In English, people are described as the center of nature. They have
conquered it and cont .Aled it. The actor is given primary emphasis in
English. This makes personal constructions (i.e., constructions in which
the actor is specified) quite important.

Sentences are not usually given an impersonal construction in collo-
quial and informal written English unless incidents are caused by

J 7j
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natural phenomena or sud n accidents that cannot be controlled by
people.

It rained here yesterday.

It snows a great deal in Hokkaido.

It happened to him, unfortunately.

However, it is still possible to use a personal construction to talk
about such phenomena.

We had some rain yesterday.

They have a great deal of snow in Hokkaido.
He had an accident, unfortunately.2

Conducting a study of values among students from six different
nations, "lorris (1956) found that Japanese students rated landscape
paintings higher than other kinds of paintings, while American students

selected c,nes of people or animals. The Japanese people like to put
stones on sand to symbolize nature and to appreciate signs of nature.

The Americans, in contrast, like ceramic animals, portraits, and statues

of animals or people in their living rooms. They prefer signs of life
(Taba, 1972). This is a philosophical difference between the two nations,

as Kimizuka (1968: 117) suggested.

...the one (the Japanese) insists that nature is the overall
universe of which the human world is infinitesimal fragments,
while the other (the American) holds that nature is a backg'ound
of the human world.

The difference shown above is well demonstrated in greeting in the

two different cultures. The Japanese people usually pay more attention

to physical environments than to people. The greeting "Ohaya
gozaimasu," for example, literally means "It's early." Weather is a very

important part of greetings In contrast, some American greetings, such

as "How are you?" or "How are you doing?" ask about the condition of

the person addressed. Here the human being is the focus of attention.
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Usually when a Japanese person refers to another person's health, it is
in the context of weather conditions. For example, "It is cool these
days. Please take care not to catch a cold."

In English, actions and people or objects that receive actions are
emphasized next. Sc, concord of number and gender is very important
in English. Actors control the following pronouns and actions; actions
control objects.

There is a book which was written by Mark Twain on the table, and
it is interesting.

There are two books which were written by Mark Twain on the table,
and they are interesting.

John thinks that Mary hates herself

Actions are clear, and there are many verbs ..o describe slightly
different form of actions in English (Umegaki, 1961: 251, 265).

cry awa naku
weep mesomeso naku
sob kusunkusun naku
blubber oioi naku
howl wanwan naku
pule hihi naku
whimper shikuniku naku

laugh haha to warau
smile nikoniko to warau
chuckle kutsukutsu to warau
ha ha wahhahha to warau
giggle ihihi to warau
snigger nitanita to warau
simper ohoho to warau
grin niyari to warau
titter kusukusu to warau

'U
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As the chart shows, Japanese uses more reduplications than English in
describing actions. It often uses onomatopeia to express actions very
descriptively.

The Japanese people usually descr;`? time and place first, then -'ctors,
and people or objects which receive actions, and then emotional at-
mosphere and actions. Examples are shown as follows (Umegaki, 1961:
175-176).

Sakujitsu gakko e watashi wa itta.
(yesterday, to school, I went)
[I went to school yestei day ]

Kyo ie de watashi wa benkyo suru.
(Today, at home, I study)
[I study at home today.]

Sonojibun kimi wa ano hito to hii6 ni shitashiku shiteta noda ne.
(then, you, with that inan, very friendly, were)
[You were very friendly with him then,]

The very last part of Japanese sentences (one word or two from the
end punctuation, is the most important, the other parts acting as
modifications and having interchangeable positions, as Doi (1974) has
pointed out. This very last part is usually the verb or ji (grammatical
marker), and it determines affirmation, negation, question, or command,
voice, level of politeness, tense and exclamation.

Tokyo ni (anata wa) iku.
[You will go to Tokyo.]

Tokyo ni (anata wa) ikanai.
[You will not go to Tokyo ]

Tokyo ni (anata wa) iku ka"'
[Will you go to Tokyo?]

8.2

affirmation

negation

question



Tokyo ni ike
[Go to Tokyo.]

Watashi wa karera o mita.
[I saw them.]

Watashi wa karera mirareta.
L. was seen by them.]

Tokyo ni sem ei ga ilea7eru.

[The teacher will go to Tokyo.]

Tokyo ni sensei ga ikareta.
[Tile teacher went to Tokyo.]

Totemo subarashii sensei desu ne.
[What a great teacher he is!]
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command

active voce

-assive voice

politei

past tense

exclamation

Modifying phrases other than those referring to place and time have
no strict el der; they are controlled by fi and show a relation with the
very last part of the sentence. (Even place and time phrases are
sometimes placed at the middle or end of the sentence.)

sakujitsu [yesterday]
niwa de [in the garden] c si ita.
Hanako wa [Hanako] [talked.]
Taro to [with Taro]

[Hanako talked with Taro in the parciPn yesterday.]

These four phrases can change positions wit one another.
Japanese people nave many words to describe situations and emotions

with sound effects. The former is called "gitaigo" and the latter
"gijogo." Some example:, are as follows (Hasegawa, 1974: 209.215):
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gitaigo

Sassa to gakk6 e kaette kita.
[Then I made a beet; -? for the school.]

Furafuru to tachitaku naru.
[I w-.ated to star I up.]

(The underlined word is omitted in English.)

Kyorokyoro to atari o mimawashita toki,...
[By the time I felt well enough to Took around,...]

...me wa shinkeishitsu ni kurukuru _o hitotoki mo ochitsukanakatta.
[...his eyes revolved nervously and never rested.]

...jibun de katte kiLa biiru o hitori de guigui nonde makka ni natta.
[He drank a tumbler full in one draugh., v ich suddenly made him
become very red in the face.]

Kuro wa kare no hana no saki kara pin to tsupatte iru nagai hige o
biribiri to furuwasete hijO ni waratta.

(Kuro twitched the whiskers whiLh stood out straight from his muzzle
and laughed hard.)

Okina mimi o shizukani patapata to ugokashite ita.
[...was silently flapping her huge ears.]

Osaka no hO no hi ga chirachira to umi no muko ni miemashita.
[The city lights oc Osaka flickered here and there beyond the sea.]

...giragira manatsu no taiyo ga tel itsukete iru.
[The strong sun of midsummer is shining...]

gij6go

Jokyaku wa un o ten ni makase to harahara shinag Ira torisug;ru.
[Their hearts beating fast, passengers speed by such places, feeling
that they are placing their ryes in the hands of fate.]
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Watashi wa 'suratsura kangaete iru uchini
[I thought and thought....]

...isshu no ukiuki shita choshi ga atte...

[There was a sort of light-hearted and cheerful feeling...]

Beikoku zentai no iraira ga sOzo ijo ni hageshii rashii.
[The irritation and impatience of the United States as a whole is much
severer than expected.]

Sore wa tekipaki shita gyOsei nOryoku no hakki de aru.
[It is the execution of clear-cut administration ability.]

Sensei mo seito mo kukuta ni naru.
[Teachers and students became very tired.]

These onomatopoeic expressions are not exact copies of real sounds;
in fact, the expression used i each of the above situations is the
representation or interpretation of what people have perceived with
their own sensory organs. Thereby Japanese people try to describe the
situation as directly as possible, and they understand the situation and
feeling we!' if the statement includes such perceptually based expres-
sions. In English, though there are some onomatopoeia which are exact
copies of sounds, there is not this type of description of situations and
feeling:, and all examples lose their onomatopoeia in the English trans-
lations.

Influences on English

Actors are the most emphasized elements in English. What they do
and to whom or to what they do it are described next. This makes
English more analytic Aft.:r the main conk t, then explanation, time
and place follow. Description is from the center to the side, so word
order is very important in English As word order is relatively strict,
one word can be used as several parts of speech. Relative pronouns are
well developed. Logical expressions are more intelleck.al than emo-
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tions Any actions and movements can be abstracted, as in this example
from Umegaki (1961. 181)

In the hall of Petherton's house, a scene of welcome was being
enacted under the dim gaze of six or seven brown family portraits by
unknown master of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

[Petherton ke no, niroma no juhachi -kyu seiki no mumei no gaka no
fude ni naru tokorono, iro kusanda muttsu ka nanatsu no senzo no
shozoga ga uekara bonyari mioroshite int tokoro de kono enrai no
kyakujin wa mukaerareta ]

The word order in Japanese translation is:

[Of Petherton's house, in the hall, of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, by unknown masters, brown, of six or seven, family por-
traits, (which) from above looked down absent-mindedly, at such
place, this visitor from afar was welcomed.]

Abstracted phrases such as those can be subjects in English, but
Japanese expi essions are more concrete; movements are described by
words and cannot easily be abstracted, and they cannot be subjects.

His four-year stay in the United States made him a fluent speaker
of English.

[Kare wa America ni yonenkan ita node eigo ga jozu ni hanaseru.]
(Since he has been in the United States for four years, he can
speak English fluently.)

Objects come last in English word order, and English sentences
commonly end with a noun or an adjective. This final word order may
reverse the anticipated meaning of the sentence, producing a typical
form of humor in English (Okubo, 1973).

The proof that women are all alike is that every one of them thinks
she is different.

se
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Men with money to burn have stalled many a girl playing with fire.

The sign on the church lawn announced in bold letters: IF TIRED
WITH SIN, COME IN Under it, written in lipstick, was the message,
"I` not, call Park 4-2378."

The Japanese language desci-ibes a scene as it is now or as it was at
a certain time. The language has only past tense and nonpast tense
(future and present). It does not have any perfect form However,

English can be described as more dynamic and active from the tact that
it often describes time duration with the third form, perfect. Since

present time is emphasized, there is a tendency to describe with the
present tense. As a result, the perfect is often used.

It is possible to express the following statements in the present tense
as well as past tense in English, but in Japanese, past tense is almost
always used

He is dead.
[Kare wa shinda.]
(He died.)

Mail is in.
[Tegami ga todoita.]
(The mail arrived.)

Three people are missing.
[San nin ga yukuefumei ni natta ]
(Three people disappeared.)

Conclusion

In summary, because any language is strongly related to its back-
ground culture, culture is vei y important for verbal communication.
Culture also affects verbal and non-verbal communication indirectly It

restrict the contents of communication, and determines levels and

0f
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methods of communication.

Japanese people and Americans have different systems of .ogic and
thought, attitudes, and methods of expressing themselves, all of which
are affected by their respective background cultures. This makes the
communication between them difficult.

Natural environment is one the three major aspects of background
culture, and it affects method of expression, vocabulary, topic of comer-
sation. values, and attitudes.

The Japanese use the passive voice more frequently than Americans,
especially when they are adversely affected by an action. Japanese
people tend to express themselves as a part of nature and Americans, as
the center, so Japanese sentences often start witl. conditions and
English, with actors. Also, the Japanese tend to use impersonal con-
structions, but Americans often use personal constructions, except in
cases which they cannot control. concord of number and gender is vet y
important, because the actor controls the action and the following
pronouns in English. Since actions are secondly emphasized, many
verbs were created in English. Japanese people try to describe situa-
tions and emotions with sound effects and have created a great number
of "gitaigo" and "gtiogo."

Natural background was one of the factors that made English ana-
lytic and Japanese descriptive. English is abstract and Japanese is
concre Japanese seldom indicates duration of time.

Since 1 do not have much data of languages in bot;i the mons-lon and
meadowtype climate countries, this discussion is limited to Japan,
Britain and the United States. However, as I have discussed in this
paper, language is deeply related to background culture and, of course,
culture is strongly affected by the natural environment where it devel-
oped. Therefore, language is affected by its natural background in a
variety of ways.
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EFFECTS OF SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT ON
JAeANESE AND AMERICAN COMMUNICATION

Kenji Kitao
S. Kathleen Kitao

Abstract

The social backgrounds of Japanese and Americans differ in
ways that impede complete communication. The Japanese
people, historically controlled by the forces of nature, have
formed groups as the minimum functioning social units. The
individual is only part of the group. Disagreement, if expressed,
is expressed ambiguously. Relationships are vertical, and people
must determi' le the level of politeness to use in interactions. To
maintain hat nonious relationships, good speakers place them-
selves below the listeners, sometimes not saying enough and
expecting the listener to understand by inference. Speakers may
give their opinions as someone else's or someone else's opinions
as their own. In contrast, native English-speaking peoples
historically have not been as dependent on each other for sur-
vival; individualism and privacy are well-developed. Individuals
express themselves clearly. Hi man relationships are horizontal,
and people like to think of themselves as equal to everyone else.
This is expressed in various ways, including manners of speak-
ing and eye contact. Teaching these cultural differences in
language classrooms would help improve intercultural communi-
cation.

Introduction

The purpose of language is communication, but communication can-
not be achieved through language alone. Communication is part of a

80
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total cultural pattern, so good communication requires a shared cultural
understanding.

Culture dictates, to a great extent, assumptions in communication and
norms in physical contact and distance, time and place of communica-
tion, tone of voice, sex, etc. Because Japanese and Americans do not
share this knowledge, understanding of the total message is impeded
(Kitao, 1979).

The discussion of the cultural backgrounds of Japanese and Amer-
icans can include two asr..-cts: natural environment and social environ-
ment.

The Effects of Social Environment

The Effects of Natural Environment on Social Environment

First of all, natural environment affects ways of thiaking, attitudes,
and language. Natural calamities occur ring on their islands contributed
to the Japanese sense of passive resignation toward nature. The
Japanese see nature as the overall universe, of which man is only a very
small part. This is reflected in their grammar, where actions and
emotional atmosphere are emphasized rather than actors and receivers
of actions. In England, where the English language developed, nature is
milder and so people have the perception, at least, that they control it.
They see the universe as a background for human action. The actor is
given primary emphasis in tl e English language (Kitao, 1982).

The Importance of Groups in Japan

Historical import-ince of groups. Japanese people had to help each
other cope with their harsh natural environment. They formed groups,
in part to do this. The group became the minimum functioning unit in
the society, of which an individual person was only a part. Cultivating
rice made the sense of group stronger. A long feuaal history strength.
ened this 'group conscir .;" further, and many kinds of groups were
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born: families, relatives, neighbors, occupations, social classes, etc.
Thus, clear individual rights and obligations were not been develooed,
and individualism and privacy were not strongly held concepts. Once a
person became a member of a group, he/she usually remained there It
was not easy to change groups (Kitao, 1982).

In traditional Japan, the individuals in the group were governed by the
group, and they lived as a part of the group. Harmony within a group
was very important, and as long as the members didn't disturb it, they
could stay there comfortably. The first constitution of Japan, which was
proclaimed by Prince Shotoku in the early seventh century, pointed out
the importance of wa [harmony] in civil life. The first of the seventeen
articles of the Constitution reads:

Harmony is a virtue, and make it a rule not to dispute. People
tend to form factions and few men are reasonable.... When
superiors maintain harmony while subordinates keep good com-
pany among themselves and do not argue, reason will stand on
its own (Imai, 1975:3-4).

Early Japanese protected one another and strictly distinguished their
group from others. It was very diffi:ult to enter a new group, and
members were very afraid of being expelled from their own groups.
Murahachibu [ostracism] was one of the major punishments. If people
were ostracized by the other villagers, they lost all friends and means of
livelihood.

Social factors in modern Japan. As a result of this historkal
background, individuals in modern Japan are very passive and receptive

to their groups. They keep silent rather than argue. They tend to wait
until they are asked to speak. When they do speak. they do not give
their own opinions but suggest opinions representative of their position
in the group or express their own opinions as if they were someone
else's. They seldom express their " honne" [real intention] in public but
instead express "ta'emae" [facade of what someone in a given position
or role is expected to say]. Honne and tatemae may be very different
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and sometimes even opposite. Group members seldom disagree openly
among themselves. They do not express their emotions and their true
reactions They try to do as they are supposed to do in a group. Even
if they do not express themselves clearly, others can understand them
because group members have close relations among themselves.

The Influence of Natural Environment on English

In contrast, people in Britain did not need to expend as much effort
in defending themselves against nature. They could concentrate on
their own activities. They were not faced with the strong necessity of
forming groups that the Japanese were. People were more mobile, and
in their society the rights and obligations of individuals became clear;
individualism and privacy were well developed. Even in the feudai age,
people were independent, and they belonged to the group by agreement.
Rights and obligations were clear. They could change groups if they did
not like them or if they did not receive any benefits.

Influenced, at least in part, by this background, the British (and, by
extension, Americans) in modem times do not have the strong group ties

that Japanese people have. Since their group ties are not close, they
must express tnemselves more clearly than Japanese people do to be
understood by others. Individuals may express their opinions and
emotions more clearly. The speaker is considered to be responsible for
the hearer's understanding of the message, so speakers analyze their
audience and make an effort to organize their messages, make transi-
tions clear, use rhetorical devices to get attention and make the message
more interesting. etc. (Bowers, 19881. Thus, Americans try to express
themselves well in order that others can understand them better.
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Groupism and Individualism

The Group in Japan

Even now a strong sense of the group exists in Japan. Many com-
panies and schools have uniforms. Many companies provide lunches for

their employees, and everybody eats the same lunch together. The
employees are provided with entertainment during lunch and on week-
ends. They may take trips in a group. Once people join a group, they
receive many other benefits and are under other obligations besides the
ones related to the main purpose of the group. It is not easy to enter a
group and become a real member, and it is not easy to withdraw from
one. Many Americans don't understand the reasons for this (Ikeda,
1973), but to the group members, harmony in the group is more impor-
tant than the different interests of each individual. People try to enter
good groups because once they belong to a group, they can belong
permanently. The alumni of each college form a group ( 'akar.% 1974),
and one reason that many people try to go to a good college is to belong
to a good alumni association.

Japanese people feel as if they are just part of the group. They do
everything as a group and dislike being too independent (Doi, 1973).
Okada and Okada (1973: 3) have pointed out that "basically the Japanese

businessman thinks and makes decisions as part of a group. The
American businessman thinks ;ndividually." Imai (1975) also has
pointed out that decision making in Japanese companies has been born
out of the collective participation of people at many different levels of
mana' zment. Most Japanese tourists travel in groups They remain
together from departure to return. Members try to keep harmony in
their group by avoiding disputes and direct disagreements and by
making decisions unanimously.

The sense of group is expressed in these Japanese proverbs. They are
well known in Japan and often used in daily life.
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Tabi no haji wa kakisute. [It is all right to be ashamed where no one
knows you.]

Yoraba taiju no kage [Rely upon a powerful person (or a group).]
Deru kui wa utareru. [A taller stake is hit, and all stakes will be

even.]

Nouaru taka wa tsume o kakusu. [An able hawk hides its nails.]
Nagai mono niwa makarero [You'd better not disagree with more

powerful people.]

Tenseki koke musazu. [If you often change your occupations, etc., you
viii never achieve anything.]

Groups in the United States

Individualism is important in the United States as well as in Britain.
Americans like to be independent. T.f they go abroad cor tripE, they may
be in a group in order to get cheaper rates on chartered flights, but they
like to travel by themselves after they arrive at their destination (Araki,
1975). In American tourist groups, members are seldom restri^tPd by
their groups (Araki, 1975). Thus, they pay less attention to othc in a
group than do the Japanese

In a group, Americans might pursue the main goals together, but they
tend not to do other things together. Thus, they do not have extra
benefits and obligations. Once the main goals are achieved, and the
purpose for the group has ceased to exist, the group is disbanded.

Another expression of the value that is put on group harmony is in the
family. The Japanese would put harmony within the family above the
happiness of the individuals. Americans, particularly in recent years,
tend to put the fulfillment of the individual above the family. Advice
columns reflect this difference When responding to a letter from an
unhappy wife, advice from Japanese and nonJapanese advice colum-
nists may be very different. The Japanese is likely to give the wife
advice as to what she can do to improve the relationship; a non-Japanese
may advise the wife to at least consider leaving her husband (McCooey,
1984).
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Japan and the United States

Gillespie and kllport (1955) studied the attitudes of youths in ten
different countries toward their personal lives and future careers. They
found that Japanese young people especially valued the qualities of
"good citizenship," "social usefulness," and "service to society," which
are obviously connected with their strong sense of social obligation
to their society. On the other hand, they found Utz _ the Americans
emphasized their rights rather than their duties to their social group and
put much emphasis on the value of individuality. This study supports
the assertion that the sense of group in Japan and of individualism in
the United States reflect the different attitudes of those people.

Another study, Barnlund's (1974) contrasted profiles, shows the differ-

ences between these two nationalities. Barnlund conducted a study of
122 Japanese students and 42 American students in Tokyo. He asked
them to describe the attitudes of the two nationalities when they talk by
selecting five adjectives from a list of thirty-four.' The adjectives most
favored in describing the Japanese people were "reserved," "formal,"
"silent," "cautious," "evasive," and "serious;" and those favored for
describing the Americans were "frank," "self-assertive," "spontaneous,"
"informal," and "talkative" (Barnlund, 1974).

In another study on how the Japanese people react toward other
people, Barnlund (1974) asked Fis Japanese students at International
Christian University in 1968 to write ten sentences to describe them-
selves. The most frequent ideas given were:

I try to behave according to my role and circumstance.
I try to be as polite as possible.
I try to pretend to be calm and cool even when I am not.
I rarely show my true self
I don't say all of what I t1 ik.
I escape difficult questions.
I try to keep the conversation pleasant.
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I use words that won't hurt anybody.
I try to behave smoothly.
I never talk about inner feelings.
I try not to disagree.

In Japanese society, keeping a good position is important, and people
are afraid of causing shame to other members of their group. In
Japanese homes, when parents want to tell their children not to do a
certain thing, they say that if the children do it, others will laugh at
them. So children learn what they are not supposed to do and say. They
learn not to express their true feelings in public

Nakane (1970) describes Japanese society as having vertical organiza-
tion and analyzes human relationships in terms of groups and intet-
groups. Kimizuka (1968) supports Nakane's idea and characterizes
Japan as a nation of vertical human relationships, and the United States
as a nation of horizontal relationships Since human relationships are
vertical in Japan, people have to judge whether other people are higher
or lower than or equal to themselves, and they have to decide on a level
of politeness to use when they talk with them. When people meet each
other, they often exchange name cards that tell which group they
represent and what title or position they hold in those groups. Then
they can decide who is higher. On the phone, it is more difficult to
decide, and people use the politest expressions until they find out their
relative positions. Even in English, there are several ways to express
politeness, but in Japanece there are many mote. One characteristic of
a good speaker is the ability to assume a position lower than that of the
hearers in order to be polite to them.

People are often referred to by their positions, particularly in the
cases of superiors, using their family Ili le and title, for example, teach-
er, manager, chairman, president, etc. Often, the position or title is used
instead of the name. Some people use their position or title instead of
"I." For ex: pie, a teacher may say, "You have to listen to the
teacher."
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There is a stronger tendency for a Japanese speaker to put the hearer

in the center of . .:onversation than for an American to do so. This
is a matter of politeness in Japan, and there are many words or expres-
sions which make the listener the reference point. For example, in
Japanese, the use of "yes" and "no" does not show the affirmative or the
negative content of the speaker's judgment but whether the answer
(judgment' agrees or disagrees with the question. For example, in
Japanese if one asks, "You don't like this, do you?" the answer is, "No,
I do," if the reply is positive and "Yes, I don't," if the reply is negative.

Japanese people try to respond according to the expectations of their
listeners. They try to avoid saying "no" clearly because they do not like
disagreements, particularly with their superiors, as Yamaoka (1974) has

pointed out. "(Saying no) is rude, impolite, uncivilized, demoralizing,
and might hurt the other person's feelings. Saying no is a cardinal sin
in Japan," according to Imai (1981: 7). If disagreement is necessary,
there are sixteen ways to avoid saying no (Ueda, 1974). One of the most

common ones is saying yes and then following this with an explanation
which may last half an hour and which, in effect, means no. Another one

is saying no ambiguously (11.,ai, 1981). Though the speaker does not
express disagreement clearly, listeners are expect d to understand by
inference. Since, in Japanese, the conclusion appears at the end of a
sentence, speakers can change their conclusions according to the reac-

tion of the speaker as they speak Also, the subject is often not stated,

and speakers can give their opinions as if they were so neone else's or
someone else's as their own. "It is said..." is a commonly used expres
sion in Japanese. Yamaoka has pointed out that American newspapers
are very strict about stz,ting clearly whose opinion they are giving, but

not so Japanese newspapers (Yamaoka, 1976) Speakers can omit the
conclusion at the end and let listeners guess. Japanese is good for
ambiguous expressions

In contrast, in English the speaker is usually the center of utterances.
Judgments of "yes" or "no" may be based on his/her own idea and not
in agreement with the question. For example, if one asks "You don't like
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this, do you?" the other answers "Yes, I do," if the reply is positive and
"No, I don't," if the reply is negative. Americans are more likely to
state their opinions clearly. They show their dish Teement more openly

than the Japanese. Americans are more likely to assert their ideas
directly and clearly as their own ideas, even if they go against the
listener's wishes.

In English, the speaker is the center of utterances, and individualism

is well developed; thus, there is the tendency for Americans to use "I"

and the Japanese, "we." In English, the speaker is most important, and

many utterances are from the point of view of the speaker. For
example, one of the common forms for a compliment is "I like (your
shirt, that color, and so on)." In Japanese, a speaker would seldom pay

a compliment by stating what he/she likes. A compliment would be
more likely to describe how nice the shirt is 3r state that its color is nice.

Japanese people try to avoid saying "I." Americans tend talk individ-
ually and the Japanese, as a member of a group.

The sense of responsibility is treated in the same way. In American

society, the individual person has a clear responsibility, but for the
Japanese, responsibilities are not as clear. Japanese people tend to take

responsibility as a group. In many cases, company decisions are ap-

: roved with a consensus, rather than a vote, in meetings, and it is

difficult to express disapproval when other people agree. In many cases,

spade work is done before the meeting, and the majority of people
already agree with the agenda (Imai, 1975). Even if something goes
wrong, an effort is not usually made to find out who is responsible and

assign blame. Americans, on the other hand, woiJd be likely to try to
find out who was responsible for a mistake. Individual responsibility is

very weak among the Japanese.

Generally speaking, Americans do not like to apologize because
an apology means that they are taking responsibility for something
(Yamaoka, 1973). On the other hand, the Japanese often say
"Sumimasen (I'm sorry)," even when they are not at fault, to preserve

harmony in the group. 0,.e example that demonstrates this difference
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is the story of a tour guide who was supposed to meet an American
tourist at his hotel. Due to a misunderstanding about the place they
v ere supposed to meet, the tour guide did not find his customer until an
hour after the agreed time. When the guide apologized, the American
took this as an admission that it was his mistake and became angry.
However, the tour guide had not intended to take responsibility for
making a mistake but only to smooth over the situation (Naotsuka et
al., 1981).

Just as individualism is a highly developed concept in American
society, so is the idea of equality of position among individuals.
Americans tend to think of themselves as equal to everyone else, in
theory, at least. Narita (1974) has pointed out that individualism was
well expressed in the use of expressions such as "please," "thank you,"
"you're welcome," "excuse me," and "certainly," because expressions of

gratitude, etc., are necessary betweer individuals, where they might not
be in a group, with its lines of obligation and benefit (Yamaoka, 1974).
In America, a speaker may keep his/her position the same as the
listener's. A speaker is more likely to express opinions straight-
:orwardly and show agreement or disagreement more clearly than a
Japanese would (Yamaoka, 1974).

People are not ecual in Japanese society. Relative positions are
decided by age, sex, social position, economic and social class, educa-
t;onal background, etc. Levels of politeness are very complicated.
There are many levels of expression. Another characteristic feature is
that Japanese people do not try to assume a position equal to that of
their listeners but rather a lower one. This is modest in their view, and
being modest is important. The reason for this is that Japanese people
try to keep their positions in their groups, and to do so they have to keep
peace with the others. One way of being modest is to refrain from
accepting things offered by other people the first time. This is a part of
Japanese manners, and the host repeats the offer to them (Kanayama,
1976). Doi (1973) writes of the time that he visited an American friend
and was offered ice cream. Though he wanted the ice cream, he
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followed this Japanese manner and refused, assuming that the offer
would be repeated. The American host, however, did not repeat the
offer, so Doi did not get the ice cream that he wanted.

The Japanese people distinguish expressions used with the members
of their group from those used with nonmembers. Group members are
dependent upon one another and interact with one another more fre-
quently. They expect others to understand even if they do not express
themselves well. Particularly, subordinates expect their superiors to
take good care of them. People try to do as they are supposed to do, and
if they cannot, they feel ashamed. They hate to feel ashamed, and they
avoid doing anything that is unnecessary or that they do not have
confidence that they can do. As it is most important to keep peace with
others, it is not important for the individual to express emotions honest-
ly. People just try to avoid disagreement, and often affirmatively nod
even though they do not agree. They keep their positions lower than
others; they do not look at each other's eyes, but look down. This looks
dishonest to Americans.

For Americans, eye contact is very important, and this is a way to
keep equal personal relations. If people are walking on the street and
happen to make eye contact, they smile, and even say "Hi!" even though
they do not know each other (lizuka, 1974).

Individualism and privacy are very important in American culture.
Making a reverse use of these produces trust and friendship (Yamaoka,

1976). Americans have more definite personal space around themselves,
and they try to avoid physical contact with strangers (Nishiyama, 1972),
If they do touch someone, they say, "Excuse me." To show friendliness,

Americans use physical contact, such as shaking hands, hugging, kiss-
ing, etc. In shaking hands, an American may put a hand on the other's
shoulder if the . ttionship has some degree of closeness. They put their
hands or arms on or around each other to show friendliness (Barnlund,
1974).

In American culture, the best hospitality is to invite guests into the
home and show them the house (Yamaoka, 1973). However, this does
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not include giving the guest the seat of the host or the hostess at the
dinner table. The host and hostess also keep their own rooms rather
than giving them up to their guests and maintain their positions as
heads of the house. Children often participate in the hospitality (Aida,
1972). While guests may not exactly be part of the family, they are
not complete outsiders, and they are treated informally. They do not
expect the schedule of the fz..-Tiily to revolve around them, but they try
to fit in with the family's schedule.

In entertaining, formality is most important for the Japanese. The
best hospitality 'c to take guests to nice restaurants. The hosts seldom
have guests at home. If they do, the guests are the masters of the home,
and they are given the best seats at the table and stay in the best room
in the house. The family's schedule may be completely changed for the

guests. Guests are still outsiders, and they can see only a part of the
house; they may see only the husband and wife; they may eat dinnet
without the host and the hostess, who may just wait on the guests.
Except in very informal cases, guests do not eat meals with all members
ci the family. The host and hostess keep themselves lower than guests.
They offer tea and food using such expressions as, "Here is some poor
tea," or "This is nothing special to eat, but please eat it." The host and
hostess have to make the best decisions for the guests and choose the
best drink, food, method of cooking, etc. Since every guest is servea the
same thing, it is very difficult to choose what is best for everyone. They
even decide lio Ai much sugar and cream should be put in their guests'
coffee.

Conclusion

In summary, Japanese people are controlled by nature, and, in order
to cope with it, they must help one another. To this end, they have
formed groups, which have become the smallest functioning units
of society. The individual is only a part of the group. This group-
consciousness has been strengthened by a long feudal history and by the
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cultivation of rice. Individualism and privacy are not strongly-held
concepts, and individual rights and obligations have not been clearly
developed. Harmony in the grout, is the overriding concern. Therefore,
individuals are passive and hesitant to disagree. If they do express
disagreement, they try to do so ambiguously.

In Japan, relationships are vertical and people have to judge whether
other people are higher, lower, or equal to themselves in order to know
what level of politeness to use when talking to them. In order to
maintain harmonious relationships, good speakers place themselves
lower than the listener. Sometimes, speakers do not say enough and
expect the listener to understand by inference. Since the subject of the
sentence is often not stated, speakers may give their opinion as someone
else's or someone else's as their own.

In contrast, the people of Britain experienced milder weather and so
were not required to be as dependent on one another for survival. In

Britain as well as in the United States, individualism and privacy are
well developed and individual rights and obligations are clear. Individ-
uals express their own opinions and emotions clearly. Human relation-
ships are horizontal; Americans like to think of themselves as equal to
everyone else. This is expressed in gestures, manners of speaking, and
eye contact.

As has been shown in this paper social backgrounds differ between
Americans and Japanese. These differences impede complete communi-
cation. Teaching these cultural differences in language classrooms
would surely help improve intercultural communication.'
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NOTES

1 . These thirty-four adjectives we:e: formal, independent, talkative, close.
shallow, serious, dependent, calculating. warm, tense, reserved, frank,
trusting, competitive, masculine, spontaneous, open, impulsive, cool, seek-
ing a protective relationship, relaxed, evasive, silent, self-assertive, infor-
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mal, distant, deep, suspicious, humorous, cautious, indifferent, coopera-
tive, feminine, and responsive.

2. All translations from Japanese were made by the authors, referring to
Masuda (1974). In order to keep as close as possible to the original idea
in English, each selection was translated as directly as possible. For the
convenience of readers, the writers translated all titles of Japanese books,
articles, and periouicals unless they were given English titles by authors
or editors

In the description of Japanese words, the writers have again referred to
the method adopted for Masuda (1974) and tried to transcribe them as
closely as possible into English pronunciation. Borrowed words from
English were given English spelling even in Japanese in order to avoid
confusion. Japanese words are underscored and translations bracketed
for clarification.
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THE GROUP IN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES

S. Kathleen Kitao

A!,,,,:tract

There are a number of important differences between Amer-
ican and Japanese cultures. However, one of the most important
is the difference in group interaction. Japanese have been
described as group-oriented and Americans as individualistic. In
Japan, groups are hierarchical and decisions are usually made by
^onsensus. Japanese groups play an important role in the lives
of their members, and the same group may serve several pur-
poses In contrast, American groups are less hierarchical, and
decisions are usually made by voting or by an appointed person.
Purposes of groups tend to be compartmentalized, i.e., each
group serves only one main purpose. In this paper, various types
of grouns are discussed, including the family, clubs, the univer-
sity, and the company. Characteristics of American and
Japanese groups are discussed, along with differences in their
interaction styles. Also, problems that these differences are
likely to cause are discussed, with suggestions for Americans
and Japanese working together in groups.

Introduction

When Japanese and American culture and communication styles are
contrasted, a number of diffnr-nces are commonly cited Relationships
in the United States are charaLcerized as being horizontal (i.e., equalitar-

ian) while relationships are described as vertical (i.e., hierarchical).
Japanese people stress formality, while Americans like to be informal.
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Japanese people prefer to express themselves indirectly while Amer-
icans communicate their opinions directly. Americans admire elo-
quence in spoken language while the Japanese try to communicate
through silence and distrust eloquence. However, if a single dimension
of culture could be said to best characterize the differences between two

cultures, that dimension for Japanese and Americans would probably be
their group interaction and the part that the group plays in the social
structure.

Group Orientation vs. Individualism

In comparing Japan with Europe, Hazama (1982: 53) writes that "In
modern European society, the central social value is considered to be
individualism. In Japan, however, the corresponding value that forms
the nexus of society is groupism." Hazama's statement about individu-
alism in Europe could apply equally well to the United States, if not
more se. Reischauer (1977) describes the attitude toward the group as
the most significant difference between Japanese and American cul-
tures. This difference is sometimes exaggerated-- "The actual situa-
tions...are much less widely different than the American Lone Ranger
myth, for example or the traditional Japanese ideal of selfless merging
with the group" ( Reischauer, 1977: 127)or used to oversimplify the
situation and characterize differences between Japan and the United
States along a single dimension (Cleave., 1976). However, the ways that

Japanese and Americans relate to the groups to which they belong, as
well as the ways that they consider themselves in relation to the group,
does say much about their ci,aracters and communication styles. In

addition, these differences often cause misunderstandings and poor
communication between Americans and Japanese who work together in
a group setting or even when they communicate one-to-one.

According to Hazama (1982: 55), if individualism is defined as "the
dignity of the individual human being" or "the ultimate moral principle
of the supreme and intrinsic value," groupism can be characterized as
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placing higher dignity on the group than on the individual. That is,
group members feel morally obligated to devote themselves to the best
interests of the group, even if it means sacrificing their own.

Groups in Japan

The Family

Families in Japan are arranged hierarchically. The parents are at the
top of the hierarchy, followed by the children in order of age. A

Japanese does not refer to his/her siblings as simply "my brother" or
"my sister;" the age relationship is also stated, e.g., my younger brother
or my older sister (Gibney, 1973).

The concept of family is somewhat different in Japan than it is in the
United States. One Japanese word for family is ie, which denotes more
than just the nuclear family, or even the extended family. The ie is the
family line. Its meaning would be similar to the meaning of "The House
of Windsor." Though this idea is not as central as it was before World
War II, it still has importance. Most families keep a family altar in
their home with the names that their ancestors were given after death
and pictures of the ancestors, draped with black ribbon. Almost all
parents hope for sons to continue the faddly line; if they do not have a
son, they adopt one, often the husband of a daughter. This adopted son
takes the family name, and the family line is continued through him.
The oldest (or adopted) son inherits the family home and much of
whatever wealth and property there is. Unless there are no sons,
daughters are expected to marry and become members of other fam-
ilies; younger sons may start new family lines of their own, or remain in
the family as part of the collateral line. Another word used for family
is uchi, which also has the meaning "inside." This indicates the strict
distinctions made between those who are inside the family and those
who are not.
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The University

The university as a group. Groups are a very important part of
higher education. One group is the college or university itself. Most

students do not attend more than one university, and links established
during college education can affect a student throughout his/her career.
Hiring practices are often based on the college that one attended.
Students who do well enough on ent:ance exams to he admitted to one
of the top universities in the country have a good chance of getting good
positions in government and industry. In addition, university affiliation
plays a part in promotion. The "old boy network" of a university is also
useful to its graduates (Christopher, 1983).

Groups within the university. Within each university, groups are
also very important. Students belong to clubs including sports clubs, art
clubs, and volunteer clubs.

As in the family, there is a strong hierarchy within these clubs.
Japanese groups members use the expressions sempai [a senior] or
kohai [a junior] or a dohai [an equal] to refer to other group members
(Gibney, 1975).

The Company

The company is another type of group. A Japanese worker is likely
to identify him/herself in terms of the company ne/she works for rather
than according to the position held (Gibney, 1975). Many positions are
based on "lifetime employment," so that workers w;11 work for the same
company for their entire working lives, though the may hold different
positions in that company during their career. As with a university,
there are many groups within the company, including sports teams and
group3 that share certain interests, such as English language study or
ham radio. Members of the same section also have strong cohesiveness.
In Japan, the company is not only a place of employment; employees
socialize with each other and the company may provide help with
personal problems.
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Since companies do almost all of their hiring each year in March and
April, and since almost all of the new employees are new college
graduates, there is a special relationship among employees who enter
the company at the same time. Also, the relative number of years of
service of employees is important in the structure of the hierarchy.

The Nation

The Japanese consider all Japanese to be part of one large group. It
is a group that one belongs to by virtue of having been born Japanese.
No one who is not of Japanese descent can join this group. No non-
Japanese, even one born in Japan who has the ability to speak Japanese
as a native speaker and who can follow all of the complex social rules
that the Japanese share, can become part of the group. In fact, Japanese
people have difficulty believing that Caucasians can learn Japanese at
all. During World War II, the Japanese were so convinced of this that
they barely bothered to code their secret messages (Christopher, 1983).

Conversely, it is hard for the Japanese to believe that any person ever
leaves that group. Second and third generation Japanese-Americans,
many of whom speak little or no Japanese, face many special difficulties
in Jap- because native Japanese expect anyone who looks like a
Japanese to be able to speak and interact as another Japanese would.
Japanese-Americans say that native Japanese often think that they are
"showing off" when they speak English, or that they are either crazy or
stupid when they :.lo not understand Japanese.

The Japanese believe that Japan is uniquemore unique than any
other culture. Because Japan is so unique, in their view, the Japanese
have, as Gould (1972: 71) described,

an unshakable conviction that no non-Japanese can ever under.
stand the nuances and intuitive perceptions of the Japanese. In
many travels over many years in all parts of Japan, I have never
met a Japanese who truly believes that the foreign mentality can
share the Japanese experience or aspirations.... It seems [to be]
the Japanese perspective that experiences of Japan are by that
fact alone totally different from the rest of the world.

1 1 ,3
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Groups in the United States

The Family

The family is the most basic group in the United States. As in Japan,
it is in the American family that children learn what their society
expects of them and how to interact with others. In the American
family, children learn to be independent from others. While it is difficult

to make generalizations about American child-raising practices, one
purpose of the family is usually considered to be the development of
independent adults.

The American stress on the individual as a concrete point of
reference begins at a very early age when the American child is
encouraged to be autonomous. The self-centeredness of the child
is seldom questioned. It is implicitly accepted that each child or
person shonld be encouraged to decide for himself, develop his
own opinions, solve his own problems, have his own things, and,
in general, learn to view the world from the point of view of the
self (Stewart, 1972: 72).

From a fairly early age, children are given their own rooms, if at all
possible. They are given an allowance and/or expected to perform
chores around the house in order to learn to be responsible about money.

As teen-agers, they are gradually given more and more control ever
their decisions and activities. As adults, they' may a-1, their parents for
advice or help, but they are expected to make their own decisions and
live with the consequences of those decisions (Stewart, 1979).

Birth order has little significance in a hierarchical sense, though
obviously children at different places in the birth order may be treated
differently. Especially once siblings become adults, birth order has little
significance.

Though some parents may want sons in order to "carry on the family
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name," the family line does not have the importance in the United States

that it does in Japan. Though there has been a resurgence of interest in
tracing family trees since the mid-seventies, many Americans know
little about their family histories beyond their grandparents.

There are no particular customs related to division of inheritance,
though state laws may specify a certain percentage of a parent's estate
to be distributed to each child, preventing any one child from being
completely disinherited. Generally, some effort is made to divide money
and property equally among all the children.

The University

Universities in the United States are less group-oriented than those in

Japan. Graduation from a certain university does not play as great a
role in hiring practices as do persona; qualifications. Groups are also
less important within the university. Many students do not belong to
any clubs. In relationships among students, hierarchy is of little impor-
tance. While students may be aware of their relative academic levels,
they are not especially important in a hierarchical sense.

The Company

In part because of Americans' attitudes toward independence, com-
panies are less important as a group than in Japan. Americans gener-
ally see themselves as autonomous individuals who choose at one
particular time to sell their skills to a particular company, but who are
free to sell their skills to another company if they are dissatisfied with
their present company or if a more enticing offer is made. Therefore,
Americans will generally identify themselves in terms of their jobs first
and their companies second (Gibney, 1975).

Within companies, groups are less important than they are in Japan.
For example, companies do not have a particular "hiring season," so all

new employees do not enter the company at the same time each year.
Also, new employees are not all recent college graduates; many of them
may have spent years working for other companies. Therefore, though
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employees may be honored fcr a certain number of years of service, the
number of years that an individual has worked for a company does not
necessarily play an important role in the hierarchy of the company, and
an employee is not likely to have a special bond with people who entered
the company at the same time.

American employees socialize relatively little with their co-workers.
They prefer to keep the group that they work with separate from the
groups that they socialize with.

Characteristics of Japanese Groups

The above discussion of Japanese and American groups may gi,'e the
reader some ideas of the characteristics of Japanese and American
groups and how they differ. I would like to discuss those characteristics

in more detail here. It should be kept in mind that these characteristics
are not dichotomous; they are points on a continuum. For example,
Japanese may be said to be group-oriented and Americans individualis-

tic, but this does not mean that Americans do not care anything at all
about groups or that Japanese do not hold any opinions of their own.

Stability

One characteristic of Japanese groups is their stability. It is noteasy
to get into a particular group, and, once in, it is not easy to get out.
Students work hard, often from the time they are in grade school, to
pass university entrance examinations. Once admitted to a university,
most students graduate from that same university. Transferring to
another university is rare. Also, though it is extremely difficult to be
admitted to a university, it is relatively easy to graduate, so most
undergraduates who enter a university do complete a bachelor's degree.

Companies are also very careful about hiring new full time employees,
since full time employees usually stay with a company for their entire
working life, and it is difficult or impossible to fire someone. During
that time, the company will spend a great deal of money training these
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employees. In part because it is so difficult to enter a group, distinctions

are made between those who are members of the group and those who
are not. Different words are even used to refer to group members than
are used to refer to people who are not group members.

Overlapping Purposes of Groups

A second characteristic of Japanese groups is that those formed for
one purpose may have other purposes as well. For example, a Japanese
is likely to work and socialize with the same people. Members of one
department in a company not only work together, they are also likely to
go on trips together in the summer or form an athletic team. University
club members also take trips together during vacations

In a Japanese group, group memly rs all want to be alike (Harris,
1979). Members of a section in a company or students in a school wear
uniforms that mark them as members of the group. All group members
try to do the same thing and want to be treated alike. For example,
rewards and recognition are given to groups rather than to individuals.

Harmony and Decision Making

In a Japanese group, all members work hard to maintain harmony.
For a Japanese, harmony means unanimity of opinion, without any
(openly expressed) disagreement. As a Japanese proverb says that the
nail that sticks up is the one that will be pounded. Group members do
not want to "stand out," so they try to play the role that is expected of
them within the group instead of expressing their real feelings. They
avoid disagreeing openly with other group members. They tend to wait
until they are asked to speak. When they do speak, they do not give
their own opinions but suggest opinions representative of their position
in the group or express their own opinions as if they were .,omeone
else's, using such indirect ways of expressing this disagreement as,
"Many people say..." and "It is said .," so that they can express an
opinion without actually stating that it is their own. They seldom
express their honne [real intention] in public but instead express

1 -I r.I
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tatemae [what one is expected to say, in a given position and role].
Honne and tatemae may be very different and sometimes even opposite.

Thus, group members seldom disagree openly among themselves. They

do not express their emotions and their true reactions. They try to do
as they are supposed to do in a group. Even if they do not express
themselves clearly, others can understand them because they have close
relations among themselves. They set a high value on haragei [psycho-
logical interpretation in silence] (Kindaichi, 1957). In discussing issues.
group members try to find out the opinions of others before expressing
their own, so that the opinion they express will be in line with that of the

other group members. Within the group, decisions are made by consen-
sus through this process of "sounding out" opinions of other group
members.

The Japanese is the world's committeeman par excellence.
Their deliberations are time-consuming, wordy, and, to an out-
sider, consistently exasperating. But they generally end up with
the kind of true consensus that is an envy to us all (Gibney, 1975).

However, this method of decision does have drawbacks. It is difficult
for the group to change course once the decision has been made, and
minority opinion may tend to be suppressed (Kato, 1974).

The reason that the Japanese can communicate with each other in
silence is that Japan is more homogeneous in terms of race, ethnic
groups, and language than any country of similar size. One factor in this
is the fact that the educational system is highly centralized. The
Ministry of Education approves only a limited number of textbooks for
use in the public schools, so a public high school student in Hokkaido is
likely to get an education very similar to one in Kyushu. This is
convenient for communication between Japanese people (Kunihiro,
1972).

It is not orly in a situation where it is necessary to disagree that
Japanese people find it desirable to use indirectness. In any situation
where it is necessary to tell other group members something that they
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do not want to hear, the Japanese will try to use indirect methods. For
example, the Japanese do not like to complain, but if it is necessary,
they do it as indirectly as possible. In some cases, they will even state
the opposite of what they are complaining about. In one case, a
Japanese woman who wanted to complain that her neighbor's daughter
was practicing the piano too late did so by commenting on how well the
girl was doing, how diligent she was, and what long hours she practiced.
The girl's mother understood the neighbor's intention and said that she
would not let her daughter practice so late any more (Naotsuka et al.,
1981).

The Japanese language is particularly well-suited to the type of
indirection that the Japanese use. For example, in English,
possible answers to certain questions can be limited to "yes" or
"no." In Japanese, it is possible to choose neither (Matsumoto,
1976: 26-27),

Hierarchy
1,

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, Japanese society is
characterized as being vertical, that is, hierarchical. Every person has
a position in the group determined by age, sex, economic and social
position, educational background, and so on. Positions are emphasized
by the frequent use of titles, such as bucho [section head or manager]
or kaicho [president of a company] as terms of address in preference to
names.

In Japan, the position of group leader is particularly important. If the
group was formed by a certain person, that person may take the
position of leader, or the leader may be appointed by someone outside
the group. If not, the group s first order of business is to choose a leader.
The leader may be chosen by vote or by consensus. If the leader is
ci'osen by consensus, this may be h long process, since it is considered
polite to denigrate one's own fitness to be leader.

Other than the position of leader, roles and obligations may not be
explicitly defined and designated in Japanese groups. Group members
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may meet to work together rather than assigning tasks for members to
do outside of the meeting.

In any communication situation in Japan, it is important for the
speaker and hearer to be aware of their relative positions In the
Japanese language, there are many ways for speakers to express their
positions relative to that of the hearer. It is important to choose the
correct grammatical structures, lexical items and methods of communi-
cation to reflxt this relationship. It is modest to place oneself in a
lower position than that of the hearer. Assuming an equal position with
a person of a higher or lower position is impolite.

In Japanese society, those in a superior position in a group are
expected to take care of the needs of subordinates. For example, in a
family, parents are expected to be responsible for finding spouses for
their children. In a company, an employer often helps employees with
even their personal problems. By the same token, superiors are respon-

sible for their subordinates' mistakes. After the crash of JAL Flight 123
in 1985, the president of Japan Airlines offered to resign from his job,
though his actions did not directly contribute to the crash.

Characteristics of American Groups

The Individual vs. the Group

Americans consider the individual more important than the group.
Individual rights are emphasized more. Therefore, a person may enter
a group when it suits his/her purpose, but is likely to leave if these goals
change or are not being met (Stewart, 1972). Most universities are easy
to enter in comparison with Japanese universities, 7. n d it is not at all
unusual for students to transfer from one university to another during
the course of their undergraduate work. In fact, some students transfer
more than once. While, of course, American employers are careful
about whom they hire, they do not expect their workers to stay with the
same company for their entire working lives. American employees
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generally feel free to change companies, if it seems to be in their best
interest to do so.

Americans have a tendency to keep the various groups that they
belong to separate. A group formed for one purpose serves mainly that

one purpose. Any other purpose it serves in addition is incidental and
usually minor or at least informal. While co-workers may become
friendly, many, if not most, of an employee's social contacts are likely

to be with people outside of the company (Lanier, 1981).

Even within a group, Americans want to maintain a certain amount

of individuality, or at least they want to be able to treasure the illusion

of individuality (Stewart, 1972). They don't necessarily want to be like
all of the other group members. Given a choice, most Americans prefer

not to wear uniforms, and gradually even professions that have tradi-

tionally worn uniforms are getting away from the practice in the United

States.

Harmony and Decision Making

While Americans value group harmony, they define it differently than

Japanese people do. Harmony does not necessarily mean that there is

no disagreement; it means that all group members are free to express

their own opinions, whether or not they agree with the opinions of
others. i nis does not mean that there is no effort to soften the tone of

disagreement. For example, one group member does not necessarily

disagree with another by saying, "You're wrong." Expressions like "I

see what you mean, but..." or "You have a good point there, but have
you considered..." are used to express disagreement. Rather than
attempting to reach a consensus, decisions are made by authorized
people or by a vote, though compromise may have some role in the
decision-making process.

Group Hierarchy

American society is sometimes described as horizontal. Americans

see all people as being equal, at least in theory. Groups generally have
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a leader, either one who is formally appointed or elected or one who has
taken a leadership role for some other reason. A leader may emerge
gradually as the group goes about its tasks by virtue of a particular
expertise, personality trait, etc. Groups may have little formal struc-
ture beyond that. However, tasks are assigned explicitly and often
carried out outside of group meetings.

In spite of the fact that American groups are likeiy to be less hierar-
chical than Japanese groups, American society is not completely hori-
zontal. There are grammatical distinctions between, for example,
requests made of a superior and those made of a subordinate. However,
relative position is a less important aspect of relationships in the United
States than it is in Japan.

American groups vary widely in the importance they place on the
position of leader and on how that leader is chosen. As with a Japanese
group, the leader may be the person who formed the group or may be
appointed by someone outside tne group. The group leader may be
elected or arrived at by consensus. In some cases, there is no official
leader.

In the United States, superiors do not have the responsibilities toward
their ;:ubordinates that are expected in Japanese society. Just as
American parents do not have the responsibility of finding spouses for
their ch,ldren, American employees do not expect their employers to
help then with personal problems. Superiors also have less responsibil-
ity for a subordinate's wrong-doing, unless there is some direct relation-
ship between the superior and the subordinate's actions.

In keeping with the separation of different types of groups, superiors
in American groups do not necessarily help subordinates with personal
problems. It is generally considered inappropriate to "bring one's
personal problems to work," except to the extent that a supervisor
might, for example, help arrange a leave of absence if one is necessary
for taking care of personal business.
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Problems of Communication

Between Americans and Japanese

The differences in attitudes toward the group and in communication
styles in the group cause many problems in relationships between
Americans and Japanese. In this section, I would like to discuss some
of those problems.

Decision Making

The difference between American ar ' Japanese ways of group deci-
sion making may cause some problems when Americans and Japanese
work together. Americans often find the Japanese process of reaching
a consensus slow, frustrating and difficult to understand. However,

tryirg ' o circumvent the process will cause serious problems. In

^rldition, once a consensus is reached, the decision is carried out swiftly,
with no foot-dragging by group members who were not consulted in
making the decision, as may easily happen in an American company
(Naotsuka et al., 1981).

As mentioned earlier, one reason that Japanese people communicate
well among themselves is that Japan is relatively homogeneous.
Unfortunately, the cues that serve them well when communicating
among themselves do not work when communicating with non-Japanese

people. Most Japanese have few opportunities to meet people from
other countries. They seldom encounter foreign culture in Japan, so
they are not accustomed to differentiating between communication with
Japanese and with non-Japanese people. They often experience culture
shock when they meet people from other cultures. They may try to
apply the only strategies they know fcr communicating, those that they
use with other Japanese, such as indirection and silences, to communica-
tion with non-Japanese people (Kunihiro, 1972). This generally does not

work with Americans, who are accustomed to communicating more
explicitly (Matsumoto, 1976), and this makes it difficult for Japanese to
adjust to working with people from other countries (Nakane, 1972).
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Indirectness of Expression

Another problem is that Americans may have difficulty understand.
ing what a Japanese speaker means when he/she uses indirect expres-
sions. Indirect expressions may be used to complain, to refuse, and
generally to tell hearers anything that they do not want to hear. In fact,
speakers may say the opposite of what they intend to express. There-
fore, a great sensitivity to the meaning of silence, the context, and
the nuances of the situation is necessary. This type of problem is not
unusual between Americans and Japanese, especially in a group setting,
since not only what is actually said but what is not said and silences are
both important.

The following dialogue (Naotsuka et al., 1981: 192) illustrates the
Japanese way of saying "no." Though it does not involve a group
context, it illustrates clearly the problems that might arise in such a
case. In this dialogue, Mr. F, a foreign businessman, is talking to Mr.
J, a Japanese businessman. Mr. F is trying to find out whether Mr. J's
company has decided to go ahead with business talks between the two
companies or drop the negotiations. Mr. J seems to know what his
company has decided but is reluctant to give a clear answer.

Mr. F: I wish to know your decision.
Mr. J: Would you like to have a cup of tea?
Mr. F: Oh, thank you very much. What is your answer?
Mr. J: Oh...Let me see...By the way, can I ask you how many people

are employed in your office?
Mr. F: I want to have a definite answer from you now.
Mr. J: It is terribly difficult for me to answer you now. I'll go and

ask Mr. T. I'll be back soon. Please excuse me. (After a' )ut

twenty minutes, he comes back.) How about tea? Won't you
have some more tea?

Mr. F: Thanks. What did Mr. T say? That is his opinion?
Mr. J: I'm awfully sorry, Mr. T has taken the day off.
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While this stonewalling approach may occur in the U.S., it is not a
typical way of saying "no."

As a speaker, an American may use direct expressions and offend the
Japanese hearer. A Japanese, on the other hand, does not like to
express an opinion directly, especially if it disagrees with the hearer's
opinion. This may make Americans feel that the Japanese is not taking
an active part in the group. In one case, a Japanese member of a
discussion group at a university used silence to respond to statements
with which she disagreed, in order to express her disapproval. In

addition, however, when someone said something that she agreed with,
she also did not respond, because her opinion had already been ex-
pressed. (Other Japanese people would have been able to understand
from her non-verbal signals whether her silence indicated disapproval or
agreement.) The American students were upset with her because of her
lack of participation.

Stability

While Japanese groups are generally stable, Americans, as individual-
ists, usually prefer to reta. the right to join or leave a group (Stewart,
1972). For example, Americans move from one company to another
more readily than Japanese do, and Japanese companies make a greater
effort to avoid laying workers off than American companies do. This
may cause problems when American companies hire Japanese
employees or vice versa.

Hierarchy

The hierarchical nature of groups in Japan, in contrast to the
equalitarian nature of groups in the U.S., can cause many problems in
relationships between Americans and Japanese. An American may not
show enough sensitivity to the hierarchy and therefore may unintention
ally offend other group members. A Japanese, on the other hand, may
be too conscious of hierarchical differences and therefcre may be
hesitant to assert opinions, make requests, etc., even when it would be
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appropriate. This may be misinterpreted by an employe: or teacher as
lack of interest, not having an opinion of one's own, etc.

The opposite problem is also possible If a Japanese observes, for
example, that American employees use a supervisor's first name, the
Japanese might assume that the employees do not defer in other ways.
Therefore, the Japanese employee might act too familiar with the
employer or seem too pushy

Assignment of 'Tasks

Since tasks are not usually explicitly assigned in Japanese groups,
Americans may have difficAy understanding what is expected of them.
They may either do a task that they are not expected to do or fail to do
something that other group members expected of them.

Purposes or the Groups

The fact that Japanese groups are intended to fulfill more than one
function may cause misunderstandings between Americans and
Japanese. Members of the same department in a company not only
work together but socialize. Personal c- family excuses are not accept-
able, as they would be in an American setting. This is something that
foreign wives of Japanese company employees often complain about.
Their husbands of.en spend evenings socializing with members of their
department rathe- than coming home, even for important family occa-
sions such as anniversaries or children's birthdays. It is difficult for a
foreign wife to understand the importance that this socializing has to
group cohesiveness in Japan.

Suggestions for Intercultural Communication

The differences that Japanese and Americans have in their attitudes
toward the group may cause many problems in intercultural communi-
cation. Though these problems are not insurmountable, the solutions to
them are not necessarily simple. Below, I would like to make some
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suggestions that I believe would make this interaction easier.
The first and most obvious suggestionand yet, it seems, sometimes

the least employed, even by people who should recognize its importance

(Gibney, 1975)is that Americans and Japanese who have contact with
one another should learn as much as possible about one another's
attitudes, values, and behavior. This includes not only information
about what communication behavior is expected in a given situation but
how those behaviors fit logically into the pattern of the culture as a
whole and an openness and appreciation for that pattern. It is easy, for
example, for Americans to criticize the amount of time that the
Japanese decision-making process takes, without recognizing that it is
closely related to the emphasis that a people with dense population
patterns put on group harmony or the amount of time saved in the
process of carrying out a decision when all of the people involved have
agreed to it before it was made (Naotsuka et al., 1981).

Americans should recognize that, as mentioned above, arriving at a
consensus plays an important role in Japanese society and makes the
carrying out of the decision smoother than "majority rule" might.
Americans should be patient with this process and try to participate in
it. While the group is attempting to arrive at a consensus, Americans
should not strongly assert their own opinions but try to figure out what
most of the group members think. In disagreeing with the opinion of
most of the other group members, Americans should hint at this opinion
without expressing it strongly. They should not directly ask another
group member for an opinion. It is by carefully listening to the general
discussion that they can figure out who holds which opinions.

Japanese members of a predominantly American group, on the other
hand, should make an effort to express their own opinions during the
discussion process, even though this may be uncomfortable. It is impor-
tant to consider various aspects of a decision before making the deci-
sion, and other group members will not usually think well of a member
who does not participate and help with this process. If American group
members really want to get the opinion of a Japanese member who may
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not feel comfortable asserting an opinion, it may be best to discuss the
issue in general terms and give that person a chance to become comfort-
able in expressing an opinion.

In any situation that involves telling Japanese hearers something that
they do not want to hear, whether it is a refusal or a complaint, it is
important to do so indirectly in order to avoid offense.

Japanese people working with Americans, on the other hand, m 1st
learn to speak =hi-. directly than they are accustomed to doing in
Japanese.. At the same time, they must recognize that this does not
mean that complaints, refusals, etc., can be stated baldly; English has
certain expressions used to soften these functions.

Both Americans and Japanese should be aware of the differences in
their attitudes 4 - ward the hierarchy of the group. Since Japanese put a
great deal of emphasis on the relative status of group members, Amer-
icans should be aware of these differences and act accordingly.
Japanese people should realize that Americans put less emphasis on the
hierarchy, though certain types of deference are important. It is best to
observe how American group members behave and imitate them, for
example, whether they use their supervisor's first name or how they go
about disagreeing with him/her.

Since tasks may not be explizitly assigned in Japanese groups,
American members should be careful to clarify their tasks, if they are
not sure of what is expected of them. This can be done by asking
questions of other group members.

When working with a Japanese group, Americans need to realize that
belonging to that group may include more obligations (as well as
benefits) than those the main task entail. In an American group, other
members would understand if, for example, one member could not go to

a bar for a drink after the meeting due to a family obligation. In a
Japanese group, however, such excuses are not really acceptable.
Americans should recognize that this socializing is an important part of
the role of group member.

This is obviously not an exhaustive list of suggestions for Americans
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and Japanese working together in groups. Other guidelines could be
suggested.

Conclusion

The relationship between Japan and the United States is a very
important one. This contact takes place in many areas, including
business, government, tourism and education. It is therefore important
that Japanese and Americans strive to understand each other's patterns
of communication. One very important area is that of attitudes toward
groups. Understanding these attitudes and having guidelines as to how
to interact in groups will improve the communication between Amer-
icans and Japanese.
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DIFFERENCES IN THE KINESIC CODES
OF AMERICANS AND JAPANESE

S. Kathleen Kitao
Kenji Kitao

Abstract

While nonverbal communication was once considered innate,
it is now recognized that cultures vary widely in their use of
nonverbal communication, including kinesics, (communication
through body movement, including gestures, facial expression,
and gaze.) The nonverbal communication systems of Japanese
and Americans are quite different. In this paper, the differences
between American and Japanese society and culture which
contribute to these differences are examined. These include
historical and social factors. Examples of the differences and of
the misunderstandings that can result are analyzed and illus-
trated, using a system of classifying kinesic codes into cate-
gories according to function. Suggestions are made for teaching
kinesic codes in second language instruction in two areas
encouing and decoding ki .- :cs and kinesics in literature.

Introduction

Scholars who study communication among members of different
cultures have come to agree that the study of intercultural communica-
tion is incomplete without the consideration of meaning conveyed by
nonverbal means (Ramsey, 1979).

In this paper, we consider the particular subdivision of nonverbal
communication called kinesics. Kinesics can be defined as the study of
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body movement, including various types of gestures and facial expres-
sions but excluding touch.

The Study of Kinesics

Before World War IL the study of kinesics largely ignored cross-
cultural differences. Studies that were done up to that time were
generally done within one culture and were based on the assumption
that the same gestures had the same meaning in other cultures (Jensen,
1985). These studies asserted or implied that body movements and
gestures were instinctive and biologically determined and therefore did
not vary among cultures. However, contemporal y scholars agree that
most nonverbal meaning is learned rather than natural (LaBarre, 1947).
(One of 3-he exceptions is the expression of emotion, at least some of
which seems to be universal [Ekman and Friesen, 1969].)

Kinesic codes play an important part in any communication. Because
of their importance in conveying meaning, they can be the ca,e of
misunderstanding between people of different cultures. Die to differ-
ences in American and Japanese cultures, Americans and Japanese use
kinesic codes quite differently. In this paper, we will discuss some of the

differences between American and Japanese society and culture that
contribute to differences in their use of kinesic codes. Using Ekman and
Freisen's system of classifying kinesic codes, we will give examples of
these differences and the misunderstandings they can cause when
Japanese and Americans attempt to communicate. Last, we will discuss
how kinesic codes can be taught in English classes in Japan to promote
better communication between Americans and Japanese.
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Factors Affecting Use of Kinesic Codes

Historical Factors

There -ire three important historical factors that influence the ways
in which the Japanese use kinesic codes.

The Tokugawa Period, 1603 to 1867. For over 250 years, the
Japanese were ruled by a highly centralized, authoritarian military
government. Hearn (1904) described nonverbal behavior during that
period. He wrote that the nonverbal behavior of the masses of people
was strictly regulated, including the degree of smile a person should
show when taking an order from a superior. An elaborate code of
deportment was developed. Not only did the code require that any
anger or pain be hidden but that opposite feelings should be expressed.
Samurai women were required to express joy when hearing that their
husbands or sons had been killed in battle. No natural expression of
grief was allowed. This strict code is obviously no longer enforced.
However, philosophically, it still has a great influence on the public
behavior of the Japanese in that even today they rarely show their
emotions in public and tend to hide negative emotions. The "poker
face" is still the ideal (Morsbach, 19761 This is discussed in more detail
in the section about examples of differences in affective expressions.

Homogeneity. All the mass immigrations to Japan took place before
about 500 A.D. The small number of immigrants that have come in the
1500 years since then have been, for the most part, absorbed into the
larger population. (The major exceptions to this are Koreans who were
brought to Japan during World War II and a relatively small number of
Southeast Asians and Westerners.) In addition, Japan was isolated from
the outside world for more than 250 years during the Tokugawa Period.
During this time, Japan's culture developed entirely without the influ-
ences of the outside world. The cultural and racial uniformity that
resulted from these two situations have, in part, resulted in a country of
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over 100 million that is the most homogeneous modern nation of its size.
The people therefore are able to communicate with relatively few words
and depend on shared knowledge and nonverbal codes to help them
communicate their full meaning and to use nonverbal codes to commu-
nicate meanings that they prefer not to verbalize (Morsbach, 1976;
Ting-Toomey, 1985).

Hall (1976) differentiated between high context cultures and low
context cultures. In a high context culture, most of the information is
contained in the context, and relatively little of it needs to be coded. In
a low context culture, less of the information in contained in the
context, and more must be coded. Hall classified Japanese culture as a
high context culture and American culture as a low context culture.
This indicates that Japanese tend to rely more on meaning included in
the situation or on nonverbal communication than on meaning coded
verbally, and that Americans rely more on meaning coded verbally.

Zen Buddhism. Another important historical factor is the influence
of Zen Buddhism. Though historically the majority of Japanese have
never practiced Zen, it was adopted by the influential samurai classes
between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries and became the basis for
their code of conduct. This, in turn, became the ideal for many who
belonged to the lower classes. Certain aspects of Zen are still influential
throughout Japanese society. Zen teachings place a great deal of
emphasis on understinding through nonverbal means. In Zen teachings,
a large partoften the essential partis left unsaid (Morsbach, 1976),

Social Factors

Parent-Child Relationships. Observations of mother-child interac-
tions in Japanese families and in American families indicated that
Japanese mothers had significantly less vocal interaction and more
bodily contact with their infants than American mothers (Caudill and
Weinstein, 1969). Japanese mothers, as a rule, would pick up their
infants almost as soon as they began crying and hold them until the
babies went to sleep. In contrast, American mothers would let their
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children cry until they fell asleep. As Morsbach (1976) pointed out,
American mothers seem to foster independence in their children, while
Japanese mothers tend to foster dependence. America mothers create
a physical distance between themselves and their children and bridge
that gap mainly through verbal communication, Japanese mothers keep
their children close to themselves and depend more on nonverbal com-
munication.

Intragroup Relationships. Japanese generally think of themselves as
being members, first of all, of a group. As Hazama (1982: 12) writes, "In

American society, the central social value is considered to be individ-
ualism. In Japan, however, the corresponding value that forms the
nexus of society is groupism." Reischauer (1977), one of the foremost
American authorities on Japan, considers attitude toward the group as
being the single most significant difference between Japanese and
American culture.

For most women, their primary group is their family, especially their
children. For most men, the main groups are the company where they
work and the family, though they spend the greatest amount of time at
the company. The group is most important, and Japanese people are
likely to have relatively few important contacts outside the group. This
means that group interactions are particularly intense and group
members know each other exceptionally well. As Nakane (1970)
pointed out, this high degree of involvement in interpersonal relation-
ships may create a highly developed system of postures and expressions
that is used to avoid confrontation and conceal hostility in these close
relationships.

Within groups, decisions are often made by reaching a consensus.
This is a long, drawn-out process in which group members talk around
the subject of the decision, sounding out one another's positions, until
they can arrive at a decision that everyone in the group can agree with
(Gibney, 1975). During this process, group members try to decode other

members' nonverbal behavior to find out what their true positions are,
since group members do not necessarily state their positions openly.
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Avoiding Restricted Subjects. Like members of any other culture,
the Japanese have certain subjects that they do not like to discuss
verbally. There are numerous restrictions on what a person is allowed
to comment on. Japanese often get around this by using kinesic codes.
For example, it is impolite to mention money, but a Japanese can use a
gesture (a circle formed by the thumb and forefinger, similar to the
American gesture for "OK") to communicate the concept of "money."

Distrust of Verbalization. Due to the various historical factors
mentioned in the previous section, the Japanese have come to have a
distrust of verbalization, making nonverbal communication particularly
important. As Kunihiro (1976: 56) writes,

To the Japanese, language is a means of communication,
whereas to the people of many other cultures, it is the means.
Japanese tend to be taciturn, considering it a virtue to say little
and rely on nonlinguistic means to convey the rest....Even
Japanese who have a good command of a foreign language
reveal these tendencies in that language. They assume tiaat the
other fellow "understands without my saying it...."

Kunihiro goes on to state that Japan is an endogamous society, meaning
hat the members share so many of the aspects of their daily life and

. -msciousness that they develop the kind of intuitive nonverbal commu-
nication that family members living under the same roof have.

Because they distrust verbalization, the Japanese tend to be generally
more sensitive to nonverbal communication than Americans (Condon,
1984). As Condon points out, this can cause difficulties between Amer-
icans and Japanese. A Japanese may feel that he/she was communicat-
ing, for example, dissatisfaction, by nonverbal means. However, an
American may not feel that he/she should be expected to know about or
react to the dissatisfaction unless it was put into words.
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Some Specifle Examples

Ekman and Friesen (1969) have developed a system for classifying
kinesics into categories according to function. In this section, we will
consider similarities and differences bet ' een Japanese kinesic codes in
terms of their five categories.

Emblems

The type of kinesic code in which the differences are most obvious is
in the class of gestures known as emblems. Emblems are nonverbal acts
with a direct verbal translation, usually displayed deliberately. There
are both similarities and differences in the ways that Americans and
Japanese use emblems.

Some emblems that the Japanese use are readily understood by
Americans. For example, a circling motion with the forefinger near the
temple indicates that the person being discussed is crazy. Also, an
extended forefinger placed against the lips is the emblem for, "Be
quiet." This type of emblem does not generally cause any misunder-
standing betw m Japanese and Americans.

Some emblems are confusing because they resemble emblems that
have different meanings for Americ is. As mentioned above, the
emblem that mean:- money to a Japanese is similar to the one used by
an American to indicate OK. In certain contexts, these two emblems
may be confused. In one case, an American and Japanese wanted to
make arrangements to meet some friends. The American called from
a pay phone, and signaled to the Japanese, using the American emblem
for "OK" that the friends would be able to meet them. The Japanese
interpreted the emblem as meaning that more coins were needed for the
pay phone and rushed over to put in more money If add to the
..onfusion, the American meaning has also been adopted by some
Japanese, so that even among themsei-es, Ylpanese may have confusion
over the meaning of this emblem.)
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Another emblem that appears similar but has a different meaning,
and therefore is confusing for American and Japanese communicating
with each other, is the emblem that means come hen' The Japanese
emblem is performed with the arm stretched out. the palm down, and
the fingers flicking. The appearance is similar to the American gesture
for go away, leading to confusion, especially if the context is not clear.

Another example is a thumb extended up from the fist. This "thumbs
up" sign indicates agreement or approval for Americans, but for
Japanese, it refers to a father, patron, or gang leader (Seward, 1968).

Some emblems used by Japanese are completely unfamiliar to Amer-
icans. The little finger pointed straight up is used to refer to a girl-
friend, wife or mistress. It is used when the speaker does not want to
mention or guess the relationship between the hearer and a certain
woman.

When Japanese wants to refuse something that is offered, they usually
wave one hand back and forth rapidly in front of their faces.

Another emblem that has no equivalent American emblem is oni
demon). The two forefingers extended and placed alongside the head

. ndicate a demon, and, by extension, anger. A wife is not allowed to
Lomment verbally on her husband's anger, but she may use this gesture
to indicate that he is angry.

There are two other common emblems that are used to coi.,municate
meanings that could not be communicated verbally. One is the crooked
index finger which indicates that the person in question is a thief
("hooking" onto things that do not belong to him/her). The other is
licking the tip of the little finger and brushing it over the eyebrow,
which indicates that the person in question is a liar.

Bowing is a very important part of Japanese interpersonal communi-
cation. The Japanese bow to show respect in a wide variety of situa-
tions. The Japanese bow when greeting, when making a request, when
apologizing, when acknowledging another person's presence or actions,
when congratulating, anr' when leave- taking.

While the basic meaning of the bow is not difficult for Americans to
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understand, the rules associated with bowing are complex and difficult
for outsiders to completely master. In general, when people are bowed
to, they bow in return, though there are exceptions to this rule. Doctors,
for example, do not return bows of nurses while doing their rounds, and
customers do not return bows of clerks when walking through depart.
ment stores. The relative status of the people involved determines the
depth and angle of the bow and the number of repetitions necessary.
The social inferior bows more deeply, and the superior decides when to
stop bowing. This can be a delicate matter among people who are of
nearly the same status, because there is no clear superior and because
both want to be polite. They often engage in what Morsbach (1976) calls

a "bowing contest" or "one downsmanship" in which each tries to outdo
the other in the politeness of their bow.

Bowing is so automatic and ingrained that Japanese can be seen
bowing to their conversational partner when talking on the telephone.
One of the authors of this paper bows when speaking Japanese on the
telephone, but not English. He did not realize that he did this until it
was pointed out to him.

Japanese generally do not expect Americans to know the complex
rules for bowing. It is rare for foreigners to totally master bowing
(La France and Mayo, 1978). However, if a Japanese bows to an
American, and the American does not respond with a bow, the Japanese
will be embarrassed and unsure how to behave. Japanese and Amer-
icans in social situations in Japan sometimes compromise by shaking
hands and bowing at the same time, which can be awkward.

Illustrators

Illustrators are nonverbal acts directly tied to and meaningless
without speech. For example, if a speaker says, "It was this long," while
holding his/her hands two feet apart, this is an illustrator.

As far as we were able to find, there is no research on the differences
between the use of illustrators by Americans and Japanese and no
anecdotal evidence related to differences. However, it is our impression
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that Japanese generally use illustrators less in norma! conversation.
This may be because they do not value the type of dynamism that
frequent use of illustrators might add to the verbal stream Another
reason is that the Japanese language is inherently vague (Matsumoto,
1976), and receivers are willing to accept more ambiguity.

Affect Displays

Affect displays are expressions of emotion. Though some researchers
feel that at least some ways of expressing emotions are universal
(Ekman and Friesen, 1969), there are certainly differences in the ways
that they are used in different cultures. The different ways that
emotions are expressed in a culture are said to be governed by display
rules, a concept originally developed by Klineberg (1940). Display rules
ire culturally learned and tell members of a culture what emotionai

expressions are acceptable under what circumstances. Display rules
dictate whether an emotion should be qualified (have another expression
added to it), modulated (intensified or deintensified) or falsified (re-
placed by an unfelt emotion) (Ekman and Friesen, 1975).

The display rules for American culture allow Americans to express
their emotions in public more than Japanese do, though, of course, there
are sex differences, and not all emotions are acceptable for American to

express. The Japanese have a greater ter ncy to hide their emotions,
especially negative emotions, usually though falsification. Friesen
(1972) found that American an,..; japanese s .bjects showed similar affect
when viewing a stressful film alone but that Japanese subjects showed
less affect than Americans when -7ievving a stressful film with peers.
This appears to indicate that the jaf,a resin have display rules against
expressing emotions in public.

In American culture, smiling is thought to convey plr asure, enjoy-
ment, and occasionally nervousness or c:nbarrassment. While smiling
can be used in positive ways by Japanese, too, it is also very c )mmonly
used to express discomfort, embarrassment, shyness, sur, :ise, and so on.
The Japanese often smile, particularly v "ten speaking to a superior, to
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hid_ whatever emotions they may have underneath (Tada, 1972).
A smile may also be used to hide more negative emotions such as

anger and grief, even if those emotions are perfectly natural and
acceptable. Seward (1968) cites an example of a Japanese maid who
smiled when asking her American employer for time off to attend her
husband's funeral, and later laughed when pointing out the urn that
contained her husband's ashes. The American, not surprisingly, consid-
ered these expressions of emotion strange and callous, but to a
Japanese, such concealment of emotion is heroic. This tendency to hide
even what might be considered natural emotions sometimes causes
difficulty in communication. Americans may assume that the fact that
Japanese do not show emotions indicates that they do not feel any, that
they are uncaring, unfeeling or cruel (La France and Mayo, 1978), and
this assumption has the potential to cause serious misunderstandings.

Regulators

Regulators are nonverbal acts that maintain and regulate turn-taking
in conversation. They are used to indicate the end of a turn, the desire
for a turn, and so on.

Eye contact is important as a regulator in conversations (Knapp,
1978). However, Americans and Japanese have different conventions
related to eye contact. Americans learn to maintain eye. contact during
conversations (though they do not do maintain eye contact as much as
people of certain other cultures, such as members of some Arab, Latin
American, and Southern European cultures) (Gardner, 1987). Avoiding
eye contact can be interpreted as insincerity or a sign of weakness
(Hattori, 1987). Japanese, in contrast, learn to look in the general area
of the speaker's Adam's apple (Morsbach, 1976). Japan is a hierarchical
society, and people of lower status behave modestly by averting their
gaze. Japanese consider mutual gaze the equivalent of seeing into the
mind of the other, and only feel comfortable with mutual gaze in
relationships of sti, -.? mutual reliance (Hattori, 1987).

Hattori (1987) found that bilingual and bicultural Japanese people who
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had lived in the United States attempted to maintain eye contact more
in conversation than monocultural Japanese. The majority of them also
found people who avoided eye contact in conversation at least some-
what unfriendly, somewhat impolite, and somewhat disrespectful. He
concluded that the bicultural Japanese had internalized Americans'
attitudes toward eye contact. This indicates that Americans not famil-
iar with the Japanese conventions related to eye contact may consider
Japanese who do not maintain eye contact unfriendly, disrespectful, and
impolite. This can cause serious misunderstandings between American

and Japanese, because a Japanese person may be trying to show respect,
but the American may interpret it in the opposite way.

Between Americans, eye contact may be decreased in an attempt to
terminate a conversation (Knapp, 1978). Since Japanese use much less
eye contact than Americans, Americans may interpret the lack of eye
contact, among other tl ings, a3 a desire to terminate the conversation.

Another difference between Japanese and American conversation is
that the Japanese are more comfortable with silence and believe that
they can communicate in silence. For Americans, this silence may be
uncomfortable or may seem to indicate a lack of comprehension.
Instead of watching for nonverbal cues that would indicate what the
Japanese person is trying to communicate, or cues that would indicate
that he/she is formulating a verbal answer, Americans tend to try to
explain the point or ask the question again.

The meaning that nodding has in the two cultures is also different.
Americans generally nod during a conversation when they agree or wish
to give the impression that they agree. When Japanese nod, this may
indicate agreement, but it does not necessarily. If a Japanese is nodding
when an American is speaking, the American will probably assume that
the listener is agreeing. This may not be the case (La France and Mayo,
1978). Nodding may be intended to indicate sympathy, admiration, or
simply comprehension, without indicating agreement Many American
businesspeople have assumed that nodding meant yes and have
continued their conversation on this assumption They have later been
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surprised to find later that the Japanese did not agree with any of their
proposals (Tada, 1972).

Adaptors

Adaptors are nonverbal acts that are intended to meet emotional
needs. They include nervous habits such as tapping a pencil on a desk
and comforting behaviors such as hugging oneself.

There is also little research related to differences in uses of adaptors
between Americans and Japanese . Pucel and Stocker (1982) did a study
using self-reports from groups of American and Japanese participants
on stress behaviors in response to communication apprehension in
public-speaking situations. They found that Americans reported using
adaptors more frequently than Japanese did (25% of the American
respondents vs. 9% of the Japanese respondents) and also reporte
avoiding eye contact more often than Japanese did (25% vs. 13%).
While the researchers admit that these differences may have been
caused by the fact that American students had more experience in
public speaking and therefore more self-awareness, the difference in use
of adaptors in particular is interesting. (Since Japanese use less eye
contact to begin with, they may not be able to decrease their eye contact
very much in response to communication apprehension ) Possibly

Japanese use fewer adaptors in an effort to keep their nervousness from

being obvious. Or, as mentioned above, it may be that they are just less
aware of the adaptors that might "give away" their nervousness.

An adaptor used by Japanese women that is not common among
American women is the covering of the mouth in awkward situations.
We could not find any studies that mentioned it, but it is something that
we have both observed very frequently. The origin ,end purpose of this
gesture are not clear, though it seems to be used to hide embarrassment
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Teaching Kinesics in the English Class in Japan

In recent years, achieving communicative competence in a second or
foreign language is a goal that has received considerable attention.
Though researc"rs do not agree on the percentage of a message carried
through nonve, channels, language teachers are coming to realize
that efforts to achieve communicative competence must include nonver-
bal competence in the target language (Fitch, 1985; Waltman, 1984). We
will now consider the teaching of nonverbal communication in English
classes in japan from two points of view: encoding and decoding
kinesics in interaction and kinesics in literature.

Decoding and Encoding Kinesics

Many language learners do not have an awareness of the breadth and
importance of nonverbal communication. For many students, nonverbal
communication will mean gestures and nothing more (Waltman, 1984).
It is important that teachers help students become conscious that
nonverbal communication means much more than that.

One important step in learning about nonverbal communi. ation is
having an understanding of the target culture itself. While not all
nonverbal communication is a logical outgrowth of the culture where it
developed, some of it is, so understanding the culture will help in
understanding nonverbal communication. For example, understanding
something about the hierarchical nature of Japanese society would give
a foreigner some understanding of the conventions related to bowing,
eye contact, etc.

Since a teacher cannot reasonably expect to cover everything stu
dents should know about kinesics, Wal-man (1984) suggests how prior
ities might be established. Emblems are an easy place to start, since
they are easy to teach and since some of them will overlap between
Japanese and American cultures. The first priority might be to teach
emblems that have a negative meaning in the target culture. For
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example, the emblem ;:hat Japanese use for refusal (waving the hand
back and forth quickly in front of the face) is offensive to some
A.Aericans, add Japanese should be advised to avoid using it. The
second priority might be to teach more positive emblems, emphasizing
which emblems are similar to the ones Americans use and which ones
are different.

Greig (1980) suggested a step-by-step program for teaching students
about emblems. The program includes testing students on emblems that
Americans use in order to find out how much they already know,
making students aware of the importance of gestures, and assigning
students to make observations.

Gardner (1978) made several suggests for dealing with nonverbal
communication in the language classroom. He suggested a quiz of
emblems as a starting point for discussing cultural differences in inter-
cultural communication. He also suggested giving students various
concepts on slips of paper (e.g., "Come here/go away," "That's expen-
sive," and "Be quiet") and having students act them out, using gesture^
body, head and eye movements, and facial expressions. lie suggested
demonstrating greetings and leave-takings for different situations, s" -11

as greeting, between friends who had rot seen each other for two da,
two months, and two years.

Another area that Japanese students should be taught about is eye
contact. As mentioned above, Americans use eye contact more often
and more intensely than Japanese do. Americans are likely to think that
a person who avoids eye contact is disrespectful, deceitful, submissive,

or uninterested, though too direct a gaze might be interpreted as indicat-
ing a challenge or sexual invitation (Fitch, 1985). Japanese should learn
to increase their eye contact when speaking English, while not "overdo-
ing it" and should have opportunities to practice appropriate eye con-
tact.

Fitch (1985) emphasizes that nonverbal communication does not
necessarily have to be taught separately from verbal communication,
that students, in fact, benefit from the interaction of the two. She
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suggests activities that might be used to stimulate awareness and
knowledge of nonverbal codes. The most useful is role playing, an
activity already widel' used in language to ching. The role plays that
a teacher already uses might be expanded to include various areas of
nonverbal communication. For example, in a role play of an interaction
between an American professor and a student, eye contact might be
emphasized, since the Japanese student's impulse will be to avoid eye
contact to show respect, a behavior that might be interpreted negatively
by an American professor Illustrators are another category of kinesic
code that might be emphasized in role play, since Japanese seem to
avoid using illustrators and may need to learn to be more specific and
concrete when speaking English than they normally are in Japanese.

In the area of eye contact, Gardner (1987) recommends have students

make observations of nonverbal ! 2havior in public. In addition, he
suggests that students can observe the reactions of other people to the
breaking of rules for nonverbal communication (though students should
not do anything that would offend the other person).

Kinesics in Literature

Some Japanese students will rarely if ever have contact W ; + ' native
English speakers outside the classroom, so learning to use .,o.,:sics in
interaction will not be particularly useful to them. However, they may
read books in English, and, as Kobayashi (1975) has noted, the many
references to kinesic codes in books written in English can be a bailier,
to the understanding of a Japanese reader, since, first, the reader may
not understand the descriptio- of the body movement, and second, the
reader may not understand the significance that that movement has for
native English speakers. Therefore, it is not enough that the Japanese
reader learn the vocabulary for different body movements. It is a:so
necessary for him/her to learn the significance of those body move.
ments.

In a series of articles, Kobayashi (1983a, 1983b, 1983c, 1983d, 1984a,
1984b) gives examples of this, including emblems, illustrators, affect
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displays, and adaptors, from a variety of sources.
1 . Mr. Goodwin appeared in the inner doorway and crooked his

finger at me. (The Chill by Ross MacDonald)
2. Reagan's r "sponse was to cross the fingers of one hand above his

head... (Time, Nov 21, 1980)
3 . "A pretty girl?" He demonstrated what he meant with his hands.

(The Beethoven Medal by K. M. Peyton)
4 . "How much (will it cost)?" "Five hundred." Howell didn't blink.

(The Galton Case by Ross MacDonald)
5 . Mary, clinching her hands, dug her nails into her palms in order

to force herself to speak natt ally. (Up at the Flat by Joan
Lingard)

6. Henry shuffled his feet, looked at her, shuffled his feet again,
picked his nose, and rubbed his left ear. "Just something II
wondeisx1 if you ? ineanif you wouldn't mind my asking you."
(Postern of Fate by Agatha Christie)

An American reader would most likely have no difficulty recognizing
that the emblem Reagan used la Example #2 indicated a wish for good
luck, that Howell's not blinking in Example #4 indicated that he was not
surprised, that the adaptors Henry used in Example #6 indicated that he
was exceedingly nervous. However, a Japanese reader unfamiliar with
the kinesic codes that Americans use would not be likely to understand
the implications of any of these examples and therefore may miss some
of the writer's intended meaning.

Kobayashi does not give any suggestions for solving this problem.
However, it seems obvious that if uses of the kinesic code are pointed
out to students when they encounter them in reading assignments, this
will increase their understanding of the text. Also, teachers might
consider teaching students common parts of the kinesic code, so that
they will recognize them and understand them when they encounter
them.
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Conclusion

Nonverbal communication plays an important part in communication
as a whole. When the communicators come from different cultures,
with different rules for nonverbal communication, there is a great deal
of potential for misunderstanding Because of a variety of historical
and social factors, Japanese and Americans have developed different
systems of nonverbal communication and different attitudes toward
verbal and nonverbal communication.

Because of these differences, it is important for Americans and
Japanese to have some understanding of one another's nonverbal codes
and attitudes toward verbal and nonverbal communication. As English
teachers in Japan, we feel that one important place for Japanese to learn

about nonverbal communication with Americans is in the language
classroom.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN POLITENESS
STRATEGIES USED IN REQUESTS
BY AMERICANS AND JAPANESE

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

In Japan, absolute social status and power relat.onships
among people are clearer than in the United States. The
Japanese language supports this social system with the use of a
special polite language ("ke:go"), structurai use of which is
similar to pol:Le language i.i 1-_iglish. The differences lie in the
degrees of familiarity use' a,11 in the complexity of the relation-
ship between speakers, as 0::1 as in interpretations of the
relationship. For example, 'n a request, if Lae listener is superior
to the speaker, the Japanese tend to acknowledge the superiority
more, using more negative pr;'eness (politeness that minimizes
imposition a-d increases distance) than do Aniericaos. In
English, invi....g others into a group by use of informal language
is polite, whereas in Japanese keeping others outside the groups
is the polite form of behavior. Thus, Americans tend to use
more Jositive politeness (polit.mess that includes the hearer in
the speaker's group and meets the hearer's need for approval)
than Japanese do, and Japanese usually use negative politeness
to those outside the group. The paper concludes with a discus-
sion of research on differences between politeness usage of
Americans and Japanese in English and questions for future
research.

Introduction

As Japan's eco .rmy grows and international transportation develops,
more and more Japanese people are visiting the United States for
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business, study, vacations, etc., and are encountering Americans in
everyday settings where communication is necessary. Their problems in
communicating in English thus become more and more significant as
areas of research.

One area of communicative competence in which Japanese people
have problems is politeness (Saito, 1985). An early study suggested that
politeness strategies play an important role in requests (Tracy, Craig,
Smith, & Spisak, 1984). Requests, to a larger or smaller extent, impose
on the hearer (H). If requests are not made appropriately, the desired
goal may not be reached, H may be embarrassed, or the relationship
may be damaged. Requests in a foreign language, therefore, require
skill in judging and using politeness.

In this paper, I will discuss requests, politeness, and politeness strat-
egies in general, politeness in Japanese, and some differences of polite-
ness between Americans and Japanese. I will suggest some questions
for future research.

Requests

A request is a speech act in which the speaker (S) asks H to do
something. S is imposing on H. H has to pay the cost to carry out the
request, and usually S profits from it. The larger the request, the
greater the imposition on H. If S asks to borrow $100 from H, the
imposition is greater than if S asked H for $20. The imposition
determined by the size of a request is called absolute imposition. The
absolute imposition involved in requesting a loan of $100 is five times
larger than in requesting a loan of $20. If the size of the imposition is
too large, H may reject the request, and S will not achieve the goal and
may be embarrassed. S wants to maintain a good relationship with H
i'' they are part of a continuing relationship or at least to make a od
impression if H is a stranger

However, in actual situations, H perceives the size of the request in
terms of relative imposition, which is affected by various factors, rather
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than in terms of -,bsolute imposition. Two variables that affect relative
imposition are the relation to S's social distance (familiarity) and social
state (pow( ..) (Scollon & Scollon, 1983). If familiarity between S and H
is high (close social distance), the relative imposition is smaller than if
familiarity is low. If S asks for a loan of $100 from a parent and $20
from a teacher, the teacher might feel more imposed on than the father,
even though the absolute size of the request is smaller. If S is more
powerful than H, the relative size of requests Lzcomes smaller. If a boss

and a subordinate ask H to do the same thing, H feels more imposed on
by the subordinate than the boss, because the subordinate has less power
than H, while ehe boss has more powei than H.

In summary, H does not feel an absolute imposition (size of request)
directly. H rather feels relative imposition, which is affected by the
relational distance, that is, the combination of familiarity and power in
the relationship with S.

Brown and Levinson (1978) argued that cultural variables also affect
imposition on H, but they did not discuss specific variables in any depth.

There are several situational variables, three important ones being the
necessity of the request, the ease of carrying out the request, and
cultural differences.

The necessity of the request refers to how badly S needs to impose on

H with the request. If S and H are at the cashier in a cafeteria, and S
finds that he/she does not have money, H will probably understand that
S has little choice but to make a request to borrow money. If, in
contrast, S asks for $20 to pay a bill that is not duo. for a week, and if
S can as easily borrow the money from a closer friend, the necessity is
lower and H will be less understanding and feel more illative imposi-
tion. High necessity makes relative imposition smaller.

The ease of carrying out the request refers to the degree of difficulty
involved. If H is very rich, $100 is not much money, but if H is poor,
even $20 is a lot of money. Thus, whenever S asks for $20, the absolute

imposition is the same, but the relative imposition is much smaller for
a rich person than for a poor person.
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Cultural differences cannot be adequately discussed in a paragraph or
t' o. However, the amount of relative imposition for the same request
in the same situation may vary from one culture to another. I will
discuss differences between American and Japanese cultures later in
this paper.

Therefore, the size of request (at solute imposition) is mitigated by the
relational distance between S and H (familiarity and power) and the
situational variables (necessity, ease of cat rying out the request, and
cultural variables) and becomes the relative imposition which H experi-
ences.

Politeness

Politeness is a communication strategy which people use to maintain
and develop relationships. Politeness is mainly used in only two func-
tions: competitive goals, such as requesting, ordering, demanding, and
begging; and convivial goals, such as offering, inviting, greeting, thank-
ing, and congratulating. Competitive goals at - essentially discourteous,
and convivial goals, courteous (Leech, 1983). Since requests are discour-

teous by nature, politeness is an important issue.
13, tteness in requests is a communication strategy vhich S uses to

achieve S's goals and, if S and H are in a continuing relationship, to help

preserve the relationship. S chooses the level of politeness based on S's
perception of what H will consider the size of the relative imposition. S
will try to use the right level of politeness. If S is not sufficiently polite,
H may still feel imposed on and be embarrassed. If S is too polite, the
utterance may sound sarcastic to H.

Brown and Levinson (1978) define politeness as maintaining H's face,

that is, letting H feel unimposed on and approved of in certain respects.
Face refers to wants, and Brown and Levinson (1978) argued that we
have two types of wants: egopreserving wants and public-self preserv-
ing wants, which refer to the desire to be considered a contributing
member of society. The former (egopreserving wants) generates
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negative face, and the latter (public-self prese ng wants), positive face.

Politeness not only decreases relative impo. tion on H but also in-
creases approval from H for achieving the goal. Giving H options or
making the request indirectly makes the request more polite by giving
H more freedom as to whether H carries out the request. Making the
request more pclite decreases imposition and helps keep a good relation.

ship. However, that increases the char.:e of rejection, of S not achieving
the goal. Thus, it is important to increase H's approval of S.

Brown and Levinson (1978) distinguish two types of politeness, posi-
tive and negative politeness. Positive politeness is used to satisfy S's
needs for approval and belonging (maximizing positive face). Positive
politeness expresses solidarity. Negative politeness functions to mini-
mize the imposition (negative face). (See the strategies listed under
"Strategies of Politeness" below.) Both types of politeness are in-
creased when the size of the request is larger. Negative politeness is
increased when H is more powerful and when familiarity between S and
H is lower.

Politeness is shown through linguistic forms, nonverbal cues, and
communicative functions. It attempts to take into account the complex-
ity of motivations and goals that are realized in discourse, and the
possible conflicts among them that must be resolved. According to
Fraser (1978), politeness is a function which is based on H's perception
of an utterance. H perceives imposition based on relative Imposition
mitigated by politeness. If relative imposition is larger, greater polite.
ness is necessary.

Strategies of Politeness

Positive and negative politeness strategies are used both to increase
solidarity and to decrease imposition. They interact in complicated
ways according to the nature of the act and tie status of S and H. They
include tLe following:
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positive politeness strategies
1 . noticing, attending to H's interests, wants, etc
2 . using in-group markers
3 . being optimistic

4 . seeking agreement
5 . indicating common ground
6 of tering, promising

negative politeness strategies
1 . being conventionally indirect
2 . questioning, hedging

3 . being pessimistic

4 . minimizing the imposition
5 . giving deference

6. apologizing

Brown and Levinson (1978) present five superstrategies of politeness
which show different levels of politeness.

1 . A speaker may perform the request "baldly," making no attempt to
acknowledge the hearer's face wants.

2 . A speaker may perform the request while attending to the hearer's
positive face wants, using what Brown and Levinson (1978) label a
positive politeness strategy.

3. A speaker might perform the request with negative politeness,
acknowledging the hearer's negative face wants, the desire to he
unimpeded ana not imposed on.

4 . A speaker may "go off-record" in performing the request. Here a
speaker performs the act but in a vague manner (e.g., hinting) that
could be interpreted by the hearer as some other act.

5. Performing no request and ga ling no goal.

The first strategy is not polite at all, and the last one is very polite but
does not gain anything. Thus there are four different levels of polite
strategies that have the potential to gain the goal.
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Brown and Levinson hold that speakers contemplating the perform-
ance of a request will generally choose higher-numbered (more polite)
strategies in proportion to the seriousness of the request. However,
because of costs (effort, lack of clarity, other threats to face) associated
with the use of higher numbered strategies, speakers will not generally
select strategies that are more polite than necessary (Brown and
Levinson, 1978).

Leech (1983) proposes the politeness principle (PP) from the viewpoint
of pragmatics. The PP can be formulated in its negative form as,
"Minimize, all else being equal, the expression of impolite beliefs," and
in its positive form as, "Maximize, all else being equal, the expression
of polite beliefs." Leech argues that people use the PP in real
communication. The application of the PP, of course, varies across
cultures.

Leech also proposes six maxims in pairs that express how the PP is
carried out:

1 . Tact V axim (in impositives and commissives)
A. Minimize cost to other.
B. Maximize benefit to other.

2. Generosity Maxim (in impositives and commissives)
A. Minimize benefit to self.
B. Maximize cost to self.

3. Approbation Maxim (in expressives and assertives)
A. Minimize dispraise of other.
B. Maximize praise of other.

4 . Modesty Maxim (in expressives and assertives)
A. Minimize praise of self.
B. Maximize dispraise of self.

5. Agreement Maxim (in assertives)
A. Minimize disagreement between self and other
B. Maximize agreement between self and other.

6. Sympathy M.,:im (in assertives)
A. Minimize antipathy between self and other.
B. Maximize sympathy between self and other

1 5- 7
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All maxims are maximizing approval a, d minimizing imposition in
order not to threaten face. The first pair are similar to imposition, the
second pair, to power, and the third pail, to familiarity.

Politeness in Japanese

Absolute social status and power relationships among people are
clearer .1 than in the United States. The Japanese language
supports tn.., social system, and special polite language, called keigo, is
used.

Using keigo, S can show respect to superiors or people outside his/her

group, the humility of S or of people in his/her group, and formality to
the third person or thing (teineigo) (Horikawa & Hayashi, 1969).
Japanese people consider power differences and solidarity very impor-
tant and acknowledge them through keigo.

The basic structure of th-, use of keigo is the same as polite language
in English. The differences lie in degrees and complexity of the relation-

ship and in differences in interpreting those relationships. For example,
S needs to keep people in his/her group lower than H or people in H's
group.

Differences of Politeness in English and Japanese

As mentioned above, the basic theory of politeness is similar in
English and Japanese, witl- degrees of familiarity, power, and the size of

the request influencing the degree of politeness. Differences lie in the
fact that power is more important and ,tearer in Japanese, and familiar-
ity has a somewhat different application If fl is superior to S, Japanese
tend to acknowledge that superiority more and use more negative
politeness than Americans. In English, including other people in one's
own group by use of informal language is polite, but keeping other
persons outside the group is polite in Japan Therefore, Americans tend
to it-. more positive politeness than Japanese do, and Japanese usually
use negative politeness to people outside of their groups

There are numerous examples of uses of negative and positive polite-
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ness in Japan. A Japanese often apologizes to keep good relationships,
even when he/she is not wrong (negative politeness' If a Japanese feels
the need to disagree or criticize, he/she does so very indirectly (negative
politeness). If an issue is minor, Japanese people usually agree even i;
they want to disagree (positive politeness) (Naotsuka et al., 1981).

While the principles of politeness are similar in Japanese and English,

there are differences in the ways that they are applied. Degrees of
politeness and interpretation of politeness in different situations differ.
Minami (1987) points out that fixed relationships between S and H
contribute most in the use of politeness strategies in Japanese, but
politeness strategies tend to vary according to the content of the request
or situation in the United States He further argues that requests in
English have more variety of expression and Japanese has more
conventionalized expressions for requests. These differences contribute
to relative imposition as cultural variables.

Previous Studies of Politeness

Several studies have been conducted to determine the level of polite-
ness of different types of requests in English and to determine non-
native perceptions of politeness.

Fraser (1978) asked college students to rank eight sentences in order
of descending deference. Each sent( :e had either the modal can or
could, was positive or negative, and was either in the interrogative or
imperativeplus-tag form. Nearly all subjects ordered the sentence in
the order shown below.

1 . Could you do that
2. Can you do that
3. Do that, could you
4 . Do that, can you
5. Couldn't you do that
6. Can't you do that
7. Do that, couldn't you
8. Do that, can't you

1 5 d'
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In Fraser's (1978) second study, a different group of 40 college stu-
dents were given pairs of sentences and asked to rank them according
to their relative deference. Ten sentences were used and the results,
listed in order of decreasing deference, were as follows:

1 . Would you do that
2 . I would like you to do that
3 . You might do that
4 . I must ask you to do that
5 . Can you do that
6. Will you do that
7 . Why not do that
8 . Do you have to do that
9 . I request that you do that
10. Do that

Fraser concluded that native speakers have a sense of which of any
pair of requests shows the most deference. In the first study, the results
indicate that sentences with a modal (can or could) are more polite than
sentences without one. Positive sentences are more polite than negative
sentences. Interrogatives are more polite than imperative-plus-tag
forms. Also past tense is more polite than present tense. In the second
study, the results indicate that sentences with the modals "would,"
"might," "must" or "can" are more polite than sentences without one.
Second person form is more pol:te than first person form (though this
issue is confused somewhat by the fact that examples of negative
politeness use first person). Past tense is more polite than present tense.
Interrogatives are more polite than declaratives and imperatives. It

also appears that uncommonly used requests may be perceived as
having different politeness levels.

Carrell and Konneker (1981) investigated and compared politeness
judgments of native speakers of American English and nonnative ESL
learners on a set of request strategies in English which varied systemat-
ically in their syntactic/semantic properties, that is, formal syntactic
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ar.c1 semantic aspects of negative "face" and conventionalized polite-
ness. They surveyed native and non-native speakers of English on their
perceptions of degrees of politeness using different moods (interroga-
tive, declarative, and imperative), tenses (past and present), and modals
(present or absent).

They used the following forms:

I. interrogative past tense modal Could you give me a pack of
Marlboros?

Can you give me a pack of
Marlboros?

Do you have a pack of
Marlboros?

I'd like a pack of Marlboros.
I'll have a park of Marlboros.
I want a pacK of Marlboros
3ive me a pack of Marlboros.

A pack of Marlboros.

2. interrogativepresent tense
modal

3. interrogativeno modal

4. declarative -past tense modal
5. declarativepresent tense modal
6. declarativeno modal
7. imperative
8. imperativeelliptical

As th; researchers expected, this was the order in which the partici-
pants ranked the utterances.

Results indicated that mood contributes most to the politeness hierar
chy, in this order, with interrogative being the most polite and impera-
tive the least polite. The presence of modals contributes the next most
to politeness; modals don't add much to the politeness of the already-
very-polite interrogative, but they do contribute more to the politeness
of the not-as-polite declarative. If the modal is past tense, this adds a
small additional degree of politeness.

A high correlation was found between the native and non-native
judgments of politeness on the eight request strategies. The non-native
speakers identified the same order of relative politeness that the native
speakers d:,i. There were few differences across naticn lities or levels
of English. One major difference is that the ESL ! a tended to
perceive mole politeness distinctions than did native E lish speakers.
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Interestingly, native speakers did not distinguish "Can you...," "I'd
like..." and "Do you have..." much but non-native speakers did. This is
proLably because they are so different in syntax but not in semantics
that non-native speakers did not understand such semantic differences.
The same is true for "I'll have..." and "I want..." The order is different
this time. These types of differences are difficult even for non-native
speakers with high English proficiency. However, it is not clear from
this study whether the non-native speakers would be able to use polite-
ness strategies appropriately in actual use.

It is interesting that non-native speakers are more sensitive to polite-
ness. This sensitivity to grammar and other aspects of language may
hinder non-native speakers' mastery of English.

Tanaka and Kawabe (1982) conducted a study with ten Americans and

ten Japanese with advanced ESL proficiency. They asked subjects to
place the 'ollowing twelve requests in their order of politeness. The
results are as follows.

Requests Rank Orders
Americans Japanese

1 . I'd appreciate... 1 1

2 . Could you...? 2 2

3 . Would you...? 3 2

4 . Can you...? 4 5

5 . I'd like you to .. 5 6

6 . Will you...? 6 4

7 . Turn down X, won't you? 7 8

8 . Why don't you...? 8 9

9 . Turn down X, will you? 9 10

10. I want you to... 13 7

11. Turn down X. 11 11

12. X (The Radio)? 12 12

(Underlining indicates significant differences between adjacent pairs of

requests [p < .011.)
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High correlations in perception of politeness were found among
subjects in each group and the researchers concluded that both native
speakers of English and advanced ESL learners are aware of the
varying degrees of politeness. There is a high correlation between
Americans and Japanese in their perception of politeness in requests.
However, Japanese tend to be oversensitive to politeness distinctions.
Advanced ESL learners have acquired not only linguistic competence
but also a pragmatic knowledge of English. Tanaka and Kawabe also
argue that politeness in English increases as a function of the increasing
freedom of H to refuse the request and the increasing politeness
decreases the imposition.

Tanaka and Kawabe (1982) also conducted a study on the use of
politeness strategies for requests at ten different psychological and
social distances. They used six requests:

1 . I would appreciate it if you could lend me X.
2 . Would you lend me X?
3. Can you lend me X?
4. Lend me X, will your
5. I want you to lend me X.
6. Lend me X.

Tanaka and Kawabe concluded that native speakers of English use
polite strategies in distant relations and less polite strategies in close
relations. Advanced learners of ESL use similar politeness strategies,
but they tend to use less polite strategies. Tanaka and Kawab( also
explained that "would you..." is most usable in any situation. They did
not find any diffeiences between American females and males in their
use of politen( ss strategies. Americans used "would you..." more than
Japanese, and Japanese used the elliptical imperative (6) more than
Americans.

Tanaka (1988), using role play, found that, compared to Australians,
Japanese learners of English tended to overuse negative politeness and
underuse positive politeness. However, in some cases, the Japanese
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subjects did not use negative politeness in situations where native
sr. 'akers did, that is, the Japanese subjects were sometimes more direct

that the native speakers. She also found that Japanese subjects did not
vary the level of politeness of their expressions in different situations as

much as native speakers did. Tanaka attributed this to two sources:
native language interference and the stereotype that English speakers
are always direct. She suggested that Japanese students should be made
more aware of the cultural patterns of the target language, should be
taught a sufficient range of expressions, and should be given opportu-
nities to practice necessary communication patterns.

Tanaka's study only included eight subjects, and she does not indicate
their level of proficiency in English (though they were regular university

students), so the results must be interpreted cautiously. However, the
results of her study indicate that, even though Japanese learners of
E. iglish may be able to recognize different levels of politeness, they do
not necessarily use them appropriately in production.

Future Research

The issues and studies discussed in this paper raise questions that
deserve further research. Some questions are related to theories of
politeness. Others are related to the acquisition of knowledge about
levels of politeness by second language speakers.

As mentioned above, underlying politeness principles -!em to be the
same in English and Japanese, but there are differences in their applica-

tions. What exactly are these differences? What are the various cultural
variables that contribute to relative imposition, and how do they affect
it? How are negative and positive politeness used differently in Japanese
and American caltures?

In addition, there are questions related to second language teaching.
Only one study of politeness and English as a second language speakers
dealt with production. Though the perceptions that these second lan-
guage speakers have of levels of politeness seemed to be similar to those
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of native speakers, they may not be able to produce appropriate levels
of politeness in re& communicative situations. If non-native speakers do

have difficulties using appropriate levels of politeness in communicative

situations, how can tlse skills best be developed? Further stue,,- is
necessary on th? problems that Japanese speakers of English at differ-
ent levers of proficiency have in real communicative situations and on
how these problems can most effectively be overcome

Attempting to answer these questions can give us a deeper under-
standing of forms of politeness in English, and particularly differences
in the ways Japanese and Americans deal with politeness in English.
This in turn can help improve the education that Japanese students of
English receive in a vital area of communicative competence, that of
judging and using politeness.
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DIFFERENCES IN COLOR ASSOCIATIONS
OF AMERICANS AND JAPANESE

Kenji Kitao
S. Kathleen Kitao

Abstract

In communicating with someone of a different culture, linguis-
tic competence in the target language is not enough. It is also
necessary to understand the associations that speakers of the
target language share. Associations help form a bridge between
language and meaning. If communicators have different associa-
tions, they may interpret the same sentence differently. For
communicating in a foreign language, the most important type
of association is indicative as ,:iation, which is related to the
literature, customs, history, etc., of a people. When Japanese
people communicate with Americans in English, th;q is the type
of association that often causes them prob:ems, since they do not
know much about the indicative associations of Americans.
Associations and conventions related to color are one area of
indicative association that may cause problems for Japanese
people communicating in English. In this paper, we discuss the
associations that Japanese and Americans have for common
colors and some of the differences between these associations.

Introduction

Japanese people often have difficulty communicating with Americans
in English. Sometimes these problems are related to linguistic problems,

but communication barriers are also often related to inadequate knowl-
edge of the thought patterns of Americans and the associations that
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Americans share (Kitao, 1979).

Languages can be compared on different levels. A linguistic compari-
son, while it is useful for some purposes, will not -eveal all the signifi-

cant differences, because language is also strongly related to the
speakers' cultural background (Finocchiaro, 1974). A Japanese trying to
communicate with Americans must kiow something of the associations
that Americans share. Therefore, communicating with Americans
requires more than just learning the language itself; ;t also involves
understanding its speakers and their associations.

Associations

People use language to communicate their thoughts. A speaker con-
verts a concept into verbal and non-verbal signs. The hearer converts
the signs into a concept. If the concept of the hearer and the speaker are
Lae same or similar, the communication has been successful. If they are
different, the communication has not been successful (Kitao, 1979).

The speaker does not necessarily use all the signs that are required tJ
communicate the concept. Associations may be used to form a bridge
between the signs and the concept. In this way, )ciations are impor
tant in converting concepts into signs and signs into concepts. In areas
where the speaker's and hearer's associations differ, misunderstandings
will result if they are not aware of these differences (Kitao, 1979).

One type of association is indicative association, which is strongly
related to history, literature, legend, custom, etc. (Kunihiro, 1979). It is
this type of association that causes Japanese people particular diffi-
culties in communicating with Americans in English, since they are
often not familiar with these aspects of American culture. For example,

a Japanese who heard an American speaker say, "I feel blue," would not
understand the utterance un:ess he/she realized that Americans associ-
ate the color blue with depressi in and so the senteae means, -I feel
depressed."

Thus, it is significant to study areas t'iat affect association. This
paper explores one aspect of associationthat of color-related associa-
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tions. In this paper, we will discuss the objects and associations that
Japanese and Americans relate to various common colors.

Awareness of Color

Colors are in a continuous belt between purple and red. That belt is
cut arbitrarily into many colors. Approximately 7000 colors have been
distinguished (Gleason, 1961). Some cultures recognize more colors than

others. For example, not all cultures recognize seven colors in "le
rainbow. Therefore, it is interesting to know which colors a particular
group of people are most aware of. Berlin and Kay (1969), in a study of

the Hurray Islands, list the following terms out of a larger list of more
than thirty elicited test materials: white, black (and blue), red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, and gray. Lenneberg and Roberts (1956) selected
eleven colors in the study of Zuni: white, black, red, green, yellow, blue,
brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray.

Comparid to Japanese, English has more color terms. English also has
more words for shades of colors In Japanese, expressions like "the
color of water" (light blue) or the "color of a mouse" (gray) are used as
color terms These differences indicate that Americans seem to have
more awareness of color than Japanese people do.

Objects Associated with Colors

In preparation for a paper in an ethnolinguistics class, Japanese and
American students at a large Midwestern university were surveyed
about objects associated with nine common colors: blue, red, yeilow,
green, orange, white, black, purple, and brown. Respondents were asked

to list up to two objects associated with each color. The survey showed
differences and similarities between the objects that Americans and
Japanese people associate with objects and some of the cultural conven-
tions related to colors

Blue has strong associations with the sky and the ocean foi both
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Americans and Japanese. Some Americans listed jeans, and this shows
the popularity of jeans among American students and demonstrates
strong association of colors with things used in daily life.

Red is associated with sunsets and blood by both Americans and
Japanese. It is associated with the communist flag and lips for Amer-
icans and with fire for Japanese. (Americans think of fire as being
orange or yellow, but it is definitely red for Japanese )

Yellow has an association with eggs for both Americans and
Japanese. It is linked with the sun for Americans but not for Japanese,
who associate red with the sun. In American culture, yellow has a wider

range of object associations. Some Americans paired yellow with road
signs and school buses. S.ich associations are alien to the Japanese
experience.

Green is associated with grass, trees, and leaves for both Americans
and Japanese. However, Americans also link it with both eyes and
money. Since almost all Japanese people have black or brown eyes,
Japanese people do not think of green in association with eyes, and since

Japanese money is not green, Japanese people do not associate money
with the color green at all. Japanese listed mountains as green but
Americans did not. Many of the American respondents were from
midwestern states, where there are no mountains. In addition, many of
the mountains in the western part of United States are above the tree
line and therefore are not green. St. Patrick's Day also has an associa-
tion with green for Americans. Japanese who are unfamiliar with this
occasion do not associate it with green.

The color orange has its strongest association with oranges for
Americans and Japanese. Americans have some association of orange
w;th pumpkins. The distinct n between yellow and orange is not clear
for either Americans or Japanese. Caution lights can be described as
orange or yellow. School buses can be orange or yellow for Americans.
Since orange is between yellow and red on the color scale, fire and the
sun are sometimes described as orange, as well as red or yellow by
Americans and Japanese
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White has a strong association with snow for both groups. Americans
sometimes associate it with linens. The moon is white for Americans
but yellow for Japanese. Many Americans wrote "paper." Some Amer-
icans associate the color with white people and thus listed "man" and
"skin."

Black has a strong association with night for both Amei icans and
Japanese. Americans have a strong association of black with black
people and so they wrote "Negro," "man" and "skin."

Purple has a strong association with royalty for the American respon-
dents, and they also imagine cloth, velvet, robes etc. However, this was
not a strongly associated color for the Japanese respondents, and they
did not list any characteristic associations for purple.

Brown has an association with earth and trees for both Americans
and Japanese. Brown shoes seem popular in the United States and
Japan, because many people mentioned them.

The Americans and Japanese showed much similarity in recognizing
colors. Usually, they agreed on the colors of objects. Associations
between colors and objects are based on culture and experience. For
example, distinctions among races is very important, particularly
between white and black, in the United States. Americans have a very
strong association of color with races and they are also more sensitive
than the Japanese to the colors of hair, eyes, and skin, since these have
more variety in the United States than in Japan.

Color and Language

Usage of color terminology is not necessarily based on observation.
Use of color is often dependent on cultural convention, custom, or
convenience. For example, all chalkboards were originally black and
therefore were called blackboards. Even though many chalkboards are
now green, they are still called blackboards. Also, Japanese people often

use blue and green interchangeably. A green traffic light is described as
being not green but blue. In Japanese, the term for aosogen [blue field]
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is used to describe a green field Black tea is not black and green tea is
not necessarily green. Orientals are traditionally described as being
yellow, American Indians as red, Negroes as black, and Caucasians as
white, but in actuality, this is not necessarily so Most skin colors are
shades of brown Colors ale used according to the conventions of the
culture.

Colors are sometimes used to describe contrasts, but these are also
based on convention rather than observation. Typical contrasts are
white and red and white and black. White wine is distinguished from red
wine, but it is not white but clear. Red rice is pink rather than red. White

pepper and black pepper are only white or black compared to one
another. White metal is not white but only a contrast to iron (black).
Human skin is not actually black or white but rather varying sh-ides of
brown.

Certain events are associated with colors. St. Patrick's Day is as-
sociated with green, Christmas with red and green, Easter with purple
and yellow, the Fourth of July with red, white and blue, and Halloween
with black and orange. The colors red and white are used at a Japanese
celebration and yellow and white at Japanese funerals.

Color Connotations

The following are some common colors and their connotations in
English, with examples of related expressions, a comparison to their
connotations in Japanese and different colors related to the same
connotations for Japanese people. The examples come from American
informants, dictionaries, and a book on comparative culture (Hase-
gawa, 1974).

Americans use the following colors to describe races ,, people:
Negroes are black; Caucasians are white; Orientals are yellow; Amer-
ican Indians are red; and people from Latin Arne-Ica and their descend-
ants are brown. In Javanese, the same colors are used in association
with the first two races However, American Indians are described as
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being dashoku [the color of copper]. (It should be noted that, while the
terms "black" and "white" are still used to denote races in English,
"red," "yellow," and "brown" have come to be considered derogatory
and are not often used any more.)

Usually, Americans are more specific with colors and use llore color
terms than Japanese. For example, kuro [black] is used for black,
brown or dark. Therefore, kuroikao [black face] can be used to describe
a very dirty face, the face of a black person, or a suntanned face. In
English, a suntanned face is described as brown, never black.

Blue

Blue in English has connotations of depression, obscenity, the best,
nobility, loyalty, strictness, nothingness, and lack of oxygen.

Depression

blue Monday
blue devils (a depressed feeling)
I feel blue

Today is just a blue day.
I have the blues.
I am blue.
He is in a blue mood today.
He always sings the blues. (talks pessimistically)

The blues, a type of jazz music, is also related to this association of
blue. This type of music is characterized by its melancholy sound,
caused by playing certain notes. called blue notes, slightly flat.

In Japanese, no particular color is associated with depression.
Obscenity.

a blue movie
blue stories

In Japanese, pink is the color that has the connotation of obscenity.
a pink film
a pink mood
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The best. In the United States, blue, red and white indicate first,
second, and third prizes respectively.

He got a blue ribbon.
blue chips (poker chips of high value)
They are blue chip stocks. (expensive, desirable stocks)
The governor appointed a blue ribbon panel a special panel 1

experts)
No particular colors are associated with prizes in Japan.
Nobility.

She has blue blood in her veins.
She is a b!ue blood/blue-blooded.

Loyalty
She is true blue.

Nothingness.
The message came from out of the blue (as from nowhere)

Blue can also be used in Japanese to indicate nothingness.
seiten no hekireki [thunder from a blue sky (a surprise out of

nowhere)]

Lack of oxygen.

She held her breath till she turned blue
A bli-! baby was born.
I screamed until I was blue in the face.

In Japanese, blue is used to indicate pallidness, due either to illness or
to shock, fear, etc

Kare wa aoku natta. [He became blue (He became ill or blanched
from shock) ]

aojiroi [pale (due to ill health)]

aozameru [turn pale (due to either ill health or shock, fear, etc.)]
Other expressions.

blue-collar workers (industrial workers)
blue jacket (American soldier in the Revolutionary War)
blue stocking (a learned, bookish or pedantic woman, from the

unconventional blue worsted stockings worn by the leading figure
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at literary meetings in 18th century London)
blue plate special (an inexpensive restaurant meal served at a fixed

price on a large plate, originally blue)
She talked a blue streak. (She talked fast, without pauses.)

Red

The connotations of red in English are communism, passion, anger,
and shame or embarrassment.

Communism.

These people are Reds. (These people are communists.)
Passion.

She is red hot. (She is excited.)
Anger.

He burned red
She went red with anger.
HP saw red.

Shame or embarrassment
She had a red face.
There are going to be a lot of red faces around hem when the news

of that big mistake gets out.
He was red as a beet.

Other expressions.
red-light district (area of prostitution)

redneck (a poor white in the South of a very conservative person)
red letter day (a special day)
red meat (meat that is red before cooking; beef or mutton)
I am in the red (I am in debt )
The project went into thc red/into red ink
They'll roll out the red carpet to welcome the prince. (give someone

a good reception)

I cannot go there, because my father gave me the red light (forbade
me to go)
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I had to wait for two hours because of 11 the red tape (bureauc-
racy)

The connotations of red in Japanese are shame, anger, or embarrass-

ment, clear or complete, communism, and celebration.

Shame, anger, or embarrassment.
aka; kao [red face (anger, shame, embarrassment)]

Kare wa akaku natta. [He turned red (with anger, shame, or embar-
rassment).]

Kare wa makkeni natte okotta. [He turned red with anger ]
Communism.

Kare wa aka da. [He is a Red (a communist).]
Clear or complete.

akauso [red (bare-faced) lie]

akanotanin [red (complete) stranger]

akahadaka [completely nude]

sekihin [very poor]

In English, it is black that has the connotation of completeness.
a black villain
a black lie

Celebration

seki han [red rice, which Japanese people eat to celebrate certain
things ]

Yellow

The connotation of yellow in English is cowardice.
Cowardice

You are yellow.
You are yellow-bellied.

You have a yellow streak down your back
Other expressions.

yellow pages (part of a telephone book)

yellow metal (gold)

Yellow .toes not have any particular connotations in Japanese.
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Green

The connotations of green in English are envy; inexperience, growth;
sickness, especially seasickness; and money

Envy.

He turned green with envy when he saw Tom's new car.
He is green.

the green-eyed monster (jealousy)
Inexperience or youthfulness

He is as green as grass.
He is a greenhorn at photography.
green recruits

Growth.

The Middle East is undergoing a green revolution.
He has a green thumb when it comes to roses. (He is good at

growing roses.)

Sickness.

She turned green when the boat started rocking.
He turned green when he saw the terrible sight.

Money.

Give me some green. (Give me some money.)
Give me some greenbacks (dollars)
She has a lot of green stuff

Other expressions.

You've got a green light (You have the go-ahead )
greenhouse

In Japanese, green is associated with plants.
ryokka [tree planting]

ryokuchi [green tract of land]
ryokuin [the shade of trees]
ryokuju [green-leaved trees]
ryokuso [green grass]

In Japanese, blue (ao) and green are often used interchangeably, so ao
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is used for green to mean plants.
aoba [green leaves]
aona [greens]
aoendo [green peas]
aokusa [green grass]

aomame [green beans]
aomono [green things (vegetables)]
aotagai [unripened fruit]

Ao also has the connotation of inexperience and youth.
aonisai [green youth; greenhorn]
aozamurai [young soldiers; inexperienced soldiers]

White

The connotations of white are fear. innocence, virtue, anger, and
virginity.

Fear
She turned white as a ghost when she saw her brother, who she had

thought was dead.
He went white as a sheet when he read the telegram.
He was white with terror.
Her lips were white with fear

Innocence or goodness.
white magic
white lie

Virtue.

The hero rode on a white horse
the good guys in the white hats

Anger
He turned white with anger when he saw his girlfriend with a

handsome guy.

He is white hot.
Virgin 4y.

She did not wear a white wedding dress, because it was her second
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marriage.
Other expressions.

1 hite trash (poor white people in the South)

white supremacy (the belief that white people are superior and that
they are intended to govern non-white people)

wh .:. metal (any of various light-colored alloys)
white plague (tubeis_ulosis)

white hot steel (steel that is so 1.ot [h.lrond red hot] that it glows
white)

A soldier saw an angel in white (nurse) coming to his rescue.
He whitewashed his girlfriend. (minimized her faults)
There are whitecaps on the sea today. (waves with foam on top)
His great bP-gain turned out to be a white elephant. (something

from which little profit or use i' derived)
He showed the white tail when danger came. (behaved in a coward.

ly way)

white coilar workers (offiLe workers)
white goods (linens)

white sale (sale of white goods)
white lightning (homemade whiskey)
white potato

The connotations of white in Japanese is innocence, cleanliness, and
coldness.

Innocence.

Kare wa shiro da. [He is innocent.]
Clean 'begs.

masshirona tablecloth [pure white ti:olnlothimplies that he
whole room is clean]

Coldness.

Shiroi me d^ miru [look coldly on (something)]

Shirakeru [become chilled; become less cheerful]
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Black

The connotations of black are evil, anger, and mourning, confirmed or
absolute, depressing or gloomy, and negati e

Evil.

They perform black magic. (magic with an evil purpose)
He is using black magic or. me.
Pirates are black-hearted. (wicked)
She saw the betrayal a' a black deed.
He is the black sheep of our family. (a person regarded as not so

r spectable or successful as the rest of his family or group)
Anger.

He gave me a black look.
His face was as black as thunder

Mourning.

The mourners were dressed in black
Confirmed or absolute.

He told a black lie.
a black villain

Depressing or gloomy.
Things look black
black humor

Negative.

He is on the blacklist. (a list [literal or figurative] of persons who
have been censured)

Because he cheated on the test, he got a black mark. (a mark
indicating something unfavorable on one's recor..1)

He was bl, :kbalied from joining a fraternity. (a negative vote)
Other expressions.

I saw a black cat this morning. (a symbol of coming bad luck)
I got into the black. (out of debt)
black metal (iron)

He bought that watch on the black market 'a place or system for
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buying goods in violation of price controls or other restrictions)
blacksmith

little black book (address book that a man has w (11 women's [i.e.,
girlfriends'] names)

black plague (bubonic plague)

The connotations of black (kuro) in Japanese are evil and formality.
Evil.

Kare wa kuro da [He is guilty ]
Kare wa haraguroi. [He is black-hearted.]
Kare wa kuromaku datta. [He was the head of a criminal organiza-

tion.]

kuroikiri [black fog (corrupt atmosphere)]
Formality.

Kare wa kuroi sutsu o kite itta. [He went wearing a black suit. (This

indicates formality.)]
Japanese people wear black on formal occasio, 3, including both

funerals i.nd weddings.

Purple

The conrotations of purple are royalty, anger, passion, and elaborate-
ness.

Anger.
He is purple with rage.
She is in a purple rage over the argument

Royalty.

he was born to the purple.
E- was cradled i., the purple.

Passe

She is in a purple passion. (very excited)
Elaborateness.

purple prose

His writing is purple
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The only -onnotation of purple (murasaki) in Japanese is nobility.
murasaki no kumo [imperial palace]
murasaki no miya [imperial palace]

Conclusinn

In communicating with someone of a different culture, linguistic
competence in the target language is not enough. It is also necessary to
undert;tand the associations that speakers of the target language share.
Associations help form a bridge bet xeen language and meaning. If
people have different associations, they may interpret the same sentence
differently. For communicating in a foreign language, the most impor-
tant t; x of association is indicative association, which is related to the
literature, customs, history, and so on, of a people. When Japanese
cople communicate with Americans in English, this is the type of

association that often causes them problems, since they do not know
much about the .ndicative associations of Americans. Associations
related to color are or large, important area of associations that
Japanese people must have an understanding of in order to communi-
cate successfully with Americans.

Americans seem to have a greater awareness of Color than Japanese
people do. Americans have more terms for color, more words for
different shades, and so on. Japanese people may need to learn to
distinguish between two colors in English that have the same name in
Japanese. Americans also seem to have more associations related to
colors than Japanese do.

Americans and Japanese do not necessarily use the same colors for
the same objects. For example, Americans have a wider range of yellow
and Japanese have a wider range cf red, so the sun and fire are red in
Japanese and yellow in English.

Americans and Japanese share some of the same color associations,
but there are many differences. Japanese people are often not familiar
with color associations based on American culture and daily life. Since
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the use of color terminology is often based on cultural convention rather
than descriptions of reality, Japanese people who communicate with
Americans in English have to learn the American way tc use colors.

Some Ameri,an events and holidays are associated with colors. These
are often unfamiliar to Japanese people.

The following are the connotations of colors discussed in this paper.
blue: depression, obscenity, the best, nobility, loyalty, strictness, and

lack of oxygen
red: passion

yellow: cowardice

green: envy, inexperience, newness, growth, sickness, and money
white: fear, anger, virtue, and virginity
black: anger, mourning, confirmed or absolute, depressing or

gloomy, and Negative
purple: anger, passion, and elaborateness

It is helpful f^! Japanese people who communicate with Americans to

know the connotations of colors As for the expressions using colors in
the previous section, they are culturally oriented, so they have to be
teamed item by item.

Color associations have much significance in American culture, and
diffe patterns of color associations and expressions can be found
between Americans and Japanese. It is a great help to Japanese who
have contact with Americans if those differences of patterns of cultures
are clarified
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DIFFICULTIES JAPANESE HAVE
IN READING ENGT.ISH

Kenji Kitao
S. Kathleen Kitao

Abstra( t.

In this paper, the problems encountered by native Japanese-
speakers in reading English as a second language are examined,
based on literature on the subject as well as firsthand experi-
ences in teaching English, developing reading materials, and
conducting research projects The discussion foc-ses on five
major areas: the reading process, the fact that rear ;passages
in English textb( ks are usually not written for Japanese stu-
dents and the effect this has on their reading, why written texts
are more difficult than spoken texts, major problems encounter-
ed by the Japanese in reading English texts, and some cultural
and social barriers to reading English. Ten suggestions are
made for improving Japanese college-level English reading
instruction: choosing appropriate texts, avoiding exercises re
quiring that students replace Japanese words with English,
providing background information. encouraging faster reading,
giving students a purpose each time they read, teaching about
Eng:ish discourse organization, practicing basic reading skills,
using activities based on real exner;ences, providing opportu-
nities for discussion, and encouraging further cultural or topical
study.

Introduction

Many Japanese people who have studied English believe that they can
read English well, even though they cannot speak it. Since so many
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people believe it, it has become an axiom. But is it really true that
Japanese can read English well? Matsumura (1984) argues that it is not.
He maintains that most Japanese can neither speak nor read English
well.

In this paper, we will discuss the process of reading in general and
then consider how Japanese students usually read English. We will also
discuss the problems that Japanese have in reading and make some
recommendations for solving some of these problems in reading classes
in Japan.

Reading

Reading has been define,: as "the meaningful interpretation of written
or printed verbal symbols" (Harris and Sipay, 1975: 5). In other words,
reading is decoding written symbols and reconstructing the world the
writer had in mind. However, that is difficult to do, and readers always
understand both more and less than the writer intended, even in their
native language (Ortega y Gasset, 1959).

Goodman (1967) characterized reading as a psycholinguistic guessing
game. Meaning does not come from the printed letters alone. It

involves an interaction between thought and language. Rather than
reading each individual word, readers seiect the fewest, most productive

cues from the printed page that are necessary 10 p .-iduce guesses and
c'rnfirm them. They make predictions about 4 iat will come next, and
check these predictions. Smith, Goodman and Meredith (1970) empha-
size that reading is an active process rather Ian a passive, receptive
one. Following that, Smith (1973) claimed that reading is not even
primarily a visual process. Nonvisual information that comes from the
brain is more important in reading than what appears on the printed
page. Nonvisual information includes all the things the reader already
knows about reading, grammar, syntax, semantics, context, and the
world in general. Reading is therefore not the passive reception of
meaning from the text. It is an active process, making use of the
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interaction between the readers' knowledge and the text.

Reading and Schema Theory

The active role that the reader's background information plays in
reading comprehension has come to he wideiy recognized only relatively

recently. The traditional view of reading is that meaning resides in the

text to be comprehended, not in the reader doing the comprehending. If

a reader cannot comprehend a text, it is --tsidered to be because of a

deficiency in his/her understanding of the words, grammatical forms,
anaphoric cohesive ties, etc., in the text (Carrell, 1984). However, as

Goodman (1967) has pointed out in his model, reading is a "psycholin-

guistic guessing game" in which the reader uses the graphic display
encoded by the writer to reconstruct the message. According to
Goodman's model, the reader does not need to use all the textual cues.

Instead, the reader makes predictions and checks them against the text

The better able the reader is to make correct predictions, the less it 1,

necessary for him/her to check the text. Therefore, background infor-

mation, which allows the reader to make more correct predictions, is an

important factor in reading comprehension.

The role that background information plays in comprehension has

been formalized in schema theory. Schemata are previously acquired

knowledge structures. They are made up of "slots" or "placeholders"
for each component (den Uyl and van Oostendorp, 1980). Schemata

include informaticn about constraints on what can fill a particular skt,

including default values to be used if the slot is not filled (Anderson,
1978), what the relationships are among the slots (Graesser, Woll,
Kowalski, & Smith, 1980), and the network of associations that a
concept has (Pearson & Spiro, 1982). Schemata tel us what is essential,

expected and possible in a certain situation (van Dijk, 1977). They are

arranged hierarchically from the most general to the most specific
information.

Eating at a restaurant is a simple example of the use of schemata

For an American, a restaurant schema would include the information
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that there must be a server; that the server crtn be male or female; that
the server will most likely wear a uniform of some sort; that there must
be a me-lu; that the menu must have a list of the dishes that a. e
available; that the menu will most likely include prices. Not listing
prices on the menu is associated with expensive restaurants. Assuming
the chef in an expensive restaurant is male would be an example of a
default value for the gender of the chef.

Van Dijk (1977) describes two types of processing: top dev a process-
ing, in which general predictions made about the situation and checked
against incoming data, and bottom tip processing, which takes place
when the incoming data is perceived first and used to make inferences
about the general situation. Kasper (1984) found that, in their native
language, readers or listeners activated schema about the general
situation first, checked it against the input (i e., printed or spoken
words) and then revised incorrectly activated schemata or activated
mere specific schemata based on tl-,e input. This might be described as
interactive processing, since it makes use of the interaction between
higher and lower levels of information. In contrast, non-native speakers
tend to use bottom-up processing. They use the words and sentences
themselves as the basis for comprehension rather than an understanding
of the overall context (Kasper, 1984).

Carrell (1984) listed ways in which a reader could miscomprehend or

not comprehend because of ways that schemata interact with the text.
She listed 1! no existing schema (the text assumes background knowl-
edge that ,.:,, reader does not possess), 2) naive schema (insufficiently
developed schema), 3) poor text (not enough cues to the appropriate
FChenn), 4) multiple schemata appropriate (more than one interpreta-
tion of the text possible and the reader does not know which one to
choose), 5) schema intrusion (reader chooses an inappropriate schema).

Associations

As mentioned above, schemata include associations. Associations are
used by a writer to encode a concept without having to explain the
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entire concept explicitly. The reader, if he/she is to dec 'e the concept
correctly, must use the same associations to fill in inii ition that the
writer did not include explicitly. However, a non-native reader (or even
a native reader from a different culture or subculture) might not
understand the associations that the writer is depending on and there-
fore would not fully understand the writer's meaning.

Kunihiro (1973) discussed the structure of associations. He divided
association into two main categories: word association, which links
stimulus-response words, and cultural association, which links a word
with its cultural connotation. Cultural association is most important for
reading.

Cultural association is of two types. One is sentence association.
Through this, native speakers may be able to guess a writer's age, sex,
social class, and occupation from the text. The other is indicative
association, wh:ch is related to history, literature, legend, custom, etc.

Difficulty of Written Texts

Reading :nay seem easier than oral communication, because the
reader can read the text a number of times, if necessary, and because
non-native speakers can translate a written text into their native lan-
guage, something they don't have an opportunity to do in conversation.
However, this in not necessarily true. Reading can be more difficult
than listening for both native and non-native speakers. Reading may
not provide as much about the situational cor..ext as a conversation
does. The broader context of a written text may not be as -leaf- to the
reader. In addition, speakers use nonli Iguistic devices such as stress,
intonation, rate of speech, gestures, facial expression, and distance to
ce-vey meaning and emotion Another difficulty for reading is that it
is one-way communication. 'if readers do not understand the text, they
cannot ask the writer questions. If the text does not compensate for thi-
loss of information, the writer's intended meaning may not be clear to
the r.2aders (Ortega y Gasset, 1959)
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Moreover, written texts are denser than spoken language. Writers
polish their writing. They omit some redundant and unnecessary infor-
mation. They use a variety of different words to express the same
meaning. Writers generally use more complex sentences than speakers.
Thee factors make written texts generaily more difficult than spoken
messages (Bowen, Madsen & Hilferty, 19F -).

English paragraphs are different from Japanese o les (Toyama, 1977).
English paragraphs should have one unifying main idea. They are
generally more clearly organized than Japanese paragraphs. Sakuma
(1983) reports that American college students could reconstruct para-
graphs from an unindented editorial in The New York Times much
better than Japanese college students could from a Japanese language
editorial of The Asahi, one of the major national newspapers in Japan.

Good and Poor Readers

A number of studies have been done on the differences between good

and poor readers. The results of these studies give insight into what
readers need to be able to do.

Good readers reading in their native language always monitor their
comprehension while they are reading, using their knowledge, experi-
ence, and syntactic and semantic cues. MacKinon and Waller (1981)
report that good seventh grade readers of English correct 85% of the
grammatical errors they make while they read aloud, while poor
readers cold correct only 42%. Clay and Imlach (1971) report that only
one quarter of poor readers could use cues between clauses and sen-
tences. Isakson and Miller (1976) report that good readers stopped when

they found irrelevant erbs in passages but poor readers did not.
Poor readers do not use contexts well in reading. Poit:.r (1982) argues

that four factors are important in use of contexts. They are decoding
skills and grammatical, semantic, and backgrcrind knowledge. He also
divides contexts into two types: preceding and succeeding contexts.
Poor readers do not make use of succeeding context. There are several
reports that poor readers understand implicit meanings very poorly
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(Ryan, 1981). Oakhill (1984) reports that both good and poor readers are

equally good at imagining the meaning of a passage using the words in
the text. However, using implied cues, there were significant differ-
ences.

Poor readers do not use different strategies when they are reading
for different purposes. For them, all reading is the same. Even if the
purpose of reading is to find a certain piece of information, they still
read the who,e passage, trying to understand unimportant parts as well
as important information (Eamon, 1978-1979).

How Japanese Students Read English

Most Japanese students use an English-Japanese dictionary when they

read English. When they find an unfamiliar word, they look it up and
write down the first translation of that word below the English word.
They do not consider whether that translation fits the context. They go
on reading until they find another unfamiliar word. They "read" by
replacing all English words with Japanese words one by one. In our
experience, even when doing this of many of them pay attention to the
meaning. Even if the meanings of Japanese sentences they make do not
make sense, the students may not think anything is wrong. They put the

same amount of importance on each word and try Lo understand a
sentence using their knowledge of grammar. When asked to explain the
main idea of a passage, some students have answered that they could
not explain it but they could translate it. For many Japanese students,
reading English is not necessarily related to comprehension.

It is our experience that students do not usually pay attention to how
the sentences in a passage are related, how ideas are organized, what
the overall idea of the passage is, etc. The maximum unit they attend
to is a sentence. Most of them do not understand the concept of the
English paragraph or how English paragraphs are organized. They do
not pay attention to paragraphs while reading.
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Japanese Students' Problems in Reading English

General Findings

From a number of studies (Kitao & Miyamoto, 1982; Kitao &
Miyamoto, 1983, Kitao & Yoshida, 1985; Kitao, Kitao, Yoshida &

Yoshida, 1985; S. Yoshida, 1985; Kitao, Yoshida & Yoshida, 1986;
Yoshida & Kitao, 1986) over a period of five years involving more than
2.500 Japanese college students in more than ten different colleges, it
was concluded that:

1) Japanese college students could read an essay better than the
other four literary forms (a newspaper article, a poem, directions,
and a dialogue) that were researched.

2) They understood the other literary forms, but. it took them long-
er.

3) They read very slowly. Generally, students who read faster had
higher comprehension scores.

4) Students' vocabulary was poor.
5) Over the course of an academic year, students could improve

their reading comprehension and their ability to anticipate and
relate the ideas in the text if they were taught to read using a
method that avoided translation

Reading Speed

Yoshida & Kitao (1986) found that Japanese college students could
read only 105 words per minute in a situation when they were asked to
read fast, and when t'-.ey did read at that rate, their comprehension was
only 54%. Th., researchers speculated that many students believed that
if they read slowly, they could answer comprehension questions better.
This is a myth. In fact, if a reader reads too slowly, it is more difficult
to relate the ideas in a passage, and it is more difficult to understand the

passage. Short-term memory does not retain information for long, and
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it is impossible to relate previous information with new information it
the reader reads too slowly (Smith, 1982). Thus, reading slowly hinders
comprehension.

There are many reasons Japanese people read English passages
slowly. First of all, letters of the Roman alphabet are not easy for
Japanese readers to recognize. They are used to reading Chinese
characters and it is easier for them to visually identify Chinese charac-
ters than combinations of letters of the alphabet. If they pay close
atter1ion to the individual words, their eye span is narrower and they
cannot grasp whole phrases. Japanese tend to see one word at a time.

auve English speakers can recognize a word without considering the
combination of letters (Weaver, 1980). If they are given non-English
words or unnatural combinations of letters, they cannot recognize them.
Native speakers also recognize words in familiar situations better than
in unfamiliar situations (Reid, 1958). This also means that they recog-
nize a group of words with one fixation of the eye, and theoretically,
they can process four or five words at a time (Weaver, 1980).

Second, the Japanese language is usually read vertically. .1; ,nese
readers are not used to reading left to right. H. Yoshida (1985) Rind

that Japanese can read faster if wards or phrases are placed vertically
on a computer screen.

Third, Japanese have more frequent regressions when they read in
English, that is, they go back and read the same words or phrases again
while they are reading a passage (Takahashi & Takanashi, 1984). The
reason Japanese readers do this is thought to be that they cannot relate
the pieces of information they have read, and they cannot keep enough
information in their short-term memory.

Fourth, English sentences have a word order different from Japanese,
and it takes more time for Japanese readers to understand it. Most
Japanese students tend to replace Japanese words and make Japanese
sentences before they try to understand. That takes time, and readers
lose the flow of the passage (Kitao, 1979).

Fifth, if Japanese readers find a word they do not know, they stop
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there automatically and consult an English-Japanese dictionary. They
have not had the training to guess what the meaning of that word is in
the context or to decide whether understanding that word is important.
They do not try to guess the meaning in the context. In their native
language, readers very rarely use dictionaries; they can often figure out
the meaning of an unknown word from the context if they go on reading

or at least decide that the word is unimportant. However, Japanese
readers of English are more likely to stop reading and wry about that
new word, which slows down their reading.

Vocabulary

Most Japanese students have learned less ,han 3,000 English words by

the time they graduate from high school. (This number includes all the
forms of the same word counted as separate words, e.g., go, went, and
gone are counted as three words. It may include only one meaning for
each word, even though most common words have many meanings
[Kitao, Kitao, Nozawa, & Yamamoto, 1985]). Also, some of the words
may be archaic or obscurt and many words in common or daily use are
not included (Kitao & Kitao, 1985) If a passage has more than five
percent new words, it is difficult for students to understand (Kitao,
Broderick, Fujiwara, Kitao, & Sackett, 1985). In texts written for
native English speakers, which are often used in college reading classes
in Japan, more than 5% of the words are new to most Japanese readers.

Another problem concerning vocabulary is that Japanese do not
learn the relationships among words. They do not know antonyms or
synonyms or words with similar meaning (Kitao, Broderick, Fujiwara,
Kitao, & Sackett, 1985). Thus, in reading a text, they often do not
realize that two words have the same meaning or that two words are
opposites. Without understanding the relationships among words, it is
hard to understand the passe -,e.
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Attention to Individual Words

Native speakers pay attention to clauses rather than individual
words, the clause being the minimum unit of meaning. However,
Japanese readers tend to pay equal attention to each individual word (H.
Yoshida, 1985). Not many of them seem to understand which words are
important and which are not. The same !s true of sentences. Readers
tend to try to understand each sentence independently without under-
standing the relationships among them or which sentence is most impor-
tant.

Literal Meaning and Implication

To understand a passage, it is often necessary to understand not only
the literal meaning of the text but what it implies. This is difficult for
Japanese readers. Japanese readers ma; not grasp the implications anc;
may just pass them by. Knowledge of grammar helps readers to
understand sentences, but this is not enough to understand the full
meaning that the writer intended.

Many Japanese students believe that if they understand all the parts
of a passage, they can understand the whole. They try to understand
each word and accumulate the meanings of words, sentences and then
understand the passage. They seldom anticipate the whole meaning
first and then test their hypothesis, as good readers do in their native
language.

Even though the Japanese know much more about the United States
than they do about other countries, their knowledge is limited. They do
not know much about the daily life, school life, ways of thinking,
patterns of discourse, etc., of Americansthat is, they do not share the
schemata that Americans do. Therefore, wnen Japanese people encoun-
ter new situations in reading, they have difficulty understanding them.
This is one of the biggest barriers to full communication. If people do
not share the same experiences or background knowledge, the efficiency
of their communication is limited.
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There are many aspects of cultural and social competence. The
English languaL id communication using the English language are
deeply embeddea in English-speaking people's cultures and societies.
Japanese people who do rot have much cultural and social competence
may not understand certain meanings or may misunderstand because
they interpret meanings using their own cultural and social assumptions.

When reading English written by and intended for native speakers of
English (authentic English), Japanese readers are often in the position of
a person overhearing a conversation about which he/she knows little or
nothing. Even if the listener understands the meanings of all the words
and all the grammatical structures, he/she may not understand the
conversation. The reason is that the speakers are not considering the
person who overhears the conversation. References that the intended
listener understands may not be clear to an unintended listener. The
same problem occurs when Japanese read many texts written in
English. A reader who is not a native English speaker may not under-
stand references or inferences intended for native English speakers.

The schemata and associations necessary to understand authentic
English texts are not necess4, ily familiar to Japanese. Writers writing
for native English speakers in genera! or a specific group of native
English speakers include information relevant to the reader, but they
may not include enough information for Japanese people. Writers
provide the information that is necessary for their audience. They refer
to previous texts or current events which intended -eaders already
know without explaining their significance in detail. They convey
cultural and social meanings without explanations. Since Japanese
people lack much of the cultural and social information which native
speakers of English, or a specific group of native English speakers,
share, there is a big gap between Japanese and native speakefs'
nonvisual information.

Non-native readers reading authentic English can potentially miscom-
prehend or not comprehend due to any of the following factors, listed by
Carrell (1984). The reader might not have an existing schemathat is,
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might not have the background knowledge that the writer assumes.
The reader's schema might not be sufficiently developed to fully com-
prehend the text. The text may not contain enoug cues to allow the
non-native reader to activate an appropriate schema (even though it is
sufficient for a native reader). Multiple ;enema might be appropriate.
but the nonnative reader may not be able to make use of grammatical
or semantic information to choose among the possible interpretations.
Lastly, the reader may choose an inappropriate schema. Again, non-
native readers are less able to make use of grammatical, semantic, and
other information that would allow them to choose the appropriate
schema.

Development of Paragraphs

Kaplan's (1966) analysis shows clear differences in development of
paragraphs in different language groups. He characterizes th develop-

ment of English paragraphs as being in a straight line and paragraphs
written in Oriental languages as being developed in a spiral. These
results may, to some extent, represent the ethnocentric biases of the
researcher but they show, at least, that patterns of expressing ideas are
different. Japanese readers might find it difficult to follow the logic of
English. Opinions or judgments are based on English-speaking people's
values. Without understanding them, it is very difficul` to understand
the text.

Improving the Teaching of Reading in English

This discussion and our experience teaching English reading pi ompt
some recommendations about how the teaching of reading at the college
level in English to Japanese readers might be improved.

First, appropriate levels of reading texts should be chosen for
Japanese college students. They should be slightly above students'
English proficiency. Krashen and Terrell (1984) argue that input should
be at an i + 1 level (slightly above the current level of proficiency) and
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comprehensible. Only a few new language items should be added to the
old ones. According to Kitao and Kitao (1982), readings should not
include too many unknown words or much slang or dialect or too many
technical terms, idioms, etc. New vocabulary should be kept to less
than five percent of the total words in the text and syntax should not be
too complex. The content should include some cultural information but
should not be heavly culturally oriented, because students may lack the
schemata necessai y to comprehend. The content should be understand-
able, meaningful, interesting and new to students. Textbooks should
have some visual materials and exercises to help students understand
what they are read;ng. Passages should be written for non-native
speakers, at least init;ally, and should have correct and natural English.

Second, textbooks should not use exercises that involve replacing
Japanese words with English words. Students need to read English
without using Japanese; this makes it easier to follow logic in English
and understand associations in English. No matter how well we choose
Japanese words to translate English words into, they have different
meanings and associations, and Japanese words distort any cultural
meanings of words or the passage. Also, replacing words takes much
time and slows reading down greatly.

Third, before students read, teachers should do something to prepare
the students for the reading. Teachers might explain the background or
something about the text, or discuss the topic. Students can be asked
about what they already know about that topic. If the text is very
difficult, students can be given a summary or some clues to help them
understand the text. They can read a summary of the passage in
written in easy English first. This helps students activate their knowl-
edge about the subject and anticipate the content of the text. Giving

students a summary in advance worked very well in listening practice
(Arima, Kitao, Kitao, & Yoshioka, 1984) and giving them an easier
version of a reading has also worked well (personal communication,
Okada, T., 1980).

Carrell (1984) made some suggestions for activating stt.dents'
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schemata in order to improve their reading comprehension. She sug-
gested that background material could be provided in the forms of
lectures, movies, slides, demonstrations, class discussions, predictions
about the text, etc. These activities, which Carrell stated are best used
in varying combinations, provide background knowledge that help
students comprehend the text material. For students with vocabulary
difficulties, Carrell recommended introducing vocabulary before the
reading of he text. However, simply providing lists of words and
definitions does not seem to help as much as looking at the words in
terms of its associations (e.g., antonyms, synonyms, attributes, personal
experiences, etc.) (Langer, 1981).

Hudson (1982) compared three types of prereading activities. He
found that a series of activities that included looking at and discussing
pictures related to the text and privately making predictions about the
content of the text improved the comprehension of students of beginning

and intermediate reading proficiency.
Langer (1981) proposed a prereading plan that would help teachers

identify what students know about a topic. This makes teachers better
aware of what background knowledge students might be lacking, as
well as activating schemata and helping students anticipate the content
of the reading. The plan involves three steps: 1) initial associations
with the concept (ask students for anything that comes to mind when
they hear the key concept), 2) reflections on the initial associations (ask
students what made them think of particular associations in the first
step, for the purpose of revising, rejecting, integrating, etc., the associa-
tions), and 3) reformulation of knowledge (ask students for new ideas on

the concept, ba3ed on the discussion in the first two steps).
Fourth, stiidents should be encouraged to read faster, for example, by

keeping track of weir reading speed. Students will improve not only
reading speed but also reading comprehension (Kitao & Miyamoto, 1982;

Kitao & Miyamoto, 1983: Kitao & Yoshida, 1985; Kitao, Kitao, Yoshida

& Yoshida, 1985; Kitao, Yoshida & Yoshida, 1986; Yoshida & Kitao,
1986).
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Fifth, students should have a purpose for reading each time they read,
whether it is looking for a particular piece of information or getting the
main idea of the text. One technique is to give students questions before
reading as well as directions on how to read the text.

Sixth, students should be taught about the organization of English
passages, including how to find the main idea and its supporting details,
and how sentences and paragiaphs are connected and organized.
Students should do exercises to outline or summarize the passages, put
main concepts in order, draw diagrams, etc. It is also helpful to teach
students about the common rhetorical patterns of English, such as
classification, problem-solution, cause and effect, etc. (Carrell, 1985).

Seventh, teachers should teach some basic reading techniques, such as
skimming, scanning, finding topic sentences in each paragraph and the
supporting details and examples.

Eighth, teachers should have students do activities that involve real
experiences. In the classroom, activities are often very artificial.
However, if there is a real purpose for reading because there is an
opportunity for students to do something using information they read, it
is real experience and students enjoy this type of activity. One activity
that our students have particularly enjoyed is cooking from recipes that
they read in English. If doing outside activities is not practical, students
can do skits or role plays, if appropriate to the text.

Ninth, students should have the opportunity to discuss the text and
exchange ideas about it, including giving their own opinions on an issue
or comparing the situation described in the text with a similar situation
in Japan. This gives students an opportunity to relate their knowledge
and previous experience with the text.

Tenth, students can study more about the topic or cultural informa-
tion provided in the text. If they know more about English-speaking
cultures and societies, they can understand English texts better.
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Conclusion

We have discussed the process of reading and the difficulties that
Japanese students have reading English, based on previous studies and
on our experiences in teaching English and developing reading mate-
rials. Based on that discussion, we made ten suggestions about what
could be done in Japanese college English reading classes to improve the
situation.

These recommendations suggest important research directions in
English language teaching. How can students be taught to deal with
unknown elements in a reading text? What types of prereading prepa-
ration are most effective? How can the organization of English para-
graphs and texts be taught most effectively? What are the effects of
having real experiences or role playing associated with reading texts?
What types of ex.,..eriences are best? What types of background and
cultural information are necessary for various types of reading? How
can these schemata best be developed? Can students be taught to be
more sensitive to cues that help them choose among various schemata?
How can schemata that students already have be activated?
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THE TEACHING OF AMERICAN CULTURE

IN SECONDARY ENGLISH COURSES IN JAPAN:

AN ANALYSIS OF TEXTBOOKS

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

In order to communicate effectively with English-speaking
people, Japanese need to have some understanding of their
culture. Since what is taught in secondary schools depends
heavily on the textbook, it is useful to analyze textbooks to find
out what and how much is being included in the textbook in
relation to Amer:.:an culture. In this paper, I have summarized
seven studies that have been done on textbooks used in Japanese
secondary schools. In general, the conclusion of the studies is
that American culture is not included extensively in any series of
textbooks. Specifically, the textbooks do not exploit some of
the material that they could make use of, such as covert culture
in illustrations or vocabulary that has a cultural background
different from Japanese. In recent ye: s, the trend has been to
include information about countries other than English-speaking
countries.

Introduction

Although Japan and the United States have had diplomatic and
commercial relations for more than a century, communication and
understanding between the two nations are still insufficient. More
Japanese people are encountering more American people, products,
information arid culture on a daily basis than ever before. Thus, better
understanding and communication between the citizens of the two
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cultures is necessary.

Communication is affected by all aspects of culturethe speakers'
languages and dialects, their experiences and prior knowledge, kinesics,
the social restriction, on directness of speech, etc. Japanese and
Americans have very different cultural backgrounds and such differ-
ences are major barriers to communication between them. In the United

States, the importance of teaching culture was recognized after World
War II and has become one of the two major emphases in the teaching
of foreign languages, the other being individualized instruction
(Lafayette, 1975).

American culture began to be emphasized in English instruction in
Japan as communication was increasingly stressed. However, no books
or articles on what to teach about American culture and how to teach
it were available in Japan. Very few studies in this field had been made,
and none of them were based on experiments or su..-veys made with an
adequate sample size across wide areas of Amet ican culture (Kitao,
1978).

I administered questionnaires to Japanese students in the United
States in order to find out how much American culture was taught in
English classes in Japan, how weil it was taught and what cultural
problems those students had. The results of the survey showed that
there is little foundation for understanding and communication between
Japanese and American people. The Japanese students were taught
very little about American culture in English rourses at any level, so
their understanding of American culture was quite limited. As a result
they had some problems understanding Americans . ad communicating
with them (Kitao, 1978).

Cultural Information and English Textbooks

There are many ways to investigate what and how much is taught
about Ametican culture in secondary schools ;junior and senior high
schoolsfrom seventh to twelfth grade) in Japan, such as through
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examinations observations, and interviews. However, it is hard to
obtain accurate, objective results since what is taught varies from place
to place. The easiest approach is through the examination of English
textbooks.

This procedure is valid because, as Kurokawa (1973) has stated,
textbooks are the most important element in school education. All

textbooks used in elementary and secondary schools must be authorized
by the Ministry of Education. They are strictly based on the guidelines
formulated by the Ministry of Education. Most teachers use only one
such textbook and rely on it entirely while they teach English. There-
fore, textbooks are the center of English instruction and thus restrict
the contents of English teaching.

Since the audio-lingual method was first adopted in junior high
schools, many oral exercises have been added to English classes in
addition to the usual reading and translating exercises found in most
textbooks. These last two types have less influence now but are still the
main focus of English instruction. In senior high schools, English
teaching is based solely on textbooks. The teaching there is almost
entirely reading and transh.4ting from the textbooks. Students read the
textbook ery attentively, so the books do have great influence and are
quite important in English courses.

Tn English textbooks, the teaching materials are most important in
terms of teaching culture. Teaching material is defined as "concrete
educational contents selected for learners in order to accomplish their
educational goals" (Shibasaki, 1974: 16).

Along with grammar, vocabulary, reading materials, etc., the presen-
tation of cultural information is recognized as one of the most impor-
tant aspects of English textbooks. Danesi (1976) has said that it is one
of the four important broad criteria for foreign language textbooks.
Ahara (1976) has offered four criteria in selecting teaching material, of
which two are: "whether the teaching materials are based on daily life,"
and "whether they promote international understanding and communi-
cation." Shibasaki (1974) has also pointed out four types of teaching
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materials that are important in expediting the learning of English, the
third one being material on the cultural background of English. The
background culture of English is at least one of the four most important
items contained in English teaching materials.

According to the guidelines set by the Ministry of Education, foreign
language textbooks must include such items as daily life, mariners and
customs, stories, geography, and history of the people who speak the
language as well as of other people throughout the world (Ide, 1972).
Until the mid-1960's, however, this was only a matter of theory, not
practice. Then teachers began to pay more attention to nonlinguistic
subject matter, according to the results of a questionnaire (Imura, 1975).
As Ikemiya (1976: 21) has reported:

In readers of ten years ago, literature and essays occupied 70%
of the teaching material, but in the latest textbooks, only 50%,
and biology, geology, chemistry, biography, and problems of
cities have shown up. Cultural-anthropological and sociolinguis-
tic teaching material has been gradually introduced. However,
since international exchange is getting more frequent and more
intercultural communication occurs, such teaching material
should be introduced more often.

As time has passed, more cultural materials have been included in
English textbooks, and they have been emphasized more by teachers.
The third branch meeting of the Round Table Meeting of Improvement
for English Education in Japan reported that sentence patterns and
grammar had tended to be emphasized too much and reminded teachers
to emphasize all five of the categories of teaching material. The first
was concerned with daily life, and the fifth was intended to promote
international understanding (Imura, 1976).

People in the profession of teaching English have emphasized the
importance of the inclusion of culture in English textbooks, but unfortu
nately, the books do not have much cultural information, and they are
not interesting. This boring teaching Inger, has caused students to
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lose their motivation to learn English (Ahara, 1976). Culture can be one
of the factors that can increase students' motivation; therefore, more
interesting cultural items should be contained in English textbooks.

In this paper, "culture" is defined as the knowledge and behavior that
a people in the same language community have learned and share
among themselves.

Previous Studies of English Textbooks

There have been a few studies on culture in English textbooks in
Japan. I will discuss them in detail.

English Conversation Textbooks

Hatori (1975) reviewed six English conversation textbooks used in
senior high schools (see Appendix A). He compared their inside-cover
material, their appendices, the number of units, their contents, their
organization, and the patterns of English ,Isage contained therein. The
summary' in Table 1 is limited to the first three aspects that concern
culture.

Since the purpose of English conversation courses is to teach the
ABC's of daily conversation in English, their subject matter is concerned

with the daily life of students at home, at school, and in society (Minis-
try of Education, 1972). Table 1 shows that all the textbooks of English

conversation had information on daily !ife in Britain and the United
States and also practical information (information useful for traveling
around or living in those countries, such as using a telephone, traveling,
using money, and shopping). Hatori noted that Oral English Workshop
had illustrations of gestures inside the back cover but that no other
English textbooks at the junior or senior high school level presented
nonverbal communicatit,n systematically.

Judging from the topics Hatori cites as examples, most textbooks
introduced American and British life. Students could learn from them
about the background culture of English. Only The Crown English
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF HATORI'S STUDY

Inside covers Number of UnitsTextbooks Appendix
Front Back and Contents

The Crown Introduction Songs A song 15
English of characters (1 page) expressions,
Conversation feeling,

judgment,
choice, etc.

Daily Map and Map and 2 groups 40
Conversation pictures of pictures of of useful 1.12 school !ife

New York London expressions: 13-24 home life
(a) greetings, 25.40 social life
weather, etc. 25.30 Britain
(b) visit, 31-40 U.S.A.

telephone, in
the train, etc.

Let's Talk Blank Blank New words, 17

English useful "A Friendly
expressions, Walk"
notes "The Party"

"In the Station
and the
Train"

Ted and Blank Blank Index 20

Julie school life, "Ted & Julie
health, on the Way to
showing the School"
way, "Everybody
weather, etc. Talks about

the Weather"
"It's Nice to

Make Friends"
etc.

21.2.
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TABLE 1 (con't)

Textbooks
Inside covers

Appendix
Number of Units
and ContentsFront Back

Oral English Situations Gestures Basic 9

Workshop and
Expressions

expressions,
dialogues

English Scene at Introduction Index 27

Conversation school of characters useful "In the Class-
for Young expressions room"
People "Introducing

Friends" etc.

Conversation seemed to be expression - oriented and to be constructed on

the basis of frequently used expressions in daily conversations, though
all the textbooks were situation-oriented and were constructed on the
basis of situations that frequently occur in daily life or that learners
may encounter when they visit those countries, as their appendices
show. These textbooks seemed to be well designed, for culture should
be taught through expressions in situations, and they offered expression
in various common situations.

English conversation courses seemed to give the most cultural infor-
mation, including practical information, on the senior high school level.
The textbooks used in those courses had more cultural information than
the other English textbooks. Their subject matter was directly con-
cerned with daily life at home, at school, and in the society of Britain
and the United States.

However, Hatori did not outline the total subject matter, so we
cannot know the total cultural information in these textbooks or how
accurate this intormation was. Moreover, since English conversation
was an elective, only 1.6 percent of the students in the senior high
schools used these textbooks, according '._o statistics from the Ministry
of Education (Hatori, 1975).

This is the only study of culture in English textbooks for senior high
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school students that I found. I could not find any study on culture in
textbooks for English A, English B or elementary English.2 However,
there are a few thorough studies on culture in junior high school English
textbooks.

Studies of Junior High School Textbooks

Ide (1972) and Saito (1974) have made extensive studies of culture in
English textbooks at the junior high school level. Ide (1972) reviewed
live textbook series, fifteen books in all (see Appendix B) and Saito
(1974) reviewed fo'r series of revised textbooks totaling twelve books
(see Appendix C). The major concern of both studies was to describe
what cultural information is contained in the books.

Ide's study. Ide (1972) did two major studies. One was to find out
what subjects were contained in the textbooks 2nd how many of them
were contained in each (see results in Table 2). She used nine categories:
(1) objects around people, (2) daily life, (3) manners and customs,
(4) scenes and nature, (5) geography, history, and language, (6) science,
(7) stories, (8) ideas and imagination, and (9) miscellane( ,s. The second
study was to find out how close the cultural information in these
textbooks was to the Japanese culture (see results in Table 3).

Her first study showed that all fifteen textbooks included daily life.
Yet, only four included it in more than half of the units, and four
textbooks had it in fewer than one third of the units. Manners and
customs were seldom introduced. Four textbooks did not mention them
at all while the eight that did included manners and customs in only one
or two units, and none of the textbooks referred to them in more than
one third of the units. Geography, history, and language did not appear
at all in six textbooks, and in only one textbook did they appear in more
than one third of the units. Scenes and nature were not introduced at
all in five textbooks, and they were not introduced in more than one
third of the unit? in any textbook; therefore, no textbook displayed
much cultural information.

Table 2 (Ide, 1972: 15) showed that all the textbooks used similar
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TABLE 2
SUBJECT MATTER OF ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS

AT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Text
Series

Year

New

Prince
New

Horizon Total Everyday

Blue

Sky

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Objects
around
people

B A C B C

Daily life CBD BBB ABD ABC AAB

Manners and
customs

D D D C C D D D D D C

Scenes and
nature

C C D DD D D DCC

Geography,
history,
language

D B D C D DD DC

Science D D C D

Stories DC r; CB D B CB CB

Ideas,

imagination
D B C C

Other 1) D C C

A =in more than half of the units C =in more than two units
B = in more than one third of the units D = in one or two units

approaches. They moved from concrete things to abstract things. In

every series, objects connected with people were introduced in Book 1.
The same approach was adopted in culture. Ide's second study shows
this dearly. She classified cultural information in four major cate-
gories. Category (a) was items that were the same as in Japanese
culture, and it included the introduction of Japanese culture, which was
marked (al. Category (b) was items partially overlapping those in with
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TABLE 3
DIFFERENCES OF CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS

OF THEMES IN ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS

New New Blue
Prince Horizon Total Everyday Sky

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Content
Rating
a+ D D D D C D C
a BCD A B D ABC ACD ACC
b CC DCC C D CD CCD
c CC DD DD D CC
c+ D C B CC C C B D B A DCC
d DB DB D CD CB
A =more than 2/3 of the units C =more than 2 units
B more than 1/3 of the units D =1 or 2 units

Japanese culture. Category (c) was items different from those in
Japanese culture, and things that did not exist in Japanese were marked
(c+). Items of foreign culture that were not part of English speakers'
normal experience is classified (d).

As Table 3 (Ide, 1972: 16) shows, all the textbooks had sequences
which went from cultural information similar to that found in the
Japanese culture to the cultural aspects that were new to the Japanese
people. All the textbooks displayed Category (a) most in Book 1 and
least in Book 3, and Category (c+) least in Book 1 and most in Book 3.
None of the textbooks presented aspects of other foreign cultures in
Book 1. The order of introducing cultural information was very good.

However, Categories (b), (c), and (c+) did not appear often in these
textbooks. Category (b) appeared is less than one third of the units, and
it did not appear in three textbooks. Category (c) did not appear in six
textbooks; it appeared in one or two units in five textbooks. Only four
textbooks contained (c+) in more than one third of the units.

Ide did not explain how she did her studies, but they seem to have been
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done by units. If one unit had even a little information, then it appears
that she counted the entire unit. Therefore, these figures may appear to
indicate that these textbooks contained more cultural information than
they really did. Another weak point of her study is that she reviewed
only the main body of the textbooks, not the appendices, covers, etc.
Furthermore, she provided only nine categories of cultural information.

Saito's study. Saito (1974) also made broad studies of the cultural
information found in four junior high school English textbook series (see
results in Table 4 [Saito, 1974: 16]). He provided fifteen categories,

TABLE 4

CONNECTIONS OF THEMES IN THE REVISED ENGLISH BOOKS

Themes Grade: 7 (Book 1) 8 (Book 1) 9 (Book 1)

Textbook: EHPT EHPT EHPT

Objects around us xxxx
People around us xxxx xxxx
Daily life xxxx xxxx xxxx
Manners and customs xxxx xxxx xxxx
Greetings x x x
Classroom English x x

Sports x x x
Biography x x xxxx
Geography, scenery, history x x x x x x x
International understanding x x x x x x
Science x x x x x x
Observation of nature x x x x

Dramas and stories x xxxx xxxx
Poems x

Songs x x x

E =Evetyday English
H = New Horizon English Course
P =New Prince English Course
T = Total English Junior Crown Series
x =Item cor,ained in the textbook
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rather than nine. Eight categories were added to Ide'speople around
us, greetings, classroom English, sports, biography, international under-
standing, poems, and songs. He reviewed not only the lessons proper but
also the inside covers, appendices, etc. (see results in Table 5 [Saito,
1974: 17]).

TABLE 5
COMPARISON AMONG ITEMS OUTSIDE THE TEXT

PROPER IN THE REVISED TEXTBOOKS

Themes Grade: 7th 8th 9th
Textbook: EHPT EHPT EHPT

Songs xxxx x x x xxxx
Illustrations xxxx xxxx xxxx
Pictures of objects x x x

around us
Scenery (12 months) x
Picture of scenes x x

in the main text
Maps x x
Proverbs x
Poems x
Greetings x
Daily conversation x

E = Everyday English

H = New Horizon English Course
P = New Prince English Course
T = Total English Junior Crown Series
x =Item contained in the textbook

The first study showed that all twelve textbooks included the cate.
gories daily life, manners, and customs. Objects around us were includ-
ed in Book 1 (seventh grade) of all the series, and people around us,
Books 1 and 2 (eighth grade). Dramas and stories were included in
Books 2 and 3 of some but not all of the series. Biography was
contained in Book 3 of all the series. However, geography, scenery, and
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history were not included at all in the Total English Junior Course
Series, and they were included only in Book 2 of tl" New Prince English
Course.

Greetings were included in Book 1 in all of the series except the Total

English Junior Crown Series, though this series did not include them in
other books. All the textbooks contained songs, either in the main text
,r in other parts. Illustrations were contained in every book, but only
two textbooks had maps. Nonverbal communication was not dealt with
in any of these textbooks at all.

Saito's study showed what kind of cultural information was contained
in the English textbooks at the junior high level, but it did not show how
much cultural information was contained.

Conclusion. These two studies quantified and described the subject
matter f',und in junior high school English textbooks. It was obvious
t-4t little cultural information was contained in these textbooks.
Moreover, such cultural information was twofold, being based on an
werlapping of culture between Japan and the United States, on one
hand, and, on the other, on the culture unique to the United States.
Therefore, one can easily understand how little of the latter was
contained ir, these textbooks. These two studies showed the outline of
the types of cultural information in the textbooks, but they did not
include sensitive measures of how much such information was contained
and whether it was accurate.

Comparison with Another Series

In a fourth study, Yoshida (1975) compared five English textbooks at
the junior high level with L'anglais par L'illustration, which were the
most widely used English textbooks in France. He made his comparison

using five series of textbooks, fifteen in all, and the first three volumes
of L'anglais par L'illustration. The major parts of his study were
concerned with illustration and vocabulary related to culture.

Yoshida pointed out that the French textbooks have almost twice as
many p ices, and many times more pictures and photos than the
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Japanese textbc As. He also pointed out that though all the Japanese
textbooks had illustrations, there were only two pages of photos (there
were two or threc color photos in each textbook). Japanese textbooks
had poor visual materials, in comparison to the French textbooks, and
most of the cultural information was presented entirely in English.

Yoshida's study emphasized vocabulary. The French textbook
contained 656 words relating to home life, people, nature, social life,
school life, time, and community. Of those 656 words, 269 were not
included in the Japanese textbooks. A breakdown of those 269 words is

shown in Table 6 (Yoshida, 1975: 15).

TABLE 6
NUMBER OF WORDS THAT APPEAR
IN L'ANGLAIS PAR L'ILLUSTRATION

BUT DO NOT APPEAR IN ANY OF THE JAPANESE TEXTBOOKS

Number of Words

Home Life 99

People 58

Nature 55

Social Life 35

School Life 9

Time 7

Community 6

Total 269

Table 6 (Yoshida, 1975: 15) shows that 99 words about home life, 58
words about people, 55 words about nature, and 35 words about social
life included in the French books were not introduced in the Japanese
books. Thus we can see that Japanese textbooks were lackinys in
vocabulary, particularly vocabulary iavolving home life. Among the 58

words about people that are not included, most (36) referred to occupa-
tions, as Table 7 (Yoshida, 1975: 16) shows. In addition, Ide (1976)
pointed out that. very few of the words that were included convey much
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of the culture of the English-speaking people. Of the 610 words required
to be taught in junior high school English classes by the Ministry of
Education, only a very few words needed explanations of English
speakers' culture. Thus, Japanese textbooks did not exploit vocabulary
to convey cultural information about English speakers.

TABLE 7
NUMBER OF WORDS CONCERNED WITH PEOPLE

a b

French Japanese
Textbook Textbook a b

Human Relationships 13 11 2

Family 19 14 5

Human Body 35 20 15

Occupations 58 22 36

Total 125 67 58

It is somewhat surprising that Japanese textbooks had few photos and
pictures and little vocabulary pertaining to cultural information. The
French textbooks had a number of illustrations and words that de-
scribed situations. Since all the series of Japanese textbooks had fewer
illustrations and less vocabulary than the French series, it was obvious
that none of the Japanese series had as much cultural information as the
French series in terms of vocabulary and illustrations.

The studies of junior high school English textbooks were conc?rned
with the volume of cultural information. The first two dealt with
subject matter and the last with illustrations and vocabulary. They

were not concerned with the quality of the cultural information and how

accurate it was. Of course, they did not reveal whether any covert
culture had been presented at all.
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Accuracy and Covert Culture'

An examiner of textbooks at the Ministry of Education, reviewed five
English textbooks for seventhgrade students (Book 1) from the view-
point of culture and customs (Ogasawara, 1972). The reason he chose
the beginning books was that he wanted to show that a great deal of
culture was taught through such elementary textbooks. Therefore, the
main part of this st...uy wa'z a discussion of how cultural information
was pmsented and how accurate it was in each textbook.

He ci,ose eig:iteen points and discussed them. These eighteen points
involved names and occupatlfmal positions, conversations among Amer-

ican people, the use of the national flag, the use of wordsladies and
gentlemen, friend, and friendly greetings, men and women, sharing
work at home, married students, the use of commands, house numbers,
train stations, fences around houses, furniture in living rooms, class
schedules, world maps, and classes of objects. His observations were
detailed so that he piked up very small things such as words, scenes,
parts of pictures, etc., and he discussed their cultural relationships.

His study revealed that each of the English textbooks provided much
covert cultural information. Some of it was wrong, but it is not very
obvious from his discussion how much covert cultural information the
books contained. H. gives only a few examples; there are presumably
more examples of covert culture in these textbooks, and surely some in
Books 2 and 3 as well.

Summary

These five studies showed that some aspects of culture were taught in
English conversations classes at senior high schools. However, the
exact cultural information in these textbooks was not stated, except for
a few examples, and nothing concerned with English A and English B
texts had been studied.

English teaching at the junior high level in the mid1970's can be best
understood by looking at the last four studies. One understands what
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subject matter was presented through the textbooks, how much cultural
information was provided by the units and by other sections apart from
the main text, and how close such cultural aspects were to Japanese
culture. Even if these studies did not show the exact volume of cultural
information contained in the textbooks, one can estimate from the
vocabulary and illustrations that there was much less cultural informa-
tion than in the French textbooks. Ogasawara made it clear that even
beginning textbooks contained some covert cultural information, and he
discussed the accuracy of the cultural information.

Evaluating English Textbooks in Terms of Culture

In the previous studies there were two major kinds of analyses of
English textbooks from the viewpoint of cultureobjective and subjec-
tive. The objective approach quantified and described the cultural
information included, usually in terms of units, words, and illustrations.
The subjective approach involved the author's judgment of the accuracy
with which the textbooks presented cultural information, based on
experience and knowledge of the background culture of English. The
former gives a rough idea of how much cultural information is available
and its subject matter, and the latter gives an indication of what covert
culture is included and how accurately the material is presented.

Both approaches have drawbacks. For example, the objective
approach, as it is applied by these researchers, does not show the actual
volume of cultural information except in terms of the number of units.
How much cultural information is contained in a single unit is not
revealed. The results will only show that each unit counted has such
cultural information. This method also fails to show how accurately the
cultural information is presented. On the other hand, the subjective
method does not show which subject matter or what kind of cultural
information is contained as a whole. However, it does show how
accurately the material is presented, at least in the judgment of the
author. Both methods have merits and drawbacks, the strengths of the
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one being the weaknesses of the other. Thus both methods should be
adopted in the analysis of English textbooks.

Another shortcoming of these studies is that the writers did not
explain how their subject matter categories were chosen, how criteria
were established, etc. In other words, we cannot know the exact
procedures of the studies.

Joiner's Form

Only a few studies show methods of analysis of cultural information
in foreign-language textbooks. Joiner (1974) developed a form for
evaluating the cultural content of a foreign-language text. Her study
has four major sections: (1) illustrations, (2) texts containing material of
a cultural nature,.) general questions related to culture, and (4) sup-
plementary material available from the publisher Section I of the form
for evaluation is divided into three parts. The first is about types of
illustrations and their quantity; the second is about aspects of the
society represented by the illustrations (socio-economic groups, ages,
etc.); and the third, the subjective evaluation of the cultural information
in those illustrations on continua from authentic to inauthentic, inoffen-

sive to controversial, etc. Section II contains three parallel parts. The
first two are checklists of types of texts (explanatory cultural notes,
songs, etc.) and segments of society represented in the texts. The third
evaluates the text in terms of whether it is positive, lively, balanced, etc.

Section III has six questions about bias, stereotypes, the overall impres-
sion of the book, etc., that call for examiners to give subjective answers
concerned with cultural information. The last section (Section IV) is on
what is available as supplementary material. The evaluation form that
she presents is very long, including many vague questions that call for
subjective answers. This form does not classify items in regard to the
culture involved; thus a revision of this form is necessary.
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High School English Readers

The purpose of this study was to find out .vhat was taught about
American culture and how well it was taught in high school English
courses in the late 1970's in both junior and senior high schools. This
was done by examining the authorized tMonbusho-approved) English
textbooks used in classes.

Measurement Instrument. Using Joiner's "Form for Evaluating the
Cultural Content of Foreign Language Texts" as a basis, I made a new
revised form for analyzing the cultural information in texts (Kitao,
1979). The objective parts of Joiner's form were adopted (Section 1,
Part A, and Section 2, Part A). The former was used with only the
addition of "portraits" since so many portraits appear in Japanese texts.
However, contents of the latter were changed. It was divided into two
sections: type of writing and subject matter, using many categories
from Allen (1955) on bath sections and from Doty and Ross (1973) on
subject matter only. This new form includes a checklist of culture with
a big C, culture with a small c,` practical information, and covert
culture.

Texts Analyzed. For this study (Kitao, 1979), I analyzed ten series of
high school reading textbooks (see Appendix D). I chose high school
reading textbooks, because the were not many studies of high school
English textbooks and because readers seemed to contain more cultural
information than did composition or grammar textbooks.

Procedure. Using the form that I developed, I evaluated the text-
books. After recording basic information about the text, I counted the
number of illustrations in eazh category, and the number in each
category related to the United States. Illustrations of uncertain origin
were counted as being related to American culture if they appeared to
be of the United States.

I also counted the number of readings of each type related to Amer-
ican culture, and the number of units that included information in each
area of subject matter. Any unit that included any information at all
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was counted.

Results and Discussion. I found that less than half of the units in
the books contained any information about American culture. Eight
readers (out of a total of thirty) had fewer than four such units.

As for illustrations, seventeen of the books had fewer than two
photographs related to American culture. Most of the photographs that
were used were of famous places, -ather than of daily life or school life
in the United States. Only eleven of the readers had maps of all or part
of the United States.

The readings in the textbooks were mainly essays, with some narra-
tives and dialogues. Every series had letters, but only one had a
newspaper article.

In the evaluation of content, neither American literature nor music
was covered sufficiently. Every series had some geography, but four did
not have any history. Even when such content was included, the
coverage was superficial and narrow. Therefore, there was not much
information about Culture with a big C.

American culture with a small c was not covered extensively, either.
All the series did have some units uealing with daily life, and seven of
the series had units dealing with school life. However, only seven of the

books had units dealing with manners and customs. None of the books
dealt in any way with nonverbal communication.

This analysis dealt mainly with overt culture. While I did notice some
elements of covert culture, they were not necessarily easy to find, and
I do not know how well they were exploited in the classroom. However,

based on my own experiences and conversations with teachers and
students, I doubt that they are emphasized to any extent, since most
teachers tend to dwell on grammar points and translation.

Summary. The main conclusion of this study is that high school
English readers in Japan in the 1970's did not present American culture
sufficiently. American culture was, for the most part, not prt,sented
either through illustrations or through texts.
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Recent Studies

Cultures Included in Junior High Textbooks

Fujita (1987) analyzed six English textbook series authorized by the
Ministry of Education for junior high schools (see Appendix E) from the

viewpoints of what cultures are included and what aspects of American
culture are included. I have summarized his study in Table 8.

Fujita points out that all the textbooks deal with English-speaking
countries in the seventh grade, neighboring countries in the eighth
grade, and other countries in the ninth grade. He also found that
seventh grade textbooks deal with scenes and daily life, eighth grade
texts with customs and traditions, and ninth grade texts with a variety
of world cultures. He concludes that all textbooks handle a sufficient
variety of cultures and if students spend enough time studying English
with any of the six textbook series, they will be aware of different
cultures

A new trend in English textbooks is to include information about a
variety of countries rather than only the United States and Britain or
even English-speaking countries, treating English as an international
language rather than a language of English-speaking people. A suffi-
cient variety of cultures are intrnde:ed, and students using these texts
will be made aware of diversity of cultures in the world. However, this
may not help students communicate with people in English, particularly
with Americans and other English-speaking people.

There are many cultural aspects of English which people need to
know in order to communicate with others in English. Functions of
communication such as greetings, showing appreciation, agreeing and
disagreeing, compliments, apologizing, inviting, and suggesting all
include cultural aspects, and such aspects are somewhat different in
English and Japanese. It is also important to know people and their
background for effective communication. These textbooks do not
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TABLE 8
COUNTRIES AND TOPICS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS

New

Crown

New

Everyday

neighbor countries Singapore
Korea

African countries Kenya, Niger
English-speaking Australia &

countries New Zealand
London

Asia
South America
Europe

US

Cambodia
Amazon

English-speaking Britain
countries

US

clean and green
being forced to

use a foreign
language

Swahili
geographical

location
Speaker's corner,

Cockney
Martin L. King
Salt Lake
Paul Bunyan

refugee camp

Marco Polo
Pinocchio

Henry F'abre.

monthly views
origin of English
Norman Conquest
lunch, cafeteria
body language
racial problem
saving people
financial

independence
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TABLE 8 (con't)

New Africa hunger
Horizon Europe Paris

Norway
Altamira Cave

Greece Echo
English - speaking Britain London

countries US Lincoln
gestures
manners
camp
giving change

One Asia Singapore multil.ngual
World Africa Ghana junior high kids

English-speaking US New York
countries Washington, D.C.

Indians
barbecue
ideas (bard on

ability)
with Japan home life

school life
Japan abroad Ukiyoe, Kana,

Shogun, Zen
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TABLE 8 (con't)

Sunshine Japan Americans
Asia Singapore

New Guinea
Africa Kenya protecting animals
English-speaking Australia railroad

countries Britain daily life
April Fool

US conversations
during meals

colors

grades
New York

Total Asia Singapore multi languages
Europe Troy

Anne Frank
William Tell
Aesop's fables

English-speaking Australia seasons, animals
countries Canada Quebec, others

Britain Silas Marner
Romeo and Juliet

US Houston and
Chiba

Little House on
the Prairie

proverbs
holidays
etiquette
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nelessarily provide enough information for the basis of good communi-
cation with Americans.

Aspects of American Culture Included in Junior High Texts

In order to find out what is taught about American culture in recent
American textbooks, I surveyed all the government-authorized series of
English textbooks used in junior high school in 1988 (see Appendix E),
six series of three textbooks each.

Methods. The survey included the inside covers, main texts and
appendices. I counted how many times American cultural items ap-
peared in different units or in appendices or inside covers. The clas-
sification system used was the list of American cultural items from the
Test of American Culture (Kitao, 1979). The functions of greeting and
introduction were added to the list, since they are culturally important
and commonly used.

Instances of the categories of American culture were counted accord-
ing to how many units, insides of covers, or appendices they appeared in.

The same item was counted only once, even if it appeared in more than
one unit or in the inside covers or appendices. For example, if "Mr."
was used in one unit, it was counted as one instance of form of address.
Even if it was used again in another unit, if it was used to refer to the
same person, it was not counted again. I counted the occurrence of
items related to American culture in all the textbooks twice and an
assistant checked all the items that were different in the two counts and
finalized the results.

Results and discussion. The results are shown in Table 9.
These results indicate the maximum amount of American cultural

information contained in textbooks. For example, if baseball is includ-
ed in an American context, it is counted as one instance of sps,rts. If

someone buys something with American money, it is counted as one
instance of money.

Among the fifty-two items, twenty-one, more than one third, never
appear in any of the 18 textbooks. Among those are many items such
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TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF AMERICAN CULTURAL INFORMATION

IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS IN 1988

New

Crown

1 2 3

New

Everyday

1 2 3

New

Horizon

1 2 3

One

World

1 2 3

Sunshine

1 2 3

Total

1 2 3

1. Literature 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 2
2. Music 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1

3. History 1 1 1

4 . Industry
5. Politics
6. Famous Places 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1

7. States 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

8. Transportation 1

9. Superstition
10. Sports 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
IL Religion 1

12. Newspapers
13. Magazines
14. Tiie Economy
15. Education 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

16. ' sure 1 I
17. and Movies 1 1 1 1

18. Medicine
19. Sex Roles
20. The Family
21. Driving 1 1 1

22. Holidays 1 1 1 I 1 2 1 1 2
23. Events and Cere-

monies
1 1

24. Customs 1 1 2 1

25. American Character 2 1 1

26. Temperature
27. Shopping I 1 1 1 1 1 1

28. Postage
29. The Telephone 1 1 1 1 1
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TABLE 9 (con't)
SUMMARY OF AMERICAN CULTURAL INFORMATION

IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS IN 1988

New

Crown

1 2 3

New

Everyday

1 2 3

New

Honzon

2 3

One

World

1 2 3

Sunshine

1 2 3

Total

1 2 3

30. Money 1 1

31. Letters 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1

32. Measurements (1)
33. Measurements (2)
34. Nicknames
35. Food 1 1 1 1

36. Meals 1 1 1 1 . 1

37. Table Setting 1 1 1

38. Table Seating 1

39. Mani ..s 1

40. Etiquette
41. Drink
42. Forms of Address 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 5 2 3 1 11 2 1 1

43. The House 1 1 1

44. Cleanliness
45. Housekeeping
46. Clothes
47. Gestures 1 2 1

48. Space
49. Time 1

50. Color 1

greeting 1 3 2 2 2 1

introduction 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

as measurements, temperature, nicknames, space and clr'lles which
could be easily incorporated into daily conversation or -.formation
about daily living.

T.ivery series includes music in every tAt, famous places, sports,
letters, forms of address, greetings, and introductions in at least one
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text. Five series included literature. Four include states, education, TV
and movies, holidays, shopping, and telephone.

All textbooks tend to include certain items such as literature, music
and sports. Literature is usually poetry or a story retold in easy English.
Music usually appears in appendices. The instances of sports are
usually football, baseball or basketball played by Americans. For
communication purposes, letters, greetings, and introductions are in-
cluded, but the telephone is included in only five out of eighteen text-
books and some students don't learn how to talk on the phone.

The most commonly used famous places were New York and San
Francisco. The textbooks do not use suburbs of medium size cities,
which are probably a typical American residential area.

It is said that Culture with a big C is often taught but culture with a
small c is not. However, according to these results, Culture with a big
C s not necessarily included much, except for some literature and
mt sic.

f teachers exploit these American culture items and expand on them
in the lesson, students will learn something about American culture. In

ge neral, if teachers do not develop the topic in class, students' knowl-
edge will be very limited. Many of the items that were counted were
only mentioned briefly in passing, so without additional explanation by
the teacher, they cannot be understood well and may not even be noticed
by students. Also, such items as music are included mainly in the
appendices, which in many cases are not taught in class. Since each
series f textbooks includes only 13-20 items out of the 52 items, these
textbooks do not introduce enough American culture for good communi-
es' ion with Americans, visiting the United States or living there without
much trouble.

Conclusion

These surveys indicate ,hat not much is taught about American
culture in English courses in Japan on the junior high or high school
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level. Surveys from the mid-1970's show that this is a long-standing
situation. Though aspects of American culture are mentioned in pass.
ing, they must be explained by the teachers in order for students to
benefit from them, or students will not be likely to understand them
fully. However, in spite of this problem, there appears to have been an
increase in the presentation of aspects of American culture over the past
decade.

One important trend ;" English textbooks in Japan is that they are
now presenting the cultures of ,,dfious countries. While this helps make
students aware of various cultures, it does not prepare them to commu-
nicate with the members of a particular culture.
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NOTES

1. This table was made by this writer and its contents were translated from
Hatori (1975).

2. English A is for students in a vocational program, English B is for
students in a liberal arts program, and shokya eigo [elementary English]
is for students who have not studied English in junior high school.

3. Covert culture is culture "which is not visible and presents difficulties
even to the trained observer" (Hall, 1959: 60).

4. According to Allen and Valette (1972: 245), Culture with a big C is
"achievements and contributions to civilization, art, music, literature,
architecture, technology, scientific discoveries, and politics," and culture
with a small c, "the behavioral patterns or life styles of the people: when
and what they eat, how they make a living, the way they organize their
society, the attitude they express toward friends and members of their
families, how they act in different situations, which expressions they use
to show approval and disapproval, the tradit1 ns they must observe and
so on."
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5. In this study, I have referred to many selections of Japanese literature.
All translations in this study were done by me, referring to Masuda (1974).
In order to keep as close as possible to the original idea in English, I
translated each selections as directly as possible. For the convenience of
the readers, the wiiter has translated all titles of Japanese books, articles,
and periodicals unless they were given English titles by their authors or
editors.

In the description of Japanese words, I referred to the method adopted for
Masuda (1974) and tried to transc De them as closely as possible into
English pronunciation. Borrowed words from English were given English
spelling even in Japanese to avoid confusion. Japanese words are itali-
cized and translations bracketed for clarification.
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AWARENESS OF AMERICAN CULTURE: A SURVEY
OF JAPANESE COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE U.S.

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

A questionnaire was completed by Japanese students at a
large Midwestern university in 1976, to determine their percep-
tion of cross-cultural understanding between Japanese and
Americans at the university. The students judged Americans'
knowledge of Japanese culture to be meager, but were in general
confident in their own grasp of American culture. This knowl-
edge of the American way of life was not attributed to second-
ary school programs in Japan, which were perceived to be weak
in the area of cross-cultural training. Limited English-speaking
ability was identified as the most important but not the only
factor in the communication barrier between Japanese and
Americans. Although the students ended to minimize their
adjustment problems, they may have been overestimating the
degree to which they had successfully adjusted. The overall
results of the survey indicate an awareness of cultural differ-
ences and a confidence that these are being coped with, notwith-
standing an apparent lack of sufficient academic preparation to
justify this confidence.

Introduction

The cultural aspects of the English language have become increasing-
ly important to Japan because of the increasingly strong diplomatic,
economic,' academic,' and cultural relations with the United States
since World War H. They have been particularly important since the
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late 1960's. More Japanese encounter more American people,3 products,

information, and culture on a daily basis than in the past. As such
encounters increase, the potential for misundc.standings and miscom-
munication increases. These arise not only because of language barriers
but also because of cultural barriers.

The purpose cc this study was to find out what is taught about
American culture in English classes, how well it is taught, how much
Japanese college students in the United States fee; that they know about
American culture, and what cultural problems they encounter when they
go to the United States.

In the English teaching profession in Japan, American culture has
been emphasized because of the stress on communication (Kunihiro and
Suzuki, 1971). However, it was taught neither extensively nor we.1
(Kitao, 1976). There are few studies on Lhe teaching of culture; no books
or al ticles on what to teach about American culture or on how to teach
it were found.'

A few studies on the teaching of American culture to Japanese people
have been done in the United States. Taba (1972) and Yamazaki (1972)
emphasized the importance of teaching culture in language classes and
showed how to teach some topics in American culture. However heir
work is not based on research about what areas Japanese people in the
United States have difficulty with. Bontrager (1973), in contrast, inter-
viewed three Japanese students, but since his sample was small, it is not
clear how widely the results can be generalized. Okada and Okada
(1973) do not show what research their book is based on, and no
statistical data is provided, so thf e is no way of knowing which of the
areas that they deal with are difficult for Japanese people. Also, the
scope of their book j3 narrow in that it emphasizes information of use
to businesspeople. Thus, no study based c.1 research on teaching
American culture to Japanese people has been made abroad.
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Methods

This study was conduaed at a large Midwestern university in late
March and early April, 1976. The purpose of the survey was to find out
how well Japanese college students felt that they understood American
culture, how well they felt Americans understood them, and how they
felt that the two cultures were different from each other.

Participants

I distributed a questionnaire to forty Japanese university students.
Participants included 29 malts aad 11 females. They were undergradu
ates, graduate students, students at the Intensive English Center, and
special students. The length of time they had been in the United States
ranged from less than a year to more than four years. (More details are
given about the participants in the Results and Discussion section under
General Information.)

Instrument

The questionnaire was formulated in Japanese so the Japanese stu-
dents would be able to clearly understand the questions and express
their responses well. It consisted of seven sections: I. General informa-
tion, II. To what degree the Japanese students felt that Americans
understood Japan and her people, III. To what degree the Japanese
students felt that they understood the United States and her people,
IV. Now much American culture is taught in English classes in Japan,
V. Intercultural communication, VI. Culture shock, and VII. Cultural
differences. Each section had several questions. The numbers of the
questions are given later for the convenience of explanation.

This questionnaire included two types of questions: multiple-choice
questions and open-ended questions. The purpose of the multiple-choice
questions was to obtain statiuical data for analysis. The open-ended
questions provided students with opportunities to write whatever they
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thought and to reveal their own ideas and give examples.

Re-sults and Discussion

I. General Information

Of the 40 students, 11 were females and 29 males. Respondents
included 14 graduate students, 11 undergraduates, 11 Intensive English
Center students, and 4 special students. One student was younger than 20
years old, twenty were between 20 and 25, fourteen between 26 and 30,
and five over 30 years old. Only eighteen students (45%) had been in the
United States for longer than 1 year, and the rest (twenty-two students
[55%]), for less than one year. For the convenience of explanation, I
call the former eighteen students "long-term students" and the latter
twenty-two, "short-term students."

II. To What Degree the Japanese Students Felt that Americans
Understood Japan and her People

The results of the multiple-choice questions from sections II to VII
are shown in the table. The question numbers are listed on the vertical
axis in the same order as on the questionnaires. The results are shown
on the horizontal axis: 5 is "definitely yes;" 4, "yes;" 3, "neutral;" 2,
"no;" and 1, "definitely no." The number of students who selected each
option is given in the appropriate space. The number of students who
answered any qicular question is listed under "Number of Answers."
The "Total SL.,. e" of each item is the sum of the products of the number
of respondents who selected each option and the score points of that
option. The "Mean Score" is the total score divided by the number of
answers. The standard deviation is also shown. The standard deviation
shows how homogeneous the answers are. The lower the standard
deviation is, the more homogenous the answers are.

No. 21 shows that the students did not think that Americans knew
Japan well. Thirty-two students (80%) answered in the negative. The
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mean score was low (1.80), and the answers were homogeneous.
No. 22 shows that the students did not think that Americans krew the

Japanese people well, because none of the responses was positive, and 31

(78%) were negative. The mean score was low (1.88). The standard

TABLE
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE

Question
Numbers

I. General Information
11. Male Female Total Students

29 11 40

12. Graduate Undergraduate I.E.C. Special Total
14 11 11 4 40

13. Younger than 20 20-25 26-30 Over 30
1 20 14 5

14. Less than 1 year 1-2 years 2-3 years 4 years
22 9 8 1

* 5 4 3 2 1 No. of Total Mean S.D.
Answers Score Score

II. To what degree the Japanese students felt that Americans understand
Japan and her people
21 0 1 7 15 17 40 72 1.80 0.82

22 0 0 9 17 14 40 75 1.88 0.76

23 3 8 14 14 40 83 2.08 1 (15

24 1 4 11 15 9 40 93 2.33 1.02

25 0 4 15 15 6 40 97 2.43 0.87

III. To what degree the Japanese students felt that they understand the
United States and her people
31 2 11 11 9 7 40 112 2 80 1.18

32 2 7 15 13 3 40 112 2.80 0 99

34 Yes (36) No (4)
35 / 9 8 9 3 36 116 3.22 1.27

36 2 10 18 5 1 36 115 3.19 0.86
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TABLE (con't)

Question
N umbers

* 5 4 3 2 1 No. of Total Mean S.D.
Answers Score Score

IV. How much American culture is taught in English classes in Japan
41 0 2 3 19 16 40 71 1.78 0.89
42 1 3 7 15 14 40 82 2.05 1.04
43 0 5 2 15 12 34 68 2 00 1.02
44 0 2 5 14 19 40 70 1.75 0.87
45 1 1 9 11 18 40 76 1.90 1.01
46 0 2 5 8 19 34 58 1.71 0.94
47 0 ' 5 15 19 40 68 1.70 0.79
48 1 0 8 13 18 40 73 1.83 0.93
49 0 1 5 11 17 34 58 1.71 0.82

V. Intercultural Communication
51 27 7 2 1 3 40 174 4.35 1.19
52 4 8 9 13 6 40 111 2.78 1.23
54 7 12 8 9 4 40 129 3.23 1.27
55 7 6 10 8 9 40 114 2.85 141
56 8 6 10 11 5 40 121 3.03 1.33
57 12 5 3 2 18 40 111 2.78 1.79

VI. Culture Shock
61 3 4 9 12 12 40 94 2.35 1.23
62 0 8 9 12 11 40 94 2.35 1.10
63 1 9 8 13 9 40 100 2.50 1.15

VII. Cultural Differences
71 0 6 9 7 14 36 79 2.19 1.14
72 2 4 8 12 10 36 84 2.33 1.17
73 7, 8 9 18 40 80 2.00 1.09
74 3 3 10 10 14 40 91 2.28 1.24

*5-Definitely Yes 4-Yes 3-Neutral 2-No 1-Definitely No
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deviation showed that the answers to this question were homogeneous.
No. 23 shows that the students did not think that the American way

of thinking was the same as the Japanese way. No. 24 shows that the
students did not think that Americans have the same value system as
the Japanese. The former item, with a mean score of 2.08, was an-
swered more negatively than the latter, with a mean score of 2.33. The
students pick& t' ..: following as examples of areas in which Japanese
and American coucepts differ: individualism, privacy, beauty, indepen-
dence, rationalism, human relations, frecflom, sense of economy, and
attitudes toward learning and working.

No. 25 shows that students did not think that Americans understood
what they said very well. The mean score was 2.43, the highest in this
section. There werP four student!, who answered ' yes," and two out of
the four were short-term stud ii ,,. One third of the students who
answered in the negative were lc): ,:-term students. That means that
even those students who had staff ad ;n the Uniteu States for a long time
thought that Americans did not mderstanti what they said well.

In No. 30, which asks what Ame ; ..ns know least about the Japanese
people, the studen answered: thought, culture, fetlings, wa' of think-
ing, daily life, value system, and typical Japanese ideas such as wabi
(quiet taste) and sabi (antiquc look).

III. To It hat Degree the Japanese Students Felt that they
Understood the United States and her People

The purpose of this section was to find out how well the students felt
that they knew the United States and her people before coming to the
United States.

No. 31 shows that the students varied widely on their opinions on the
question of whether the image they had had of the United States when
they were in J ., an v.as inaccurate. The answers were not homoge-
neous; there were 13 positive:, and 16 negatives. The inaccuracies of
their earlier image of the United States that they listed were: frugality,
the definite necessity of cars, social classes, racial discrimination,
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cultural life, rationalism, rural residence of many Americans, and the
high standard of living.

The results for No. 32 were similar to those of the previous question.
The students did not think that they could know the "real" United
States through books, TV, or movies, but their answers were only
slightly negative. The answers were not homogenous, and 15 were
neutral.

The students found, after they had come to the United States, that the
most important cultural differences were: independence, rationalism,

individualism, individual possibilities, freedom, equal relations among
individuals, differences of race and ethnic background, differences of
size and quantity (land, buildings, food, cars, etc.), extremism of Amer-
icans in many fields, more frequ it and more direct expression of
emotions, indifference toward others, and tendency not to decline
another person's offers

Ninety percent of the students A) had visited American homes (No.
34). Among the four students who had not visited American homes, two
had been in the United States for only two months, and another for
seven months. Only 36 students answered No. 35, No. 36, No. 71, and
No. 72, all of which were concerned with American families.

No. 35 indicates that a slight majority of the students found that real
American family life was the same as what they had thoue.c. Since the
standard deviation was 1.27, the answers were not homogeneous. The
students pointed out frugality, high divorce rate, rationalism, the life of
old people, individualism, relations between parents and children, and
economic life as examples of area of differences between real American
family life and the images of American family life that they had had in
Jaan. No. 36, which asks whether real family life was the same as
what the students had known through books, TV and movies, slows
.exults similar to No. 35. Just over half of the students thought that mil

American family life was the same as what they had understood it to be
through such media.

In summary, the answers to this section indicated these Japanese
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students varied in tneir perceptions of the accuracy of their set of ideas
about the actual United e.i.ates and her people and whether it had been
possible for therm to come to know about the country through books,
TV, and movies. Since the answers were heterogeneous, one can
conclude that their ideas of the real United States and her people were,
in part, accurate and that these ideas could be acquired through books,
TV and movies but that they did not actually give a wholly accurate and

complete picture of the United States and her people. They found that
American family life was rather rural, frugal, and rational. They found
many divorces z nd discovered the way of life of old people, individual-
ism, and relations between children and parents to be different from
what they had believed.

IV. How much American Culture is Taught in English Classes in
Japan

The purpose of this section was to find out how much these students
had learned about American culture in general, about family life, and
about school life in junior high school, senior high school, and college
English courses. Since six students had not gone to college in Japan,
they dig not answer the questions on the college level. Consequently,

No. 43, No. 46, and No. 49 have only 34 answers.
As shown in No. 41, No. 42, and No. 43, which ask whether the

students learned much about American culture in junior high school,
senior high school, and college, respectively, the st...4ents answered that

they had not learned much about American culture at any level. Sixteen
(40%), 14 (35%), and 12 (35%) students answered "definitely no" on the

junior high, senior high, and college levels, respectively, and 5 (88%), 29

(73%), and 27 (79%) students gave negative answers. The mean scores
were very low at all levels (1.78, 2.05, and 2.00).

No. 44, No. 45, and No. 46, which ask whether students learned much

about American family life in junior high school, senior high school and

college English courses, respectively, also show that the students agreed

that they !-.9d not learned much about American family life at any of the
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three educational levels. There were 33 (83%), 29 (73%), and 27 (79%)
stu ants who answered negatively on the junior high, senior high, and
college levels, respectively. The mean scores were very low (1.75, 1.90,
and 1.71). The junior high school level had the mast homogeneous
answers.

No. 47, No. 48, and No. 49, which ask whether students learned much

about American school life in junior high school, senior high school and

college English courses, respectively, show that the students felt that
they had not learned much about American school life on any level.
There were 34 (85%), 31 (78%), and 28 (82%) students on the negative
side in the junior high ,chool, senior high school, and college levels,
respectively. The mean scores were also very low (1.70, 1.83, and 1.71).
The junior high school level again had the most homogeneous answers.

To sum up this section, most students did not think they had learned
much about American culture in general and American family life and
school life in particular in their junior and senior high schools and
colleges. Most mean scores were below 2.00; that is, the Audents
showed strongly negative opinions. Generally speaking, American
culture is taught least in junior high schools and most in senior high
school,' However, the answers for senior high schools were most
heterL6eneous. Therefore, American culture may be talght in some
senior high school English classes.

Y. Intercultural Communication

The purpose of this section was to explore how well Japanese stu-
dents can communicate and mingle with Americans and how cultural
differences prevent them from interacting well with Americans.

Most of the students definitely wished their English proficiency had
been a little higher (No. 51), as there were 27 students (68%) in Category
5. Thirty four (85%) answered positively, and only 4 (10%) negatively.
Therefore, the mean score was 4.35 in No. 51.

Looking at long- and short-term students separately, the distribution
of long-term students was eight in 5, six in 4, one in 3, zero in 2, and
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three in 1, while the distribution of the shorttei students was nineteen
in 5, one in 4, one in 3, one in 2, and none in 1. The mean score was 3.89

for the long-term group and 4.73 for the short term group While the
difference between the long- and short-term groups was significant at
the .05 level (t = 2.15), the mean of the long-term group was still fairly
high, with only four students out of 18 whe were satisfied with their
English proficiency. This indicates that even long-term students desired
higher English proficiency.

No. 52 shows that 19 students (48%) did not think that the cause of
misunderstandings was due only to low English proficiency. However,
12 (30%) did think so. The mean score was 2.78 and slightly negative.

Interestingly, the distribution of long-term students was zero in 5, one
in 4, six in 3, eight in 2, and three in 1, and hence very negatively skewed.

The distribution of the short-term students was four in 5, seven in 4,
three in 3, five in 2, and three in 1. The mean score was 2.28 for
long-term students and 3.18 for short-term students. The differences in
the means was significant at the .05 level higher (t = 2.50), indicating that

long-term students were more likely to recognize that fat.tors other than
language proficiency contribute to misunderstandings.

No. 54 shows that 19 students (48%) thought that they were isolated
from Americans even when they were with them. The mean score was
slightly positive, 3.23, that is, indicating a feeling of isolation. The
distribution of long-term students in No. 54 was four students in 5, four
in 4, six in 3, three in 2, and one in 1, and the short-term students, three
in 5, eight in 4, two in 3, six in 2, and three in 1. The mean score was
3.39 for the long-term students and 3.09 for the short -term students. The

means were not significantly different (t = .83). This indicates that even
those students who had been in the United States longer felt isolated.

No. 55 was answered somewhat negatively. Thirteen students found
it difficult to mingle with Americans. The mean score was 2.85, and the

standard deviation was 1.41, indicating that the answers were very
heterogeneous.

The frequency distribution of the long-term students in No. 55 was
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three students in 5, two in 4, five in 3, five in 2, and three in 1. The
distribution of the short-term students was four in 5, four in 4, five in 3,
three in 2, and six in 1. The mean score was for long-term students was
2.83 and 2.86 for short-term students. The means were not significantly
different (t = .07). This indicates that, in general, long-term students had

almost the same degree of difficulty in mingling with Americans as
short-term students.

The reasons that it was difficult to .ningle with Americans, according
to the students who gave positive answers, were the following: low
English proficiency, conservativeness, rationalism, individualism, and
differences in customs, human relations, cultures, ways of thinking,
value systems, views of life, and interests.

No. 56 indicated that some students had American friends and some
d:d not. The frequency distribution of long-term students was very
similar to that of the whole group. Therefore, a long stay in the United
States does not necessarily guarantee that students will make friends.

For No. 57, the scores were extreme-12 (30%) fell into Category 5,
and 18 (45%) fell into 1. The mean score was slightly negative (2.78).
The standard deviation was 1.79, the largest in the results of this
questionnaire. The frequency distribution of long-term students in No.
57 was seven students in 5, two in 4, two in 3, one in 2, and six in 1. The

frequency distribution of the short-term students was five in 5, three in
4, one in 3, one in 2, and twelve in 1. The mean scores were 3.17 for the

long-term group and 2.45 for the short-term group, and there was no
significant difference (t = 1.26). This indicates that length of stay in the
United States does not necessarily lead to having American friends with
whom one can talk over personal things. The fact that students tended
to be at the extreme ends of the scale suggests that factors other than
length of time in the United States, luch as personality differences, may
influence the likelihood of making close friends.

In summary, almost all the students wished that their English profi-
ciency had been a little bit higher. Long-term students desired higher
English proficiency, but not as much, on average, as short-term students.
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The latter group was more inclined to think that English was the only
cause of misunderstandings than the former was; the longer they stayed,
the more common it was to find causes for misunderstandings other
than simply English. The long-term students felt more strongly that
tl'ey were isolated from Americans. Therefore, knowledge of English
alone cannot be the only means of getting along well with Americans. A
longer stay in the United States does not necessarily make it easy to
mingle with Americans or to make friends. Besides English, the reasons
for difficulties in mingling with Americans are rationalism, in-

dividualism, conservativeness, human relations, and differences in cus
toms, ways of thinking, value systems, views of life, and interests.

The English language was not the only problem in intercultural
communication between American and Japanese people. Students have
to overcome cultura' barriers to establish good intercultural communi-
cation.

VI. Culture Shock

The purpose of this section was to discover how well the Japanese
students had adjusted to the United States.

No. 61 shows that most of the students (60%) had not had trouble
adjusting; however, although the mean score was 2.35, the answers were
not homogeneous.

Nos. 62 and 63 show that the students had not had trouble even though

they were not familiar with American etiquette. However, the answers
were not homogeneous for either item. The difficulties with American
etiquette that were reported were primarily concerned with table
manners, formalities toward women, when to say "excuse me," how to
say "no" with a smile, and conversational manners.

This section revealed that most Japanese students had only a little
trouble adjusting to the United States although -.bout 20% had major
problems. Also, it is possible that the students did not have much insight
into the problems that they had had. For example, concerning etiquette

less than 25% of the students said that they had had trout le, but this
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figure seems too low frcm my observation. Their main difficulties were

with table manners, manners with women, and manners in conversation.

VII. Cultural Differences

The purpose of this section was to determine students' perceptions of
the differen- ween American and Japanese cultures, particularly
family life . school life. Only the 36 students who had visited
American homes answered No. 71 and No. 72.

No. 71 indicates that most of the students did not think that American
family life was the same as that in Japan. Here, 21 students (58%) gave
negative answers, and among them, 14 answered "definitely no." The
mean score on this question was negative (2.19).

The differences in family life were the following: the wife's position,
relationships between children and parents, equal relationships among
family members, independence of children, meals, household conven-
iences, ease of becoming involved, education of children at home,
discussions between parents and children, sharing of jobs, and leisure.

No. 72 shows that most of the students did not think that American
relationships among family members were the same as Japanese, as 22
(61%) were negative in their answers while only 6 (16%) were positive.
The mean was low (2.33). The differences they found were in the
position of wives, the independence of children, close relationships
between fathers and children, relationships between parents and chil-
dren, particularly where money is concerned, and relationships with
grandparents.

No. 73 and No. 74 show that the students did not think that American

school life and classes were the same as those in Japan. In the former
question concerning school life, no one answered "definitely yes" and 27

(68%) were negative. The mean score was low (2.00). In the latter
question concerning classes, 24 (60%) were negative and 6 (15%) were
positive. The mean score was also low (2.28). However, answers for
both were heterogeneous. The differences in school life that were cited
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included dormitory life, differences in the ages of students, the complex-
ity of school systems, the wide scope of courses, prak icality of classes,
freedom of students, severity of competition, amount of homework,
concentration of work, and more social activities.

The differences in classes that students cited were the following:
amount of study, number of papers and examinations, number of assign.
ments, size of classes, practicality of classes, amount of discussion,
number of questions from students, frankness and friendliness of
teachers, kindness of teachers, number of argumentative students, fre-
quency of interactions between teacher and students, and importance of
language.

To sum up this section, the students found that American family life
and school life were different from that in Japan. There were many
differences between the two cultures; but, on the whole, the most impor-
tant differences were found in No. 75, dealing with such matters as
individualism, rationalism, materialism, privacy, the principle of give-
and-take, mobility, logic, relaxed life, fashion, life with cars, quality of
meals, poverty, financial situation of students, necessity for psychia-
trists, standard of living, different foods, and overconfidence. The
results of the survey show that there is an inadequate ioundation for
good understanding and communication between Americans and the
Japanese. The Japanese students hac aeen taught very little about
American culture in English courses of any level, so their understanding
of American culture was quite limited. As a result, they had some
problems understanding Americans and communicating with them.
This study indicates that American culture particularly culture with a
small c,5 should be more emphasized in English courses at all ievels.
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APPENDIX

A Survey of the Teaching of American Culture

Last First
11. Sex: Male Female
12. Occupation: 1. Graduate 2 Undergraduate 3. Intensive English

Center (I.E.C.) 4. Special
13. Age: Younger than 20 20-24 25-29 Above 30
14. How long have you been in the United States in total?

months
If the answer is definitely "yes," circle 5, if it is definitely "no," circle 1. If the
answer is "yes," circle 4 and in "no," circle 2. Number 3 is neutral.

'A es No
21. Do you think that Americans know Japan well? 5 4 3 2 1
22. Do you think that Americans know the Japane .?

people well? 5 4 3 2 1
23. Do you think that the American way of thinking is

the same as the Japanese way? 5 4 3 2 1
24. Do you think that Americans have the same value

system as the Japanese? 5 4 3 2 1

If no, give some examples.
25. Do you think that Americans understand what

you say well? 5 4 3 2 1

30. What do Americans understand least about the
Japanese people?

31. Do you think that the image of the United States
you had in Japan was accurate? 5 4 3 2 1
If no, please give some examples

32. Do you think that you knew the real United States
through books, 'CV, and movies in Japan) 5 4 3 2 1

33. What was the most important cultural difference
that you found in the United States?

34. H ive you ever v.sited an American family)

2 57
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35. Is real American family life the same as you thought
it was in Japan?
If no, give some examples.

36. Is real American family life the same as what you
knew through books, TV, and movies in Japan?
If no, please give some examples.

41. Did you learn much about American culture in
English classes in junior high school?

42. Did you learn much about American culture in
English classes in senior high school?

43. Did you learn much about American culture in
English classes in college?

44. Did you learn much about American family life
in English classes in junior high school?

45 Did you learn much about American family life
in English classes in senior high school?

46. Did you learn much about American family life
in English _lasses in college?

47. Did you learn much about American school life
in English classes in junior high school?

48. Did you learn much about American school life
in English classes in senior high school?

49 Did you learn much allot. American school lite

in English classes in college?
50. Do you wish that your English proficiency were

a little bit higher?
51. When misunderstandings happen between you and

Americans, do you think that the only cause is
low English proficiency?

54 Do you sometimes think that you are isolated
from others when you are with Americans'

55. Do you think that it is difficult to mingle
with Americans?
If yes, please give some examples.

56 Do you have many American friends?

2 5 s

Yes No

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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57. Do you have any American friends with whom
you can talk about personal things?

61. Did you have trouble adjusting to the
United States?

62. Have you ever had trouble because you did not
know American etiquette?
If yes, please give some examples.

63. Have you had any trouble because of the differences
in etiquette? 5 4 3 2 1
If yes, please give some examples.

71. Is American family life the same as Japanese
family life? 5 4 3 2 1
If no, please give some examples.

73. Is American school life the same as that in Japan? 5 4 3 2 1
If no, please give some examples

74. Are American classes the same as Japanese ones? 5 4 3 2
If no, please give some examples.

/5. Can you think of any important differences that you have found between
the two cultures, other thaht the ones you already mentioned in this
survey?

Yes No

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

NOTES

1 . According to the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (1977),
Japan exported $66,018 million worth of products and imported $56,088
million worth of products in 1976 Of that, she exported $15,088 million
worth of products to the United States and imported $10,061 million worth
of products from the United States.

2. According to the Institute of International Education (1974-1975), 4,745
Japanese students studied in American colleges Since this figure does not
incluc: high school students, professional school students and students in
training programs, the real number of Japanese students in the United
States can be assumed to be above 7,000. According to the Immigration
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Bureau, Ministry of Justice (1977), 8,963 Japanese people left for the
United States for academic research or investigation, study or training in
1976

3 . According to the Immigration Bureau, Ministry of Justice (1977), 20,011
Japanese people visited foreign countries in 1952; 57,519 in 1957; 143,934 in
1961, 212,409 in 1966; 961,135 in 1971; and 2,852,584 in 1976. Of these, 32.1%

went to the United States. The rate of increase is very high.

4 . 1 have reviewed titles of articles and books in Torii, Egusa, and Sasaki
(1975). 1 have also reviewed all articles in Eigo Koiku and Gendai Eigo
Kyaiku since then.

5 . According to Allen and Valette (1972: 245), culture with a small c is "the
behavioral patterns or life styles of the people: when and what they eat,
how they make a living, the way they organize their society, the attitude
they express toward friends and members of their families, how they act
in d; ferent situations, which expressions they use to show approval and
disapproval, the traditions they must observe and so on."
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AN EVALUATION OF ENGLISH TEACHING IN
JAPAN: A SURVEY OF JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL

EXCHANGE STUDENTS

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

Several surveys were math: of Japanese teen-agers who were
exchange students in the United States. The results of three of
the questionnaires are analyzed to get an idea of the problems
the students had with English and the state of English teaching
L. Japan. Thirty-one male and female high school students were
involved in the study. The first questionnaire, given one month
after their arrival in the U.S., dealt with the students' previous
experiences in studying English. The second, administered 7
months after their arrival in the U.S , was intended to find
aspects of American culture with which they were not familiar
and the kinds of cultural problems that they were encountering.
The third one was administered after their return to Japan. The
following results are noted: (1) English education in schools in
Japan emphasized knowledge about English, not performance;
(2) there is not sufficient emphasis on the practice of listening
and speaking skills; (3) instruction is not geared toward commu-
nication with English-speaking people; and (9) little about Amer.
ican culture is taught in English classes in Japan, all of which
prevent Japanese from communicating adequately with Amer-
icans. The questionnaires are appended.

Introduction

Studying English abroad is becoming more popular year after year,
and more Japanese are going to the United States in order to learn

231
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English and study American culaire.' There are a great :lumber of
English pr ran abroad for these people, many of them for teen-agers.2
Such programs ',aye been drawing much attention in Japan recently.'

However, it is not known how k -ell teen-age students in these pro-
grams understand English, Americans, or the American culture.
Though the sponsoring organizations send reports to their students,
returnees, and their families, these are not published in academic
reports, even though such reports would be useful as resource materials
for impioving English teaching in Japan.

Methods

I was involved in teen-age exchange student programs for two and a
half years, starting in 1975. During this period, I conducted various
surveys with the cooperation of many volunteers in both Japan and the
United States, using students who had stayed in the United States for
two months in the summer or for one academic year. The purpose of
these surveys was to determine how well the programs were being
administered and their strengths and weaknesses, in order to improve
the programs

Instrumen

The students were asked questions regarding English teaching, their
English proficiency, and their problems with English. The surveys were
administered through examinations (Kitao, 1979b), questionnaires, inter-

views and reports (Kitao, 1976; Kitao, 1977), both in Japan and in the
United States, as well as through telephone interviews in the United
States. Except for examinations, all information was gathered in
Japanese.

Using the iirst, third, and fourth questionnaires, I limited this paper to
a discussion of the problems the students had with English and an
outline of their experiences with English teaching in Japan.
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Participants

Participants in these programs are described in Table 1

TABLE 1
PARTICIPANTS

Programs Male Female Total

1st Summer 0 1 1

1st Academic Year 6 6 12

2nd Summer 3 4 7

2nd Academic Year 4 7 11

Total 13 18 31

There are d;`ferent types of teen-age exchange student programs. In
some of them, the students live with American families. Students who
stay in the United States for one academic year often go to a local high
school.

As previously mentioned, I dealt with both short- and long-term
programs. The short-term students stayed in the United .A.ates for two
months, July and August. The long-term students normally arrived in
August and stayed until the following June.

Results and Discussion

Questionnaire No. 1

The first questionnaire, which is given ,.1 Appendix A, was on the
students' previous experiences in studying English and what problems
they were having with English. Except for the one student in the first
summer program, the questionnaire was given one month after the
students' arrival in the United States, with twenty-eight students re-
sponding. The results are shown in Table 2

2 6 ,,"
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TABLE 2
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE No. 1

Question
Numbers

2 Male Female Total Stud'
11 l'i 28

3 15 16 17 18 19 20 years old
1 11 9 4 2 1

4 1 2 3 4 times in U.S.
23 4 1 0

5 3 4 5 6 7 -ears spent studying English
1 iu 10 4 3

6

junior high
senior high
radio
TV

records and tapes
English speakers

28 language school 8

28 English-speaking club 7

24 college 5

17 tutor 2

12 movies 1

10 preparatory school 0
7 1 2 6 total %

radio 8 6 1 15 62.5
TV 4 3 5 12 70.6
junior high 4 3 2 9 32.1
language school 3 3 1 7 87.5
senior high 3 4 5 12 12.9
movies 1 0 0 1 100.0
tutor 1 1 0 2 100.0
English speakers 1 4 3 8 80 0
records and tapes 0 2 5 7 58.3
college 0 0 1 1 20 0
Total 25 26 23 74
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TABLE 2 (con't)

Question
Numbers

8 1 2 3 total %
senior high 8 0 2 10 35.7

junior high 4 3 1 8 28.6

movies 1 0 0 1 100.0

language school 1 1 0 2 25.0

TV 1 0 2 3 17.6

tutor 0 2 0 2 100.0

records and tapes 0 2 1 3 25.0

radio 0 2 1 3 12.5

English speakers 0 1 2 3 30 0

books 0 1 0 1 100.0

Total 15 12 9 36

9, Yes
1 2

3 2

3

1

16

4

1

5

4

No
6 7

12

8 9

No. of

more than 10
3

Total Mean
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Answers Score Score S.D.

10 0 2 3 7 11 5 28 70 2.50 114

11 0 3 6 13 6 0 28 90 3.21 0 92

12 4 8 7 7 2 0 28 117 418 119

13 1 :,- 5 7 4 0 22 80 3.64 1.15

14 2 6 2 7 3 2 22 79 3.59 147

15 a 5 3 7 13 28 56 2.00 1.15

h 4 6 10 8 28 62 2.21 1.03

c 5 11 8 4 28 73 2 61 0.96

d 14 8 3 3 28 89 3.18 1.02

16 a 13 3 5 3 1 0 1 26 150 5.77 158

b 1 0 2 2 1 6 9 21 49 2.33 171

c 2 6 5 6 2 4 1 26 114 4.38 1 67

d 1 3 4 3 3 8 4 26 86 3 31 1 83

e 0 0 3 1 8 4 9 25 FO 240 1.35

f 2 3 1 10 7 1 1 25 ,01 4.04 1.45

g 2 6 4 1 4 3 1 21 93 4.43 1 83
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TABLE 2 (con't)

Question
Numbers

17 junior high senior high
7 18

18 junior high senior high
15 12

19 1 2 3 4 levels
10 4 2

college

1

(The percentages in Questions 7 and 8 are the percent of the total number of
students who indicated they had studied English through this method, and who
put the method as one of the th:ee "useful" methods )

Participants. According to the responses to Question 2, 11 of the
respondents were boys and 17 were girls. The ages shown in Question
3 were as of April 1 in the year when they responded. The seven
students who were eighteen years old or older had graduated from
senior high school. Two eighteen-year-old girls participated in the first
academic year program; the other five boys and girls, in the second
summer program.

Interest in the United States. The students were very much inter-
ested in the United States. Five of them, as indicated in their responses
to Question 4, had previously been to the United States; 16 of them had
had American or English friends while in Japan, according to their
responses to Question 9.

English language study. As is true of almost all Japanese students,
all the students had started English lessons when they entered junior
high school (Question 5). Man., of them, however, had studied English
through various methods in addition to their junior and senior high
school lessons, as the responses to Question 6 indicate. Twenty -four
students had studied English through radio lessons, 17 through lessons
on TV, 12 with records or tapes, 10 with native speakers of English, 8
at commercial language schools, and 7 in English-speaking clubs. This

2C6
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indicates that many of them had st died oral English or English conver-
sation, subjects which are not emphasized in junior and senior English
classes. As a result, six students had passed the third level and ten
students had passed the second level (for senior high school grae, .tes)
of the STEP Test (Ezgo Kentei Shiken or Eileen) administered b , The
Society for Testing Eng'ish Proficiency, as shown in the responses to
Question 19. T' test examines all aspects of English, including the
oral aspects with which many Japanese students have difficulty.

As shown in the responses to Question 7, regarding which method of
study was proving to be particularly useful in daily life in the United
States, 7 of eight, or 88% of those who had studied at commercial
English schools felt that such study was among the three most useful
methods experienced. The way to read Table 2, Question 7, is as
follows, using radio as an example: Of the 24 std its who had indicat-
ed under Question 6 that they had used radio English programs, 8 felt it
was the most useful of the methods they had experienced, 6 felt it was
the second most useful method, and 1 felt it was the third most useful
method. In other words, 15 students (or 62.5% of the 24 students who
had used the method) believed it to be one of the three most useful
means. As can be seen from the table for Question 7, 58% of those who
had used records or tapes felt them to be one of the three most useful
methods, but for junior and senior high schools the figures were only
32% and 43% respectively. This shows that English lessons emphasiz-
ing oral English were considered to be more useful for daily life in the
United States than were lessons based on grammar and translation
methods in junior and senior high schools. It is interesting to note that
the students thought that th.. English lessons in senior high school were
more useful than those in junior high school, even though it is at the
junior high school level that the oral aspects of English receive greater
emphasis.

For Question 18, however, the results were reversed. F: 'teen students
thought that junior high school had been more useful and relevant to
daily life in the United States than senior high school had been. This
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makes drawing any firm conclusions difficult. Going up to the next
level of education, college, it is also difficult to draw any definite
conclusions, since only three of the students had any college experience;
but of these three, only one indicated that college or university was the
most useful.

The English instruction which the students had had in Japan was not
considered very relevant to their high school classes in the United
States; therefore very few students answered Question 8 at all. Only 36
answers were received here out of 66 potential answers (three possible
choices multiplied by the 22 students who attended an American high
school). Of the answers given, however, 36% of the students thought
that senior high school had been among the three most useful methods
and about 29% of them thought that junior high school had been so.
None of the other methods received more than 2 or 3 responses. Please
note that while about 62% of those who had used radio had marked it
as useful for daily life in Question 7, only about 12% did so in Question
8, as being useful in study at school. Evidently, as far as study at an
American high school is concerned, study methods which are based on
grammar, reading, and translation seem to be more useful than are
those which are based on oral English. This may be why a large
majority selected senior high school in Question 17. It also most likely
means that the junior high schooi level :s too basic, while the senior high

school level introduces more vocabulary and advanced levels of English
which are mi,ch closer to the English experienced in the American high
schools.

As shown in the responses to Question 10, 23 of the students had
trouble with English conversation right after their arrival in the United
States. No students indicated that they "never" had any trouble right
after arrival As the responses to Question 11 indicate, even a ,flonth
later, at the time the questionnaire was administered, 19 ot,t of 28 said
that they had trouble with English conversation eitl 1- "sometimes" or
"often."

Only 22 respondents (the 21 who were in academic year programs and
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one who attended a high school summer session) answered Questions 13

and 14. For Question 13, whether they understood their classes well, half

the responses were positive and half were negative, though none of the

students indicated that they did not understand the clas ?es at all.

While 10 of the 22 respondents were fairly confident about bei iq able

to compete with American students in their classes, the standard devia-

tion for this answer was the largest for any of the questions, being 1.47.

This indicates that students varied fairly widely in their confidence in
their ability to compete with American students (Question 14).

Answers to Question 15 should he read as follows: For listening, line

15a, 13 of the 28 students felt it was the most difficult of the four skills

(listening, speaking, reading, and writing); 7 thought it was the second

hardest; 3 thought it was the third most difficult; and only 5 thought it
was the easiest of the skills. The average level of difficulty was
therefore 2.00 (S.D. 1.15), making it overall the most difficult skill. Line

I5d indicates that writing was felt to be the easiest. However, after
having been in America foi only one month, the students had not yet
experienced much writing, so this may not be a true picture.

Of the seven items listed under Question 16, lectures, with an average

score of 2.33, was considered the most difficult. It was followed by
discussion (2.40), radio (3 31), newspapers (4 04), TV (4.38), reports and

term papers (4.43), and lastly by daily conversation (5.771 It is interest
ing to note that in Question 15, the students considered daily conversa-

tion to be easiest, while they considered listening to lectures to be the

most difficult.

Questionnaire No. 3

Th;s questionnaire was given only to the 23 students in the one-year

programs. It was administered seven months after their arrival. The
purpose was to find those aspects of American culture with which they

were still not familiar and to see what kinds of cultural problems they
were encountering

A similar questionnaire was gin to 40 Japanese students at a large
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university in the Midwestern U.S. (Kitao, 1978). The results were, in
general, very similar.

The only questions included are ones concerned with English teaching,
shown in Appendix B The results are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE No. 3

Question
Numbers

No. of
5 4 3 2 1 Answers

Total
Score

Mean
Score S.D.

II. To what degree do Americans understand Japan and her people?
25 6 8 6 3 0 23 85 3.74

IV How much American culture is taught in English?
1.01

41 0 0 1 10 12 23 35 1.52 0.59
A2 0 1 4 10 8 23 44 1.91 0 85
44 0 0 2 6 15 23 33 1.43 0.66
45 0 2 2 8 11 23 41 1.78 0.95

47 0 0 2 7 14 23 34 1.47 0.66
48 0 2 2 7 12 23 40 1.74 0.96

V. Intercultural Communication
51 13 4 3 0 3 23 93 4.04 1.40

52 1 2 9 4 7 23 55 2.39 1.16

53 6 11 2 2 2 23 86 3.74 1.21

Relations with Americans. The answers to Question 25 show that l 4
replied "definitely yes" or "yes" on whether Americans understood what

they said well. Only 3 answered negatively. This same question had
been given to the 40 Japanese university students in the U.S.; only 4 of
them were positive in their answers whi; 21 were negative. This is very

different from the high school students' replies. Aside from the fact that
the younger people may have had more confluence in themselves, they
may also have found it easier to mingle with Americans and consequent.
ly could communicate better

American culture. The responses to Questions 41 through 48 show
that the high school students learned very little about American culture
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or American daily life or school life when in school in Japan. All the
averages were 2.00 or below, meaning that they were very negative.

I have reviewed a number of high school English textbooks (Kitao,
1979a) and found that they inchded very little cultural information.
Since these texts form the basis for English study in Japan, one is able
to predict the above result.

English proficiency. The students admitted that their level of
proficiency in English was not high enough. Seventeen of them had
difficulties in classes because of their limited English (Question 53), but

their desire for better proficiency were not as strong as those of the
college students (Question 51). More than the college students, the high
school students realized that the causes of misunderstandings were not
only their difficulties with English (Question 52). The high school
students, who were in closer contact with Americans than were the
college students, realized that there were differences in means of com-
munication and culture between Japan and the United States and they
understood that there was something more important than simply
language in achieving higher levels of communication.

Questionnaire No. 4

Questionnaire No. 4 was administered to the students from the
previous study after they had returned to Japan. Responses were
received from 24 of the students in the previous study: 1 from the first
strimer program, 8 from the first academic year program, 6 from the
second summer program, and 9 from the second academic year pro-
gram. The results are shown in Table 4.

The purpose of this questionnaire was to evaluate the two types of
exchange programs. Two questionnaires ware prepared: one for the
students and one for the parents. Again, only those questions involving
English are given in Appendix C.

Study of English. While the English instruction received before going
to the United States might not have been c:.asidereci adequate, 8 of the

students strongly felt it was necessary (Question 1). These students had

ri P.) 1
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TABLE 4
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE Nc. 4

Question No of Total Mean

Numbers 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Answers Score Score

1 3 1 6 5 4 24 76 3.17

2 11 11 2 0 0 24 105 4.38

3 12 8 1 3 0 24 101 4.21

4 a 0 7 1 16 6 24 57 2.38

b 2 5 10 2 5 24 69 2.88

c 0 1 1 11 6 19 35 1.84

d 1 3 2 10 4 20 47 2.35

e 2 0 2 3 17 24 39 163

f 2 2 3 4 13 24 48 2.00

g 0 1 7 7 3 18 42 2.33

h 0 0 6 is 6 20 40 2.00

5 a 0 0 0 1 1 6 15 24 35 1.46

b 0 0 1 0 5 12 6 24 50 2.08

c 0 1 4 7 9 2 1 24 86 3.58

d 1 0 4 9 7 2 1 24 89 3.71

e 15 4 1 1 0 1 0 22 140 6.36

f 4 13 2 2 1 0 0 22 127 5.77

g 2 4 10 4 1 1 0 22 109 4.95

6 18 4 1 1 0 24 111 4 63

7 10 8 4 0 0 22 94 4.27

8 9 3 8 1 0 21 83 3.95

9 4 7 1 3 9 24 66 2 75

10 9 3 1 1 10 23 70 3.04

11 8 3 1 2 9 23 70 3 04

problems immediately upon their arrival in the United States, which is
probably why they thought that such training was needed.

Areas of difficulty. When they departed from the United States, the
students as a whole felt that they understood what Americans were
saying rather well (Question 2). Mine answered "1" (totally negative),

and the mea,_ score of 4 38 was very high They still thought that
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speaking was a little more difficult than listening. Three students
answered in the negative; the average was 4.21 (Question 3). According
to tha responses to Question 4, the students were having little trouble
with English. The average for the eight items in Question 4 was three
or below each time. The most difficult item was newspapers (2.88), then

radio and TV (2.38), telephone (2.35), reading texts fcr class (2.33),
writing papers (2.00), discussion in class (2.00), daily conversation (1.84),

and the easiest item was listening to lectures in the classroom (1.63).
These responses are remarkably different from those given to Question
16 in the first questionnaire which asked a very similar question on or
shortly after arrival in the United States.

Listening and speaking later became easier than reading and writing,
in contrast with the order of difficulty on the students' arrival. News-
papers, TV, and radio were the most difficult, because they require a
good grounding in basic knowledge. Listening was not very difficult any
longer but communicating on the telephone, when the other party could
not be seen, was still considered difficult. The diffic Ades, they felt,
were not related to language skills alone, but also to the contents of the
discussion They could not achieve full communication through the use
of language only.

The students' stay in the United States improved their English consid-
..-Tably. Listening improved the most (1.46), followed by spe 'sing (2.08),

reading (3.58), writing (3.71), vocabulary (4.95), and translation (5.77).
Grammar improved least (6.36), according to the responses to Question
5. This order bears a strong correlation to the order of these aspects
that most Japanese consider difficult. While they stayed in the United
States their listening and speaking skills improved considerably, but
their grammar, translation, and vocabulary did not improve as much
This can be interpreted as meaning that they felt their performance
skills had improved by being in th; United States, but that they had
gained little as far as knowledge about English was concerned.

Effects of the stay in the United States. According to the responses
to Question 6, their stay in the United States made them more interested
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in English. Only one person gave a negative response. This clearly
shows that visiting an English-speaking country motivates students in
learning English.

The stay in the United States helped the students in their English
classes in Japanese senior high schools after they returned. No response
was negative; the mean score was 4.27 (Question 7). They all understood

their English classes very well. According to the answers to Question 8,
they thought that their Eng!ish classes had become more interesting
following their return from the United States, but response for the radio
(3.q5) was lower than that of Question 7.

Maintaining English after returning to Japan. According to
Question 9, after returning to Japan, their proficiency in English seems
to have dropped. However, it did not decrease if they used English
outside their high school English classes. In other words, the higher
proficiency in English they hzd obtained while in the United States could

not be maintained only through senior high school English classes,
where oral English is not emphasized.

Eleven students kept studying English outside their school English
classes, but 9 could or did not because of preparations for college
entrance examinations. This resulted in a decline in English proficiency
(Question 11).

Conclusion

Using three questionnaires, I have investigated what teenage ex-
change students thought about their English studies in relation to
their experiences in the United States. More than facts, I have shown
what they thought and felt. The sample was only 31 students which was
rather small for this kind of survey; but, since I had close contact with
all of them, I feel that the results are valid and that they show what
English teaching in Japan is like from a new angle.

First, English education in schools in Japan emphasizes knowledge
about English, and students do not learn much about actual perform-
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ance. Therefore, what they learn is not very useful for the practicl
aspects of living in the United States. However, those students who had
master,d the basics of English stated that this was mere useful for class
work in American high schools than were lessons which stressed oral
English.

Second Japanese students in Japan do nct practice listening and
speaking skills sufficiently. They must spend more time on these
aspects of the English language.

Third, the study of English in Japan is not concerned with com-
municating with English-speaking people. Understanding English gram-
mar and understanding som?thing in English are different. Japanese
students must learn ways to express themselves :n English.

Fourth, little ab it American culture is taught in English classes in
Japan, and this prevents Japanese from c unmunicating adequately with
Americans.

In summary, English educatio. in Japan still emphasizes knowledge
about English; English performance is almost completely ignored.
English education must start emphasizing communication and stress not

only the linguistic but also the cultural aspects of the language. The
Japanese must also begin considering methods of English teaching
v hich will help thost who spend some time abroad to maintain their
proficiency at a higher level.
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APPENDIX 4

QUESTIONNAIRE No. 1 (one month after the arrival)
1 Name. family first
2 Sex: male female
3 Age years months
4 E AV many times have you been to the United States?

(including this time) 1 ? 3 4 times
5. How long have you studied English?

years months
6 How nd where did you study English in Japan'

elementary school radio
junior high school records (tapes)

.nior high school tutor
preparatory school English speaking club
university American or English criends
commercial English schools other ( )

TV
7. Select ihr,-e from the above list which are particularly useful 'Jr daily life,

starting iron the most useful
1 2 3
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8. Select three from the above list which are particularly useful for you,-
study at school, starting from the most useful

1 2 3

9 Did you have any English-speaking friends while in Japan?
yes no Of yes, how many

10. Did you have any difficulty in English conversation right after arrival?
1 very often 3. sometimes 5. seldom

2. often 4 not often 6. never

11. Do you have any difficulty in English conversation now?
very often

2. often
3. sometimes 5 seldom
4. not often 6 never

12 Do you have any trouble in your daily life because of English?
1. very often 3 sometimes 5. seldom

2. often 4. not often 6. never

13. Do you understand your classes well?
1 not at all 3. r,ot well 5. well
2. little 4. a little 6 very veil

14. Can yo.' compete with American classmates in classes?
1. not at all 3 not well 5 well
2. little 4 a little 6. very well

15. Number the following in order of difficulty with "1" being the most
difficult.

( ) a ;.r.ening ( b speal.ing
( ) c. reading ( ) d writing

16. Number the following in the order of difficulty.

( ) daily conversation ( e discussion
( b lectures ( ) f. newspapers

( ) c. TV ( g reports and term papers
( d. radio

17. Whi of the following was mos. useful and relevant to current studies in
America

elementary school preparatory school
junior high school university
senior high school
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18 Which of th_ following was most useful and relevant to your daily life in
America?

elementary school preparatory school
junior high school university
.senior high school

19. Have you taken the Standardized Test English Proficiency?
yes no

If so, what level or class?

APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE No 3
If the answer is definitely "yes," please circle 5, if definitely "no," circle I.

If the answer is "yes; please circle 4 and if "no," circle 2 Number 3 is neutral.
25. .)o you think that the Americans understand what yes no

you say well? 5 4 3 2 1
41. Did you learn much about American culture in

English classes in junior high school? 5 4 3 2 1
42 Did you learn much about American culture in

English classes in senior high school? 5 4 3 2 1
44. Did you learn much about American family life in

English classes in junior high school? 5 4 3 2 1
45. Die you learn much about American family life in

English classes in senior high school? 5 4 3 2 1
47. Did you learn much about American school life in

English classes in junior high school? 5 4 3 2 1
48. Did you learn much about American school life in

English classes in senior high school? 5 4 3 2
Si. Do you wish that your English proficiency were a

little bit higher? 5 4 3 2 1
52 When misunderstandings happen between you and

Americans, do you think that the only caase is your
low English language proficiency? 5 4 3 2 1

53. Do you have trouble in classes because of your
English? 5 4 3 2 1
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APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE No. 4 (for returnees)
Name

1 Is it good to give English training before going to yes no
the United States? 5 4 3 2 1

2. Could you understand almost everything that
Americans said on departure from the United States? 5 4 3 2 1

3. Could you express yourself well in English on
departure from the United States? 5 4 3 2 1

4 Did you still have trouble with the following on
departure from the United States?

a. radio, TV 5 4 3 2 1

b. newspapers 5 4 3 2 1
c. daily conversation 5 4 3 2 1
d. telephone 5 4 3 2 1
e. lacures 5 4 3 2 1
f. disctssion in class 5 4 3 2 1
g. reading texts for class 5 4 3 2 1
h. writing papers 5 4 3 2 1

5. Number the following, starting from the aspect
you f was most improved by your stay in the
Unitec, tes.

( ) a. listening ( ) d. writing ( ) g vocabulary
( ) b speaking ( ) e grammar
( ) c. reading ( ) I. translation

6. Are you more inte ested in English now than yes no

before you went o the United States? 5 4 3 2 1
7. Do you think your study in the United States is

useful for your English classes now? 5 4 3 2 1
8. Do you think your English classes are more inter-

esting now than before you went to the United
States? 5 4 3 2 1

9. Do you think that your English proficiency de- yes no
creased after coming back? 5 4 3 2 1
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10. D. you use English other Shan in your classes at
school?

11 Do you study English other than in your classes at
school?

NOTES

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

1 In 1978, 6,836 Japanese went to the United States for study or training and
2,805 went for research. People who stayed there for study or training are
included in the 928,096 tourists who visited the United States. The United
States accepted bout half of the Japanese students and scholars who went
abroa for academic purposes (Ministry of Justice, Immigration Bureau,
1979)

2 According to Study Abroad and Conversation, Vol. 11, No. 9 !Sept., 1976),

about 500 Japanese high school students went to the United States for study
in various programs from 1977-1978

3 In 1976, Study Abroad and Conversation, carried articles on high school
student study abroad programs in Nos 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, and 9
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JAPANESE STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE OF
AMERICAN CULTURE ANC LIFE

Kenji Kitao
S. Kathleen Kitao

Abstract

As more and more Japanese people come into contact with
Americans, there is an increased potential for misunderstanding.
The language barrier is not the only cause of these possible
misunderstandings. Misunderstanding and miscommunication
can also be caused by lack of shared background knowl( -e. In
order to find out how much Japanese people know abov .mer-
ican culture, the TeF. of American Culture was covstructed.
This test was administered to three groups of students in 1976
Americans in the United States, Japanese students in the United
States, and Japanese students in Japan. The results indicated
that even the Japanese students in the United States had diffi-
culty with such areas as manners, covert culture, and practical
information. The Japanese students in Japan had even greater
difficulties in these areas. In 1988, we administered the test
again to Japanese students in Japar.. We found tnat though the
students in the updated study did somewhat better, they had
problem, in many of the same areas.

Introduction

About two million Japanese people visit the United States each year
(Ministry of Justice, 1988). More Japanese encounter more American
people and culture on a daily basis than in the past. As such encounters
increase, more misunderstandings and miscommunications occur.
These arise rh,` only because of language barriers but also because of
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cultural barriers.

In the English ...caching profession in Japan, American culture has
been emphasized recently, because of the stress on communication
However, previous studies, reviewing high school English textbooks
(Kitao, 1979a) and analyzing questionnaires completed by 63 Japanese
students in the Unite(' States (Kitao, 1978, 1979b) show that culture is
taught neither extensively nor well. Japanese students do not learn
culture well at ony level and this contributes to the culture shock and
poor intercultural communication they experience in the United States.

There arc few studies on teaching culture. There are no standardize,'
examinations to measure the knowledge of American culture in Japan.

The Test of American Culture Original study

The purpose of this study was to measure which items of American
culture Japanese students know. With the cooperation of American
informants and Japanese students in the United States, an objective
culture examination, the Test of American Culture, was developed using
books on American cultu:e and other studies and sources of information
(Commaager, 1959; Doty and Russ, 1973; Okada and Okada, 1973;
Tiersky and Tiersky, 1970, Clark, 1972; Lado, 1961; Morain, 1971;
Nostrand, 1974; See lye, 19(.76, 1974; Upshur, 1966; Yousef, 1968; Allen,
1955: Brooks, 1964).

In this study, we defined "culture" as the knowledge and behavior that

a people in the same language community have learned and share
among themselves.

Construction of the Test

The test was a written one .with all questions in English. Such a
format was chosen becz:Ise: (1) many people can be examined with a

paper test, (2) language and culture should not be separated, (3) some
questions could not be given in Japanese, and (4) American students
were tested as a control group.
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The test has four pages of questions and one separate answer sheet.
All the questions are multiple choice with four options from which the
students choose the best answer. Thus, this test gives ali objective way
to check students' knowledge of particular items.

The test concerns 49 different areas 4 American culture One aroa,
measurement, is included twice to cover weight, length, and liquid
volume. These fifty areas are shown in Table 1. The 50 areas cover

TABLE 1
AREAS IN THE TEST OF AMERICAN CULTURE

1. Literature 26. Temperature
2. Music 27. Shopping
3 History 28. Postage
9 Industry 29. The Telephone
5. Politics 30. Money
6. Famous Places 31. Letters
7. States 32. Measurements
8. Transrxwtation 33. Measurements
9. Superstition 39. Nicknames
10 Sports 35 Food
11. Religion 36. Meals
12. Newspapers 37 Table Setting
13. Magazines 38 Table Seating
14. The Economy 39 Manners
15. Education 90. Etiquette
16. Leisure 91. Drink
17. TV and Movies 92. Forms of Address
18. Medicine 93. The House
19. Sex Roles 94. Cleanliness
20 The Family 95. Housekeeping
21. Driving 96. Clothes
22. Holidays 97. Gestures
23. Events and Ceremonies 98 Space
29. Customs 99. Time
25. American Character 50. Color
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both Culture with a big C, such as literature, music, history, and indus-
try. and culture with a small c', such as nicknames, food, and meals.
They include some practi "al items necessary and useful for foreign
visitors (the telephone, postage, measurements, money, etc.) as well as a
number of aspects of covert culture (time, space, etc.).

For each item, there were two questions. Two parallel tests, num-
bered 1 -30 and 51-100, were created. In each part, the questions were in
the order shown in Table 1. In 1-50, the student selected th -.A. cid or

phrase most closely related to the given keyword or phrase. is 51-100,
the student, given a sentence with a blank, -hos,' the best word or phrase
from a list of four Examples:

23. Fourth of July. (a) minister (b) turkey and dressing (c) fireworks
(d) colored eggs

76. Water begins to freeze at ° F. (a) 0 (b) 10 (c) 21 (d) 32

Administration of the Test of American Culture

Participants The test was administe,ed to 20 American students at
a midwestern university (Group I) as a control group, and 200 Japanese
students as an experimental group. The experimental group included
six kinds of students: (Group II) 40 Japanese students at a midwestern
university, (Group III) 18 high school students preparing to participate in

exchange student programs in the United States, (Group IV) 23 sopho-
mores at a nutrition college, (Group V) 51 night-class students at a
nutrition junior --liege, (Group VI) 26 sophomore English majors at a
junior college, . ':.1 (Group VII) 42 freshmen elementary education
majors at a junior college.

Japanese students in the U.S. (Group II) had learned much about
American culture during their stay in the United States. The high
school students (Group III) nad been selected for exchange student
programs and were preparing to go to the United States in the summer
of 1976. They had received some orientation to American culture.
Those students in Group IV were superior students whose grades in
senior high school had been high. The night school students in Group V
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had very low English proficiency. As English majors, Group V" 'lowed
high interest in this test. Groups VII demonstrated some ch _ ilty in
English. In general the non-English majors in Japan had some trouble
with the English on the test.

Procedures. Students in Groups I and II took the test individually in
March, 1976, at the university. The Americans spent between 9 and 25
minutes, and the Japanese, between 18 and 49 minutes to complete the
test. All students in Group III took the test on April 3 in Kyoto together,

and finished it within sixty minutes. Groups IV, V, VI, and VII took the
test in their classes and spent 60, 70, 75, and 80 minutes respectively.
One student in Group IV, 10 in Group V, and 5 in Group VII lacked more

than ten questions of finishing their responses, and their responses were
eliminated from the following analyses and evaluations.

Results and Discussion

Differences of groups. The frequency distributions of the total scores
of the individual students in each group are shown in Table 2. The
Americans (Group I) obtained the highest scores, the Japanese students
in the U.S. (Group1;i1) the second, and the high school students (Group
III) the third highest. Among Japanese college students, English majors
(Group VI) scored the highest and the night students (Group V) the
lowest.

The scores of 10 of the 20 Americans fell between 80 and 90 percent.
Their mean score was 85.25, and the standard deviation was 3.90. Even
though not all of them scored as high as was expected, the Americans'
scores were homogeneous.

A multiple range test was administered with the Scheffe procedure at
the 0.05 level. This test determined that Groups II way also significantly

different f-om any other group. However, this test did not distinguish
any other groups significantly from the viewpoint of culture. Therefore,
this test determined three significantly different groups: (I) American
students, (II) Japanese students in the U S , and (III) all other Japanese
students.
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TABLE 2
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TOTAL SCORES OF

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS IN THE TEST OF AMERICAN CULTURE

Groups

Scores
96-100

I II III IV V VI 1/;!

91-95 1

86-90 10

81-85 8 1

76-80 4

71-75 1 6

66-70 6

61-65 12

56-6° 3 2

51-55 5 3 3

46-50 1 6 3 7

41-45 2 2 7 1 8 13

36-40 1 6 5 2 5

31-35 3 3 14 5 13

26-30 3 11 1 4

21.35 1 6 1

16-20 3 1

11-55

6.10 1

Norm 20 40 18 22 41 26 37
Mean 35.25 63.93 44 89 39.14 29.20 42.46 36.0
S.D. 3.90 9.74 9 03 6.21 6.30 6 70 6.27

This means that Americans knew American culture better than any
Japanese students and that the Japanese students in the I.J.S. knew it
much better than Japanese students in Japan.

Since high school students had much different backgrounds from
other Japanese students in Japan, Group III was eliminated and the
other four groups were m'rged into one, the Japanese-college students
(Gr)up VIII). Thus only three significantly different groups were used
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for further analyses and evaluations.
Analyses of items: Comparisons between the Americans and the

Japanese students. The percentage of correct answers to each question
and each item was computed The frequency distribution of the items
by percentage of students answering correctly and the subjeas of these
items listed in the order of difficulty for each group are shown in
Table 3.

More than 50 percent of the Americans answered every item correct-
ly. More than 90 percent of the Americans answered 26 items correctly
And every American answered 7 items correctly.

Only one item was answered correctly by more than 90 percent of the
Japanese students in the U.S. Most of the items (45) were distributed
almost evenly between 40 and 90 percent. On the other hand, fewer than
50 percent of the Japanese college students answered forty items cor-
rectly. No item was answered correctly by as many as 80 percent of the
Japanese-college students (the highest-71.9 percent).

The percentage of correct answers on each item is shown in Table 3.
Surprisingly, only between 50 and 60 percent of the Americans answered
the items on religion, table seating, i- i manners correctly, and between
60 and 70 percent those on table setting. Seemingly this means that
young Americans are not too familiar with traditional religion or
manners. Neither were they knowledgeable on some items of practical
information, such as postage and the telephone. Percentages on covert
culture, such as space and time, were not high, either. On the other
hand, they did well on questions of Culture with a big C and on daily life
aspects of American culture. Thus most of the questions on the Test of
American Culture seemed to be accurate.

The Japanese students in the U.S. were not so successful as the
American students. They had the most difficulty with nicknames and
had serious problems with measurements even though they encountered
them almost every day. Since 45 items are broadly distributed, between

40 and 90 percent, few conclusions could be drawn. However, the results
of the test did show that triLst aspects of covert culture except gestures
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TABLE 3
SUBJECTS OF ITEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF PERCENTAGE

OF CORRECT ANSWERS FOR EACH GROUP

Students

Percent
Correct

American
(Group I)

Japanese in US
(Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

13 Newspapers
16 TV & movies
17 Time
18 Transportation
19 The economy
20 Postage

21 The telephone
22 Table setting

Magazines
'A Religion

Table seating
25 History

Sports
Manners

26 American character
27 Color

Events & ceremonies
28 The house
29 Nicknames
30 Nicknames Temr nature

Measurements (32)

Measurements (33)

31 States
32 Education

Holidays
Di lying

33 I Gestures

Forms of address
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Students

Percent
Correct

American
(Group I)

Japanese in US
(Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

34 The economy
35 Table setting Space

Music
36 Politics
37 Etiquette
38 Housekeeping
39 Measurements (32) Clothes
40 Measurements (33)

41 Shopping

Money
43 Holidays Superstition
44 Politics
45 Education Drink

Time Literature
Space

46 Religion Sex Roles
48 Table seating
50 Newspapers American

character

51 Manners Famous places
53 Superstition

Postage
Colo-

54 Sports
Newspapers

56 Customs
57 Industry
58 Table seating The family The family

Manners Cleanliness
)9 History Food
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Students

Percent
Correct

American
(Group I)

Japanese in US
(Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

60 Religion

61

62

63 Sports
Space

Money

Magazines
Temperature

Medicine

Meals

64 Literature Leisure
Money

65 The family
Postage
The telephone

66 The telephone
69 Shopping

Forms of
address

70 Table setting States
Driving

72 Letters
73 The house Transportation

Housekeeping
74 Events & cere-

monies

The house
Gestures

75 The eccnomy Food
76 Musi,
78 Nicknames Etiqu. to
79 Sex roles

Drink
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Students

Percent
Correct

America!,

(Group I)
Japanese in US
(Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

80 Customs Customs
Time

81 Literature
Politics
Magazines

84 Famous places
TV & movies
Cleanliness

88 Cleanliness Leisure
Housekeeping

90 States Industry
Education Medicine
Driving Meals

Clothes

93 Famous places Letters
Holidays
American

character
Meals
Drink

Color
95 Transportation

Leisure
TV & movies
Measurement

(32)

Food

Forms of
addre-
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Students

Percent
Correct

American
(Group I)

Japanese in US
,Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

98

100

Music

Superstition
.sex roles
Shopping
Letters
Gestures
Etiquette

History
Industry
Medicine
Events &

ceremonies
Temperature
Measurement

(33)

Clothes

time, space, and colorwere not well understood. Also, the students
did not know about manners (table setting, table seating, and other
aspects of manners) and practical information (postage, teilperature,
money, the telephone, and shopping). They understood some Culture
with a big C (industry, famous places, music) and some daily life aspects

of culture (letters, clothes, meals, medicine, leisure, TV and movies)
relatively well but not sufficiently. S.nce they had been in the United
States for a while, they seemed to have learned a good deal about the
daily life part of culture but not about Culture with a big C.

The Japanese-college students (Group VIII) were half as successful as
the Japanese students in the U.S. on the test. They did not obtain a high
percentage of correct answers on practical information items (transpor-
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tation, postage, the telephone, temperature, measurement, driving, shop-
ping, and money). They also had trouble with items related to manners
(table setting, table seating, manners, forms of address, .tiquette, and
clothes). They had a predictably lower percentage on all the items on
covert culture (time, color, gestures, and space;. They knew very little
even about Culture with a big C. Fewer than 30 percent gave correct
answers of 5 of the 13 items on Culture with a big C (the economy,
religion, history, sports, and American character), and fewer than 40
percent on another 4 items (states, education, music, and politics). On
only one such item, industry, did more than 51 percent answer correctly.
It is obvious that if those students went to the United States, they would
encounter many difficulties in daily life and would behave awkwardly in

situations requiring certain expected manners.
In order to find out what percentage of American culture understood

by average Americans was understood by Japanese students in the T.S.

and in Japan, a ratio of difficulty was calculated for each item for each
of the two groups. The ratios of difficulty were calculated by compar-
ing the percentage correct on an item for the Japanese students in the
U.S and for the Japanese college students in Japar with the percentage
correct for the American students. The results are shown in Table 4.

The ;apanese students in the U.S. answered 76 percent and the
Japanese-college students 42 percent as many items correctly as did the
American students on the Test of American Culture. More than 70
percent of the Japanese students in the U.S. answered as well as the
American students on 36 items, and more than 80 percent on 22 items
and fewer than 50 percent on only 5 items. On the other band, on only
2 items did more than 70 percent of the Japanese college students
answer as well as the Americans, and the ratio was less than 50 percent
on 37 items. There is a great gap in the understanding of American
culture between the American students and the Japanese-college stu-
dents but much less between the American students and the Japanese
students in the U.S.

The items on which Japanese students in the U.S scored less than 50
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TABLE 4
ITEM SUBJECTS IN ORDER OF RATIO OF DIFFICULTY

FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF JAPANESE STUDENTS COMPARED
WITH THE AMERICAN STUDENTS

Students

Ratio
Japanese in US
(Group (1)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

0.17 TV & movies
0.19 Transportation

0.21 Time
0.25 History, newspapers,

the econc my, events &
ceremonies

0.26 Magazines
0.28 American character
0.29 Color
0.30 Temperature, measure-

ments (33)

0.31 Postage, measurements
(32); table setting

6.33 The telephone
0.34 States, holidays, gestures
0.35 Education, forms of address
0.36 Music, driving
0.37 Nicknames, etiquette
0.39 Nicknames The house, clothes
0.40 Measurements (33) Religion

0.41 Measurements (32) Sports, shopping, table
seating

0.43 Politics
0.44 Superstition, manners,

housekeeping
0.45 The economy
0.46 Holidays
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TABLE 4 (con't)

Students

Ratio
Japanese in US
(Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

0.47 Sex roles
0.48 Drink
0.50 Education, table setting

0.53 Politics
0.54 Superstition, American

character
0.55 Literature, famous places,

space
0.56 Time
0.57 Color Industry
0.59 History
0.60 Temperature

0.61 Medicine
0.62 Food
0.65 Money
0.66 Cleanliness
0.67 Meals
0.68 Leisure
0.70 Customs

0.71 Shopping
C.72 Forms of address
0.74 Magazines, events &

ceremonies
Letters

0.76 Transptotation, gestures
0.77 Literature, religion
0.78 Music, s .. s, driving,

space
0.79 Food, etiquette

0.81 Sex roles, postage
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TABLE 4 (con't)

Students

Ratio

0.83

0.85

0.86

0.88

0.89

Japanese in US
(Group II)

Japanese College
(Group VIII)

Table sealing,
housekeeping

Drink

Sports
TV & movies, the family,

mannJrs
Industry, medicine,

clothes
The family

0.91

0.92

0.95

0.96

0.97

1.00

Famous places
Leisure
Letters
Cleanliness
Meals
Customs, newspapers

1.02 The telephone, money,
the house

percent related to measurement (2 items), nicknames, the economy,
education, and holidays. Most of these are very important in daily life.
Even though they wert. students, they did not know much about Amer-
ican education. Next came items related to covert culture. On these
areas, the students scored no higher than 80 percent on any item, with
time and color causing the most serious problems. Sorn. of the items in
Culture with a big C were difficult, too.

Howeger, in comparison with the American students, the Japanese
students in the U.S. did not have great difficulty with items on practical
information and manners, except those concerning table setting and
some of the daily life aspects of culture. Since they were living in the
United States, they had learned a great deal about daily life culture in
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areas such as the telephone, money, postage, and driving, but not
measurements and temperature. They obtained more than 80 percent
on most items dealing with manners. Therefore, apart from a few
items, the Japanese students in the U.S. achieved a fairly good percent-
age of correct answers on the Test of American Culture as compared
with American students.

On the other hand the Japanese- college students did not fare well on
practical ;terns as compared with American students, and they are very
important matters when living and traveling in the United States.
These items concerned transportation, measurements, temperature,
postage, and the telephone. They also failed to obtain high ratios on
items dealing with manners including table setting, forms of address,
etiquette, and other aspects. Neither did they understand covert culture
well. Time was the most difficult area, then color, and then gestures.
These students did not understand the daily life aspect of culture well,
nor did they know much about Culture with a big C.

The Japanese students in the U.S. did not know measurements and
table setting facts well, even though these are very common matters in
daily life. This means that just living in the United States is not enough
to learn all the aspects of American cgltur.?., out it is useful for learning
some parts. It is interesting to note the differences between the
Japanese students in the U.S. and the Japanese-college students because
these can indicate which of the areas of American culture that are not
known in Japan can be learned about easily by just living in the United
States and which cannot.

Comparison between Japanese students in the United States and in
Japan. In order to make such differences clear, tne Japanese-college
students were compared with Japanese students in the U.S., following
the procedure previously used for comparison with the American stu-
dents' scores. The results are shown on Table 5. In this table, the lower
the number, the more easily the relevant facts are learned in the United
States; the higher the number, the more difficult A is to learn the facts.
The Japanese-college students understood 57 percent of what the
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TABLE 5
ITEM SUBJECTS IN ORDER OF RATIOS OF THE JAPANESE

COLLEGE STUDENTS COMPARED WITH THE JAPANESE STUDENTS
IN U.S.

Ratio Japanese-College Students (Group VIII)

0.19 TV & movies

0.24 Newspapers
0.25 Transportation

0.32 The telephone
0.36 Magazines, events & ceremonies
0.37 Time
0.38 The house
0.39 Postage

0.43 History, clothes
0.44 States
0.45 Gestures
0.46 Music, driving
0.47 Sports, etiquette
0.49 Temperature, forms of address
0.50 Table seating, manners

0.51 Religion, color
0.52 American character
0.53 Housekeeping
0.55 The economy
0.56 Drink
0.58 Sex roles
0.59 Shopping

0.61 Famous places, table sitting
0.63 Industry, money
0.67 Medicine
0.69 Meals, cleanliness
0.70 Customs
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TABLE 5 (con't)

Ratio JapaneseCollege Students (Group VIII)

0.71 Literature, education, space
0.73 Leisure
0.75 Holidays, measurements (33)
0.77 Measurements (32)
0.78 Letters, food

0.82 Politics, superstition

0.97 Nicknames
1.00 The family

Japanese students in the U.S. did as a whole. The ratio was more than
80 percent on only 4 items. Thus, the Japanese students in the U.S. had
learned a great deal about American culture in the United States.

To determine what the Japanese students in the U.S. had learned in
the United States and what they had not, the percentage of correct
answers on individual items were compared Li. Japanese students in the
U.S. and Japan. On daily life aspects oi culture (TV and movies,
newspapers, niagrizines, events and ceremonies, the house, etc.) and on
practical information (transportation, the telephone, postage, etc.), the
Japanesecollege students scored low comparatively, and percentages
were also low on covert-culture items (time, gestures, and color). Some
aspects of manners (etiquette, forms of address, table seating, and
manners in general) were less well understood by the Japanese college
students. Thus, in the United States, students can learn a good deal
about superficial daily life aspects of American culture and some other
areas of practical information as well as covert culture.

Both groups of Japanese students had trouble with measurements.
There seemed to be a tendency not to learn something if it is not needed
for daily life, such as facts concerning politics, superstition, leisure
activities, and literature.
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An Update of the Study

In order to find o "t whether and how the knowledge that Japanese
students ;n Japan have about American culture has changed since the
pi evious study was done, we updated and administered the test to 238
students in Japanese colleges in the spring of 1988. Since this sample
included more students in four year universities and more English
majors than the previous study, the two are not directly comparLble.
However, this updated study sbould give an idea of how the siturtion
has changed.

Methods

Participants. The participants in this study were 238 students in
seven English classes. They were (Group I) 29 freshman English majors

at a four-year women's college, (Group II) 33 sophomore law students at
a four-year university, (Group III) 45 freshman business majors at a
four-year university, (Group IV) 36 mixed-major sophomores at a four-
year university, (Groin, V) 22 sophomore English majors from a foreign
language junior college, (Group VI) 30 sophomore English majors at a
four-year women's college, and (Group VII) 43 sophomore English
majors at a four-year women's college.

Analysis. Students who left more than ten questions unanswered
were eliminated from the analysis. Fifteen students were eliminated
this way.

The percentages of correct answers for the two items on the same
subject were averaged to find the percentage correct for a particular
subject. Groups were first analyzed separately, although the final
results were calculated from all seven groups. If the percentage correct
that one group had on a question was more than twenty percentage
points above the second highest group, the highest group was eliminat-
ed, since there was considered to be a history effect of some kind (e.g.,
the information in that item had been taught in that class). One group
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was eliminated in the cases of six questions. In addition, in one case,
both of the top two groups were more than 20 percentage points ahead
of the third group. In that case, both of the top two groups were
eliminated.

Measurement instrument. The Test of American Culture (Kitao,
1979a) used in the original study described in the first part of this paper
was updated and revised for the new study. Revisions were made to
update information in questions, to modify the aaernatives in order to
make them clearer, and to correct the grammar. The revised question-
naire is found in the Appendix.

Procedure. Questionnaires were administered in class. Students were
informed that the results of the test would not effect their grades,
though they would receive extra credit points if they did particularly
well. If students had questions that could be answered without giving
away th answer to a particular item, the questions were answered.

Results and Discussion

The frequency distribution of the test are shown in Table 6. The
mean for all the participants was 46.68 and the standard deviation 7.56.
The lowest score was 30; the highest was 71.

The percentage of correct answers for the combined results of the
seven classes in the updated study and for the Japanese students in
Japan are shown in Table 7.

On seven items, more than 70% of the participants answered correct
ly. Thirty-four of the items were concentrated between twenty and
_ venty percent, with the greater concentration (28 items) between
thirty-four percent and fifty six percent. Students found practical
information items (transportation, postage, the telephone, temperature,
measurements, and money), aspects of covert culture (space, color, and
gestures), and manners (table settir7 table seati ig, manners, etiquette,
etc.) among the more difficult items. They also had problems with
Culture with a big C (religion, history, music, etc.).

Comparison of Japanese students in Japan. The students in the
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TABLE C

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TOTAL SCORES
OF INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS IN THE

TEST OF AMERICAN CULTURENEW SAMPLE

Groups

Scores I II III IV V VI VII
71.75 1

66.70 1 1

61.65 4 1 2

56.60 2 3 1 3 1 5

51.55 7 7 9 i 7 6 7

46.50 6 5 9 8 8 5 13

41.45 4 10 14 10 4 9 11

4u 8 1 8 8 6 2

31.35 2 5 2 3 1

26.30 1 1

Firm 29 33 45 36 22 30 43

Mean 45.97 49.52 44.64 43.97 50.27 44.17 49.30

S.D. 7.62 7.99 6.51 7.38 50.27 6.28 8.34

updated study had a higher mean score (46.68) than the Japanese college

students in the previous study (36.93). However, as mentioned above,
there were more Eng lin majors, more four-year university students,
and only day students in the updated study. Therefore, the students in
the updated study would be expected to be more knowledgeable about
American culture and more proficient in English than the students in the
previous study. In spite of the advantages, the students in the updated
study averaged only ten points higher than those in the previous study.
While Japanese students may know a little more about American
culture than they did when the previous study was conducted, it does not

appear that they are much more knowledgeable, since the difference in
the means can be at least partly explained by the differences in the
samples.

The results of the two samples are surprisingly parallel. The samples
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TABLE 7
SUBJECTS OF ITEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF PERCENTAGE

OF CORRECT ANSWERSCOMPARISON

Subjects

Percentage
Correct

Updated study Original study
(Japanese in Japan)

12 Newspapers
13 Newspapers
15 Measurements (33)
17 Time
18 Table setting Transportation

TV & movies
19 The economy

20 Postage
The telephone

22 Magazines
Table setting

24 Religion

Table seating
25 Measurements (32) History

Sports
Manners

26 Sports American character
27 Nicknames Events & ceremonies

Color
28 Transportation The house
29 Religion Nicknames

Space

30 Temperature
Measurements (32)

Measurements (33)
31 Postage States
32 TV & movies Education

Driving
Holidays
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TABLE 7 (con't)

Subjects

Percentage
Correct

Updated study Original study
(Japanese in Japan)

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

10

Temperature
Music

History
States

Money

The telephone

Table seating
American character

Gestures
Education

Forms of address
Gestures

Music

Space

Politics

Etiquette
Housekeeping
Clothes

41

42

43

45

46

49

50

Manners

Magazines
Politics

Superstition

Events & ceremonies
Housekeeping

The economy
Drink

Color

Shopping
Money

Superstitio

Literature
Drink

Sex roles

51

52

53

The family
Literature
Holidays

Etiquette
The house

Famous places
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TABLE 7 (con't)

Subjects

Percentage
Correct

Updated study Original study
(Japanese in Japan)

55 Driving
Shopping
Time

56 Forms of address Customs
57 Industry
58 The family

Cleanliness
59 Food

61 Customs Medicine

Meals
64 Leisure
67 Clothes
69 Letters
70 Sex roles

71 Industry
ramous places

72 Cleanliness Letters
75 Meals
t6 Leisure
80 Food

83 Medicine

were highly correlated (r = .78; p < 0.0001). For 42 of the 50 items, the
students in the updated study had a higher percentage of correct
answers. Of those 42, 23 were within 15 percentage points lower. The
students in the two samples had difficulty in similar areaspractical
information, covert culture, manners, and Culture with a big C.
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APPENDIX

The Test of American Culture (Revised Version)

This is a test to measure how much you understand or know American
culture. There are 100 questions. For the first fifty questions, choose one
answer which is strongly associated with or appropriate to the question word.
For the last fifty questions, select one answer which fits in the blank. There
is only one correct answer to each question.

EXAMPLE: the largest state: (a) Alaska (b) Texas (c) New York (d) Kansas
Alaska is the largest state in the U.S., so circle "a" on the answer sheet.

1. The Old Man and the Sea: (a) Mark Twain (b) Robert Frost (c) Eugene
O'Neill ( ®) Ernest Hemingway

2. jazz: (a) New York (b) Chicago (0) New Orleans (d) Los Angeles
3. the Declaration of Independence: (a) George Washington ( ®) Thomas

Jefferson (c) Benjamin Franklin (d) Abraham Lincoln
4. Detroit: ( ®) automobiles (b) steel (c) aircraft (d) oil

* 5. governor: (0) state (b) city (c) county (d) country
6. Hollywood: (a) New York (b) Washington, D.C. ( ©) Los Angeles

(d) San Francisco
7. New England: (a) New York ( ®) Vermont (c) Michigan (d) Kansas
8. Amtrack: (0) train (b) bus (c) subway (d) airplane
9. a black cat: (a) happiness (b) many children ( ©) bad luck (d) wealth
10. National League: (a) Royals (b) Yankees (C)) Dodgers (d) Red Socks
11. one of the biggest religious denominations: (a) Nazarene (b) Congrega-

tional (c) Christian Science ( ®) Baptist
* 12. a nation-wide daily newspaper: (a) New York Times (b) Washington

Post (c) Time ( ®) USA Today
13. a weekly magazine: (a) Reader's Digest (b) National Geographic

( ©) Time (d) Wall Street Journal
* 14. minimum wage per hour: (a) $2.35 (@) $3.35 (c) $4.35 (d) $5.35

15. compulsory educati is (a) for 6 years (b) for 9 years (0) until 16 years
old (d) until 18 years old
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16. the most common pastime at home: (a) playing cards ( ®) watching TV
(c) knitting (d) reading

17. a local TV station: ( ®) KCMG (b) CBS (c) ABC (d) NBC
18. headache: (a) Pepto Bismal ( ®) aspirin (c) capsules (d) Vick's Vapa-Rub
19. teachers in elementary schools: ( ®) mostly women (b) mostly men

(c) half women (d) only men
20. divorce rate: (a) 10% (b) 20% ( ©) 40% (d) 60%

* 21. speed limit on major highways: (a) 40 mph (b) 55 mph (c) 65 mph
(q:)1) either 55 or 65 mph

22. holiday in October (a) Lincoln's Birthday (b) Labor Day (0) Halloween
(d) Easter

23. Fourth of July: (a) minister (b) turkey and dressing ( ©) fireworks
(d) colored eggs

* 24. gift-giving: ( ®) birthday (b) New Year's (c) funeral (d) 4th of July
* 25. not a common American characteristic: (a) c )cially mobile (b) competi-

tive (c) materialistic (0) superstitious
26. normal body temperature: (a) 95.5°F ( ®) 98.6°F (c) 100.2°F (d) 102.3°F
27. sales tax (a) 3% (b) 5% (c) only for luxury items a) depends on each

state's policy
28. cheapest postal rates: (®) books (b) printed matter (c) parcel (d) first

class
29. cheapest telephone rates: (a) person-to-person (b) collect (©) station-to-

station (d) person-to-person collect
30. dime: (a) 1 cent (b) 5 cents ( ©) 10 cents (d) 25 cents
31. last expression in a letter: (a) Thank you. (b) Goodbye. ( ©) Sincerely

yours. (d) I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.
32. 1 pint: ( ®) 2 cups (b) two quarts (c) half gallon (d) half cup
33. one pound: (a) 8 oz. (b) 10 oz. (c) 12 oz. a) 16 oz.
34. Elizabeth: (a) Ellen ( ®) Betty (c) Kathy (d) Emil lie

* 35. dessert: (a) roll (®) cake (c) muffin (d) vegetable salad
36. main dish: (a) salad (b) soup ( ©) meat loaf (d) vegetables
37. napkin (table setting): ( ®) left of the plate (b) right of the plate

(c) abc'e the plate (d) under the plate
38. right side of a host: (a) gentleman of honor (b) second most important

gentleman () lady of honor (d) second moat Important lady
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39. introductions: (®) men to women (b) women to men (c) old people to
young people (d) no rules

* 40. inappropriate etiquette: (a) helping a person put on a coat ( ®) carrying
food to the mouth with a knife (c) paying a compliment (d) helping a
woman with her baggage

41. liquor: ( ®) scotch (b) coke (c1 beer (d) coffee
42 for women in general: (a) Mrs. (b) Miss (®) Ms. (d) Dr.

* 43. average-sized house: (a) 10 rooms ( ®) 3 bedrooms (c) 2 garages (d) 3
bathrooms

44. taking shower: (®) every day (b) every other day (c) once a week
(d) twice a week

45. housekeeping. (a) maid (b) servant ( ©) wife (d) husband
46. only for women: ( ®) pantsuits (b) jeans (c) suits (d) bathrobe

* 47. shrugging the shoulders: (a) I'm sorry. (b) I beg your pardon. ( ®) I
don't know. (d) important point

48. average refrigerator: (a) 3 feet high (b) 4 feet high (®) 6 feet high
(d) 8 feet high

*49. office hours: ( ®) 9 a.m.-5 p.m. (b) 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. (c) 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(d) 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

50. depression (color): (a) yellow (b) white (c) red (@)) blue
51. Light in August was written by . (a) Hemingway (®) Faulkner

(c) Poe (d) Steinbeck
52. is famous for country music. (a) St. Louis ( ®) Nashville (c) Denver

(d) Kansas City
* 53. The Gettysburg Address was delivered by . (C.)) Abraham Lincoln

(b) Patrick Henry (c) Daniel Boone (d) Martin Luther King, Jr
* 54. The main industrial zone of the U.S. is in the . (a) northwest

(b) southwest ( ©) northeast (d) southeast
55. There are senators in Congress. (a) 10 (b) 50 ( ©) 100 (d) 155
56. The Lincoln Memorial is located in . (a) New York

( ®) Washington, D.C. (c) Chicago (d) Springfield
57. is one of the states in the South. (a) West Virginia (®) Mississippi

(c) Arizona (d) Minnesota
58. One of the major services is Greyhound. ( ®) bus (b) train

(c) subway (d) airilane
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*:;9. If you break a mirror, you will have bad luck for year(s). (a) 1
(b) 3 (c) 5 (@)) 7

60. The traditional football season is in the . (a) spring (b) summer
(()) fall (d) winter

61. Jewish people usually go to the synagogue on evening. (a) Sunday
(b) Monday ( ©) Friday (d) Saturday

* 62. American newspapers carry little/few . (a) local news (b) advertise-
ments (c) sports news (®) international news

63. is issued monthly. (a) New Yorker (b) U.S. News and World
Report (c) TV Guide (@)) Seventeen

64. The average annual income is: (a) $10,000 ca $15,000 (c) $20,000
(d) $25,000

*65. A senior in high school is in the th grade. (a) 10 (b) 11 ( ©) 12 (d) 13
66. Most people take vacations in the . (a) winter (b) spring

( ©) summer (d) fall

67. Only people above 18 years old can see -rated movies. (a) G (b) PG
(c) R (a) X

68. When you need medicine, you buy it from a . (a) hospital (b) doctor
(0) drug store (d) dime store

* 69. According to the law, women are to be paid men. (a) more than
(b) less than ( ©) the same as (d) not specified by law

* 70. An average-sized family has people. (a) 3 ca 4 (c) 5 (d) 7
71. In most states, peofle can start driving when they are years old.

(a) 15 ca 16 (c) 18 (e) 20
72. People bring flowers to graves on . (a) Veteran's Day (b) Fourth of

July (c) Thanksgiving (®) Memorial Day
73. Caps and gowns are used for . (a) weddings (b) funerals (c) engage-

ments ( ®) graduations
* 74. If you are invited to dinner, it is polite to . (a) bring a rose (b) bring

the dessert (0) send a thank-you note afterwards (d) not do anything
special

75. The American dream is the belief that any individual can achieve
wealth and fame through . (a) birth (b) privilege ( ©) hard work and
honesty (d) good luck

76. Water begins to freeze at 'F. (a) 0 (b) 10 (c) 21 (®) 32
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* 77. The biggest sale in the year is . (®) after Christmas (b) in summer
(c) before Easter (d) on Washington's Birthday

*78. Regular first class letters cost cents each. (a) 18 (b) 22 (®) 25
(d) 28

* 79. The cheapest long distance telephone rate is the rate. (a) morning
(b) afternoon (c) evening ( ®) weekerd

80. Average Americans seldom carry more than $ cash. (a) 10 (®) 50
(c) 100 (d) 200

81. The normal salul ation of a letter is ( ®) Dear : (b) Hello!
(c) How are you? (4) season's greetings

82. Two feet equals inches. (a) 12 (b) 18 ( ©) 24 (d) 30
83. One yard equals feet. ( ®) 3 (b) 5 (c) 10 (d) 15
84. is a nickname for Margaret. (a) Mary (b) Marian ( ©) Peggy

(d) Becky
* 85. A typical lunch is . (a) pancakes (b) cereal ( ©) a sandwich (d) steak

86. Dinner is usually eaten around o'clock on weekdays. (a) 12 (b) 4
(0) 6 (d) 8

87. Water glasses are set . (a) to the right of the knife (®) at the tip
of the knife (c) on the plate (d) to the left of the fork

88. The hostess sits across from . ( ®) the host (b) the fireplace (c) a
cabinet (d) ele main guest

* 89. When you are a guest, it is poor manners to . (a) eat silently (b) hold
your fork in your right hand ( ©) leave right after you finish eating
(d) keep a napkin on your lap while eating

*90. It is not appropriate to . (®) ask someone's age (b) stand IT when
you are introduced (c) send a seasons-greeting card (a) take the coats of
visitors

91. Americans often drink with meals. (®) pop (b) cocktails (c) gin
(d) whiskey

* 92. The politest way to address n doctor is . (a) first name (b) Mr. (first
name and surname) (c) Dr. (first name) ( ®) Dr. (surname)

93. Middle class people often live in . (a) the heart of a big city
(b) downtown (c) the country (0) the suburbs

94. Many American women put on when they go out. ( ®) perfume
(b) hair cream (c) hand cream (d) soap
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95. Major housekeeping is done . (a) once a day (b) every other day
(a weekly (d) biweekly

* 96. are formal clothes. (a) Summer dresses (b) Short skirts (c) Sport
coats (a Tuxedos

* 97. Crossing the fingers means (a) friendship (b) love (C)) good luck
(d) money

98. Common speaking distance is . (a) 1 ft (b) 1.5 ft (c) 2 ft (C)) 3 ft
99. If you have an appointment at 3 o'clock, you should be there at

(a) 2:45 (S) 3:00 (c) 3:15 (d) 3:30

*100. connotes young, inexperienced, and immature. (a) Brown
(b) Orange (c) Pink (®) Green

* =revised questions

NOTE

1. According to Allen and Valette (1972: 245), Culture with a big C is
"achievements and contributions to civilization, art, music, literature,
architecture, technology, scientific discoveries, and politics," and culture
with a small c, "the behavioral patterns or life styles of the people: when
and what they eat, how they make a living, the way they organize their
society, the attitude they express toward friends and members of their
families, how they act in different situations, which expressions they use
to show app.., al and disapproval, the traditions they must observe and
so on."
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PRACTICAL ADJUSTMENT TO LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES:

INTERVIEWS WITH INCOMING JAPANESE

STUDENTS AT AN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Kenji Kitao

Abstract

Previous studies have indicated that Japanese students do not
know very much about American culture and that they have
difficulty when they come to the United States. In order to find
out in more detail what problems Japanese students have with
daily life in the United States, I interviewed twenty newly
arrived Japanese students. I asked them questions in ten areas
related to daily life, including money, time, clothes, transporta-
tion, and getting to know Americans. The results indicate that
newly arrived Japanese have difficulties in a number of these
areas when they come to the United States. For example, while
the students understood American coins and bills, they did not
know much about checking accounts or writing checks or how
much to expect a meal or a night in a hotel to cost. Although
they knew what types of clothing to wear for business and
school occasions, they had problems in knowing what kinds of
clothing to wear for social occasions, because they did not have
much awareness of the differences in levels of formality for
social occasions. The results of this study indicate that Japanese
students need more preparation before going to the United
States.

Introduction

In previous studies, I have found that Japanese students do not know
very much about American culture (Kitao, 1979a, 1979b). As a result,
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they often have difficulties when they live in the United States (Kitao,
1978, 1980). Because these studies mainly involved oaper-and-pencil
measures or surveys of textbooks, and because I had not found in-depth
studies of the problems that Japanese students had in the United States,
in 1976, I interviewed twenty Japanese students who had recently
arrived in the U.S. The purpose of this study was to find out, in detail,
what problems they had in practical areas of daily life. I feel that the
results of this study are still useful. Readministering the Test of
American Culture (Kitao, 1979b) in 1988 (see "Japanese Students'
Knowledge of American Culture and Life") .dicated that Japanese
students do not know much more about culture and life in the United
States than they did in 1976. Also, when I was at Michigan State
University from 1985 to 1987, Japanese students that I talked to had
many of the came problems described by these interviewees.

Methods

I interviewed twenty newly arrived Japanese students at a large
Midwestern university. The questions in the interview concentrated on
practical information about the United States, and the purpose of the
interview was to find out the types of problems that Japanese students
encountered cr would be likely to encounter in daily life and in interac-
tions with Americans.

Instrument

I prepared questions for the interview on the areas of American
culture that seem most necessary and useful for Japanese students,
businesspeople and tourists (particularly for the first two groups) in
the United States. The questions were divided into ten sections:
(1) nonverbal communication, (2) money, (3) time, (4) measurements,
(5) clothes, (6) education, (7) transportation, (8) communication,
(9) manners, and (10) getting acquainted with Americans. These ten
sections included the eighteen areas from the Test of American Culture
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(Kitao, 1979b), whit.., were related to gestures, money, shopping, time,
letters, measurements, temperature, clothes, education, transportation,
communication, telephone, postage, table setting, table seating, cus-
toms, etiquette, and forms of address. The questions are given in the
Appendix.

The main difference between the questions in these interviews and
those in the Test of American Culture was that the interviews were
more practically oriented. They were based on necessity and usefulness
in the United States; many questions were concerned with behavior in a
given situation. This interview was more dynamic and practical than
the Test of American Culture, which was more static, academic and
intellectual.

There are two types of questions in each section: one was open-ended
questions (Part A), and the other was multiplechoice questions with
four alternatives (Part B). The purpose of the former was to check how
much the students knew about each area, and several related prompting
questions were provided; therefore, the interviewee on Part A would
clearly understand what was being asked and would be able to produce
what he/she knew. The latter (Part B) was specific, and the inter
viewees did not have any guidance or help. Of course, Part A was asked

first so that the multiple-choice questions did not provide hints for
answers to the open-ended questions.

In a pretest, four Americans informants were interviewed in order to
determine the correct answers for Part B and find out something about
what Americans expected for Part A.

Participaas

There were twenty interviewees: ten males and ten females, An
equal number of each sex were chosen because some questions were
directed to members of both sexes (for example, on clothes), and some
questions to members of only one (for example, nn dating), and it is easy
to compare those two with equal numbers.

All interviewees were students at a large Midwestern university,
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ranging in age from the late teens to the late twenties. They had spent
one week to one month in the United States before the interview. Since

they had been preparing to come to the United States for a long time,
they were assumed to have learned some things about American culture

before arriving; thus, their knowledge of American culture might be
greater than that of the average Japanese. However, their experiences
in the United States were limited mainly to campus life.

Procedures

' ne interviews were conducted individually in Japanese and lasted
between one and two hours, with the average being a little longer than
one and a half hours. Japanese was used because the main concern of
this interview was investigating how well Japanese people understood
each item of American culture in detail; it was important to let them
express themselves freely.

Results and Discussion

Statistical Analysis of Part B

I tried to calculate statistical results in the analysis as much as
possible, not only of Part B but also of Part A. The results of Part B
are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

Table 1 shows how well each student did on the 67 questions on Part
B. The scores ranged between 28 and 46. The mean score was 36.0, and
the standard deviation was 5 96. The group was heterogeneous in
scoring. There was not much difference between females and males in
the mean score, but the males were more hete cgeneous.

Table 2 shows the number of correct answers to each que.::tion in Prt
B for each sex. Table 3 provide; item analyses for the answers by the
group. If these tables are studied in conjunction with the questions in
Part B in the Appendix, the students' responses can be understood
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TABLE 1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CORRECT ANSWERS TO THE

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS IN THE INTERVIEW

Score Female Students Male Students Total Students

46 1 1

45 1 1

44 1 1

43 1 1

42 I 1 2

41

r
1 1

39

38 1 1

37 1 1

36

35

34 1 1

33 2 1 3

32 1 1 2

31 1 1

30

29 1 1 2

28 2 2

Total 10 10 20

Mean 36.1 35.9 36.0

S.D. 5.49 6.40 5.96
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TABLE 2
RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEW: PART B

No. Female Male Total

I . Nonverbal Communication
1 9 10 19

2 10 10 20
3 4 7 11

4 4 5 9
5 9 8 17

6 2 5 7

7 9 10 19
Total 47 55 102
Mean 6.71 7.86 14.57

II. Money
1 9 10 19
2 10 7 17

3 7 6 13
4 7 4 11
5 6 5 11

Total 39 32 71
Mean 7.8 6.4 14.2

III. Time
1 7 6 13
2 9 8 17
3 6 5 11
4 4 3 7

5 4 7 11

Total 30 29 59
Mean 6 5.8 11.8
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Practical Adjustment to Life in the US

TABLE 2 (con't)

No. Female Male Total

VII. Transportation
1 5 8 13

2 4 1 5

3 5 4 9
4 5 3 8
5 3 5 8
6 3 1 4

7 10 6 16

Total 35 28 63
Mean 5 4 9

Yr Communication
1 1 3 4

2 1 4 5

3 4 2 6
4 1 2 3
5 2 4 6
6 9 10 19

Total 18 25 43

Mean 3 4.17 7.17

IX. Manners
1 8 6 14

2 7 4 11

3 9 9 18
4 7 1 8
5 4 6 10
6 6 9 15
7 3 2 5
8 1 3 4

9 9 4 13
10 9 10 19

Total 63 54 117
Mean 6.3 5.4 11.7
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TABLE 2 (con't)

No. Female Male Total

X. Getting Acquainted with Americans
1 6 8 14

2 5 4 9

3 1 3 4

4 6 6 12

5 2 5 7

Total 20 26 46

Mean 4 5.2 9.2

TABLE 3
ANALYSES OF THE ANSWERS ON EACH OPTION TO THE

QUESTIONS IN PART B

Answer

Question a b c d omitted

T Nonverbal Communication
1 19

2 20

1

3 1 2 4 11 2

4 5 9 1 5

5 17 1 1 1

6 4 7 3 4 2

7 19 1

II. Money
1 19 1

2 17 2 1

3 1 13 5 1

4 6 11 2 1

5 9 11
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Answer

Question a b c d omitted

M. Time
1 13 1 1 5

2 1 17 2

3 6 11 2 1

4 7 13

5 1 6 11 2

IV. Measurements
1 9 3 2 6

2 9 3 1 7

3 4 1 9 6

4 2 16 2

5 6 3 6 5

6 3 3 14

7 8 6 2 4

8 2 4 8 6

9 2 7 4 7

V. Clothes
1 20

2 7 6 3 4

3 2 1 7 10

4 2 13 2 3

5 6

VI. Education
1 11 3 5 1

2 20

3 2 4 4 10

4 5 10 5

5 12 5 2 1

6 1 19

7 1 5 1 13

8 4 15 1
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Answer

Question a b c d omitted

VII. Transportation
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 5

12 3

8 1

4 8

S 6

2 10

3

1

5

2

1

1

4

1

13

9

4

8

4

16

3

VI. Communication
1 1 4 14 1

2 5 3 5 7

3 6 7 2 3 2

4 3 10 3 4

5 13 6 1

6 19 1

IX. Manners
1 14 1 5

2 11 4 5

3 18 2

4 6 5 8 1

5 2 10 7 1

6 2 15 3

7 5 9 5 1

8 3 11 4 2

9 7 13

10 1 19
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TABLE 3 (con't)

Answer

Question a b c d omitted

X. Getting Acquainted with Americans
1 14 3 3

2 1 1 8 9

3 2 14 4

4 12 4 4

5 7 10 2 1

Correct answers are underlined. (N.B.: For X. Getting Acquainted with
Americans, underlined answers indicate an active effort to get to know
other students.)

Individual Sections

On the basis of students responses to the interview, the following
conclusions can be reached.

I. Nonverbal communication. Nonverbal communication, including
gestures, is an important aspect of communication. To communicate
effectively with people from another culture, it is important to under-
stand something about their nonverbal communication system.

The Japanese students were not familiar with gestures that Amer-
icans use. Only 1 of the 20 students could demonstrate more than three
different gestures; 10 students, three gestures; 5 students, two gestures;
and 4 students, only one. They had learned most of these gestures in the
United States and indicated that they had known almost none of them
before coming here.

Among the gestures demonstrated, the most common was the shrug,
given by 13 students, all of whom knew its meaning (B, No. 2). Other

gestures were given by only a few interviewees. These were: nodding
to show affirmation, pointing a thumb up or down to mean good or bad,
bending the fingers to beckon, pointing to oneself as the speaker,

4 3 2 5
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making a ring with the fingers to indicate O.K., etc. The students did
not know the meanings of all the gestures they could demonstrate, and
sometimes they misunderstood them.

They could not recall many gestures when asked to do so in Part A,
but the results of Part B indicated that they could understaani more
gestures than they could produce. The gestures for "O.K." and "come"
were understood by 19 students (Nos. 1 and 7). However, only 11 knew
the one for "good luck" (No. 3) and 9 for "shame" (No. 4). Most
students, 17, knew that "uh-huh" meant "yes" (No. 5), but only 7 knew
that "huh-uh" meant "no" (No. 6). The gestures meaning money and
shame were not understood well by these Japanese students.

The students had difficulty demonstrating differences between ges
tures used by Americans and those used by the Japanese. Only 1 pointed
out more than one gesture; 15, one; and 4, none. The most frequently
given difference was for "come" (8 students). Greetings, counting, and
pointing to the speaker were also noted. None of the students knew
American gestures well enough to compare them with Japanese ges-
tures.

Fourteen students said that their attitude toward a teacher would be
different from that toward a waitress, a clerk, or a salesman (A, No. 3).
They would be more formal and polite to a teacher and try to make a
good impression. However, none would show such deference to people
of the other three occupations Instead the students said they would be
informal and friendly with thf.se people. In the vertical Japanese
society, teachers, particularly college professors, are very superior to
students, and students are supposed to be very polite and formal toward
them. On the contrary, the other three occupations are not respected in
that pciety and it is not necessary to treat with particular politeness.

The Japanese students indicated (A, No. 4) that they thought that
Americans use more gestures and other forms of nonverbal communica-

tion to express themselves and to establish close relationships with
listeners than do Japanese. Americans were felt to show their emotions
more directly than dc Japanese people and to use more exaggerated
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gestures. They often smiled at the Japanese students and seemed very
friendly. Most of the Japanese found that nonverbal communication
was very important in communicating with Americans. Americans are

often quite friendly and informal with others. The Japanese students
felt that Americans use nonverbal communication to establish friendly
attitudes before verbal communication begins and to make the verbal
communicatio.: smoother.

Americans are very informal even toward teachers, and if Japanese
students are too formal, the teachers may not feel comfortable; thus, it
is important for Japanese people to learn the levels of formality expect-
ed by different people.

Not all gestures are universal, and the differences across cultures
must be learned in orde: to avoid miscommunication. However,
Japanese students do not understand this type of nonverbal communica-
tion well, except for the most common gestures.

II. Money. Money is very important wherever people go, but it is
sometimes hard to handle and manage in foreign countries. This section
is about not only money itself but also using money in shopping and
traveling, traveling or living economically, and handling money.

The Japanese students did not know how to find night accommoda-
tions very well: 4 did not know how to find them at all; 3 said they
would ask at a bus station or an airport; 6 would ask friends; and 7
would resort to Japanese books for help. The places where they would
stay at night were hotels (12 students), motels (2), or the YMCA or
YWCA (6). If they wanted cheaper places, they would choose youth
hostels (6), the YMCA or YWCA (2), hotels or mctels (4), or a park (2).

Their budget for a one-night accommodation was less than $10 (10), $15
(2), $20 (5), and more than $25 (3). These amounts would have been
lower than the adequate amount in most places. Most of the Japanese
students did not know information about hotels or motels can be
obtained from tourist bureaus.

Few of the students knew much about tipping customs in the United
States. Most of the students (19) knew they should tip waiters at a
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restaurant (B, No. 4); however, only 11 knew the usual rate. Very few
knew they should tip a taxi driver, doorman or porter.

Most students (19) realized they should keep their money in a bank (B,
No. 2). However, not many knew how to use saving and checking
accounts. Since checking accounts are not commort in Japan, most
studcnts did not understand the checking system well even though some
had already opened such accounts. No one knew the difference between
the different types of checking accounts.

The students had little knowledge of the kind of things to be aware of
in using checks. Two did not knatv anything about checks, and only 8
could give more than two significant points. The important points that
were cited mainly dealt with the signature, the line for the payee's name,
and the balance. No one knew that identification cards would some-
times be needed or that some places would not accept checks. The
students also did not know that the checks were local and could not be
used for many purposes in other areas (B, No. 2).

Likewise, most knew little about good shopping techniques. Only five
gave more than two techniques for good shopping. To shop economi-
cally, the students said :hey would look in the newspapers (7) and go to
supermarkets (10) and sales (6), but 14 answered they would simply walk
around e' 1 thot'gh they did not know where they should go.

They - . not know when sales were held except at the end of each
season for clothes. No one knew about moving sales, garage sales, etc.
A few students thought that stores on the campus were cheaper (which
they are not), and none knew about coupons in newspapers.

.Not many students understood the value of American money. Some
did not allow adequate budgets for night accommodations, and 9
wrongly estimated the price for breal.fast (B, No. 5). However, they did
seem to be familiar with American bills and coins: 19 stated the correct
answer in No. 1 of Part B.

The interview brought to light the fact that Japanese students seemed
to have vague ideas about night accommodations. Most did not know
of economical places to stay. They did not know that youth hostels are
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usually located in inco:wenient places and that parks are dangerous at
night. Only a few students had an accurate budget for night accommo
dations. Only one student mentioned the common practice of staying at
friends' houses.

Tipping is a very important social custom in the United States. It is
particularly important for businesspeople. Jar nese people should learn
where and how much to tip. Undertipping, or not tipping, at a place may
result in very poor service if the customer returns to that place. It may
also cause resentment and give Americans a poor impression of
Japanese people in general.

Japanese students did not understand checks well, whether or not they
had used them. Most people in the United States, including students, use

checks, and if Japanese people stay in the United States for any length
of time, they should learn how to use checks properly.

Economica" _lopping is very important for economical living. Prices
of goods differ from place to place and from time to time. If, while
living in the United States, Japanese students learn some of the rules of
economical shopping, they can save a great deal of money. However,
these students knew only a few ways to shc' economically. They
tended to apply strategies that they would use in Japan directly to
shopping in the United States and did not k-ow about such American
practices as garage sales, moving sales, or (...ift shops. They should at
least find out which places to shop and which items are inexpensive, and

they should also become acquainted with the major sales. Just walking
around is tiring and a waste of time. In particular, grocery shopping in
the United States is very different from that in Japan. Students should
learn how not to waste money.

III. Time. In dealing with other people, k,:owing their expectations
rested to time is important. It is necessary to know such a.' gs as
under what circumstances it is necessary to make an appointmtat and
when to arrive for social engagements or appointments.

Evzr though business hours are the same in the United States and
Japan, 7 of the students did not know what the regular American
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business hours are (B, No. 1). This same lack of knowledge was found
for air travel; they allowed more time than necessary (B, No. 4).

Fifteen students knew that appointments were important in business;
8 understood the importance of punctuality. However, none of them
knew how to make business appointments properly. First, no one know
how to ask for the person they would like to meet. Most students (17)
asked the person for a convenient time to meet; only 1 suggested a time
himself, then asked whether it was convenient. Nobody Iznew they
would usually meet the person in his/her office for an appointment.
Only 11 gave reasons for an appointment and only 6 explained who they
were.

If they missed an appointment, 13 would apologize. If possible, 19
would have called the other person and let him/her know about the
delay. However, 19 students would call only if they were going to be
more than half an hour late.

Sor le did not know exactly the sorts of people with whom they would
need .0 make an appointment; 11 did know, but two had no idea (B, No.

5). N ost students (17) knew when they should arrive for an appointment

with 1 manager (B, No. 2), but only 11 knew when they should arrive for
a dinner; 6 would arrive earlier than they should (B, No. 3).

Five students did not know on which occasions Americans are partic-
ularly punctual (A, No. 5), even though all realized that American . are
usually punctual. Nine students chose an appointment including a date;
a party or dinner; 7, business appointments; and a few other occasions
such as c Asses, movies, concerts, and meals in dormitories.

Since time schedules in the two countries are not very different,
Jana ese people should not have trouble with business hours or meal
times. However some students gave too long a time for the business
hours.

The same is true with public transportation. American transportation
is not always on schedule and not as punctual as that in Japan, but air
travel is almost the same. N.,:ny Japanese students were too cautious
in the amount of time allowed before flight, but since they need more
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time in strange places, this is not a bad idea.
Making an appointment is a part of American daily life. Appoint-

ments are necessary to see doctors, dentists, lawyers, and most other
professionals. Japanese students did not always know with whom
they needed to make appointments. They knew appointments are im
portant in business but did not know how to make one. If they were
businesspeople, they would definitely need training in making business
appointments in the United States.

The students suggested correct zi7ival times for business appoint-
ments but not for social appointments. Some students thought that they
should go to a dinner earlier or later than the correct time.

If they had missed an appointment or were even a little late, most of
the students would have apologized. However, most of the students
would only call when they were half an hour late. In some cases, like
a business appointment or job interview, punctuality is crucial and even
a small delay may be serious.

The Japanese students did not know when Americans are particularly

strict with timein business appointments and certain social engage-
ments. At those times, being late may cause problems.

In this section, Japanese students said they would be very punctual.
However, according to my observations, many were not punctual,
particularly for social engagements such as dinners and personal
appointments. Some of them did not even apologize for being late.
Their assumptions about time may cause them trouble with Americans.

IV. Measurements. Since the Test of American Culture showed that
all Japanese students, both those in Japan and those in the United
States, had serious problems with measurements, this section was in-
cluded.

In this section, I tested how well Japanese students understand the
system of measurement used in the United States. Test items were in
the fields of liquid volume (gallon, quart, pint, and cup), length (mile,
yard, foot, and inch), area (acre), weight (pound and ounce), and temper-

ature (Fahrenheit). Japanese students were evaluated based on three
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criteria: first, whether they knew such units; second, whether they
understood the units; and third, whether they knew the relation of those
units to the units that the7 commonly used (the metric system).

The results of Part A are summarized in two tables. Table 4 shows
the results or the first criterion: how many students could recall how
many names of units.

TABLE 4
NUMBER OF NAMES OF UNITS THE JAPANESE STUDENTS COULD

RECALL

Number of Units

0 1 2 3 4

Liquid Volume 4 13 3 0 0
Lengt' 1 1 2 7 9

Area 10 10 / / /
Weight 0 15 5 / /
Temperature 4 16 / / /

Table 5 shows the results for the second criterion: how well students
understaM the units. Recall of names does not necessarily imply
understanding. For example, 16 students recall& the word "gallon,"
but only 3 know how much it was. The me liod used in the test
was conversion to the metric system; figures vary close to the correct
answer were accepted.

The results of Part B were obtained mainly from the third criterion,
the ability to equate American and Jailaneqe units. Some questions
were about relations between two units. The re ;alts are shown in Table
5.

The interviews revealed that length passed the fewest problem. Table
4 shows that 9 could recall all four names, and 7 recalled three. Arno-141,

these four units, Table 5 shows that the most students recalled "inch,"
then "foot," "mile," and last "yard." However, an equal number could
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TABLE 5
FREQUENCY OF RECALL OF UNITS OF MEASUREMENTS

Number of Students Who

Named and Named but Did
Identified the Unit Not Identify the Unit

Did Not Name
the Unit

Liquid Volume
Gallon 3 13 4

Quart 2 18

Pint 1 19

Cup 20

Length
Mile 14 2 4

Yard 6 6 8
Foot 12 4 4

Inch 14 4 2

Area
Acre 10 10

Weight
Pound 9 11

Ounce 1 4 15

Temperature
Fahrenheit 8 8 4

identify "inch" and "foot." Table 5 shows that they understood the
relation between "foot" and "inch" well but not between "foot" and
"yard" (B, Nos. 4 and 5).

The Japanese students did not have much trouble with weight either.
All the students recalled "pound" and "ounce" (B, No. 1). They under-
stood "pound" but not "ounce."

In contrast with length and weight, they had a great deal of trouble in
the other fields: liquid volume, area, and temperature. In liquid volume,
gallon was the best known, and 16 recalled it. No one understood the
other units or recalled "cup." Only 9 students understood the relations
between "cup" and "quart" and between "pint" and "gallon" (B, Nos. 2
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and 3). Even though gallon was the best known, only 3 understood
the quantity it represented. The units of liquid volume were not well
known.

Area was another serious problem for the students. Half of them
recalled "acre," but nobody understood how large it was.

Surprisingly, 4 students did not know how Fahrenheit was used in the
United States. Eight students knew the freezing point in Fahrenheit.
Fewer than half knew how to convert Fahrenheit into centigrade. It
was not easy for them to convert Fahrenheit into centigrade, even
roughly.

As a group, the Japanese students did not uncierstand the units in
measurement well. Only a few understood even the best known units
mile, foot, inch, pound, and gallonwell; and even these few did not
understand them well enough. Since people living in the United States
encounter these units in daily life they need to have at least some idea
of what each unit represents. Many Japanese people in the United
States may encounter trouble if they are not familiar with units of
measurement.

V. Clothes. Wearing the right clothes in business, academic and
social situations is important. Students should know what is expected
of them.

Table 6 shows the kinds of clothes that Japanese students said they
would wear in the situations given in Part A.

At a hotel or a restaurant, students would wear informal and casual
clothes. Sixteen thought that blue jeans were appropriate to wear in a
hotel, but only 2 thought so in a restaurant. All the women answered
that they would wear slacks in both plan is, but only 2 of the men would
wear ties. Nobody took into account the differences in hotels, but some
stt lents thought that restaurants were generally more formal than
hotels. The students were thinking of different levels of hotels and
restaurants, and some were considering only fancy restaurants.

All the Japanese students were familiar with clothes on college
campuses and knew that people can wear casual clothes there. All the
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TABLE 6
WHAT TO WEAR

Dress Up Good

Clothes
Informal Casual Other Do Not

Know

MFT MFT MFT MFT MFT MFT
Hotel and 0 1 1 3 4 7 2 4 6 4 1 5 1 0 1

Restaurant
School 10 10 20
Business 6 10 16 4 0 4

Party at a 2 2 4 3 4 7 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 4 0 1 1
Friend's

Date 0 1 1 3 1 4 3 5 8 2 2 4 213
Movie 0 I I 2 1 3 2 4 6 6 3 9 0 I I
Eat Out 3 4 7 6 I 7 0 3 3 I I 2 I 0 I
Theater I I 2 4 3 7 2 3 5 3 2 5 0 I 1
campus I 3 4 8 6 ?A 1 1 2

F = Females
M = Males

T =Total

students considered blue jeans appropriate for campus.
However, on business 16 students would dress up, and 4 would wear

at least good clothes. For a question about a businessman visiting a
manager, 7 students did not realize the variety of business clothes and
chose only the most formal clothing, and 3 would dress too casually (B,
No. 2). On such an occasion, 17 students felt they should wear a tie, but
only 8 saw the need for a suit (A, No. 3). Just 2 answered that women
should wear suits, although 8 considered suits preferable. Seven stu-
dents said that women should not wear slacks, and 12 answered that
pantsuits were acceptable. On the whole, Japanese students would not
have serious problems with clothes for business appointments, but in
this study they did reveal an incomplete understanding of the subject.

For a party at a friend's house, 4 would dress up ; 7 would wear good
clothes ; 2, informal clothes ; and 2, casual clothes. Three said their

, , ,
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clothes depended on the kind of party. If the students did not know
what to wear to a party, 14 would ask the host, but the others would
simply wear formal clothes (B, No. 5).

In the winter, 13 students would wear light-weight clothes and a thick
coat. Sixteen students were aware of the heating practices in American
buildings. Fifteen stud,- -ts thought they would need a thick coat; 4, very

warm underwear; and v, heavy sweaters. The students had little sense
of color, with 3 even choosing lightcolore.d clothes for the winter (B,
No. 4). Although some of the students knew little about proper winter
clothing for the United States, most had an adequate understanding.

Table 6 also shows choice of clothes on a date. Here most of the
students would choose informal or casual clothes. They would be most
formal when eating out and quite informal on campus or at a movie at
night. A few students did not have any idea of what clothes to wear on
a date.

In the United States, clothes are more informal than in Japan, but at
certain times formality is important. All the students knew they should
dress up for church, theaters (B, No. 2) and business. Many knew, too,
they should dress up for some social events. However, they did not
understand the levels of formality of social events well.

Some students confused the places demanding formality in dress with
those where informality would be expected. At some fancy restaurants,

'ople usually wear nice clothes, but 5 students chose casual clothes and
16 opted for blue jeans. In the hierarchy of restaurnits, the top ones
request men to wear ties and jackets. Most Japanese students did not
know the different levels of restaurants, and many also were unaware
of the two types of hotels, regular and resort, with the latter being very
informal.

All the Japanese students were used to casual clothes on American
college campuses. They would not have any trouble with clothes for
school.

Most of the Japanese students seemed to be aware of the proper
clothes on business, but some were a little too formal. Some students
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underestimated the importance of a manager, and so chose casual
clothes.

In soda! activities, mite occasions require certain types of clothes.
Since there are a wider variety of social activities in the United States
than in Japan, students have difficulty knowing the proper clothes to
wear. For example, there are many kinds of parties, even among those
given at friends' houses, but only 3 students were aware of this. At least
11 people would wear nice clothes to a party, which would usually be
appropriate. However students who are used to informal clothes may
have some trouble. If the students did not know what to wear, they
would choose the more formal clothes. However, this could be easily
overdone as in the case of a student's wearing a tie when visiting a
friend at home. This error is less serious than that of dressing too
casually because it is more easily corrected. Before students can
understand what clothes to wear, they must understand the different
kinds of social activities.

Since they did not understand social activities well, they had some
problems with clothes on dates. Dating is one of the most important
social activities among young people, and what to wear is usually
carefully considered. However, none of the Japanese students knew
how to choose the proper clothes for dates. Although dating dress is
becoming somewhat more formal, clothing still leans toward the casual.

As previously noted, most of the students were fairly knowledgeable

about winter clothes. Heating is very good in the United States, so only
lightweight clothing need be worn inside buildings. Still, a few students
did not know this and so chose heavy underwear and sweaters; a few
also chose light- rather than darkcolored clothing.

By and large, in the area of clothing, the greatest need for Japanese
people is for more information on appropriate clothes for different
social activities. Wearing clothes that are too formal or too casual xi
social occasions may cause embarrassment, especially for Japanese
people, who are more conscious of fitting into the group.

VI. Education. This section is concerned not only with education
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itself but also with college life in general in the United States. It
indicates how well Japanese students are adjusting to living on college
campuses.

All the students could describe the differences between American and
Japanese college education. They pointed out that in the United States
teachers are very friendly (6 students), discussion in the classroom is
common (5), education is classroom oriented (3), classes demand a great
deal of fundamental information and research (3), the instruction utilizes

many teaching materials (3), and it is practical (2), logical (2) and
individualized (2). No one mentioned the philosophy of education, the
grading system, the methods of research, or the social aspects of
education.

If students had problems with their roommates, 8 would talk with
them, 5 would make a complaint, 4 would ask somebody else to solve
the problems, and 3 would do nothing about the problems. If they could
not solve the problems with their roommates, 15 would leave the room,
2 would quarrel, and 3 would still ignore the problems.

The ways they would maintain friendship with Americans were
studying together or talking about classes (6 students), having friendly
conversations with Americans (7), eating together (5), drinking together
(2), not interfering with the other's privacy (2), and calling on the phor .

(1).

To find an apartment, the students would examine newspapers (9
students), go to the housing office (3), seek help or advice and look
around (4); 3 students did not have any knowledge about a lease, and
only 2 knew they had to read a contract carefully. Only 4 knew that
there were furnished and unfurnished apartments. Just 4 had some idea
o rent practices and rates. When those four were asked how much rent
they probably would have to pay if they lived alone, they responded with

$50 (1), $100 (2), and $150 (1). (Between $100 and $150 would have been

necessary.)

It is important for Japanese students who study in the United States
to understand American education. All the students knew some of the
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differences between American and Japanese education, and they knew
how their work would be evaluated (B, No. 2). The concepts they had
were right but did not include anything on philosophy, grading system,
and social life.

They still did not know how to handle certain situations. For exam-
ple, two students expected to solve their serious problems with
classwork by themselves; they hesitated to ask the teacher (B, No. 3). In
discussion, 5 students would keep silent if they lacked confidence. If
they did not understand the class, 2 students would try to gain the
needed knowledge through books and one would just ignore the prob-
lem. Only one knew what the term "office 'lours" meant. Many
students were too formal with professors, and 13 thought they would
need an appointment in order to see their own teachers and did not
realize that office hours were another possibility for meeting with them.
As for exams, four of studentF would take an exam even if they
were seriously ill. Ignorance in situations like these could create
problems for students in classes.

If Japanese people have problems with other people, it is hard for
them to talk frankly about the problems; 4 students would ask some-
body else to solve them, and 3 would ignore the problems. Frank talk
will often solve problems, and only after making a good effort them-
selves should students ask somebody else to help, though the students
must realize that Americans don't normally like to be asked to inter-
vene in other people's relationships. However, just leaving a problem
may make it bigger.

The ways students would maintain good friendship with Americans
seemed very good. It is important not to interfere with, another's
privacy, as one student pointed out. Japanese people do not understand
privacy well, and once they are sufficiently acquainted with others, they
often interfere with their privacy without intending to.

It seemed that these Japanese students would have had difficulty with
living in an apartment, even tho.,gh they knew how to find one. The
reasons were that they did not know the types of places they could live
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in, what kinds of apartments existed, or what a lease meant. Only a few
paid attention to a contract. They did not even know that there are
furnished and unfurnished apartments. They did not know what deposit
was required, the range of rent to expect, and what to expect regarding

leases.

Even though Inany Japanese students knew some of the differences in
education between the two countries, they still did not know well how
to participate in classes and discussions, to solve problems, and to
maintain good relationships with teachers. They had some idea about
how to make friends and maintain friendships, but their ideas were
somewhat incomplete. There are still other methods of making friends,
such as attending social activities, which no one pointed out. They did
not have sufficient knowledge of living and studying in the United
States to do so with minimum difficulty.

VII. Transportation. Once students arrive in the United States,
transportation, both between and within cities, is necessary. In this
section, I asked students about how they would make use of inter- and
intraurban transportation.

Between major cities students said they would travel by airplane (11),
bus (8), and train (1). Four students chose the bus because they wanted
to see more of the scenery. Those who chose to go by bus and train
thought that such transportation was much cheaper than airplaneless
than half price. Nobody chose to travel by rent-a-car or car, and the
students did not know how expensive a rent-a-car was. For long trips,
their preferences wr airplane (13), bus (5), car (1), and train (1) (B, No.

1). However, for t t distances, the order of preferences was bus (12),
train (3), car (5), and airplane (0) (B, No. 2).

Only 9 students knew that the cheapest way to travel might be by
riding with someone in a car and sharing the costs (B, No. 3). Only 8
knew the baggageweight limit of buses and trains (B, No. 4).

Many students thought that city buses were as convenient as those in

Japan. In major cities, their order of preferences was city bus (15),
walking (2), taxi cab (1), car (1), and rent-a-car (1). From an airport to
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a hotel downtown, 6 said they would take a city bus, not realizing that
it is usually unavailable there (B, No. 5). Even if a bus is available, a
limousine is more convenient. If they needed to visit many places, 10
students would take a city bus and 3 students would try to go to the
suburbs by city bus (B, No. 7).

In certain large cities such as New York and Chicago, the subway is
very convenient, but only 7 students chose it. The others chose a bus.
Five students did not have any idea.

In small cities, they would travel by bus (13), by taxi (9), by rent-a-car

(4), on foot (2), and by streetcar (1).
Since all the students had traveled in the United States before the

interview, they already had some idea of what traveling is like there,
particularly for a long-distance trip. Most of them knew they should
travel by airplane between major cities. Many of them thought that
buses and trains were cheaper, but this is not necessarily true if the costs
of night accommodations and meals are counted. None of them knew
how inconvenient trains were in the United States. There are only
about two trains a day between big cities except on the East Coast. For
short trips, many would depend on public transportation for such trips.
Not many knew how to make an economical trip by arranging for a
ride.

In traveling, short-distance trips 'rom airports to the city and fro..
place to place in a city are as important as long-distance trips. For city
travel, 6 chose a t, 'icab, but this might be very expensive; 5 chose a city

bus, but this would not always be available in commuting from an
airport to the city.

Many students thought that city transportation in large cities in the
United States would be as convenient as that in Japan. It is not
convenient, and it is difficult to find the right bus or to change buses in
order to reach one's destination. The bus service is also limited in
certain areas of the cities.

In Japan it is not customary to ask somebody for a ride. Thus, 4
students would try to visit their friends in the suburbs by themselves. In
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the United States, people can ask for a ride unless there is good public
transportation.

The Japanese students did not understand the importance of having
their own transportation in the United States. Except in very crowded
cities such as New York, Chicago, and San Francisco, the best way to
travel is by car. American cities are geographically too large for
walking. Taking a taxi is often too expensive, had other forms of public
transportation are usually inconvenient. Small cities may not even have
public transportation. In cities like New York, Chicago, and San
Francisco, public transportation is well developed, particularly the
subways. The cities have traffic problems, so the Jest way to move
around there is by subway or bus. Few students knew this. If the
subway and bus are not convenient, then a taxi would probably be
better. Since many businesspeople visit such large cities, they should
have some knowledge of transportation in the cities they visit.

In a small town, students would still depend on buses. However, very
small cities do not have any public transportation; therefore, if students

have to visit several places, a rent-a-car or private car would be most
convenient. If they want to visit only one place at a long distance, the
best way is to ask someone for a ride. One student chose a streetcar,
but he probably would not be able to find one except in a few places.

The Japanese students needed to have some idea of transportation in
cities; however, they did not know how to travel in and around cities of
different sizes. They did not know how to choose the most convenient
and economical way to travel. They often guessed, based on their
knowledge of Japanese public transportation. Their main problem was
that they did not understand the importance of individual transportation
and the incog, niPnce of public transportation.

VIII. C3mmunie....ion. Using the communication systems in the
United States is important for people living there. Japanese need to
know how to use the postal system, the telephone, etc.

Few of the Japanese students were knowledgeable about long-
distance calls. Only 8 students knew how to call an operator on the
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phone. Only 6 students could give directions for making some types of
long-dir:'.ance calls; 5 could give one step; and 9, none. Seven of the 20
students knew the cheapest times to make long-distance calls; however,
15 did know how to make a local call on public and private phones.

Almost none of the students were well informed about telegrams.
Only one knew what Western Union was. No one knew the types of
telegrams.

Communication is very important, particularly for businesspeople.
However, it is not always easy to comma:I:cat:, especially on an

onomical basis. I met one Japanese wife who had been in the United
..sates for more than one year and did not know the cheapest time to
call long distance.

Most students (19) lanv that the triechone was the fastest and most
convenient communication system in L-1,, United States; however, only a
few could use it well.

Many students could not make lonz,-distance calls. Eight students did
not even know how to call an operator. No e--.e knew all four of the
types of servicedirect dial, station- ,cation, person-to-person. and
collectand 9 did ne Allow the differences among them. Onl , one
knew what the different rates are, when the cheapest time. to call are,
and what the WATTS line and LAI-free numbers are. Based on these
responses, 7 b. dents would probably Ave a great deal of trouble
making long distance calls, 3 would need a little help, and 10 would be
unable to call long distance at all.

Not many students had trouble making local calls. However, no
students knew they could make local calls free from private phones or
knew how to use Directory Assistance or Information numbers.

Almost none had any idea of how to send telegrams. Thirteen
students thought that they could send a telegram at a post office (B,
No. 5).

They had little understanding of postal rates either. Only 3 knew that
book rate is the cheapest. and 4 were not even aware of the differences
in rates (B, No. 4).
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In summary, many of the Japanese students did not know how to use
the telephone well. They did not know how to use it most economically,

which can be very important. All Japanese people in the United States
should know some of the principles of the United States communication
systems as well as whe_ e they can get more information. However,
many of them could not reach an operator or use a telephone directory
well. Since telephones, in particular, cause problems, students definitely
need some assistance and training.

IX. Manners. Manners are important in any country, and they differ
from one society to another. This section was designed to check how
well Japanese students understood American manners.

If the Japanese students received an invitation for dinner, 19 said they
would accept or reject it immediatel:- When they went to dinner, 6
would dress up, 4 would wear neat and clean clothes, 2 would wear
casual clothes, and the others would not care about what they wore.
Seven students would go to dinner 1: fore the agreed-on time, 9 at the
exact time, and 4 would arrive late. Only 4 students would thank the
host or hostess for the invitation when they arrived for the dinner. Nine
would bring a gift for the family, and 1 would bring a gift for each
member of the family. Before a meal, they would drink a cocktail (2),
coffee or tea (4), wine (3), and a soft drink (4). When they w.!re in the
dining room, 4 would sit down when the other people there ,:rd, but 6
would just sit down wherever they found chairs. Some people would ask

where to sit if they did not know, but the rest would sit wherever they
liked. Only 2 students knew they should ask for a second portion or
helping if they wanted one, 6 would refrain from taking one, and 5 would

accept it (if the hostess offered it). Four would leave one hour after the
meal; 1, two hours afterward; and 10, when the others left. Only 5 would

verbally show appreciation to the host and hostess immediately aft,.r
1 ,, dinner, 7 would call the host and hostess later to express thanks, ante
9 would send a thank-you note.

All the students said they would foil w the same rules of manners and
customs when they were invited to someone's home for a weekend.
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Most students were fa 7:-.:;iar with some rules of table manners, and 9
students pointed out more than three; 6 gave three; 3, two; and 1, just
one. The rules they pointed out included avoiding disrupting the
atmosphere by noisy behavior, making noises with the mouth or silver-
ware (18), using silverware in the right manner (10), not resting the
elbows on the table (7), placing the napkin on one's lap and not refolding
it after the meal (4), passing food (3), pulling the chair close enough to
the table (2), not standing up during the meal (2), and not smoking during

the meal (2).

The students' knowledge of table settings is summarized in Table 7.

TABLE 7
SETTING A TABLE

position:

manner:

5

right
right

4

near
right

3

right
wrong

2

wrong
1

none

Place mat 5 /5
Plate 1 5

Napkin 9 2 8 1

Salad fork 4 14 1 1

Fork 13 4 2 1

Knife 15 1 3 1

Teaspoon 5 3 9 2 1

Salad plate 1 3 16

Glass 8 3 5 3 1

In order to determine how well the students understood where and how
objects are placed, they were given a 5 for the right position, in the right

manner; a 4 for a near right position and in the right manner; a 3 for the
right position but in the wrong manner; a 2 for the wrong position; and
a 1 for wrong position and wrong manner. For example, a student
would receive a 3 for placing the knife on the right side of the plate
(position) with the blade turned in the wrong direction (manner).
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Many students did not know the rules for making introductions. Only
4 knew two rules; 9, one rule; and 7, none. The thirteen students knew
the order of introductions by agethe younger introduced to older first
and 4 knew the order by sexmen introduced to women first.

Most students had only a slight idea of what to do when invited for a
dinner or a weekend. Many hints hid to be given to elicit a response.
The students were unsure of the correct behavior because in their owr
country they do not have the social custom of inviLing people for dinner

at home and because they do not have any idea of what American
family meals are like.

Students did not know the' a were both informal and formal dinners at

home, knowledge that is helpful in deciding what to wear, whether to
bring a gift, etc. Since Americans are very punctual for dinners, guests
should not be late. Many students mistakenly thought they were under
an obligation to bring a gift so preferred not to accept an invitation if
they did not have a gift to bring. They did not know about the custom
of conversation in the living room before dinner. They did not k.1)w
how seats are assigned around the table, ,nd some would choose one by
themselves. A few knew where the host and hostess sat, but no one
knew the whole rule. The students did not know about the eating habits
of Americans. They did not know when to eat, what to ea;. or how
much to eat. Some felt obliged to eat food that they did not like as if
they did (B, No. 5). They knew some table manners but not many.
Obviously, poor manners could cause embarrassment and discomfort at
the dinner table. None of the students questioned knew what could
happen or what they should and should not do if invited to an American
home for a weekend.

It would be very difficult for them to be a good host or hostess. While
the students knew how to invite people and knew that couples were
expected to participate in social activities, such as dinners and parties
(B, Nc. s.1 and 2), they did not even know how to set a table well (Table
7) and did not have a clear idea about how to give a party.

Some of them were unaware of some fundamental social manners,
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like greetings and introductions. These are very in4 *.ant, especially

since as foreigners in the United States, Japanese peogle have many
occasions to greet and introduce people. Therefore, some basic rules
need to be learned.

Almost all the Japanese students were ignorant of American manners.
Manners are still very important in certain levels of society, particularly
in business. Since Japanese students and bLsinesspeople may have
opportunities to join in many social activities, they should learn social
manners. Americans tend to expect foreigners to follow American
manners just as they expect them to speak English, no matter how
poorly, in Lhe United States. Good manners will help the Japanese
people conduct their business more easily and have less trouble in
general in dealing with Americans.

X. Getting acquainted with Americana. Japanese as well as other
foreigners have trouble mingling with Americans. While they are in the
United States, it is important to make friends with Americans, or at
least to get along with them. Certain rules and customs in American
society must be followed. This section was designed to determine the
extent to which Japanese students are aware of American rules and
customs.

The Japanese students could not think of many good ways to make
friends with Americans. Ten students listed only 1 way; 7, two ways;
and 2, three ways. The ways they suggested were talking with them (8
students), visiting them (7), attending a party (5), joining a club (4), giving
a gift (2), and attending church (1).

If they had a problem with American friends, they would talk with
them (14), ignore the trouble (1), or ask others to solve it (2).

Students would discuss family (13), hobbies (8), school (6), Japan (4)
and everything (8), with their American friends. None of the students
knew the differences between topics that Japanese would like and those
that Americans would like.

If Japanese girls were asked for a date by an American classmate,
they would accept unconditionally (4), probably, if he was a "nice"
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person (3), or if he was "all right" (2), and not accept, regardless of the
kind of person (1). Four would answer immediately and 6 later. If the
person was somebody they did not like, 6 would neither refuse nor
accept, and 4 would refuse.

To maintain friendships with Americans, Japanese students would
call them on the phone sometimes (5), go shopping together (1), not
interfere with their privacy (1), study together (1), be punctual (1), and
avoid creating any financial problems with them (1).

If they attended a party, they would talk a good deal (16), try to enjoy
the party (3), show that they were enjoying the party (3), help the host
and hostess (3), and call them later to express appreciation (2).

Since Americans are more independent, Japanese have trouble mak-
ing friends. In Japan, people belong to certain groups and automatically
make friends within the group, but in the United States, individual effort

is more important.
The students' methods of making friends seemed very good but too

limited. There are many social activities besides parties. There are
many social places that were not mentioned by the students, such as
bars, night clubs, discotheques, etc. Many people give their own parties.
Social clubs and churches are also good places to meet people, and they
often sponsor activities, too. Some Japanese people are very conserva-
tive and hesitate to try anything new. Others would not go to parties
unless asked by friends, in which case they would try to stay with them
rather than mingle (B, Nos. 1 and 2).

When students have trouble with Americans, sincere, frank talk helps
solve the problem. However, it is hard for Japanese people to talk
directly to others; instead, they just ignore the problem or ask somebody

else to talk to their friends. None of the students pointed out that when
they do talk to American friends about a problem in their relationship,
analytical and clear reasoning are very important.

In America, conversation topics can include more personal matters
than in Japan. A major difference in the nature of conversation in the
United States and in Japan is that Americans reveal mole of their
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private self and talk more about personal matters than do the Japanese.
A difference no student pointed out was that Americans like to talk on
a very personal level. At the same time, what Americans consider too
personal for general discussion is different from what Japanese consider
too personal. For example, plans for having children is a very personal
topic for Americans, but not for Japanese. However, Japanese do not
like to interfere with a person's p.ivacy or to have others interfere with
their own. Americans are more fond of discussions than are the
Japanese, and they like to openly express their opinions and hear the
opinions of othersanother difference that nobody pointed out. The
topics suggested by the students were all right. "Japan" is an interesting
topic to Americans, but it is important to draw on the favorites, such as
sports and activities in which they are involved or interested. Sur-

prisingly, no one pointed out weather as a conversation topic.
Dating is a very important social activity in the United States.

However, Japanese people are not familiar with it. Most of the
Japanese girls showed a willin{ness to date Americans. Some of the
girls who had dated did not enjoy themselves, because they did not know

certain dating customs. In dating, men still usually take the initiative,
but the Japanese men did not know how to arrange a date at all. Of

course, they did not know the "do's and don'ts" of dating.
The ways that students suggested for maintaining a friendship with

Americans seemed satisfactory but could have included such things as
jokes, flattery, and compliments. In casual conversations, students
should comment only positively; that is, if they dislike the speaker's car,
clothes, cooking, etc., it is better to say nothing than to comment
negatively.

If the students attended a party, they said they would try to be active.
This is a somewhat unexpected response since at parties most Japanese
people usually collect in a corner of the room, or if they do talk to
others, they remain with ;iie same small group of people all flit.. time.
They apparently understand what is expected of them, but they may
feel uncomfortable doing it.
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In addition to parties, the students said they wculd also try to make
friends in classes (B, No. 5), and other places (B, Nos. 3 and 4).

Even though their knowledge of the different methods of getting
along with Americans was rather limited, most Japanese students knew
the principles of getting acquainted with Americans; they knew how to
make friends, how to maintain the friendship, and how to solve prob-
lems in relatior 'he question is whether they can and do apply the
principles.

Conclusion

The responses to the Test of American Culture showed that Japanese
students in Japan did not understand many aspects of American culture,
including daily life, practical information, and covert culture. This
indicates that Japanese students will encounter many cultural problems
after coming to the United States.

In order to find out what kinds of cultural problems they actually do
encounter, I interviewed ten male and ten female incoming Japanese
students at a large Midwestern university. The interview had ten
sections: (1) nonverbal communication, (2) money, (3) time, (4) measure-

ments, (5) clothes, (6) education, (7) transportation, (8) communication,
(9) manners, and (10) getting acquainted with Americans. This inter-
view was practically oriented; questions were based on the usefulness of
the information in the United States.

The results of the first section indicated that the Japanese students
did not know many American gestures. They knew only the ones most
frequently used, because they had learned little about American nonver-
bal communication in Japan. However, they had observed that, in
comparison with the Japanese, Americans use more nonverbal commu-
nication, express more of their emotions, and hold more friendly and
informal att udes that are helpful in establishing good human relation-
ships.

Japanese students had some understanding of American coins and
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bills, but most of them could not manage money well. They did not
know very well how to find night accommodations, particularly in-
expensive ones. They did not understand the value of the American
dollar and could not ebtimate hotel and food costs. They did not
understand tipping customs well, other than knowing that they should
tip at restaurants. Checks are not normally used in Japan, so the
students did not know how to use them or what to pay attention to in
using them. Only a few knew any money-saving methods of shipping,
mostly ways that would be applicable in Japan.

Americans are supposed to be very punctual, and time is quite impor-
tant in American culture. The daily schedule, as concerns such matters
as business hours and meal times, is almost the same in the United
States as in Japan; however, some customs regarding time are different.
Appointments are a good example. Many Japanese students had trouble
making appointments. They did not understand when Americans were
strict about time.

Japanese students had serious problems with the measurement system
that Americans use. They understood length best, and then weight.
They knew such words as 'inch," "foot," "gallon," and "pound," but
often did not have any understanding of the meaning even of the units
that they knew.

Some Japanese students had trouble knowitr what clothing to wear.
The main cause of such problems was that they did not know the levels
of formality of social events. They could select proper clothes for
business and school but not for social activities with which they were
not familiar. Even though heating practices here are different from
those in Japan, most of the students knew what to wear in the winter.

Most of the students knew some of the differences between American

and Japanese education; however, they seemed not to know much about
the American philosophy and system of education, grading, methods of
research, and social life. Some students could not suggest good ways to
solve problems with roommates; however, they knew some good, if
limited, methods of maintaining friendly relationships with Americans.
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All the students lived in dormitories and had very little idea of how to
live off campus, how to find places to live, what is important to know
about renting or leasing an apartment, and how much it costs to live off
campus.

The Japanese students applied their knowledge of transportation in
Japan directly to America. They depended on public transportation and
did not understand the importance of having a private car. They dirt not
have accurate ideas about traveling, except between major cities. They
did not understand the practice of sharing a ride or renting a car very
well. They did not know how to travel conveniently and economically
in and around cities or for short distances.

The Japanese students knew that the telephone was the best means of
communication, but they did not know much about long-distance calls.
They did not know how to make the most ecoomical calls or even how
to call the operator. However, they could make local calls satisfacto-
rily. The telegraph and postal systems also gave them problems.

Social manrers were one of the biggest problem areas the students
encountered in the United States. There are many social activities that
seldom, if ever, occur in Japan, so they are not familiar with them.
They know some aspects of table manners but not enough overall
etiquette to be a host or hostess and entertain people at dinner parties.
They did not know table setting and table seating very well, so were
faced with the possibility of being embarrassed. They had gaps in their
knowledge about American dinner parties, other types of parties, and
weekend visiting practices. They even had some trouble with manners
needed for such daily routines as making .ntroductions and greeting
people.

They had some idea of how to make friends with Americans, how to
get along with them, and how to solve problems that arise in friendships

but did not understand very much about social activities, particularly
dating. Since many people get acquainted with each other through such
social activities in the United States, they should have more ideas about
them.
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In conclusion, the Japanese students were seriously lacking in practi-
cal information, and they were probably going to encounter some
serious problems and waste money. This type of trouble is due to the
differences in the social systems of Japan and the United States. The
Japanese students often seemed to try to guess what to do and how to
do it on the basis of how it is done in Japan, so wherever the American

system was different, they 'nad trouble. The main problems, then, are
that the students did Writ know much about American social customs,
levels of formality, and American value systems. Therefore, on certain
occasions, they did not know how to behave properly. In addition, even
when students knew what to do, they were not always able to act in
accordance with American customs that they were familiar with.
Instead, they just followed the rules of Japanese culture.
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONS IN THE INTERVIEW
I. Nonverbal Communication

Part A
1. What American gestures do you know, and what do they mean?

(at least three examples)
2. Which gestures are different from Japanese ones:
3. What kind of attitude do you take toward a waitress, a salesperson, a

clerk, and a teacher? Do you take the same attitude toward all of them?
4. What do you think about American nonverbal communication, particu-

larly American gestures awl attitudes?

Part B
1. (making a ring with a forefinger and a thumb)

a. OK b. money c. good luck d. God bless you.
2. (shrugging )ne's shoulders)

a. I don't know. b I am sorry. c. I beg your pardor.
d. an important point

3. (crossing the fingers)
a. money b. bad luck c. dirty things d. good luck

4. (rubbing one forefinger with the other at right angles)
a. congratulations b. shame c. good luck d. bad luck
5. (uh-huh)

a. yes b. no c. no good d. thank you
6. (huh-uh)

a. yes b. no c. sure d. You're welcome.
7. (with the palm up, bending four fingers one or more times)

a. Come here. b. Goodbye. c. Hello. d. I don't care.

II. Money

Part A
1. How dc you find night accommodations in the United States? If you

want to stay at a cheap night accommodations, what are some good
places? How much per night should you budget to stay in a hotel?

2. Whom do you tip?
Where do you tip?
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How much do you tip for what services?
3. If you stay in the United States for a while, how do you keep your

money safely?
4. What is important when you use personal checks? (at least three

points)
5. What is important to remember about using checks?

Which type of checking account do you have and why?
6. What things are important to know for economical shopping?
7. What do you do if you want to buy a shirr.'

Please explain the situation in detail.

Part B
1. A tencent coin is called a

a. dime b. nickel c. quarter d. penny

2. When you take a long trip, you carry .

a. cash b. traveler's checks c. your own personal checks
d. cashier's checks

3. :` you have $1,000 in cash now and you do not need more than $200 in
a month, where do you keep the remaining $800?
a. at home b. at a post office c. in a savings account
d. in a checking account

4. How much do you tip at a restaurant?
a. 5% of the bill b. 15% of the bill c. 25% of the bill
d. nothing

5. How much does a breakfast of two eggs, two slices of bacon, toast, a
glass of orange juice, and a cup of coffee cost at a cafeteria?
a. less than a dollar b. between a dollar and $1.50
c. between $2 and $3 d. more than $3

III. Time
Part A
1. What is important in making an appointment with somebody in busi-

ness?

What do you have to do to make an appointment?
If you mis ,e appointment, what do you do?

2. When are Americans strict about time?
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Part B
1. Regular business hours at most commercial offices are .

a. bet-,et.n 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. b. between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
c. between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. d. various hours

2. If you have an appointment with the manager of a company at 3
o'clock, you should be in his/her office by .

a. 2:30 b. 2:50 c. 3:10 d. any time after 3:00
3. If you are invited to dinner at an American home at 6 o'clock, you

should be there
a. by 5:45 b. at 6:00 c. between 5:45 and 6:15
d. any time after 6:00

4. If you are planning to take an airplane, you should be at the airport by

a. the departure time b. 15 minutes before the departure time
c. at least 30 minutes before the departure time
d. an hour before the departure time

5. In genrral you do not need an appointment to see _____
a. a medical doctor b. a dentist
c. an administrator of a college d. a pharmacist

IV. Measurement
Part A
1. How do Americans
2. How do Americans
3. How do Americans
4. How do Americans
6. How do Americans

Part B
1. One pound equals

a. 8 b. 12 c.

measure liquid?

measure temperature?
measure length?

measure area?
measure weight?

oz.

16 d. 20

2. One quart equals cups.
a. 2 b. 4 c. 6 d. 8

3. One gallon equals pints.
. b. 4 c. 6 d. 8

One foot equals inches.
a. 4 b. 10 c. 12 d. 15
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5. One yard equals fk-- ,..

a. 2 b. 3 c. F d. 10

6. One mile equals about km.

a. 1 b. 1.2 c. 1 ' d. 1.6

7. The average boe,, temperature is T.
a. 95.1 b. 98.6 c. 101.2 d. 103.4

8. The freezing point of water is °F.

a. 22 b. 27 c. 32 d. 37

9. One acre is about square meters.
a. 3,058 o. 3,715 c. 4,047 d. 5,011

V. Clothes
Part A
1. What kind of clothes do you wear when you go to a hotel or a restau-

rant? Do you wear jeans? Do you wear a tie? (man) Do you wear
slacks? (woman)

2. What kind of clothes do you wear when you go to school?
3. What kind of clothes do you wear when you travel on business?
4. If you are invited to a party at your friend's house, what : ind of clothes

do you wear?
5. If you live anywhere in the United States during the winter (except the

southern part), what kinds of clothes do you need?
6. If you have a date, how do you decide what to wear? to the movie in

the evening? to eat dinner out? to go to the theater? on campus?

Part B
1. You dress up when

a. you go to church or the theater b. you go shopping in a super-
market c. you go to school d. you are not at home

2. When a businessman visits a manager in a company, he wears
a. a dal k colored suit and narrow tie b. a suit or a sportcoat with
a tie c. very casual (informal) clothes d anything he likes

3. When men visit a friend at home, they wear
a. a tie b. a suit and a tie c. anything that is neat and clean
d. anything they like
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4. Except in the southern United States, you wear in the .inter.
a. thick derear b. light clothes and a thick coat
c. a couple of thick wool sweaters d. lightcolor clothes

5. If you are invited to dinner, but you do not know what to wear,
a. you wear formal clothes b. you wear informal clothes
c. you ask the host what to wear d. you wear informal clothes and
bring formal clothes

VI. Education
Part A
1. What are some differences between American and Japanese college

education?
2. What do you do if you have trouble with your roommate? (for example,

making nois, or bringing friends over)
3. How do you try to make friends at universities?
4. How do you find an apartment and what is important to know?

Part B
1. Your level of ( location is evaluated by .

a. grade-point average ',. number of credits c. how long you
have been to school d. how many schools you have attended

2. A college instru:tor usually counts for the grades in a small class.
a. only papers and exams b. only exams and projects
c. attendance d. everything, including exams, papers, projects,
participatki, in discussions, attendance, etc.

3. If ,ou have a serious problems in class, you should
a. try to solve it by yourself b. ask your classmate to help
c. ask your friend to help d. talk with the teacher

4. When you attend a discussion, if you do not have confidence.
a. you keep silent b. you talk only about things you know well
c. you agree with somebody who has a good opinion d. you try to
talk as much as you can as well as listen to others well

5. If you do not understand what a teacher explains in class, ,
a. you ask tiim/her to explain it again b you ask your classniate
about it later c. you read books later and find it out d. you just
ignore it
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6. You should hand in a paper
a. a couple of days before the deadline b. any time before the
deadline c. anytime before the semester ends d. within three
days after the deadline

7. If you want to talk to your teacher,
a. you visit him/her at home b. you just go to his/her office
c. you go to his/her office during office hours d. you call and make
an appointment

8. If you are seriously ill on an exam day, .

a. you still take the exam b. you call the teacher and explain
c. you tell the teacher later d. you just forget the exam

VII. Transportation
Part A
1. Explain how you travel between cities.
2. Explain how ou travel in a large city.
3. Explain how you travel in cities like New Yof . Chicago, and San

Francisco.
4. Explain how you travel in a small ci

Part B
1. If you make a long-distance trip (more than 1,000 miles), how do you

travel?
a. by train b. by bus c. by car d. by airplane

2. If you make a short trip (less than 100 miles), how do you travel?
a. by bus b. by train c. by car d. by airplane

3. The cheapest way to travel for a long distance it
a. by bus b. by train c. by airplane d. to ride with some-
body else and share the expenses

4. What is the weight limit for checked baggage on a bus or train?
a. 50 pounds b. 150 pounds c. 250 pounds
d. unlimited

5. Jf you go to a downtown hotel from the airport, you take
a. a taxi b. a city bus c. a rent-a-car
d. a limousine and a taxi
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6. If you have to visit many places in major cities other than New York,
Chicago, and San Francisco, how do you travel?
a. by taxi b. by city bus c. by rent-a-car
d. by limousine and taxi

7. The best way to get to your friend's house in the suburbs ofa large city
is

a. by city transportation b. by taxi c. by limousine and city
transportation d to ask your friend to come to pick you up

VIII. Communication
Part A
1. How do you IT ake a long-distance can from a public phone?

What kind ut call would you make?
If you are not in a hurry, when do you make a long-distance call?
How do you make a local telephone call?

2. How do you send a telegram?
What kinds of telegrams are there?

Pa, t B
1. rate is the cheapest long-distance call.

a. Day b. Evening c. Night d. Week ,r1
2. If you want to make the cheapest telephone call from 141e West coast to

a company in New York, r'en is the best time?
a. 7 a.m. b. 10 a.m c. 3 p.m. d. 6 p.m.

3. is the cheapest phone rate.
a. Direct dial b. Station-to-station c. Person-to-person
d. Collect

4. What is the cheapest postal rate for packages?
a. books b. printed matter c. parcel post d. the same

5. Where do you send a telegram?
a. at a post office b. at Western Union c. at a bank
d. at a bus station

6. What is the fastest and most convenient communication system?
a. telephone b. telegram c special delivery
d. regular mail
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IX. Manners
Part A
1. What do you do if someone invites you to dinner at their home? Please

describe that situation.
2. What do you do if you are invited to an American home for a weekend?
3. What are important table manners? Please mention as many as pos-

sible.

4. How do you set the table?
5. How do you assign the seats at a table?
6. When you are at the table, what should you do and what should you not

do?

7. How do you introduce people?

Part B
1. If you invite your friend to dinner informally,

a. you make the invitation by phone b. you send a card
c. you send a telegram
d. you visit him/her and make the invitation in person

2. If you want to invite somebody to a dinner, you invite .

a. only him b. him and his wife
c. him and his whole family d. no rule

3. If you are invited to a dinner, what should you do?
a. check your schedule and answer as soon as possible
b. go to dinner even if you do not waist to
c. just go there on time without giving any answer
a. if you cannot go, you tell the host one day before, and if you can, you

just go
4. If you are invited to an American home for dinner or for the weekend,

you ought to _.
a. bring roses b. bring gifts c. do nothing special
d. send a thank-you note later

5. If the food tastes terrible, you should _.
a. ask the hostess for something else to eat
b. tell the hostess it is not good c. not comment on it
d. try to eat a lot of it, as if it were good
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6. When a man meets a woman for the first time, he
a. extends his hand for a handshake
b. shakes hands if she extends her hand
c. smiles d. hugs her

7. When you introduce people,
a. you introduce a man to a woman
b. you introduce a woman to a man
c. you introduce an older person to a younge. person
d. no rule

8. If you eat with your right hand, you keep your left hand
a. on the table b. beside the dish c. in your lap
d. anywhere you like

9. If you want to get more food, what do you do?
a. you try to reach the food, wherever it is
b. you ask the hostess to serve more
c. you ask the person nearest the dish for more
d. you just forget it if you caunot reach it

10. If you are asked whether you want coffee or tea by the host and you do
not want either, what do you do?
a. you say you want either of them b. you say coffee
c. you just keep silent d. you say "no, thank you"

X. Getting Acquainted with Americans
Part A
1. If you live in a new place, how do you try to .hake friends?
2. If you have trouble with an American friend, how do you try to solve

it

3. When you talk with Americans, what kind of topics do you talk about?
4. If your classmate calls and asks for a date, what do you say?
5. If you want to date an American girl, how do you arrange that?
6. How do you try to maintain frindships with your American friends?
7. What do you try to do when you attend a party?
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Part B
1. Do you attend a party in your dorm?

a. I attend it if I am not occupied.
b. I attend it if my friends go.
c. I do not attend it unless somebody asks me.
d. I do not attend it.

2. If you attend a dance pi...4y, .

a. you sit aside o_r-.1 watch people
b. you talk with people around yourself
c. you stick to people you go with
d. you talk to people and dance with them

3. If a stranger talks to you when you are eating in a cafeteria,
a. you just ignore him/her
b. you try to talk to him/her as little as possible
c. you try to enjoy a conversation with him/her
d. you try to keep in contact with him/her later

4. What attitude do you try to take when you talk to a stranger?
a. I try to be polite and friendly b.. 1 tp4-to be informal
c. I try to be very formal ,, d. nothirig.special

5. How do you get acquainted with your classmates?
a. I go to class early and try to talk to them
b. Whenever I have a chance, I talk to them
c. I respond whenever they talk to me
d. I do not pay any attention to them
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Introduction

This bibliography on intercultural communication has been comp;led
for teachers of English in Japan who are interested in this field and
would like to study to improve their teaching of English to Japanese
students. However, it is also designed for other people who are inter-
ested in this field for the purpose of broadening their knowledge.

In order to make the use of this bibliography easier, we classified the
materials into the categories shown in the directory. (Some references
are related to more than one subject area a-1 therefore appear in more
than one category.) Materials in each category are in alphabetical order
by author.

This bibliography follows the style of the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association (3rd ed.). However, if the informa-

tion is available, authors' or editors' first names are included for the
convenience of those who need to use the MLA style sheet.

Many of the items listed in the bibliography are from primary
sources. However, we included other items that we thought would be
useful, even if we do not have access to them at this time. Those were
taken from other bibliographies, and the first names of authors or
editors may not be spelled out.

Also included are lists of books and journals frequently referred to in
this bibliography. Call numbers from the Library of Congress system
were included for items on these lists if they were available.
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